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FOREWORD 

For years past writers have been prophesying that the 
centre of world affairs was moving from the Atlantic 

to the Paafic Observers have reminded us of the dominant 
role that Asia has played in human history and have declared 
their belief that the forces of geography and humanity were 
shifting the world centre of gravity back to Asia from Europe 
where it had rested for a few short centuries Such state 
ments must be treated with caution Whilst it may be true 
that the massive concentrations of people m southern and 
eastern Asia will ultimately give these areas an importance 
beyond an3rthing they have owned in the last three centunes 
it would be rash to claim for them predominance in world 
affairs It may be that the leadership of Europe as a 
continent has ended it is certain that Europe as a system of 
ideas and as a way of hfe has not If she is to be displaced 
and her suzerainty ended her logical successor is not Chma 
or Japan but North Amenca where economically and poliU 
cally dynamic influences of greater power than ever the 
world has known are concentrated 

In the sense that North Amenca and Japan have come to 
conflict mamly over the future of China the Pacific Basin 
has become a theatre in which a great histone trend is taking 
shape The significance of that fact needs no exaggeration 
that it has vital importance for every people is dear 

We now see that when Commodore Perry presented the 
Mikado with the choice of peaceful trade or war m 1853 
the Paafic Basin came mto the orbit of world pohtics That 
act signified the intrusion of the Western peoples mto the 
isdahomsm of the Onent It was an intrusion of foreign 
modes and new ideas rather than an mvasion of peoples 
New techmques revolutioimry invaitions strar^e ways of 

vn 
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life and work both affronted and attracted the peoples of 
eastern Asia Age old customs and feudal societies began to 
crumble before the aggression of the white races At first 
almost powerlessly but later with irresistible might the 
waves of European industnalism began to beat upon Mon 
golian minds and methods The treaty ports and the 
trading concessions extorted from China and Japan became 
the beach heads of the greatest invasion m history Slowly 
at first but with gathering momentum trade and investment 
flowed unwelcome into these countnes Thus Europe came 
to the Far East 

The changes now accelerating with such force m con 
tinental Asia were no less disruptive in the island groups 
throughout the Paafic Thither the whaler and the trader 
the missianary and the planter had taken the demands and 
products of greedy needy Europe The primitive soaal 
systems of the natives wilted and faded The South Seas 
of song and story of fact and fable became an idyll of 
sun kissed lands and dnldhke peoples* The economics of 
the outer world settled on primitive peoples as a bhght rather 
than a blessing Their islands were swept into the cat^ory 
of strat^c areas 

This unrelated world of hermit nations and island king 
doms was defenceless before the aggression and superior 
techniques of the European mvader The congested lands 
of S<m1h-East Asia and the islands of the Paafic itself— 
aie Ptrihj^»nes the East Indies Melanesia Micronesia 
Poi||Fnesia—were sucked steadily and irretnevably mto the 
vortex cA industrial expanaon The coming of the stesui^ 
and battJeshqi, the open door and all the methods of 

ao^^nsitive inqienahsm fomaed a provocaticm and a dialloige 
flbat expressed itsdf in colour oansciousness and loss of 
hioe- The adaptability of the Japanese and their acceptance 
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of the industrial revolution as the main weapon of defence 
called into being a new order Japan was awake and before 
long as a competitor in world markets was challenging the 
industnes of the Atlantic countries New pressures began 
to take shape for more land for greater resources for 
enlarged markets Japanese impenalism was on the march 

Finally and inevitably came the mihtary challenge in the 
form of Japans bid for overlordship of the Paafic and 
with the conquest of Japan and the settlement which follows 
a new order in the Pacific has now arrived The national 
and social aspirations of native peoples in and around the 
Pacific have neither unity nor uniformity but they cannot be 
frustrated even by the new and terrible potency of western 
armaments The developments stimulated by war have them 
selves brought vast changes Aviation has already shrunk 
the Pacific to less than the former time dimensions of the 
Mediterranean Interruption of the supply of raw materials 
such as rubber and quimne has turned the attention of the 
industrial chemist to the manufacture of substitutes The 
economic pattern of the Pacific has already been altered by 
these developments in transport and supply alone And 
countless other changes will remam to be assimilated and 
CO ordinated after conquest The New Pacific is smaller but 
more complex less remote but more dynamic than the old 

The problems of China s new position would be suffiaent 
in themselves to occupy a century of reconstruction When 
Sun Yat Sen brought about the Revolution young China 
began to plan for national reform and economic welfeire 
The Japanese invasion humed on the unifications which the 
European intni^on had begun Old ideas died hard but 
in a slow and terrible fashion the Chinese moved painfully 
into their struggle for independence Now the war is over 
the problan of China s poverty the task of raisit^ the bving 
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standards for five hundred million people will present a 
vaster and more difficult problem than the reconstruction of 
Europe And it would seem that the means for reconstruction 
must come largely from other countnes in the Pacific Basin 

So from the Indus to the Amur a thousand milhon 
people are also on the march to some new order In the 
pattern of that system the future of the people of the Paafic 
from Thailand to California and from Alaska to New 
Zealand is involved The Eskimo and the Maori the 
Tibetan mountameer and the Hawaiian islander the New 
Gmnea fuzzy wuzzy and the Japanese manufacturer are 
being squeezed by a shrinking world into new and more 
intimate inter relations not only with themselves but with 
the rest of the world We can be certain of only one thing— 
the vast range and speed of change and the unwilhngness of 
peoples to adapt old habits to new conditions The Atlantic 
Charter needs a Paafic supplement We can only foresee 
that there is no greater urgency than adequate and accurate 
knowledge of the people of the Basin and of their homelands 

The revision or rather rewnting of a book about the 
Paafic Basin so soon after the disruption of the economy 
and pohtics of the area by world war presented extra 
ordinary difficulties It was necessary to keep always m 
mmd the mam aim of gec^raphicai mterpretation in its 
human aspects and to ignore as far as possible both the 
destructKHi of war and the painful adjustmoits as hostilities 
died down Tte study of passing phases had to be sub 
ordimted to die examination of changes that seemed hkdy 
to aidure* 

The gec^rapte: however is m a better position than most 
^oentists since the physical and climatic conditions which 
mfinesice life and occupations in different regions of the 

are relativdy permanent and unchanging The work 
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has, nevertheb, demanded dose attention to an alered and 

altering pohhcal sitnaton, and constant conference with 

experts upon conditions in specific areas 

The work of Miss Joyce Wood in preparii^ the charts 

and graphs which appear throughout the hook ames its own 

commendation, and the careful help of Miss M, Bayne m 

reading proofs must be acknowledged Lacking space for 

specific mention of a legion of others who have suppW 

materials or assisted m discussion, we can only tender onr 

giateful thanks. 

G L Wood, 

P R McBm 
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Who hath desired the Sea-the s#t of salt water untounded^ 
The heaye and the halt and the hurl and the crash of the comher 

wind hounded^ 
The sleek kreled swell before storm-gray, foamless, enormous and 

growing? 
Stark calm on the lap of the Line-or the crazy eyed hurricane 

blowfflg? 

Who hath desired the Sea-4e immense and contemptuous surges? 
The shudder, the stumble, the swerve ere the star stabbing bowspnt 

emerges- 
The orderly clouds of the trade and the ndged, roanng sapphire 

thereunder 
Unheralded chf lurkmg flaws and the head sails’ low volleying 

thunder? 
miNG 
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PART I 

THE PACIFIC ENVIRONMENT A GENERAE 
SURVEY 

Chapter I 

THE PACIFIC BASIN 

None of the worlds oceans casts such a glamour of 
adventure over us as the Paafic none has so stirred 

man s imagination and none affords more enticing problems 
to the student From the theory that this vast depression 
in the earth s crust was left when the semi hquid moon was 
tom from the earth mass to the nddle of the formation of 
those curious islands known as atolls is one great field for 
inquiry and speculation Turning from the problems of the 
changing earth to those of changing human life in the Pacific 
we find an even wider field awaiting investigation Whence 

came those wandering peoples whose descendants are found 
all over the spacious archipelagoes of the Paafic^ Are 
they but the remnants of great former avilizations ^ What 
stirnng dramas of history he behind those relics of Hindu 
colonization in Java and Sumatra? How came the massive 
monuments at Easter Island to be placed in that lonelj 
outpost? Why was that Vemce of the South Seas at 
Ponape in the Carohnes deserted? By what marvellous skill 
in navigation did the old Polynesian pilots lead their migrant 
peoples over the trackless ocean? These and many other 
questions at whose answers we can but guess at present show 

that m many ways we are only beginning our acquamtaiKje 

with the greatest of oceans 
This vast expanse of water—^wider and deeper than any 

c^er—covers an area larger than that all the kmd 

1 
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sea level its -waters extend over one third of the whole 

surface of the globe The volume of its waters is twice that 

of the Atlantic and its extent is almost too vast for the mind 
to comprehend From the Phihppines to Panama means a 
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voyage of ten thousand miles and the distance from the 
Antarctic to Alaska is almost as far The coasts washed by 
the Pacific Ocean are longer its enclosing mountain walls 
higher and its submarine valleys deeper than any others in 
the world Its enormous basin holds most of the worlds 
islands and it is ringed about by most of the world s active 
volcanoes 

The land surface which drains into the Pacific is on the 
other hand comparatively small It is but one fourth of the 
size of the corresponding Atlantic area It represents an area 
less than three times the size of Australia but on it live 
one third of the world s people The eastern wall is formed 
by the mighty cordillera known as the Rocky Mountains in 
North Amenca and as the Andes in South America a great 
senes of earth folds stretching for eleven thousand miles and 
sloping steeply to the ocean floor The coast plain on this 
side is consequently extremely narrow while the streams 
are small and of httle importance 

The divide between the Paafic and Arctic basins is broken 
by a narrow gap of less than 40 miles at Benng Strait and 
on the Asiatic side it runs away south and west through the 
Stanovoi Altai Tian Shan and Tibetan highlands to dimb 
gradually to the mountain core of the Pamir the roof of 
the world This great curve of mountain wall encloses the 
Pacific slope of eastern Siberia Manchuria China Indo 
China and Malaya with its four great valleys of the Amur 
Hwang Ho Yang tse and Mekong compnsmg an area as 
large as South America. Behind the river valleys stand the 
highest and most extensive plateaux on the globe and as a 
background to the fertile valleys of China nse the mystenous 
highlands of Tibet and Mongolia with the towering heights 
of the Himalayas and the vast ranges of the Tian Shan the 
mountains of heaven 
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S Franasc t Honol 1 2100 m I 

Fig 2 Profiles of the Ocean Floor Depths in fathoms 
USA Hydrographic Survey 

The mountain fold which forms the Pacific Indian water 

shed now stretches south and east like a gigantic sea serpent 

with its undulaticms m places above water as in the Sumatra 

Java Timor cimm and in places submerged as m the deeps 

b^ween these islands This cham contmues through New 

Guinea New Caledoma and New Zealand to Antarctica 

The upward warping of the crust milhons of years ago in 

ancient times gave nse to the Eastern Highlands of Austraha 

This watershed follows the coast south to Bass Strait where 

ft dips partly submerged to reappear in the Tasmanian 

To tlfce south the Antarctic continent lies wholly within 

die Antarctic Circk, and is as yet comparatively unknown 

there are summits nsing to 15 000 feet above sea level 

of e^ Mt Erebus being active volcanoes The 
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heights run parallel to the shores of what la called Victoria 

Land which possibl} preserves under its mask of ice the 

characteristic coastlines of the Pacific Here the heights are 

really the edge of a vast plateau rising to a level of 10 000 

feet from which the woilds greatest glaciers slide slowly 

down towards the sea 

The line of folding reappears above water and is continued 

through South and North Amenca as the Andes and Rockies 

which form the backbone of those two continents The 

Andean system is a senes of parallel Alpine folds runmng 

close to the west coast at a distance of 30 to 150 miles and 

it comprises the longest unbroken mountain system on the 

earths surface More than a dozen summits nse above 

19000 feet and the peak of Aconcagua towers up 24000 

feet above sea level Amongst these peaks are the highest 

volcanic cones in existence The crustal unrest of this region 

convinces some observers that the process of uphft is still 

incomplete. From Aconcagua the system divides into two 

chains to enclose the high plateau draining Lake Titicaca 

Umting again near the equator they again diverge and lose 

height rapidly towards Central Amenca 

After an interruption by the older east west arrangement 

of Central America the Divide again becomes well marked 

from Tehuantepec and continues north as the Rocky Moun 

tains which resemble the Andes Cordillera but are lower 

and wider The Rocky system too is more broken by lower 

passes shows less contrast between eastern and western 

slopes and is also set back farther from the coast This 

mountain system is a double one in its general arrangement 

It compnses two systems diverging to enclose the great Salt 

Lake Basin which sinks in parts below sea level Nearer ^ 

coast the Sierra Nevada Mountains also reach great heights, 

Mt Whitney reaching nearly 15 COD feet Converging stgam 
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towards Alaska the cordillera becomes even higher and 
Mt MacKinley (20400 feet) is the loftiest peak 

One fourth of Asia one fifth of North America one tenth 
of Australia and one sixteenth of South America in all 
one seventh of the world s land surface drains into the 

Pacific The steepest part of the ocean floor is found in the 
north west corner where it rises to emerge as the Japanese 
and Kurile Islands To the east of this wall lies one of the 
deepest abysses in the earth s crust It is part of an enormous 

depression situated in the north central Pacific called the 
Tuscarora Deep which is ever3rwhere deeper than 4000 

fathoms Where the depression touches the Japanese wall 
it deepens to form the great gully known as the Japan 
Trench which like all the ocean trenches is a centre of 
volcanic activity Lower depths have been obtained else 

where in the Pacific but no other depression approaches the 
Tuscarora m extent To the south the floor of the ocean 

IS broken by a senes of more or less parallel ridges with 
deeps lying between them The greatest depth yet obtained 
was found by the German ship Emden in May 1927 This 
was a sounding of 34^10 feet or aiough to submerge Mount 
Everest with over 5 000 feet to spare 

The wails of the ocean basm nse steeply and then flatten 
qM towards the continents much like the shape of a soup 
plate The width of this flattened bnm differs greatly 
aocordmg to the steepness of the bounding wall but it is in 
genmi, mtkh wider on the Asiatic than on the American 
ade. It includes tiK whole area of many shallow seas like 
the China Sea and the stretch between Northern Australia 
and Hew Guinea, and associates most of the great islands 
exc^ eddies and New Zealand with the nearest continent 
Lodoed at in another way the land bordering the coastline 
IS m most cases a low plain which nses gradually till it 
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reaches 600 feet where a more abrupt slope to greater 
heights commences This coastal plain is continued under 
the sea gradually dipping till it attains the depth of 100 
fathoms where it drops more or less abruptly to the ocean 
floor This flattened rim between the shorelme and the 100 
fathoms line is known to oceanographers as the conUnental 

shelf The action of the waves and tides ceases to be felt 
at about 600 feet depth and the immense deposits of silt 
brought down by the nvers together with the deposits tom 
down by the action of the waves are spread out and, form 
this rim Here flourish the seaweeds and the vast array 
of sea life which they harbour and so the shelf becomes the 
feeding ground for most of the fish that are of use to man 

Deposits of different kmds are ever accumulating in the 
ocean A shower of fine silt brought down by the rivers 
earned out by waves or winds dispersed by volcanic erup 
tions or carried along by ocean currents is always settling 
to the bottom Along with this goes another shower of lime 
fragments made of the skeletons of the mynads of micro 
scopic organisms that swarm in the ocean The floor of the 
ocean is thus covered with a mantle of fine mud or ooze 

which fills up the hollows and; rounds off the roughness of 
the ocean bed These deposits fall naturally on and near 
the contmental shelf for the most part and form the earth 
like or terrigenous deposits found usually within 250 miles 
of the shore Farther out in the deep water remote from 
land are the pelagic deposits mostly stiff red or brown clays 
containing little lime These cover more than half the bed of 
the Pacific From the length of time which pelagic deposits 
take to form and from the teeth and bones of extmet species 
of sharks and other fish which are found at these depths 
it IS thought that these great depressions have never been 
above water 
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Fro 3 V lean c Zone of the Pacific 

The Pacific Basin has been in the past an area of great 
disturbance o£ the earth s crust That it is still a region of 
unrest is indicated by the rising and sinking of certain coasts 
and by the frequency of earthquakes The reasons for 
acti¥ity are sttS a matter of dispute amoi^ g^kiglsts kmd 

however the foldn^ subsideiKe and dievation are cau ed 
It IS certsun ^at hues of weakness are developed in the rocks 
of ^1^ earth s crust These lines of weakness act as safety 
valves for subterranean energy and volcanoes are the result 
Of the 415 active and extinct volcanoes known in the world 
iKJ kss than 337 are found m and around the Paafic 
FoUown^ this string of volcanoes around the ocean we 
can tiace an almost unbre^en line from the North Island of 
Mew Zealand ihroc^h the New Hebrides New* Guinea the 
Piiilqjptnes FomK>sa Japan the Luchu Islands and Kam^ 



Fig 4 EARTHQUAKE NEW ZEALAND 
Queen Street Masterton N^ after an earthquake. 

A great contrast is presented by the coasts of the Paafic 

and of the Atfantic Oceans Both east and west of the 

Pacific the great inotintam folds baTe a norlh set. 
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with warps or bulges out towards the centre of the ocean 
In the eastern Paafic the big senes of folds which runs 
through the two American continents has been thrust up 
against the block formmg the floor of the ocean The great 
land mass of Asia however was so solid and heavy that 
the line of weakness developed more especially along the 
edge of the continental shelf where an unusual form of fold 
mg took place These partially inundated folds have formed 
what J W Gregory called festoons of islands enclosing what 
are almost land locked seas While not so pronounced on 
the Amencan side a similar formation is seen in British 
Columbia and Chile 

It will be worth while at this stage to emphasize this 
arc like formation of the island chains since this feature has 
been taken as the basis for dividing the islands of the Pacific 
into three mam groups Lying close to Australia is the first 
great arc stretching from New Gmnea to Fiji and including 
the Solomons New Caledonia and the New Hebrides From 
the sooty black colour of the people who inhabited this group 
it was called Melanesia After an mterval of clear sea 
comes a longer arc bending from the Pelews through the 
Mariannes Carolmes Marshall and Gilbert Islands to end 
north of Fiji From the small size of the islands fliis chain 
was named Micromsm Then far out in mid-ocean from 
Midway Island through the medley of the Marquesas the 
Tuamotus, the Fnendly and Cook Islands is a great irregular 
scatter known as Polynesia 

So mtich has been wntten about lost Paafic contments 
that the relatioii of these festoons or arcs to the land masses 
IS of some importance Geological research and ocean sound 
n^gs prove that the islands fall into two great classes There 
are flrst the conhnmtid islands formed by the tops of the 
partmHy sahnerged ndges and plateaux already mentioned 
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and structurally parts of an old parent continent 
formed by volcamc and coral action and having no 

to the build of the older land masses are called oceanic 

islands Continental islands rise from the continental shelf 

or from spurs of this shelf eg New Guinea and the 

continental stfelf of the former continent may be taken to 

extend eastwards from Asia and Austraha to a hne connect 

ing the Marshall Gilbert Samoa Fiji and Kermadec islands 

through the major group of New Zealand Along this hne 

occur the Kermadec Tonga and Higgard trenches which 

probably mark the outward edge of a great former land mass 

of which the continental islands are the remnants 

East of this and extendmg to the American wall is the true 
Paafic depression from the floor of which nse the relics of 

volcamc upheavals which form the island strewn expanse of 

Polynesia These peaks and ridges rise with comparative 

steepness from great depths and many fail to reach the 

surface Of those which do emerge some like Hawaii are 

so recent as to retain their ongmal form of lava-cones and 

craters while others hke Tahiti have been much eroded 

and altered in appearance The jagged outlines and steep 

peaks of these islands form much of the scenic charm of 

island landscapes in the Pacific Many again have been so 
reduced that they have disappeared beneath the surface 

altogether and this lowering has been accompanied by the 

bmlding of coral reefs which now stand at sea level as the 

charactenstic atolls of the South Seas such as the Tuamotus 

and countless others like garlands laid by the hand of 
Nature on the tombs of departed islands 

Coral islands and reefs are mainly formed of the stony 

skeleton of carbonate of lime built up by organisms known 

as coral polyps They take many forms but that of most 
importance in reef building unites into great branctes 

relation^ 



5 ATOLLS OR LAGOON ISLANDS 

Laud shown black reefs dotted 

L The perfect atoll is shaped like a ship s lifebuoy It encloses 
SL ^IgOOiL 

2^ A ^re coffnmon shape is an rregular ovaL 
S. Most usually the nog of land s broken m one or more places 
A atoHs are a mere stru^ of islets standing on the reef 
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Although they are found in all the temperate seas these 
polyps flourish best in very warm and clear salt water If 
the temperature is less than 70 or if the depth is greater 
than 20 fathoms they are not active They are therefore 
confined to the centre and west of tropical oceans where the 
warm equatorial currents favour their growth 

Coral structures assume three distinct forms (1) The 
atoll This IS a reef of a arcular form with no land appear 
mg m the centre The water so enclosed is known as a 
lagoon and is usually shallow with further coral forming 
the bed The polyp cannot build above sea level but blocks 
of coral are smashed off by the waves thrown up on the 
reef and groimd into coral sand By the action of the sea 
this IS gradually cemented into a compact mass of limestone 
and may nse m time to small heights above sea level Because 
they live on sea water organisms the coral pol3T)s extend 
the reef by growing seawards while those on the lagoon side 
die or at best remain inactive The form is seldom quite 
circular and almost never complete only portions of the 
reef show above the water and thus take on the appearance 
of a chain of small islands (2) The frtngtng reef which 
is found near the shore in shallow water and grows seaward 
leaving a muddy fiat which gradually becomes dry land 
(3) The barrier reef which nms parallel to the coast and at 
some distance from it with great depth usually on its sea 
ward side The Great Barrier Reef of north east Australia 
which runs for 1 200 miles along that coast like a huge 
natural breakwater is the best example of many reefs of this 
kind 

Darwin concluded that atolls originated in fnngmg re^ 
forming around a volcamc cone As the island slowly sank 
the pol3q>s building on the skeletons of dead pc^yps kept 
the reef up to sea level Eventual^ as the corals estemied 

B 
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Fig 6 SECTION OF ATOLL 

Coral islands are often the tinsubmerged summits of 
peaics rising from the ocean floor The summit is 
surrounded by a rim or collar of coral reef usually a 
hundred yards wide or more forming a platform at 
about low tide level These are fringmg* reefs but 
sometimes they are detached from the coast and are 

called barrier refefs 

seawards to take advantage of the better conditions m the 
breakers the reef would become a barrier reef 
subsidence still continued the original mountain disappeared 
below the sea and left tte reef which continued its growth 
to form an atolL Sir Jdtm Murray however durmg the 
famous cruise of the ChcMmger formed the opinion that the 
fcmndation for omal reefs was in every case supplied by 

banks which were raised by the deposit of ooze 
they within the range of coral According to 

corals raise a flat table of rock When it reaches 
^ it grows more rapidly cm the seaward side where 
ippi m more plentiftil The coral polyps on the inside tlien 

a iagocm is gradually hollowed out by the action of 
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the waves so that the atoll grows outward without widening 
like a smoke ring The only flaw in this theory is that reefs 
are rare on rising coasts Another theory of the formation 
of coral atolls is that of Daly HiSl theory is that with the 
fall in sea level during the Ice Age the existing islands were 
worn down to a platform between low and high tide levels 
With the rise of sea level in post glacial times these plat 
forms were submerged and the coral atolls were built up 
on them Perhaps it is reasonable to suppose that atolls are 
in fact formed in many ways 

Fig 7 ELEVATED CORAL ISLAND 

It IS like an atoll in formation except that the centre 
IS a low hill instead of a lagoon The reef or collar 

IS typical of both the atoll and the elevated island 

The most significant features of the distribution of land 
on the west side of the Paafic are the prolongation of Asia 
eastwards so as almost to meet Alaska at Bering Strait the 
arrangement of the Japanese Kunle and Aleutian festoons 
and the formation of the Malay Peninsula Timor chain run 
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ning parallel with Borneo Celebes Ceram Papua and the 

Melanesian festoon to form a double line of stepping stones 

from Asia to the South Paafic Tbs projection of the great 

land mass of Asia away out to mid ocean has given the 

Pacific a marked Asiatic character Geologically the rocks 

Fig a THE GREAT BARRIER REEF 
Built tip by coral polyps into a nassive stntcture stretching for 
1,200 miles at distances from 10 to 150 miles fnKn the north-east 
coast of Australia The surface of the reef or coral platform is 

shown at low tide m plac^ it is 100 miles wide 

belong to the Asian whc^ structure and composi 

are retained % i^ands at great distances from tb 

pceseut oontment Agam, the j^ts and animals are Asiatn 

hmmcm Australian m character Above all 

life IS UMbujbtedly Asiatic in ongin The tw< 

M north-eastern and south eastern comers o 

ts^ routes for the migration of all forms o 

with the hdp of frozen seas could doubtless wall 
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the whole way from Asia to Amenca and the similanty of 

human types on both sides of the Pacific make it seem likely 

that he did so On the other hand migration to the south 

east must have involved some navi^tion and thus we have 

the two great modes of migration—^walking and sailing— 

determmed by the arrangement of the land masses But the 

bcattered oceanic islands were a different problem Thev are 

not arranged on any such convement plan and their small 

size and wide spaang offer no easy bndges for the migration 

of plants and animals Each group stands alone geologically 

and biologically like Colendge s Ancient Manner 

Alone alone all all alone 

Alone on a wide wide sea 

Since our chief aim is to examine the lands of the Pacific 

Basin as homes for man something must be said concerning 

another important factor of the environment the soil The 

chemical composition of the soil its heaviness or hghtness 

its depth and extent are factors which combine with climate 

and topography to fix the areas suitable for agnculture and 

in the long run determine broadly both the distribution 

of the population and its density What man can do towards 

improving reclaiming or irrigating soil is but a tiny part of 

what has already been done for him by nature The great 

flood plains of the mighty nvers with their alluvial and wind 

borne soils made possible the teeming valley populations of 

Asia The Indo Gangetic Valley and the basins of the 

Yang tse and Hoang Ho show on the grand scale the value 

of good soils to man On the Amencan side the fertile 

Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys afford further illustra 

ticm Every vanety of soil is to be found on the contments 

of the Paafic Basin and on the continental islands but Ae 

oceanic islands are hmit^ to two kinds The weather^od 
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remains of volcanic material yield the wonderfully fertile 

soils of islands like Fiji and Java Decomposed masses ot 

coral from ages of reef building have formed the second 

type, le limestone beds of the atolls and of the island 

coasts 

Fig 9 THE GENESIS OF SOILS 

as shown m the East Indies The erosion by water of these ash 
cones IS typical of the first stages of soil making in volcanic 

areas 



Chapter II 

CLIMATE IN THE PACIFIC B\SIN 

The big facts of the land and water distribution in the 
Paafic area ha\e now been sketched Climate is the 

second great factor which helps to decide how well or how 
poorly man can live m any region Climate decides where 

certain plants and animals can live and thus makes possible 

not merely the production of those commodities hke siUc and 
wool which are derived from them but also the exchange 
which IS the basis of trade It not only limits the range of 
crops which can be grown m any area w hether for example 
wheat or nee or taro shall constitute the mam food supply 
but it also influences methods of cultivation as the contrast 

in the methods of growing wheat and nee well illustrates 

Further it has a very important effect on man s own comfort 
and energy making him sluggish in the hot humid weather 
and bnsk and energetic m the cool In this way his eflfiaency 

and his social and economic progress are affected 

We must not however lay too much stress upon the 
effects of climate since unhke the plants and animals which 
can adapt themselves only very slowly to changes in their 
surroundings man has been able to move about and to select 
his habitat Thus by his abihty to roam he can escape the 
full tyranny of chmate but only under very great stress 

such as a shortage of food continued for a long time will 
those mass movements which we call migrations take place. 
In whatever chmate he is found man tends to stay put 
He has the greatest objection to changing his home and the 

particular climate country foods and habits to which he 
has become accustomed Slowly silently persist^tly long 

residence in any region will affect die tenperament of die 

19 
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inhabitants their energy and their ability to resist disease 

For better or for worse these changes are continuous and 
almost imperceptible The hardy and industrious Chinese 

the malaria nddled Indian the fun loving Polynesian are all 

what they are partly because of the climate of their home 
lands 

In short it is not too much to say that cbmate in addition 

to its powerful influence over the food man eats the clothes 

he wears and the shelter he requires also deades to some 

extent the level of his avilization Ehs standard of hving 
helps to determine the character of his culture Every study 

of Paafic peoples will furnish illustrations of these facts 

The Maoris of New Zealand migratmg from their warmer 

home m mythical Hawaiki had to adapt themselves to 

cx)lder conditions which called for greater effort In the 

struggle they developed great mental and physical powers 

invented tools built houses and wove clothing suited to the 

new environment developed an elaborate soaal system and 
raised their status among the peoples of the world to a high 
level The history of the Japanese the achievements of the 
Eskimo m the Arctic regions the adaptation of Europeans 
to the new countn^ of the Paafic even the struggle of 

tl» pnmitive Austrahan abongmal against the and conditions 
his hmneland furmsh other instances of the influence of 

dimate on man 
The most important aspects of climate in this connection 

can best be studied by considering separately the chief 
fechirs influencmg weather such as heat and cold the effects 
of altitude the aH m^rtant air pressure and arculation and 
the consequent wetness or dryness of different regions On 
lliese will depend the control which chmate will exerase 

hmxxm hfe and progress Owmg to the moderating 
irftaoices of great masses of water and the comparative 
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evenness of surface within the basin itself atmospheric 
conditions m the Paafic are remarkable for their close 
conformity with the world system A descnption of this 
system will serve to make a study of the climates of the 
Paafic Basin clearer 

If the surface of the earth were quite uniform and the sun 
always shone overhead along the equator the hne of greatest 
heat and the equator would coincide There would be constant 
low pressure in a zone along the line of greatest heat and 
constant high pressure immediately north and south Subject 
to deflection by the rotary movement of the earth air would 
flow regularly from the constant high to the constant low 
pressure area Actually the annual march of the sun north 
and south of the equator causes the line of greatest heat to 
move north and south too but not so far nor so uniformly 
The whole system of pressure belts swings with the line of 
greatest heat the extent of the swing varying because of 
many local conditions such as the proportion of land and 
water and the proportion and arrangement of high land 
Likewise the wind belts assoaated with these pressure 
systems move north and south with the sun but in an 
irregular fashion. As a consequence however of the great 
uniformity of the ocean surface chmatic conditions in the 
south and central Paafic tend to be very regular The 
steadiness of the Trade and Westerly winds in this area is 
remarkable West of the Paafic the swing of the wind 
systems is execrated by the closeness of the two great 
land masses of Asia and Australia with the line of greatest 
heat swn^mg between them The North east Trades are 
lulled tether south m January and the following months and 

ymm te lam-bearmg monsoons for northern Australia 

^for Asia, Six months later the 
Trades have been pulled far to the north by the 
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great indraught over southern Asia and constitute for that 

continent the southern monsoons which are dry off shore 

winds for Australia 
The normal Trades are brisk breezes blowing steadily most 

of the time at 10 to IS miles an hour The blue sea and 

crisp white capped waves are charactenstic They dispel the 

usual enervation of the regions in this latitude and account 

mamly for the pleasant climate of the so called South Seas 

The Westerlies on the other hand are by no means so 

regular nor so moderate They constitute a drift of the air 

body to the east In this current more or less violent eddies 

develop and are carried along as the rain beanng lows 

which are so characteristic of the climate of countnes coming 

under the influence of the westerly dnft The Westerhes are 

steady and strong enough in the southern hemisphere to have 

earned the name of the brave west winds but the gales that 

accompany the lows have given the latitude of greatest 

frequency the simster title of the Roaring Forties 

The most remarkable result of this one way traffic in 

wmd arculation is the one sided rainfall effect where the 

Trades or Westerhes cross land high enough to cause heavy 

discharge of their moisture Thus most of the islands of the 

I^fic eg Java Hawau Taanania have a wet windward 

side and drier leeward side. On a bi^er scale contments 

are likewise affected The coast of Queensland for example 

receives ample rainfall horn, tl^ trade winds which leave the 

O0rre^^(Hiding coast of Western Australia as absorbers rather 

dlepo^tors o£ moi^itre. 
" s m the North Pacific are not nearly so r^ular 

jlaoes m the same latitude vanes gr^tly 
regions continoats in die nor&em heim- 

m general more extreme chnmtes tha^ die 
t legioi^ Hani^ cereals such as barley and rye 
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be cultivated only m certain protected valie}'S in Sakhalin 

while m British Columbia in the same latitude all the 

temperate grains and fruits are grown as commercial crops 

The mam Japanese islands are in the same latitude as 

California but have a far more ngorous climate Coasts 

and islands too have generally a much smaller range of 

temperature than continental intenors The remarkably 

uniform temperatures of Melanesia Micronesia and Polynesia 

are a commonplace of meteorology Mean annual temperature 

here vanes little above 70 Fahrenheit and there is no 

appreciable difference between the temperatures of the 

warmest and coldest months The range from midday to 

midnight temperature is greater than the range from summer 

to winter The following table will show typical differences 

in the range of temperature for mantime and mtenor 

situations 

TEMPERATURES FOR JANUARY AND JULY IN F 

Coastal Inland 

Place Lot Place IM Jan J»ly 

Sydney 33 5 S 63 Bourke 83 53 
Shanghai 31 2 N 82 Chungkmg 29 3 N 48 84 
Vancouver 1 49 1 N 63 Winnipeg 49 6 N -3 67 
Lima 12 2°S 73 61 Asuncion 25 2 S 1 82 66 
Honolulu 21 3 N 71 ! 78 Chicago 41 6N 26 74 

These figures suggest the difficulty involved in any attempt 

to classify climate Modem meteorolc^ has gone a 

way from the old and rather primitive division into tropicai 

temperate and polar and it is now realized that there are 

very different types of tropicai climate and that the so-caBed 

tmiperate chmates can be very mdmemL 
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With regard to temperature we can distinguish four mam 

belts which provide a useful grouping for economic purposes 

The basis of this division relates to the number of months 

of the year dunng which man can carry on agriculture i e 

the number of months during which crops will grow 

1 Hot Lands hot all the year round with an average 

temperature for each month of more than 65 F Growth is 

never stopped because of cold 

2 Warm Temperate Lands average temperature of the 

coldest month between 27 and 65 —z short dormant season 

due to low temperatures Most deaduous trees require at 

least eight months with average temperatures about 50 F 

Crops hke wheat can mature m less time 

3 Cool Temperate Lafids average temperature of the 

coldest month is below 27 F but the average temperature 

of the warmest month is abo\e 50 F a long dormant season 

with a short hot summer The summer temperatures are 

high enough for the growth of coniferous forests 

4 Cold Lands average temperature of the warmest 

month does not exceed 50 F so that trees cannot grow 

Where the average temperature rises above 32 F for one 

or more months the t3q)ical tundra v^etation bushes mosses 

and lichen is found In the colder regions where the average 

tanperature for any month seldom nses above freezing 

pomt there is no vegetation. 

It should be remembered however that human comfort 

dqiends htamdity as much as on temperature and that 

the mere record of heat not aiough to determine whether 

a we^m is iateatdev Further the effect of the sunount and 

^ m Inmtmg v^etation growth within 

fee feome in mind StiU m so 

fofflr fedts aKiicate the zones that are favourable 
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or otherwise for vegetation growth the classification is a 

useful basis on which the natural regions of the world includ 

mg the Paafic can be broadly determined 

The climates of the various regions of the Pacific basin 

will be discussed in detail in the chapters on natural regions 

At present we can notice the influence of certain general 

factors only 

1 The influence of distance from the sea 

The modifying influence of the sea upon temperature has 

already been mentioned In this connection we can distinguish 

three mam climatic types 

I Oceanic climate This is marked by moderate tempera 

tures high humidity heavy rainfall and much wind There 

IS a relatively small variation between summer and winter 

and between day and night temperatures in fact so small 

in some islands that the stimulus of weather changes is 
lacking 

II Continental climate is different from oceanic climate 

in every respect Instead of a range of less than 10 F 

between the mean of the hottest and coldest months we 

get a range three or four times as great In the interior 

the range may be from a minimum somewhere below zero 

to 70 F 

III Coastal climates as the name imphes are a transition 

type between oceanic and continental and the farther from 

the seaboard the less is the oceanic effect felt Mountain 

ranges along the coast in fact often confine the coastal 

type to a mere coastal ribbon Wind direction and the 

gram of the country therefore determine how far inland 

the marine influence is felt Where the prevailmg winds 

are mostly on shore as on the west coasts of contm^ts in 

the westerly wind belt the climate is markedly oceanic but 
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where the prevailing winds are off shore as on the east 

coast of Asia m winter or in north west Australia the 

temperature conditions of the intenor are carried nght to 

the shore hne 

Fig. 12 The Surface Currents of the Pacific Ocean. 

2 The influence of topography 

I The feM m temperature zmth increase in attitude 

l^esau or mrnmmsi is the re^lt of altitude rather 

€)f latitude since flie decline in mean temperatures with 

is most marked Cool temperatures and 

of tfee air are characteristic 

^ rm94cM The direction of the 

^ io ffee prevaihng winds has a very 

im talAB A^hution* Where on ^re 
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moist winds are forced up by a mountain barner as the 

westerhes are by the Rockies in Canada and the south east 

trade winds are by the eastern highlands of Austraha they 

preapitate their moisture on the windward slope giving it a 

heavy rainfall while the lee side remains comparatively dry 

3 The influence of ocean currents 

Where the winds blow on shore they carry the temperature 

effects of the ocean currents runmng along the coast with 

them The surface currents are largely determined by the 

wind system and the general effect may be hkened to the 

spmmng of a wheel To start the wheel spmmng one 

pushes the nm in the direction of spin and the spin could 

be helped by pushmg one way on the top side and m the 

opposite direction on the bottom side. A similar arculation 

is given to the waters by the trade winds and the westerhes 

which stir the surface water in opposite directions Thus m 

the South Pacific the trades blowing off shore from Peru 

push the cool surface waters nearer the equator This 

stream sweqis past the Galapagos Islands as the commence¬ 

ment of the South Equatonal Current Pushed to the west 

by the steady trades and becoming warmer aH the time it 

sends off branches among the many island groups and passes 

on down the Australian coast as the East Austrahan Current 

It then sets westward under the influence of the westerly 

winds until it unites with the smaller branches in a dnft 

towards South Amenca becommg steadily cooler This 

drift splits on the wedge of Cape Horn one current passing 

up the west coast as the cold Humboldt Current to join the 

South Equatorial Current again 

Off the coast of California the north-east trades set tqi 

a siimlar current which sweeps north as the North 

Equatonal Current and turns round by way of Japan as 
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the Kuro Siwo or Japan Current to be pushed towards the 

North American coast by the westerhes The behaviour of 

the currents near the East Indies is so important that they 

must be studied a httle more closely Off the coast of New 

Guinea the South Equatorial Current di\ides and streams 

round through the Malay Archipelago to join the North 

Equatorial dnft to the north of the Philippines Dunng 

the penod of the south west monsoon a tributary current 

sets in from the Indian Ocean and increases the volume so 

much that the broad warm stream with a surface temperature 

of 85 F carnes its moderatmg influences right along the 

Chinese and Japanese coasts This current is to the Pacfiic 

what the Gulf Stream is to the Atlantic The warm water 

of the two Equatonal Currents is piled up around and 

between the East Indies and one way of escape is along 

the belt of the Doldrums between the two trade wind 

currents This dnft flows straight back towards Panama 

as the Equatonal Counter Current Mention must be made 

also of the cold current which streams down from the 

Benng Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk carrjnng cold tempera 

tures as far south as northern Japan 

It has been calculated that the sea cames nearly half of 

the heat absorbed in the tropics away into higher latitudes 

to act as a warming influence along the eastern margins of 

contin«3ts while the colder currents drawn down from 

the Polar regions extend the cold conditions towards the 

equator Thus the Paafic acts as a great heat and cold 

r^ulator for all the shores which are washed by its currents 

its uninterrupted surface permits the very regular 

^fvdc^nent of the air and water systems and tends to 
fiTewt danatic extremes 



Chapter III 

MAN IN THE PACIFIC 

The anaent Greeks saw their homeland surrounded by 

Oceanus the great nver which was the source of all 

streams and waters The Father of All dwelhng far out on 

the edge of the world presided over this stream and over 

the lives and destinies of all that hved in and around it In 

such fancy they expressed their dependence upon the sea and 

acknowledged its great influence on their hves and habits 

From their narrow valleys and rocky hill sides they faced 

outwards over the waters which promised a more ample 

livelihood than their sterile homeland The ebb and flow 

of the tides and the ceaseless unrest of the waters stirred the 

cunosity of the land bom barbarians about the imseen 

destination of these marching waters The islands set in 

the near distance beckoned the first voyagers the warm blue 

seas invited to adventure and so the Greeks by force of 

arcumstance became at once traders sailors and colonisers 

Wherever man has responded to the call of the sea it has 

moulded his hfe and outlook m much the same way has given 

much the same direction to his activities has set him the 

same problems of navigation and prompted the same responses 

of boat and oar and sail in their solution His voyages as 

they became longer and surer brought him to new and 

different lands where novel conditions called forth new 

powers and abihties Mastery of the sea is thus a very late 

chapter m the story of man s conquest of his world For 

centunes he must have paused baffled at the edge of the 

ocean but the long and difficult struggle gave him in the 

end command of those vast expanses of water which cover 

three fourths of the earth 

31 
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With that achievement the world really became one and 
the long epic of man s oversea wanderings began Phoenician 
Greek Roman Viking and Arab on their voyages of trade 
discovery o^ piracy helped to estabhsh those connections 
between the coast dwellers which have become the great 
network of saihng routes in our day The changes from 
the pnmitive raft to the mighty hner mark the painful steps 
by which man achieved his mastery of the sea and incident 
ally the umty of his world The ocean thus became the great 
common possession of all peoples The emphasis that has 
been placed by all trading nations on the freedom of the 
seas and the enormous expense undertaken by modem 
powers to guard their trade routes are sufficient proof of 
the value of nght of way on the high seas 

Outside Europe and the adjacent areas the greatest skill 
in navigation was attained by the island folk west of the 
Pacific Long before the date of the Norman Conquest the 
Malay in his catamaran had achieved long voyages that make 
the Odyssey seem but an madent Here in the vast island 
studded stretches of Oceama the Greek epic was repeated 
on a greater scale and a race of boatmen was developed who 
were as much at home on their warm tropic seas as on their 
reef arcled islands Inhabiting a mere half million square 
nnles of idand homeland they pushed their domimon out 
over twenty five milhon square miles of desolate waters 
Elupe, the greatest of Polynesian navigators selected his 
httk band of Argonauts and feehng his way before the trade 

charted ^e islands of New Zealand and returned to 
THawaiki to give bis sadmg directions to the great fleet of 

Fathers. This is a story which yields nothing 
m endurance to tbc^ of Columbus or Drake. 

/ oar mvas^m ly* sea makes up much of the 
oi Psaa& peoides. The palm beach made a fairly 
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safe frontier from every enemy but the hurricane and in 

these secluded areas were planted the little Polynesian 

colonies But the dynamic centre of this great npple of 

humanity spreading over the Pacific is to be found away 

back towards Asia and for reasons which we can only 

Fig 13 MALAY FISHING BOATS BORNEO 

Relating the Pacific islands became possible when Asia 
produced its own Vikings 

surmise The Indonesian Archipelago had everything needed 

for building a race of seamen Here the curious mixture of 

nver and sea bred the amphibious Malays who emphasize 

their love of the water by their pile dwellings Here each 

settlement became another Vemce and many hke that great 

sea kept aty became centres for traffic and commerce to 

which in after years the European trader found his way 

Along the coasts and on the nvers of Asia we find the 

teeming human hie spilling out on to the waters because 

these offer food to the fisher roads to the trader and 
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highways to the adventurer However although millions 
of Chinese and Japanese obtained their living from the sea 
the open water of the Pacific did not call to them as it did to 

the Pol3uiesians 

Fig 14 POLYNESIANS 
Well-lniilt athletic people, they are lovers of the sea and the sun. 

Fisheries have ever been the nursenes of the seamen 
and m tempting man to dare its dangers the sea has given 
Inm expenence far more finable than any wealth it has 
y^dkied. As the sea becan^ a highway for the peoples of the 
western PaciSc, so islands became points of settlemait and, 
iatar inmfnng-off places for shil further migrations or busy 

of cal! wdl-fen^wn trade routes But the dtffi 
cdtoes mvoived m stieh tmvd were enough to daunt Mie 
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bravest East from the Philippines or the New Hebrides our 
Polynesian navigator would find landing places separated by 
distances varying from 100 to 1000 miles Yet these disr* 
tances were traversed and voyages such as that from Hawaii 
to Samoa were undertaken over unknown seas and in open 
canoes—^achievements beside which our great feats by sea 
land and air seem rather less wonderful 

Nor were their troubles over when the voyage was safely 
accomplished and the new land found The farther the 
Pol3mesian pioneers pushed out from the continents the 
smaller grew the islands and the poorer the animal and plant 
life Food of a sort was obtainable but the only plentiful 
article of diet was fish Ammal hfe they could not import 
but the nee from Asia and the coco-nut taro bread fruit 
and yams from Malaysia were introduced and cultivated 
Even flints for weapons and cutting tools were wanting and 
substitutes had to be found in bones and sharks teeth 
Where as in the case of the Maons the everlasting summer 
of the sub tropics was exchanged for the colder wetter 
climate of New Zealand wholly new arts had to be invented 
Spinmng and weaving were developed for warmer clothing 
stone weapons were manufactured sturdier houses built and 
different plants cultivated Indeed the whole Pacific area 
supphes examples of the manner in which man has adapted 
himself to new homelands or modified the conditions of a 
new land to make liie possible 

The migration and settlement of Pacific peoples are but 
one side of the story Too often the environment proved too 
strong The enervating chmate the confined space and the 
easy life on Paafic islands have m many cases arrested flie 
development of these wonderful seafarers Civilization rose 
and fell in the Paafic as elsewhere Scattered throt^h tbs 
island world huge monuments and abandoned colonies are 
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all that remain of native peoples who had advanced very far 
m the arts of cmhzation And with the commg gf white men 
and their diseases to these regions the decadence of many 
Paafic islanders seems to have been hastened Isolation can 
brmg Its dangers as well as its secunty Depopulation is 
a distressing reality m most of the islands despite the fact 
that labour for tropical agnculture is so urgently required 
and Asiatics have had to be imported in large numbers The 
future development of the islands will demand much labour 
but here are the facts about declining populations In 1870 
it was estimated that Pol3niesia contained 690000 native 
people In 1930 there were about 200000 but 145 000 
Asiatics and 37000 whites had come in. Melanesia was 
computed to have three million natives but these recently 
numbered scarcely one million Micronesia declined from 
270 000 to less than 90 000 In fifty years two thirds of the 
native population has disappeared 

On the contrary some of the East Indies the Philippines 
and Japan show great mcreases of people so great indeed 
that some islands now have all the population that their 
resources will support Some island peoples are already 
spilling over into neighbounng lands The present century 
has seen a remarfcaHe expansion m the population of Japan 
OMEiiparable to that whidi occurred m England dunng the 
MUeteenth century This was one of the mam dynamics 
hehmd Japan s attempt to expand Jier territory by conquest 

Ome o&er aspect d the population of Paafic regions 
te noiKsed tiere. Mamy lands face more ways than 
tter people reflect this outlook The wild Malayan 

east <i Formosa; for example is as 
asfosdMo horn tte Osmsse fammr rA the western 
The hxM very differoit peoples m the 

dbnds stK* as Borneo dM 
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Hokkaido show primitive abonginal races m the inaccessible 
mtenor and later comers of a higher type round the coasts 
These differences are a natural result of successive waves of 
migration washing against the same island The later wave 
as it were drives the earlier one before it The unequal 
density of people all round the Pacific is another aspect of 
population that should not be overlooked Densely peopled 
islands like Java exist alongside thinly peopled islands China 
with 430 millions of people overlooks Australia with but 
seven millions and so on These crowded and empty lands 
side by side present difficult problems of development and 
defence and raise many delicate questions of administration 
and ownership 

Chapter IV 

THE NATURAL REGIONS OF THE PACIFIC 

The position relief chmate and natural v^etation of 
large portions of the earth s surface are so much alike 

tliat we can distinguish groups or famihes on the basis of 
these likenesses Further we can detect broad resemblances 
in mans occupations m such regions These groups of 
similar areas are called by geographers ma]or natural regions 
and it is more useful to study the Pacific Basin by natural 
regions rather than the pohtical divisions we call countries 

The factors which make up a homeland such as build 
climate soils and water distnbution vary so greatly that 
the resemblances just mentioned lie deep rather than on the 
surface Furthermore the appearance and habits of peoples 
hvmg in the same natural region have often nothing in 

Note During the reading of this chapter reference to the mai^ of 
climatic regions inside the bati cover is essentiaL 
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common The differences however will on closer study 
serve to emphasize the hkenesses and will help to show the 
effect of other than geographical factors Only by study of 
this kind can man s own efforts to modify his homeland be 
understood The racial stock from which the people spring 
the sort of government they have developed the past history 
of the region its accessibility and the conditions for trans 
port form the background upon which must be shown the 
picture of life m different lands 

The mam types of natural region illustrated by the lands 
in and around the Paafic Basin conform fairly closely with 
the classification given on p 26 1 Hot Lands 2 Warm 
Temperate Lands 3 Cool Temperate Lands 4 Cold 
Lands The basis of this classification of natural regions is 
therefore climatic 

1 The Hot Lands 

The hot lands of the Paafic fall into five main types which 
are called the Equatonal Mid Pacific Savannah Monsoon 
and Trade Wind Desert types The statistics of temperature 
and rainfall will reveal the basis of this division more clearly 
than many words 

The general arcuktion of the atmosphere m these latitudes 
should be well understood Along the belt of greatest heat 
near the equator there is a constant updraught of air which 
cook as It nses until eventually condensation takes place 
This air then flows out m the upper levels towards the 
TK>rse latitudes 30® 35 north and south where owing to 
the d^echon caused by the earths rotation it becomes 
tanked up giving the high pressure areas known as the 
Sub-tn^cal Highs. From these highs air moves out ather 
towards the Pdes as the westerhes or back alor^ the earth s 
surface towards the equator as the north-east and south-east 
trades 
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1 CLIMATIC DATA FOR THE HOT LANDS 

Natural 
Region 

Place 

Height 
Above 
Sea 

{feet) 

Temperature 
Degrees F Mean 

Annual 
Rainfall 
(inches) 

Season of 
Rain 

Jan July 

1 A Batavia 26 79 79 72 All seasons 
Equatonal Singapore 8 81 95 All seasons 

IB Ocean Is 86 82 82 81 All seasons 
Mid Pacific Honolulu 13 71 78 28 All seasons 

Suva (Fiji) 44 80 74 112 All seasons 

1C 
Savannaii 

Quixeramobim 
(Brazil) 

679 84 80 26 Mainly in 
summer 

Daly Waters 
(Australia) 

700 86 67 28 Mainly m 
summer 

ID Daxwm 97 83 85 59 Mainly m 
Monsoon Bangkok 14 79 84 52 summer 

IE 
Trade mnd 

Iquique (CMe) 30 70 60 0 5 Scanty at 
all seasons 

Desert Onslow (W A ) 14 86 65 9 

1 A Lquatonai Regions 

These regions lie in the belt of greatest heat The cooling 
at some height of the continuous updraught of air gives rain 
almost every day This combination of heat and wetness 
produces the characteristic heavy forest From the coastal 
swamps to the heights inland there is however a great 
variety of climate and of vegetation The lowlands are those 
regions of damp steamy heat so favourable to plant life 
jungle pests and malarial fever and so difficult for white 
settlement Jungle warfare has taught us a lot about tropical 
disabihties m a^ short time 

The Paafic regions belonging to this group are the Malay 
Peninsula the Philippine Islands and with the exception of 
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Fig 15 WASHING DAY IN THE JUNGLE 

The vegetation nets to the water’s edge but every village has its 
nver margin which is kept dear for laundry and bathmg purposes 

those parts adjacent to Austraha the Dutch East Indies and 
New Guinea 

1 B Mid Pacific Regions 

This grot^ compnses most of Polynesia Typical areas 
are Hawaii Tahiti the Marquesas Cook Islands and Fiji 
Tlie dbmate of this Mid Pacific type is determined by the 
insular situation at great distances from any continent in the 

place and by the action of the trade winds in the second 
& IS the true oceanic dhmale M^n mrathly temperature 
■vsairies little from season to season and rainfall mcreases with 
Iseagiil; above sea level Most islands have a wet and a dry 

and this ccmdition cosato^ agnculture to a gt^ extent 

rainfall 
the a[h3Bs^ m pcttiedar are so fow-lyir^ that 

receive fcss ram mid necerse ^ less regularly Some 
4 
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surrounded by cold ocean currents receive very little rainfall 
The rainfall map of Oahu (Fig 108) one of the islands of 
Hawaii will provide a good sample of the climatic conditions 
on the larger islands 

A parasite (balete) gets in its deadly- 
work on a jungle giant. A forest scene 
on Bataan Peninsula, Philippines which 

says plenty 

1 C Savannah Regions 

The most extensive Savannah r^ofis occur arotmd &e 
Congo and Amazon basins In the Faafic they ate 
m inland northern Australia in Central America, m 
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coastal Ecuador and Colombia During the hot season these 
regions receive heavy rain and expeneiice humidities similar 
to those which prevail throughout the year in the equatorial 
region For the remainder of the year they are under the 

Fia 17 THE AUSTRALIAN SAVANNAH 

Hot grasslands with scattered small trees Rainfall is about 30 
inches occumng m the wet season 

inEuence of the trade winds and this season is generally dry 
Thus in (xmtrast to the equatonal region there are m this 
type two marked seasons—one hot and wet the other warm 
and dry 

As we leave the ^uator rainfall gets lighter by degrees 
unlj! a zcme is readied where there is not sufSaent moisture 
netasn^ in the sub-s<^ at all seasons to support forests 
Therefore v^etation shades off from dense tropical jungle 
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through lighter jungle and bush to open grasslands with 
trees only along the water courses or in favourable patches 
This mixed grass and bush country goes by the type name of 
Savannah after the local name for the area north of the 

Amazon valley These grasslands determine the occupation 

Fig X9 MUD AND THE MONSOON 

Plotighing IS scarcely more than loosening and levelling the mud. 
The water buffaloes the nee planters m the middle distance, the 
flooded and planted nee fields, and the prevailing humidity express 

wet-season m monsoon lands 

of tte pojple, and cattle reanng is umversal Sheep do not 
tixnve on aocount of the conditions of the wet season and the 
beigiit and toughness of the v^etation 

1 D Monsoon Regions 

weston part of the Basin the Savannah country 
been replaced by the monsoon type This is an 

^ wmd system dE the nearness of great land- 
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masses on opposite sides of the equator About January the 
sun IS overhead m northern Australia while over the cold 
central highlands of Asia a high pressure area prevails The 
general flow from high to low pressure gives dry off shore 
winds for Asia and wet on shore monsoons for northern 
Australia Six months later the positions are reversed 
Thus these regions have ii^ general a hot wet season and a 
cool dry season with undecided change of season penods 
The on shore winds flow over great stretches of water with 
conditions of high evaporation and in passing over high 
land such as the western Ghats the highlands of Assam or 
the Atherton Tableland in Queensland very heavy rainfall 
results There is however great unevenness of rainfall since 
the leeward slopes receive much less than the windward 
slopes There is usually enough rainfall to maintain a moist 
sub-soil at all seasons so that extensive forests exist which 
however are not so dense as the true tropical forests 
Because of the dry season the bamboo is the typical growth 
but palms and hardwoods such as teak are also common 
Rice sugar and cotton are universally cultivated in favour 
able parts of these areas Successful experiments m trans 
planting speaes of crop plants from one monsoon r^ion to 
another illustrate the importance of regional study 

The monsoon lands of Asia are remarkable for the dense 
populations supported by their great productivity The 
teeming milhons in south eastern Asia would be impossible if 
Nature did not 3neld her bounty most abundantly in response 
to man s efforts. 

1 E Trade wind Desert Regions 

As distance from the equator increases the tapenng ram 
fall effect is continued through the savannah lands until 
finally an area is reached where little ram fells and that only 

c 
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at irregular intervals These regions of great unreliability 
of rainfall are situated near the tropics and in the zones 
where the trade winds commence as dry currents rapidly 

Fig 20 THE AUSTRALIAN DESERT 
Gibber Plains of wind polished rock fragments merge into 

sand ndges 

absorbmg surface moisture. On the eastern sides of con 
tments these winds bnng rainfall but on the west they are 
off shore drying winds Thus the Great Australian Desert 
tl» Atacama Desert of Chile and Peru the Desert of 
California and the Bad Lands of Anzcma are members of 
this group 

No other r^on is so uniform in its charactenstics as the 
trade wind desert Varying greatly m eictent on account of 
local conditions such as the arrangement of the mountains 
or the extent of the continaital mass they are everywhere 
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sterile and almost devoid of plant life Man makes a home 

in these regions only under the attraction of profit as in the 

case of the nitrate industry of South America or the gold 
fields of Western Australia Along their margins some tribes 

such as the nomadic Aruntas of Central Australia or the 
Hopi Indians of New Mexico find a precanous existence 
Civilized men have been able to foimd settlements at spots 

favoured by the presence of artesian water The saying that 

Europe stops at the Sahara merely emphasizes the fact that 

deserts have always been most eflFective barners to trade and 
migration The Central Australian Desert cuts ofiF northern 
Australia from the south in much the same way 

Fig 21 SOUTH OF THE SAVANNAHS 

The near desert areas of Central Australia. 



Chapter V 

THE NATURAL REGIONS OF THE PACIFIC 

2 The Waim Temperate Lands 

The temperate zones are found roughly between the 

tropics and parallels 50 but on account of the width 
of the zone and the great vanety of surface the term 
temperate is a misnomer There are within this belt very 

considerable differences m the amount of heat received dur 
mg the year and a wide range of annual rainfall As in the 

trade wind belt east coasts of continents contrast with west 
coasts and the climate of intenor lowlands with that of 
intenor highlands It is easier therefore to study this 
great zone in two divisions viz warm temperate and cool 
temperate lands 

2 CLIMATIC DATA FOR WARM TEMPERATE LANDS 

Region 

2A Valparaiso 136 63 63 
West Coast Pertii (W Aus ) 197 74 66 

or San Francisco 207 50 59 
liediter 

zanean 

2B S3^dney 
East Coast Haxikow 

orOnna 
Type 

Mean 
Above Degrees F Season of 
^ea -Rainfall Ram 

Jan July 

60 Mainly m 
35 winter 
20 

13S 72 63 47 
118 40 86 48 

Bonrke (NSW) 361 83 
San Antomo 701 63 

(Tesats) 

Most ram in 
summer 

48 
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The warm temperate regions are really a zone of transition 
from the Sub tropical High Pressure areas to the areas of 
the Sub polar Lows They come under the influence of the 
Sub tropical Highs and the Trades in summer and the Sub 
polar Lows and Westerlies in winter 

2 A fVest Coast or Medtierranean Regions 

This group forms one of the most clearly marked of the 
natural regions Placed as they are on the west coast of 
continents on the poleward side of the trade wind deserts 
these regions receive ram in winter from the westerlies but 
summer is a season of drought since the Trades are here 
off shore winds Thus the main feature of the climate is a 
marked winter maximum in the rainfall 

The influence of chmate upon v^etation too is most 
clearly marked m these regions since the plant life must be 
adapted to withstand the summer drought with its relatively 
high evaporation Evergreen trees with deep strikmg roots 
such as the eucalypts or the live-oaks of California are 
t3rpical and similar trees from the Mediterranean countnes 
have been introduced with great success 

Among these are the olives the cork oak and the citrus 
fruits which are cultivated in all these lands The grape and 
such soft fruit trees as the peach which need sustained 
warmth to bring them to perfection find in these regions 
their best climate and, where irngation makes possible 
regular supplies of water dunng the growmg and npening 
penod they respond with prolific crops 

In these warm temperate lands the pastoral industry is 
important almost everywhere Sheep espeaally the breed 
known broadly as the menno are well adapted to rainfall 
conditions of 10 to 30 inches a y^r and have become the 
basis of wool and meat production as m Australia ami 
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New Zealand Indeed over vast tracts of desert margin in 
Australia sheep raising is the only possible form of land 
utilization In the wetter areas or where irrigation is 
possible dairying or cattle raising for meat become natural 
activities 

This IS also the natural climate for wheat cultivation 
because the dry hot summers favour rapid npening of 
this crop The mam industries of these regions are 
therefore concerned with fruit growing and preserving 
wine making oil pressing fruit drying and canning and 
flour milling These are charactenstic of southern Australia 
the North Island of New Zealand California southern Peru 
and northern Chile Here again the value of regional studies 
for indicating the crops best suited to certain regions has 
been amply demonstrated by the experiments in interchanging 
the plants of different countnes The introduction of all the 
fruits mentioned into Australia and the planting of Austra 
Iian eucalypts m California and Italy are instances of assisted 
plant migration In these areas the European settler has 
found conditions which suit him and bs domestic animals 
admirably and it is not surpnsing that these lands are all 
lands of white colonization 

2 B East Coast or China Type Regions 

Members of this group within or near the Pacific Basin 
are China and coastal New South Wales New South Wales 
is affected in summer by the south east trade wind circu 
lation and in winter by the lows which carry rain from the 
south and bring snow to the highlands Cbna espeaally 
away from die coast is more continental in type with colder 

wmters and hotter summers In winter the outflowing winds 
from the mtenor bnng very low temperatures There is 
m nea% dry s^son but the greater part of the ram usually 
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falls m summer This produces abundant vegetation and a 

wide range of cultivation becomes possible including such 

typical plants as tea maize and nee 

Fig 22 THE BUSH SOUTH 
EASTERN AUSTRALIA 

The stands of timber indicate the 
high costs of clearing this country 

for dairying 

2 C Darling Basin Type Region 

This IS an intenor type found in the Murray Darling Basin 

of Australia and also in North and South America on the 

high plams eastward of the Andes and Rockies Inland 

situation characteristic dimatic extremes as between summer 

maximum and winter minimum temperatures and defiaent 

rainfall mark these areas Owing to the low pressure 

generated over continents m the hot season inflowing winds 
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will tend to be moist while the winter high pressure results 
m dry outflowing winds Therefore most of the rain which 
falls in these areas is concentrated in the summer In general 
It IS only sufHaent to maintain grass or poor scrubby 
vegetation The fact is that these regions are rain shadow 
areas since the presence of mountain barners in the path 
of inflowing winds accounts for the scanty rainfall The 
vegetation is that of the steppe lands which are typical 
sheep raising areas Under the influence of dry farming 
methods the better watered margins are being sown with 
wheat as in the Mallee distncts of Victoria and in similar 
areas of the Argentine In favoured parts the use of 
irrigation enables more intensive farming and the growing 
of grapes and atrus fruits 

Chapter VI 

THE NATURAL REGIONS OF THE PACIFIC 

3 The Coal Temperate Lands These lands occur on the poleward side of the warm 
temperate regions and come well under the influence 

of the westerlies throughout the year The greater part of 
Europe—the home of the white race—belongs to this group 
Great differences m the extent and arrangement of the cool 
temperate lands anse from the position of the mountain 
systems in relatioa to the westerlies The European arrange 
mmt highlands running for the most part east and west 
alows the warm we^eriies td penetrate far inland whereas 
m ffie sambr American areas the north south set of the 

m m agam^ the cold arctic conditions 
of fee 3^ isotherm for the wmter months shows 
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how greatly these differences m the gram of a country 
affect chmatic conditions 

In general the same sub classes ma} be distinguished as in 
the case of the warm temperate lands i e west and east 
coast and intenor 

3 CLIMATIC DATA FOR COOL TEMPERATE LANDS 

Natural 
Region Place 

Height 
Above 

Sea 
{feet) 

Temperature 
Degrees F 

Mean 
Annual 
Rainfall 
(inches) 

Season of 
Rain 

Jan July 

3A Vancouver 136 36 63 59 AH seasons 
West Valdivia (Chile) 30 62 46 105 AH seasons 
Coast 
Type 

Queenstown 
(Tas) 

177 62 46 24 
1 

AH seasons 

Dunedm (N Z ) 300 58 42 37 AH seasons 

3B Vladivostock 55 7 i 65 17 AH seasons 
East Coast 
Type 

Hakodate ’ 13 26 ; 
i 

66 45 1 
1 

bat mainly 
in summm* 

3C 
Cooi 

Ymuseisk 
(Sibeoa) 

270 67 17 Mainly in 
summer 

Temperate 
Type 

Winmpeg 760 
t 

67 

3 A West Coast Regions 

The climate and situation of lands of this type m the 
Pacific are remarkably similar Coastal ranges set athwart 
the track of the westerlies occur m Tasmania the South 
Island of New Zealand British Columbia and southern 
Chile In each case the westerhes encounter high land 
after traversing the widest ocean expanses in the world The 
distinction between the rainfall on windward and leeward 
sides of the intercepting highlands is common to all The 
westerhes carry ocean temperatures on shore giving an 
equable chmate and a fairly even distribution of rainfall 
throughout the year 
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These regions also present great likenesses in their vege 
tation and the occurrence of the typical ram forests gives 
them a peculiar economic importance The Douglas fir of 

Fig 23 RAIN FOREST 

The wet west coast of Tasmania a view 
of the King River Gorge 

the Oregon and the Bntish Columbian coastal areas is a 
sinking product of the rainfall conditions as are the beech 
forests of the west coast of Tasmania and New Zealand The 
natural forests m suitable areas have been largely replaced 
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by introduced trees such as the apple and pear altnough m 
the warmer and more sheltered valleys hops and fruits of 
the plum and apncot type are also grown extensively The 
chmate is well suited to dairy farming which tends to become 

the mam pastoral occupation 
Typical alpine scenery with glaciers and snow peaks is 

characteristic of these areas while fiords and drowned valleys 
of the na t3^e are coast features The fiord coasts again 
are the results of extensive subsidence and the conjunction 
of the numerous inlets and the continental shelf provide the 
best hving conditions for many varieties of fish This is the 
physical basis of great fishing industries of which the salmon 
industry of British Columbia and Alaska is the best instance 

3 B Cool Temperate East Coast Regions 

The members of this group are Manchuria and the 
neighbounng regions of Sibena Sakhalin and Hokkaido 
Although these lands are in about the same latitude they 
offer a great contrast to the westerly wind r^ons The 
Pacific coast of Asia north of 50^ has a more extreme and 
much less gemal chmate than the corresponding coast on the 
Amencan side The average rainfall and the distribution 
throughout the year differ considerably on the east and west 
coasts The flow of air is predominantly off shore on eastern 
coasts in this latitude and this is the chief reason for the 
lighter ramfall 

Winter conditions in particular afford a great contrast 
The Asiatic coast north of Korea is ice bound for several 
months but the harbours of Bntish Columbia are clear all 
the year round This difference is mamly accounted for by 
the influence of the ocean currents of the north Paafic. The 
westerhes carry the influence of the warm ocean current to 
the shores of Bntish Columbia and the Amencan states of 
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Washington and Oregon, while, on the east coast of Asia, 

the effect of the cold winds from the intenor is enhanced by 

the cold Kurile current which flows along the coast from the 

north 

The vegetation is mainly deciduous forest with conifers 

prevalent in the colder parts In Manchuria, cultivation of 

such cool temperate crops as the soya bean, certain vaneties 

of millet and sorghum, wheat and maize has been successful 

Regions of this type are found at their best in the 

mtenor of the great northern land masses The chmate is 

characterized by extremely low wmter temperatures con 

trasted with short summers, hot enough for the ripening of 

grains Rainfall diimmshes away from the coast, and occurs 

mainly in summer The fall is not heavy enough for tree 

growth, hence the prame grasslands which have become, m 

Canada, the famous wheat growmg areas In Sibena, too, 

these lands are being developed for wheat production 



Chapter VII 

THE NATURAL REGIONS OF THE PACIFIC 

4 The Cold Lands These inhospitable regions are nevertheless not so cold 

and so barren that man cannot manage to exist here 

and there and as there are certain resources which tempt 

even avihzed man to hve m them they deserve bnef mention 

Perhaps too it is only fair to say that these lands make up 
in interest what they lack in economic importance Three 

types are to be distinguished only one of which the polar 
ice-cap IS to be found m the southern hemisphere Stretch 

ing across Asia and North Amenca to the north of the cool 
lands IS a great belt of pine forest The Soviet Government 

has given speaal attention to these areas and with the 
provision of better housing and transport improved pro¬ 

duction IS expected Nearer the pole the forest fades out 
owing to the intense cold and gives place to the open barren 
lands called tundra Around the poles are the regions of 

4 CLIMATIC DATA FOR COLD LANDS 

Natural 
Region 1 

Place 

Height 
Above 

Sea 
(feet) 

Temperature 
Degrees F 

Mean 
Annual 
Rainfall 
(inches) 

Season of 
Rain 

Jan July 

4A Fort Chipewyan 714 -13 59 13 Mainly m 
Northern Okhotsk 20 -11 64 11 summer 
Forest 

4B ‘ Barrow 13 -17 40 4 Mainly m 
Tundra (Alaska) 1 summer 

4C 1 
Ice cap No mo nth ab' 

! 
ove 32 F 
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perpetual ice and snow which even though inaccurately we 
call the polar tee caps The chmatic data for these areas 
cannot convey any idea of the intense cold or of the 
miraculous change that the short nightless summer works in 
these Arctic lands The contrast between the frozen sea 
around the North Pole and the ice bound continent around 
the South Pole is also to be noted 

4 A Northern Forest Regions 

Forests cannot exist where the summer temperature falls 
below 50 F even where the rainfall is sufficient The 
dividing line therefore between tundra and forest is deter 
mined by the summer temperature These northern forests 
are vast expanses of pme and spruce woods as yet almost 
untouched They are bound to assume great importance as 
the world s demand for wood pulp and cellulose grows 
The structure of the trees with their needle like leaves is 
admirably adapted to the long winter with its intense cold 
and heavy snowfall The only tree which sheds its leaves 
and manages to resist the ngorous conditions is the birch 
In Alaska and the MacKenzie basin the forest is found 300 
miles within the Arctic Circle but m eastern Canada it does 
not reach within 500 miles of this Circle affording yet 
another illustration of the different conditions that are found 
on the western and eastern sides of continents These forests 
form the worlds greatest fur hunting grounds and are 
inhabited only on their fnnges by such hunters and trappers 
as the Ostyaks and Samoyedes 

Backed by modem saence the white settler is begmmng 
to invade even this ar^ and on the southern edges of the 
forest especially in Canada, is steadily pushmg his agncul 
turai holdings farther and farther north. The efforts of the 
^cultural saenhst in the^ areas are directed to the breed 
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mg of varieties of wheat which will ripen in the short intense 
summers with their long days A period approaching 90 
days for the growing season is necessary for successful wheat 
growing Rye barley and oats are better suited as crops 
for this region Considerable interest attaches to Russian 
experiments in crossing rye and wheat and in breeding a 
perennial wheat suited to the hot grasslands 

4 B Tundra Regions 

This is the zone of dwarfed and sparse vegetation into 
which the forest fades away on the north and which in its 
turn gives place to the unbroken fields of snow and ice around 
the pole Here all agnculture is impossible and only in the 
summer is nomadic man active in these regions by reason 
of the movements of animals 

5 The Highland Regions 

There are considerable local vanations in climate due to 
differences in elevation Near the equator on plateaux such 
as those of Ecuador and Colombia the heat is tempered by 
altitude and the highlands are far more attractive to whites 
than the muggy malanal lowlands Here instead of the 
tropical crops of the lowlands the inhabitants graze sheep 
and cattle and cultivate temperate crops 

Much of the land in the interior of the continents in the 
warm temperate zone is extremely high In North Amenca 
the Great Plains and Rocky Alountain Plateaux are in the 
mam above 3 000 feet These are areas of defiaent rainfall 
being far removed from the sea on the east and sheltered 
from the Westerlies And tracts are common and the 
grassland provides pasturage for sheep and cattle The snow 
water from the heights has been utilized for irngation in 
favoured valleys On the Bolivian Plateau rainfall is also 
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deficient and the people are mainly pastoralists Like the 
Rocky Mountain Plateau this region is well supphed with 
minerals but the difficulties of transport and labour have 
retarded the exploitation of these resources. 

On the map (see inside back cover) the regions marked 
as highland are those in which altitude is so great as to 
become the dominant feature of the dimate Included in 
this category are the Rocky and Andean Mountain chains 
the Himalayas and the plateau of Tibet The Rockies and 
the Andes have certain features m common The eastern 
side IS generally dner and less forested However since 
these highlands stretch through many degrees of latitude and 
vary greatly in their surface and aspect they also present 
great differences in ammal and plant hfe Further both 
regions have a great and varied mineral wealth The Rockies 
m particular offer many possibilities for future development 
The fur beanng animals of the north have always attracted 
a scanty population of hunters and trappers but the immense 
timber waterpower and mineral resources now offer in 
finitely more to an industnalized world In the valleys and 
on the foothills the introduction of schemes for water supply 
is now making agriculture and grazing on an extended scale 
possible 

The Tibetan tableland situated in the centre of the world s 

greatest land mass has long and very severe winters and a 

Waim to hot summer The conditions do not favour agn 

cidlure and consequently except m the warmer and more 

to^Qured valleys pastoral pursuits are the mam support of 

As in Bolivia the animals are associated with 
Hk conditions of their homeland—^n Tibet the yak in Bolivia 

Ibma. As m Bolivm there is abundant wealth but the 

of labour and tran^ort handicap development 
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CLIMATIC DATA FOR HIGHLAND REGIONS 

Place Lait 
tude 

Longi 
tude 

Height 
Above 
Sea 

{feet) 

Temperature 
Degrees F Mean 

Annual 
Rainfall 
{inches) 

Season of 
Ram 1 

i 
Jan July 

Quito 0 78 W 9 350 57 57 

Simla 31 N 77 E 7 232 41 65 63 Mainly m 
summer 

Salt Labe 
City 

40N 112 W 4 306 30 77 16 Mainly in 
summer 

Irkutsk 52 N 104 E 1532 -6 1 64 15 Mainly m 
wmter 
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PART II 

MALAYSIA AND THE DUTCH EAST INDIES 

Introduction 

EAST MEETS WEST 

There couH be no more appropnate introduction to 
the problems of the Pacific than the approach through 

Malaysia and the East Indies What the Pillars of Hercules 
were to the Mediterranean the Straits of Malacca became to 
the Pacific The very arrangement of the islands seems to 
be designed to lead the adventurer into the Pacific through 
this gateway Singapore stands as Raffles nghtly sensed 
like some guardian of the gate some less forbidding Gibraltar 
of the Onent and is in every sense the front door of the 
Paafic It was the door through which Europe entered the 
Pacific in search of nches—^the doorway that Columbus 
sought but was demed It was inevitable that Singapore 
should in time become the great strategic point of the Far 
East The Strait of Magellan the cold and tempestuous 
passage round Cape Horn to the empty backwaters of the 
south-east Paafic could never be the proper gateway to this 
wide warm world It could never stir European minds to 
the expectation arousal by the mere titles of faraway 
glories—the East Indies the Far East the vague viaous 
glamorous South Seas Bombay Calcutta Mandalay 
Bangkok Singapore—the very names sound like a fanfare 
heralding a great adventure 

It IS not mere fantasy Round the comer from India into 
the Paafic everythuig dianges The character of the r^on 

dimate and weather the people and thar customs the 
reBgmis and ptnlosoptees East meets but rejects the West 
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Here are clustered the treasure islands of fact Beyond on 
the one hand the old tired teeming avihzation of China 
and far out on the other the pnmitive island kingdoms And 
remote dynamic the centre to which these island festoons 
and protected waterways seem to lead the enigma of the 
whole great region the hard core of Mongolian resistance 
to the Ocadent was Japan There is the very drama of 
geography set on a stage broad and colourful beyond 
compare 

It was Europe s misfortxme that the first contacts with the 
Pacific peoples should be through the provocative approaches 
of commerce The forable entry of the merchant adven 
turers the organized arrogance of the Bntish and Dutch 
East India Compames the nvalnes of Spamsh Portuguese 
Dutch French and English throughout the region the whole 
prelude to imperialism was unlucky even if inevitable 

Raffles Brooke and a score of others—^Dutch French and 
English—realized to the full the worth and dangers of the 

Archipelago and here surely was room and to spare for 
colomzation and enlightened administration 

The merchants of the eighteenth and nineteenth centunes 
had all the faults of the Spanish conquistadores Their 

object was to dram wealth away from the Indies to Europe 

and not content with the island possessions they pressed 
their trade and forced an entry into the mature civihzations 
of India China and later Japan Mihtary and naval power 

was used to enforce trade and exploit the terntones Trade 

was mistaken as a motive power when it is really a vehicle 

Here lay the chief mistake of Europe and America all tte 
later contacts with Asiatic peoples were wrong because A 
this blunder Now world opimon has become tender 
the nghts of native peoples and the need 
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military admimstration by self government as soon as pos 

sible East and West have met in the dash of world wai 

The expansion of Japan has brought her into conflict with 

the expandmg mdustnahsm of Britain the United States 

and Holland So the pohcy which first touched the region 

when Cortez and all his men sighted the Paafic has turned 

the Basin into a battlegroimd The widenmg cirdes of 

impenahsm have at last intersected the modem conqmsta 

dores of the Eastern and Western worlds have clashed 

The only way to avoid war and to prevent conquest and 

exploitation is by greater knowledge and understandmg 

History is only geography set in motion wrote Herder 

and we must set ourselves to the study of human geography 

and all that it implies No field of study will yield a richer 

harvest than the countries of the Paafic Basin 

Malaysia the Netherlands Indies and Melanesia have 

great natural wealth These lands produce foodstuffs and 

raw matenals or contain minerals which are essential to the 

mdustnal economy of other r^ons The traders went to 

the Onent and the south west Paafic in search of food for 

the factones of Europe and North Amenca and of the 

luxuries to which the people of the modem world have 

become accustomed Those highly mdustnahzed countnes 

have now shown greater mterest in the exploitation of the 

resources than m the devdopment of the peoples of Paafic 

countnes They are now showmg an even more mtense 

mterest m the future control of the islands The purpose of 

the following chapters is to give some of the reasons for this 

great mterest 



Chapter VIII 

MALAYSIA 

STRUCTURALLY Malaysia is a part of the great fringe 

of folding which enarcles the Paafic Several hnes of 
crumphng may be traced The mam fold extends through 

the Malay Pemnsula and ends m the small islands of Banka 

and Bilhton Another fold runs parallel to the Pemnsula 
through Sumatra and swings through Java the Sunda 

Islands and Timor Still others may be traced through 
Borneo the Philippines and Formosa It is in fact a region 

of extensive subsidence where the islands are merely the 
peaks ridges and plateaux that escaped the drowmng of the 
old contmental margm A deep trench passes between 
Borneo and Celebes and on the evidence afforded by the 

different plant and animal hfe on either side of this trench 

Wallace the naturahst concluded that this marked the 
anaent divisicm between Asia and the old Paafic continent 
The evidence of such complete separation however is not as 
^rong m many ways as Wallace thought Intense volcamc 
action radiating from Sumatra like the nbs of a fan through 
Java through the Moluccas and north through the Philip 
pines marks hnes of weakness in the earth s crust 

This IS the region of continuous heat and ram at all 
seasons The saying is that it rams every day but there is 
never a wet day by which is meant that sunshme and ram 
alternate often several times m the same day Condensatum 
from the warm saturated upnsmg air gives the short heavy 

tropical showers and frequent thunderstorms These 
moist conditions produce the abundant plant growth of the 
tropical forests Further away from the equator the distn- 
bution of rainfall is more seasonal and the true monsoon 
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effect appears In Melanesia on the edge of this region the 
climate forms a transitional type between that of the mam 
land and the mid Paafic trade wind type The annual range 
of temperature is very small sometimes one degree only and 
the rainfall in some islands is very low because of the 

presence of cold off shore currents 
The distnbution of the native peoples is an important 

factor in the development of these regions Owing to the 
stepping stone arrangement of the islands and the restless 
adventurous disposition of certain coast dwellers the East 
Indies present a great mixture of types The ease of access 
to the coastal regions is in marked contrast to the difficulty 
of penetrating the mountainous interiors and as a conse 
quence the coastal and the inland peoples are in most cases 
of different races The dark skinned woolly or frizzy haired 
people who inhabit the forest interior represent the early 
arnvals while the lighter and very different immigrants of 
a later date are represented in the Malay or Hindu communi 
ties of a much higher type living on the coasts and lowlands 
This of course is a very general statement that does not 
nearly account for the great human diversity found in 
Malaysia a diversity that has its ongin in geography The 
islands are but the piers of an anaent land bridge which 
once connected or almost connected Asia and Australia 
The raaal groups were marooned on the piers as the badge 
sank 

It seems hkely that early waves of migration from Asia 
washed over a far more extensive terrain than now exists 
in the south east The tropical forests were then far more 
extensive and it can be eaaly realized from a map how little 
crossing of water was mvoived. Those earliest adventurers 
were quite pc^tty tree-dwellers ^ort and small in build 
The rmaaanis rf tfeese peqiie are the pygmies with the 
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kinky peppercorn hair still sheltered m the remote interior 
forests Some of these such as the Semangs and Sakis of 
the Malay Pemnsula are still largely tree dwellers Other 
migrations of stone age man moved on to New Guinea 
Austraha and Tasmania These were ground dwelling 
hunters and although the Australian abongmes were more 
advanced than the Tasmaman possessing a large assortment 
of bone and flint weapons and the cunous boomerang 
neither type had arnved at the bow and arrow stage nor 
had either any notion of agnculture or the stonng of food 

Another great wave of migrants which washed in and out 
among the islands of the archipelago in much later times 
IS represented by the Malays who are of Mongohan ongin 
and are most thickly settled in Malaya and Sumatra They 
are more active and intelhgent than most of the earlier types 
over whom they obtained a supremacy Still later as a 
result of the trading visits of Hindu merchants extensive 
colonization took place in Java and Sumatra by Indian 
peoples From this blend anse the Javanese who are by 
contrast with the Malays an orderly and mdustnous people 
supplying the bulk of the labour now required on the 
plantations Add to this ethnological patchwork a proportion 
of Chinese who mainly appear in the role 6i merchants 
and miners but have here and there become wealthy planta 
tion owners and landlords employing quite large numbers of 
their countrymen Then weave m a frmge of Arab traders 
vdio have been represented in the archipelago for centuries 
and a broad idea wiB be gcuned of the very mixed populations 
which have now been the imi^ct of the white man 
for more than three centuries The story of that impact of 
the military control estsihshed m different times and places 
% Portuguese Dutch and trading oonq^tn^ and 
Ite lu^y adventurous mi troiaiite careers of men fake 
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James Brooke and Stamford Raffles cannot be related here 
The commeraal and industnal infiltration by the white 
peoples will however demand attention in its appropriate 

place 
The whole region has taken on great economic importance 

m modem times because of the growing need of the great 
industrial countnes for most of the products of tropical 
countries As Lihan Knowles has said an age that runs 

on rubber tyres that prefers tea coffee and cocoa to wine 
that needs the copra quinine and a thousand other highly 
important commodities that can be grown commeraally only 
in tropical chmates is plaang an ever greater dependence 
on equatorial lands Of these the Dutch East Indies and 
Malaya are particularly important because their fertile soils 
their situation on trade routes and their nearness to large 
bodies of cheap labour in India and China have made them 
attractive for the development of tropical agnculture on a 
kgrge scale The need for adequate and r^^ar su]pplies of 
these tropical products has forced on the mtroducticm of 
the planfeition systan The old haptezard methods of 
crflecting the products from the for^ts will not suffice when 
the supphes for large-scale production must be continuous 
and increasing The industnal countnes have thus beai 
forced to go into these tropical lands to organize the agncul 
ture 

Malaya and the Dutch East Indies have also an extremely 
sigmficant nuneral production Together with Bohvia, 
Malaya and the Dutch East Indies are the worlds dnef 
sources of tin Further although before the war the Dutch 
East Indies only produced about one fortieth of the world s 
petroleum supply they possess the only oil deposits m the 
Western Paafic and thus are of great strat^c importance 
The white man has entered the tropics to organize not 
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merely the agriculture but also the mines and the services 
involved m developing these—the railways the harbour 
facilities and the shipping and related services He must 
seek the assistance of native peoples in accomplishing these 
ends Too often in the past he has chosen exploitation 
rather than co operation a stage has now been reached when 
the native peoples will no longer accept this system willingly 
The Dutch especially in Ja\a evolved a system of adminis 
tration in which the native peoples play an active part but 
everywhere the old methods of exploitation are being replaced 
by fairer methods At the same time the plantation and its 
accompaniments of orgamzation and education for industry 
have not been all loss for native peoples 

Chapter IX 

BRITISH MALAYA AND NORTH BORNEO 

The Malav Pemnsula must be pictured as a mountain 
mass gouged and scooped in every direction by vigorous 

rivers fed by the tropical rams A backbone of gramte rises 
forest covered to summits 8 000 feet above the sea and 
divides the penmsula mto a narrow coastal plain up to 30 
miles wide on the west fnnged by mangroves and dismal 
mud flats and an eastern portion m which low rollmg hills 
end in a sandy coast Ime Towards the south the mountains 
flatten out into the plains of Johore Ages of erosion have 
spilt on the lowlands the alluvial soil that is the basis of 
agncuiture m this area The tropical forest sometimes dense 
jungle IS everywhere and it is important to realize its 
density smce it presents Man, the Pioneer with his most 
difficult settlement problems Climate plant growth and 
animal hfe are all hostile to his advance and penetration 
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even by the most vigorous peoples has been at best a slow 
process Indeed it was not until the white man appeared 
with his infinitely better equipment that the forest gave way 
at all perceptibly before man s onset 

Good descriptions of the equatorial forest are plentiful and 
the following passage will help to form a picture of jungle 
conditions 

In these immense forests of the tropical rainy regions the decay 
of vegetable matter durmg countless ages has ennched the soil to a 
depth of manj feet, and from it has spnmg a marvellous tangle of 
vegetation Huge trees shrubs bushes underwood thorns and 
trailing vines all struggle to reach the light Trees with lateral 
branches are rarely seen but instead they shoot up straight and 
smooth for a hundred feet before branching out into a large cabbage 
like top Ferns mosses otchids and other parasitic plants cover 
the trees from top to bottom Immense rope like vmes passmg 
from tree to tree up and down some of them 600 feet long bind 
the jungle m one big tangle Orchid plants abound on every side, 
but to the observer on the ground their blossoms like other flowers 
are conspicuous by their absence When the tropical jungle is 
examined from an aeroplane its beauty and wonderful colours would 
be seen in d^ir full glory because the tops of the trees are often 
ablaze with blossoms (C Wells ) 

These forests are very extensive and nch in tree types 
and more than 4000 species have already been named 
throughout the archipelago Comparatively few however 
are of any economic importance The great bulk of the 
forest IS composed of one family the trees of which support 
as it were the roof of the forest Many smaller speaes 
which manage to thnve in the shade compose the several 
lower stones and below all these nots the undergrowth 
Most of the trees are hardwoods and many yield products 
of great importance such as resin and guttapercha The 
rotan usually spelled rattan or climbing palm yields a 
product that used to be famihar in schools No extcnave 
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bamboo forests are found because there is no pronounced 
dry season The most common palm—e the coco nut—^is 
not a native of the tropical forest and is encountered mainly 
on the coast and in the cultivated areas 

Fig 25 INDONESIA 

Within this vast forest home lives a great range of ammal 
hfe Such typical mammals as the elephant rhinoceros and 
tapir are numerous It is the haunt of tigers and bears and 
many varieties of deer espeaally the damty mouse-deer a 
little ammal hardly larger than a hare Monkey tnbes from 
the smmang or great ape to the long tailed lotung and the 
domesticated irok used by the natives for gathering coco 
nuts roam everywhere through the trees Countless speaes 
of buds too vaned for descnphon inhabit the tree-tops 
wbie below reptiles from the great crocodfles of the swamps 
to the king^bras and die giant hzards form the least 
attractive group of fore^ 

^ porhosi of ^ has been d^red for 
Only m the altovijd 



Fig 26 MANGROVE FOREST 

On the east coast of Malaya Typical of low lymg coasts m the 
Troittcs Natures reclamation ^ant at work buildup up the 

shore line. 
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valleys and on the coastal plain is agriculture general as yet 
Rice tapioca and the coco nut are there the main crops of 
the natives who however are unable to produce all the 
foodstuffs they require Large quantities of nee and of 
animals and animal products have to be imported each year 

Under the direction of Europeans Malaya became the 
scene of a great expenment in tropical agnculture Coffee 
and sugar were first tried as plantation crops but the outcome 
was not very successful Then came the wonderful success 
which attended the transplanting of the rubber tree—Hevea 

brasthensis—an experiment from which the great plantations 
have grown which before the war produced two fifths of 
the world rubber The hevea tree grows best in deep well 
drained soil at 600 feet above sea level in tropical areas 
The average annual temperature must be above 70 F and 
the rainfall 70 inches or more evenly spread throughout the 
year Rubber growing is Malaya s mam industry on which 
all the resources of modern saence have been brought to 
bear The modem rubber plantation furnishes an object 
lesson m specialized work from the carefully selected native 
labourers with then* up to date houses and medical services 
to the army of saentific workers charged with the duty of 
safeguarding the flow of sap in perhaps half a million trees 
Soil experts agricultural chemists botamsts entymologists 
statisticians and accountants all find a place in this modern 
forestry enterpnse In 1938 the total value of rubber 
exported from British Malaya was nearly £32 million What 
this production meant to the Umted States which pnor to 
the war consumed more than haH the total world output and 
to other great rubber using countries was only fully realized 
when the Japanese occupation of this area and of the other 
gr^ produaqg area die Dutdi East Indi^ mterrupted the 

The Wi ejdem world dependence on rubber for 
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mechanized transport and a myriad other uses has now been 
forcibly demonstrated Two other important crops are 
coco nuts and palm oil Plantations have been established 
in the coastal areas and copra and palm oil both figure now 
on the list of exports The forests produce several hardwoods 
which found an increasing market m Europe and such 
forest products as gutta percha gums wool oils resins and 
canes are exported 

The peninsula is also an important source for another 
strategic commodity tin Under the alluvial soils of the 
lowlands but on top of the granite bed rock are hidden those 
immense deposits which are the source of nearly half the 
worlds supply As in the case of rubber the Japanese 
occupation of this area and of the Dutch East Indies forced 
the Alhed Nations to seek alternative sources of supply The 
chief methods of recovery in this region afford a contrast 
between the primitive sluiang of the Chinese fossickers and 
the costly dredging equipment of the big mining compames 
Tin however is not by any means the only mineral wealth 
of the area for coal iron gold tungsten and other minerals 
are mined in Mala3ra 

Pohtically the peninsula is divided into (i) the Straits 
Settlements confined mainly to the southern half of which 
Singapore has displaced Malacca as the main gateway 
(ii) the Federated Malay States formerly governed by 
native rulers under Bntish protection and of which Kuala 
Lumpur is the chief town (iii) the Unfederated Malay 
States formerly governed by native rulers with British 
advisers The city of Singapore (728^000) owes most of its 
importance to its situation at the bottleneck of east west 
traffic. The aty lies on a ffiit inland about 26 miles long 
and 14 WK^ sq^arate4 %e mamfand by a very narrow 

It became a great 
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port for the East Indies a busy coahng station and one of 
the biggest oil fuel distributing centres Its status normally 
depends largely on its situation as a point of transhipment 

Fig 28 THE POSITION OF SINGAPORE 

Sir Stamford Raffles prophecy that Smgapore would become 
the bottleneck of the Pacific has been abundantly justified It is 

to the western Pacific what Panama is to the American side 

The products of the archipelago were collected there while 
the exports to the islands were there loaded from the large 
steamers into the smaller craft tradmg among the islands 

SiTiflting of tm and canmng of loca% grown pine apples 
are important industnes The food and clothing for the 
five milhons of people on the peninsula and for millions 

D 
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more represented by the outports pass through its ware 
houses which were largely m Chinese hands By 1938 it 
ranked high among the ports of the world with its splendid 
harbour great docks and extensive coaling and loading 
facilities In that year perhaps 30 million tons of shipping 

■■ ■ 

Fig 29 TIN DREDGING IN MALAYA 

Great wealth has been won in the harbours from the alluvial 
sands washed down from the gramte ranges of the penmsula 
The dredges move across the silt beds like a harvester over a 

wheat field 

entered this port bnnging motor spint and manufactured 
goods of all descnptions m return for rubber tin hides 
copra and the mnumerable other products of the region 
The old port Mcdacca (43000) has been displaced by 
the newer commeraal centres and now plays a minor part 
m the economic hfe of the area The island of Pencmg ofiE 
the west coast of the peninsula developed a large overseas 
trade m ruW>er tm q^ces aM st^ir Kmla Lumpur 

(136000) IS weS m the heart of a tm and rubber 
Lmmimr Ibe hrmer headquarters of 
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the government of the Federated Malay States and Ipoh 
are the two chief centres for mining the tin which was smelted 
at Singapore and Penang before bemg exported Copper is 
an important mineral mined in the vianity while coffee 
nee and copra are trade staples 

It will be convement before passing on to a study of the 
Dutch East Indies to deal with the Bntish terntones in this 
area other than New Guinea On the north side of the 
massive island of Borneo is a group of States whose relations 
to the Bntish Crown were somewhat similar to those of the 
Malay Peninsula These compnse (i) Bntish North Borneo 
a terntory which before the Japanese occupation was under 
the direction of a chartered company (ii) Brunei a native 
state (ill) the small island of Labuan and (iv) Sarawak 

Bntish influence in this r^on was strengthened after 
1840 when steps had to be taken to suppress Malay piracy 
which had become a serious maiace to trade The orgamza 
tion of Sarawak was successfully accomplished by an able 
and adventurous Enghshman named James Brooke who 
afterwards became the acknowledged rajah or ruler of the 
State At the time of the Japanese occupation his descendants 
still ruled as independent administrators Pohtically the 
term Bnbsh Malaya included not only the Federated and 
Unfederated Malay States and the Straits Settlements of 
Malay proper but also the dependenaes and outlying 
islands of North Borneo Sarawak is now a Crown Colony 

North Borneo is an extremely mountamous r^on The 
mountain mass hes toward the north of the island and 
Sarawak hes m the coastal rtgion between the mountains 
and the sea British North Borneo occupies a similar Imt 
more broken region at the extreme north of the idaad 
With the exception of the more open uplands the greiter 
part of the island is a vast jungle watered by a network of 
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rivers Much of the region has never been penetrated by 
white men The nvers provide the only highways into the 
interior and very little trade is carried on away from the 
nver settlements The chief products are timber rubber 
and copra from plantations and from Sarawak a small 
amount of petroleum Llost of the trade is conducted through 
Singapore and Hong Kong 

Chapter X 

THE DUTCH EAST INDIES 

1 Historical Historically the penetration of white men into 
these islands is linked with the discovery of Australia 

The Portuguese reached the archipelago in the sixteenth 
century and were closely followed by the Dutch who in the 
next hundred years established many trading ports in the 
islands By 1640 Batavia had become a great centre of trade 
and so important was the traffic to Holland that exploration 
was pushed on around all the coasts of Austraha except the 
east There were two main reasons for this first to chart 
them so that there would be less danger for their vessels 
and secondly in the hope of finding new fields for trade 
The most remarkable of these voyages was that of Abel 
Janzoon Tasman in 1642 when with two ships he sailed 
nght round Australia via Mauritius Tasmama and New 
Zealand without however sighting the eastern coast It 
was a notable feat of navigation and exploration and 
exemplifies the spmt of the early Dutch governors and 
traders They laid the foundatums of the Dutch colomal 
^npire which has now become a new industrial region whose 
people formed an obscure and backward feudal society when 
Batavia was fotm<fed in 1619 
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2 Relief Climate and J egetation 

Until the developments of the ^\ar m the Pacific attracted 
attention to these islands their extent and economic 
importance was largely unrealized To travel from the most 
easterly point of Sumatra to the most westerly point of 
Dutch New Guinea^ would involve a journey of over 3 000 
miles or about the distance by rail from Brisbane to Perth 
from Liverpool to New York or from New York to San 
Francisco In extent the Dutch East Indies are equal to 
twice the area of New South Wales or eight times that of 
Great Britain Within this island empire are to be found all 
the products of which the tropics are capable as well as 
mineral deposits of great industnal and strategic importance 

In population and productivity Java is easily the most 
important island in this group Much of it consists of rock 
which is geologically young but the most notable feature 
is the large number of active volcanoes which lie along the 
main axis of the island This volcanic rock weathers very 
rapidly in the warm moist climate and thus famishes the 
constituents of the very fertile soils which Imve given the 
island the name of the Garden of the East Climatically 
Java has the small annual range of temperature charactenstic 
of equatorial countries temperature depends more on altitude 
timn on season and a high humidity prevails at all times 
Generally there are two seasons a wet and a dry receivmg 
only slightly less rainfall In the south the wet season 
comes m with the south-east monsoon (July August 
September) while in the north it corresponds to the penod 
of the north west monsoon (December January February) 
but everywhere considerable local vanations are caused by 

highlands 

1 The Dut h pos es cl d Dutch N w G wh h grener II7 1 aked 
geoST phi liy w th A tral 
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3 Agriculture 

With such advantages Java is naturally a region of 
intensive cultivation supporting one of the densest agricul 
tural populations in the world Rice is the chief crop but 
the crop is insufficient to meet the food requirements of 
the people and large quantities have to be imported Much 
of the rice is grown under an ingenious system of irrigation 
made possible by bamboo pipes Other crops grown as 
foodstuffs are maize cassava (tapioca) potatoes ground 
nuts and tea In the centre and east of the island sugar 
cane competes with nee as a lowland crop in order to 
protect the food supply the government prohibited an 
expansion of the acreage under sugar at the expense of nee 
and ngidly supervised a rotation of crops to prevent soil 
exhaustion Coco nut palms kapok trees and many kmds 
of tropical fruits are prevalent m every lowland landscape 
It IS these lowland regions which support most of Javas 
forty millions of population On the plams to the north 
the chief towns and ports are to be found and it was here 
that most of the Dutch population was concentrated 

Bej<Hid the alluvial plains are the foothills where on the 
vokamc formations every foot of land is put to good use 
The terraced and irrigated sawahs or p^di fields appear 
among rubber tea coffee pine apple and many other 
plantations Tea ranks next to sugar cane in the hst of 
plantation crops most of it from western Java the production 
of coffee on the other hand is concentrated among the hills 
of eastern Java where there is a fairly marked dry season 
of speaal importance m the growth of coffee The area 
under rubber plantations in Java tnpled between 1925 and 
1938 but Sumatra is still a fer more important source of 
supply In 1938 the outer provinces mainly Sumatra stiH 
supphed more than three-fifths of the total rubber produebon 



Fla 33 RICE EIPE FOR HARVEST 
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of the Dutch islands Where the volcanic soil gr\es place 
to limestone the great teak forests appear Abo^ e this region 
again the so called mountain cultures extend to a height 
of about 5 000 feet above sea level and here plantations of 
tea cinchona vegetables of vanous kinds and suitable grains 
complete the wonderful Javanese agricultural svstem Exten 
sive patches of grassland are also common in the uplands 
and these ha\e naturally become grazing areas 

Under the tutelage of the Dutch administration all the 
resources of agricultural saence have been brought into 
play and very stnct regulations had to be observed by the 
cultivator m order to maintain the fertility of the soil 
The rotation of crops proper imgation methods choice of 
seed and fertilizers are all watched closely by the admmis 
trators It is in fact the greatest experiment m intensive 
cultivation that the world has to show In the nee fields and 
plantations agriculture is earned on m a manner almost 

incredible to those accustomed to the extensive methods 

of cultivation employed m Canada and Australia Nearly 
every plant is attended to separately the garden or field 
becomes a nursery in a very real sense At certain times 

long lines of patient labourers—men and women—^work 
through the rows of growing plants loosening the soil and 
removing insect pests Machinery is used but little and 

the maximum result is obtained from the soil by the sheer 

force of human muscles 

On the other islands known as the Outlymg Possessions 
nothing so highly developed as the Javan system is to be found 

This will be appreaated when it is mentioned that Java and 

the small neighbouring island of Madura compnsing some 

7 per cent of the area of Netherlands East Indies or 

Insulmde have over 60 per cent of the total papulation 
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By comparison then the Outlying Possessions are unde 

veloped and uncultivated Most of the surface is still 

covered in primeval forest or poor grass and only on the 

coastal margins and along the nvers has cultivation been 

undertaken The reasons for this are partly environmental 

Fig 34 CUTTING SISAL HEMP 

and partly cultural Borneo and Dutch New Guinea lack 

the fertile basalt soils of Java Another feature tending to 

retard development m most of the islands is presented by 

vast tracts of mangrove swamp which in East Sumatra and 

along the entire coast of Borneo and many of the other 

islands he at the back of the coast line ^ However the 

Javanese an industrious and intelhgent race had a far more 

i pie maagTow w ^ itt mas tnteres ng fea res f tropical coast 1 jw3s 
tree hj drc^og lira cfoes t f tm roots, axd these trap the dt 

aofljm by the nvers The aiumgrwe is m th? w y be eea m 
^ silt ts that w® 1 t«: hwbmt f«t le allnv 1 pi al m these 

^30^ aad m oth^ tree is capable of so salt wat or of accojatfisbaia this 
VNsryi lo^iorta!^ redamaiios trodt. 

t 
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advanced system of culti\ation than the peoples of the 
neighbouring islands even before white men first disco\ered 
them On the other islands the natives were not iiearl> so 
suitable as workers on the plantations and many Ja\anese 
have migrated to undertake this work The Outer Provinces 
grow a much smaller range of plantation crops than is grown 
in Java In this order rubber palm oil coco nuts tea 
tobacco and coffee are the six mam products to these might 
be added sisal which was of increasing importance up to 
the outbreak of war in the Paafic 

Sumatra is by far the most prominent plantation r^on 
outside Java The mam centre is the east coast which faces 
the Straits of Malacca the avenue along which trade between 
the Orient and Europe passes This particular area has 
fertile volcanic soil in contrast to most of the remamder of 
the island Tobacco rubber palm oil and sisal are the mam 
crops On the west coast a diversity of crops includmg tea 
and coffee are grown In Borneo and Dutch New Gumea 
the lack of volcanic soils will probaMy hmit the staples to 
rubber and copra The smaller mountainous and oft^ 
semi and islands of the south east are also much less suitable 
for settlement than Java or Sumatra The island of Banda 
IS still the outstanding producer of nutm^ and mace m the 
Archipelago and Ambon and Ceram have still an important 
export of cloves Throughout the Dutch East Indies the 
areas of cultivation are to a large extent determmed by the 
rainfall which is m turn deaded by the height and direction 
of the mountam ranges Even m this region of tropical 
climate therefore there are extensive patches lying in ram 
shadow and forming areas of poor grassland In Java itsdlf 
the vanation in ramfall from year to year is a problem lor 
the cultivator In some years the rainy penod is much 
than m others 



Fig 35 TOBACCO PLANTATION JAVA 
A hillside contour ploughed furrowed for drainage and planted 
with tobacco A neat piece of agricultural practice in tropical 

conditions 

F^g- 31 TOBACCO CULUYATION JAVA 
stelight and shielded from insect 

^lere lahomr is 
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4 Mining and Industrial Dezclopmcnt 

Tin IS mined at present on the islands ot Banka Billiton 
and Singkep but there are deposits on the adjacent islands 
and perhaps on the coast of Sumatra The tin occurs in 
large alluvial deposits quite near the surface and is easiK 

Fig 37 JAVANESE HOUSE 

Cheap cool and dry the typical bungalow also houses the 
live stock under a lean to 

worked The metallic content of the ore is high and since 
the deposits occur near tidewater it can be easily transferred 
to ships for smelting elsewhere if necessary The tin from 
Banka the largest producer is smelted on the island but 
that from the other islands is sent overseas formerly to 
Singapore and Penang but since the middle 1930 s to the 
Netherlands Earher the mines were worked by hand labour 
mainly by the Chinese who are better adapted to this h^vy 
work than the Malays Now the use of machines has 
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greatly reduced the coohe force Sumatra is the major pro 
ducer of petroleum most of it coming from the Palembang 
fields Eastern Borneo and the island of Tarakan (off the 
east coast of Borneo) are the second largest producers Most 
of tbs oil IS refined in the Indies Bauxite (from which 
aluminium is derived) and nickel are both produced in easily 
worked open pit mines wble fair sized deposits of coal are 
being mined in Sumatra and south east Borneo The develop 
ment of electric power has made stndes in recent years In 
the last ten years the energy developed has been doubled 

Until 1930 most of the mdustnes in the Dutch East Indies 
consisted of traditional crafts and factories under European 
or Chinese management processing raw materials such as tin 
sugar and rice Since that time there has been a marked 
expansion of both light and heavy industry almost exclu 
sively in Java Artrcles such as furmture hardware sarongs 
mats cigarettes beer soap and bicycle tyres which were 
formerly imported from overseas are now being produced 
in Java to supply her own needs and mcreasmgly for export 
to the Outer Provinces Tbs expansion of mdustnal pro 
duction was greatly assisted by protective tanffs and techmcal 
information services 

5 Foreign Tfade 

The Netherlands Indies are producers of three commodities 
of great strategic importance—rubber tin and petroleum— 
and have a practical monopoly of the production of cinchona 
the bark from wbch quinine is extracted Before the war 
tbs area together with Malaya produced about four fifths of 
tfa^ world s rubber and since the J^>anese occupation the 
Alii^ have been hard pr^^^d to develop alternative sources 
op Malaya too as the world s largest producer of 

of in the manufacture 
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of armaments and tinned plate for canned foods The Indies 
and Bolivia vie for second place but m Bolivia in contrast 
to the Indies the ore occurs in deep \eins high up m the 
Andes and is of lower grade The petroleum production of 

Netherlands Indies Share in World Export of Certain Major 
Products^ (in percentages) 

1929 1939 

Cinchona Bark* 94 1 90 
Kapok 73 65 
Pepper 69 86 
Rubber 30 1 37 
Coco nut Products 29 27 
Sisal 22 33 
Tea 17 19 
Cane Sugar 11 6 
Coffee 6 5 
Palm Oil Products 5 24 
Petroleum i 3 3 
Tin ! 

! 
18 17 

1 J O M B oek Eco m Pe lopme t of the Nethe 1 ds I d «s IP R 
I q ry Series 1942 p 30 

Production figures 

the Dutdi East Indies although such a small parentage of 
total world production is of vital importance it is the only 
production of any size in the Western Pacific area The 
reserves in Borneo seem to be hmited but if New Gumea 
justifies expectations it may in time become a ranking 
producer 

6 Government 

Up to the time of the Japanese occupation the Netherlands 
East Indies were administered by a Governor General with 
the aid of an advisory council both the Governor-General 
and the members of the council being appointed by the 
Queen Another council consisting of Europeans imtives 
and foreign onentals (Chinese and Arabs) some of whom 



Fig 38 HAND PRINTING FABRICS JAVA 

This method of stencillmg cotton cloth in colours is known 
as batik 

were elected by local cotmcils gave advice on economic 
matters and discussed steps toward the development of self 
government m the colony The constitution of 1925 granted 
the Netherlands Indies a certain measure of self government 
in internal affairs under the supervision of the Home Govern 
ment The islands were sub divided into six governor 
ships and these were further divided into residencies the 
Governor and Residents having very extensive powers The 
key posts in the avil service were largely held by Europeans 
but local government was almost entirely exerased by native 
avil servants The Dutch have encouraged the natives to 
admimster their own affairs as much as possible and to limit 
the functions of Residents to supervision and advice The 
former harsh rule which amounted to exploitation of the 
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natives has given place to a much more enlightened adminis 

tration in which public education health services the pro¬ 

motion of agriculture and industrv and the supervision of 

the welfare of the natives are prominent features \\ hen an 

attack on the Mother Country became a probabilitv the 

self governing powers of the Indies were enhanced This 

policy continued in the period between the fall of Holland m 

May 1940 and the Japanese occupation of the Dutch East 

Indies early in 1942 

Fig 39 WATER BUFFALOES AND CHILDREN 
Children perform the duties of herdsmen and the fearsome 
looking ungainly beasts are always on the best of terms with 
their caretakers The water buffalo is the draught animal of 
the rice lands and cnses occurred in the occupied lands because 

the Japanese slaughtered great numbers for meat 



Chapter XI 

NEW GUINEA 

1 Physical and Chmatw New guinea is a great undeveloped territory lying 
close to the Equator and extending m a south easterly 

direction for a total length of nearly 1 500 miles Its greatest 

Fig 40 COASTAL HILLSIDES NEW GUINEA 

Not all of New Guinea is forested In the Milne Bay area hills 
covered with knnai grass three to ten feet high fall sheer to the 

water 

width IS about SOO miles' It embraces an area of 300000 
square imles about the same area as that of New South 
Wales It IS wholly tropical in character and possesses 
every vanety of top<^r^hy from low lying swamps to 
fowenng mountain summits 15000 feet above sea level A 
qwiptec mountain s]istem runs east west across the island 
bn df 

94 
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occupying most of the northern portion and the northward 
and southward peninsulas The mam divide runs down the 
north centre of the island and is known variously as the 
Nassau Mountains in Dutch New Gmnea and as the Victor 
Emmanuel Bismarck and Owen Stanley Ranges in the 
Mandated Territory and Papua The greatest heights are 
reached in the Nassau Mountains but Mounts Blucher 
Scratchley and Victona are aE over 13 000 feet Another 
mam chain extends eastwards along the north coast from 
Dutch New Gumea and the different ranges have individual 
names for example the Torncelli Range and the Hahl 
Range 

The deltaic plains of the south side contrast with this 
mountam region The largest nvers m the island are foimd 
in the southern division and here they form the main high 
ways The fly River flowing into the Gulf of Papua drains 
the greatest tesm and is navigable for smaE boats for more 
than 500 miles Other nvers of importance in the southern 
lowlands are the Turama and the Piman and ail enter the 
Gulf of Papua by extensive deltas. On the north side of the 
iskmi there are several splendid streams such as the Sepik 
and the Ramu flowing through extremely rugged country 
which everywhere extends almost to the coast There is 
usuaEy a sudden drop to a narrow swampy coastal plain 
some 50 miles in width Owing to the more mountamous 
nature of the northern part of the island it is even less 
developed and explored than the south On the other hand 
much of the lowland along the coasts and in the lower river 
vaEeys both in the north and south is too swampy for 
cultivation Further these swamp areas are particularly 
dangerous to Europeans and malaria is prevalent all over 
the island up to heights of 2 000 feet The good land exists 
in patches—on well drained alluvium along the coa^ and on 
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volcanic and other fertile soils up to an elevation of about 
5 000 feet 

In taking up land in one of these favoured areas the 
planter has to face many difficulties One of these is the 
chmate There are only small differences in temperature 

Fig 41 TRANSPORT IN THE JUNGLE 

Dense jungle and deep ravines make transport extremely difficult 
Lven m ffie most settled parts of the island, bridges are rare 
because of the fast rising streams If a bridge is washed away 

during the rainy season, another is quickly slung together 

throughout the year and there is no cool season Added 
to this there is generally no marked dry season and the 
humidity remains continually oppressive At Rabaul the 
relative humidity never falls below 79 per cent for any 
month and even at Port Moresby the lowest figure is 70 
per cent The amount and distribution of lamfall is markedly 
infiuenced by topography some areas receiving most of their 
rain between Dei^ber and March die penod of the north 
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westerly monsoon others between June and October when 
the south east Trades are m operation Some regions recene 
a much lower rainfall than neighbouring areas and this is 
thought to be due to the arrangement of the mountains 
Port Moresby with an annual rainfall of only 40 inches is 
in one of these so called dry belts but there is an acute 
water shortage in the drier months so that it has been 
necessary to construct a reservoir in the hills above the 
town However for the island generally the ramfall is 80 
inches or more rising to 250 inches on the mountain peaks 

2 People 

The natives of New Guinea and the adjacent islands differ 
very markedly from those of the remainder of the East 
Indian Archipelago The general name of Papuans from a 
Malay word meaning woolly haired is apphed to them but 
a distinction should be made between two mam groups the 
Papuans and Melanesians The Papuans proper belong 
mainly to the mtenor and are presumed to be the aboriginal 
race. They are very closely allied to the aboriginals of 
Australia Formerly notonous for their tnbal warfare and 
cannibalism under the influence of the British and Dutch 
administration more and more of their disputes are being 
settled by agreement and canmbahsm is dying out Some 
of the other interior tribes are pigmy with an average 
height of only 4 ft 8 in The Melanesians who are mainly 
coast dwellers are in general darker and fnzzy haired while 
in the smaller islands a great admixture of Polynesian 
Malay and even Chinese has taken place This is merely a 

broad classification which does not attempt to account for 
the great diversity of skin colour from light brown to intent 
black nor for the extraordmary number of languages found 

in the island 
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The natives in the settled districts have been induced to 
abandon their old tribal warfare Most of them are energetic 
and of good physique but are very susceptible to the tropical 
diseases so prevalent in the island The western and coastal 
peoples are generally speaking taller and better developed 
than those living in the interior They live for the most 

Fig 42 The Ma n. Street of a New Guinea village 

part in villages which vary in size from a few famihes to a 
settlement of a thousand persons Many of the tribes in 
the centre and the west have very large communal houses 
In the Fly River district m particular a great number of 
famihes will inhabit a large dwelhng over 500 feet long and 
(hvided into compartments for each family This custom is 
^so practised for instance by some of the tribes of Borneo 

Closer observation of the natives of New Guinea has led 
^ a v&n^€m of the earlier c^unon that they were among the 

classes of savages^ Contact between the natives and 
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Allied soldiers in the present war has shown the natives 
to be willing and worthy of trust Their architecture and 
art IS of a high order for primitive peoples They have 
developed very speaal skills for deriving a livelihood from 
their difficult environment and cultivate garden plots of 
fruits and vegetables on land cleared of jungle No rehable 
estimate of their numbers has yet been made and although 
the island possesses a large population extensive areas are 
umnhabited 

3 Natural Vegetahon and AgncuUure 

Both the fauna and flora of New Guinea are truly Austra 
han in character The ammals include such distinctive t3rpes 
as the egg laying mammals and the marsupials. The Asiatic 
types of Borneo and the western Archipelago are absent 
most notic^bly the monkey types Birds such as the 
cassowary the scrub turkey and the parrot in endless 
vanety also display the natural affimty with the mainland of 
Australia. A pecuhar and charactenstic speaes however is 
the gorgeously coloured bird of paradise which has suffered 
so greatly as a result of the contact of New Guinea with 
avihzation The vegetation is also largely blended with 
Australian forms such as the eucalypt The island is generally 
forested except in the dry belts and in areas cleared by the 
natives but not re invaded by secondary growth Here the 
surface is cohered with a tangled mass of cane and grass 
Tall trees are found at a height of 8 000 feet while a speaes 
of pine grows as far up as 10 000 feet The island abounds 
in plants and timbers of a high economic value but up to 
the outbreak of war no senous attempt had been made to 
exploit or even survey the resources Because of the diffi 
culhes of exploitation milling in New Guinea may be a matter 
for pubhc rather than pnvate enterprise Up to date only 
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a few species such as the dense ulabo which resists the white 

ant have been cut The delta country is covered with a thick 

jungle of nipa and pandanus palms and other trees tangled 

ike the forest on higher land in a riotous mass oi rattans and 

other creepers The coast vegetation is mainly mangrove and 

palms 

The areas of fertile soil along the coast and in the valleys 

afford great possibilities for the development of tropical 

agriculture although the acreage of good land has not yet 

been ascertained By reason of the distnbution of good soils 

at varying levels every tropical crop could be grown on the 

island At present coco nuts are the predominant crop of 

both Papua and the Mandated Territory The acreage under 
crops m Papua has changed little in the past twenty years 
and 50 per cent of this is under coco nuts The Mandated 
Territory with an acreage under coco nut plantations four 

times that of Papua has established an export trade in both 

copra and desiccated coco nut Most of the remainder of 

Papua s cultivated area is under rubber The dry belt 

around Moresby is suited to the production of tobacco sisal 

hemp kapok cotton coffee and sugar In the Mandated 

Terntory the growth of crops other than coco nuts is still 

largely in the experimental stage but a wide variety of these 

including cocoa coffee cinchona and vanilla are proving 

successful In Dutch New Guinea plantation agriculture has 

scarcely begim Throughout the island vanous edible fruits 

and roots including yams bananas and bread fruit are grown 

The main food of the natives in the south is sweet potatoes 

while in the west it is chiefly ss^o obtamed from the nipa 

palm All along the coasts the natives catch fish and small 

amounts of beche de mer and trochus shell are exported 
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4 Mliterals Settlement and Go eminent 

A wide variety of minerals has been disco\ered in New 
Guinea including gold osmiridium copper tin lead and 
zinc while the search for petroleum is being diligently 
earned on However so far gold mining is the only mining 

Fig 43 PAPUAN NATIVES FISHING 

Paptian natives catch fish to vary their diet They dive m and 
catch the fish in hand nets 

enterpnse of importance The mam field is m the neigh 
bourhood of Wau on the mountainous backbone of the 
island the nearest port is Salamaua and owing to the 
inaccessibility of the region the mam transport of passengers 
supplies and machinery was by air from Lae The difficulties 
of overland transport and of maintenance of hfe m isolated 
regions makes mining a venture for large scale concerns 
Many of the nvers m Papua except those flowing into the 
Gulf have been thrown open for gold dredging and good 
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yields have been obtained Should the present search for 
od bring to light extensive deposits the opening up of the 
interior would proceed far more rapidly 

Politically the island is divided into three areas The 
western half forms a Dutch possession and is the least 
developed and mainly unexplored Until the Japanese occu 
pation the territory was administered by the Governorship 
of the Great East as the eastern part of the East Indies is 
called through the Resident at Ambon South of the moun 
tains lying around the Gulf of Papua and extending through 
the south eastern Pemnsula is the dependency of the Com 
monwealth of Australia known as Papua The remainder 
of the island was formerly a German possession but it is 
now administered by the Austrahan Government under man 
date from the League of Nations as the Mandated Territory 
of New Gmnea 

The mam settlements of importance are the trading and 
admimstrative centres situated around the coast Port 
Moresby is the capital of Papua situated on a fine harbour 
to the east of the Gulf Samarai a small island off the 
south east extremity of New Guinea proper has become a 
tradmg centre for several small groups of adjacent islands 
The chief centres of settlement in the Mandated Territory 
are Morobe SalamoMa Wau and Lae in the Morobe district 
and Madang The admimstrative centre was formerly at 
Rabaul on the island of New Britain but after the volcanic 
eruptions of June 1937 it was deaded to transfer the seat 
of government to Salamaua 

Other settlements are mainly along the coast of the mam 
land and larger islands since most traffic is water borne 
Many of the upland distncts however are bound to become 
Jfoductive once the great problem of transport is solved 

motor transit may do for New Gumea what the 
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railway has done for Central Africa Up to the present 
however copra has been the mainstay of the Terntory and 
since the coco nut palm from which it is denved thrives on 
the coastal lowlands development of the highlands has been 
slow It has been the aeroplane which has opened up the 

Fig 44 NEW GUINEA RIVER TRANSPORT 

The nvers form the mam highways Natives make their way 
upstream in an out rigger canoe 

gold fields of the interior Machinery livestock all types of 
supplies and passengers were brought to the fields by air 
doing away with the need for the long and difficult journey 
overland through the jungle 

Another great problem for the planter is the supply of 
labour The different native peoples vary greatly in their 
adaptability to plantation conditions and the press gang 
methods of the past did not have the effect of securing 
goodwill towards the planter The control of native labour 
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m the areas under Bntish jurisdiction is now very strict 
Service on the part of the native is voluntary and he must 
be justly treated and properly housed and fed Contracts 
for service must be made in writing before a government 
official and the natives must be returned to their homes 
on completion of the engagement Steps have been taken to 
provide education for the natives and more especially to give 
instruction in tropical agriculture Health facihties include 
hospitals dispensing of medical supphes and training of 
natives as medical orderlies Under the terms of its mandate 
the Australian Government is obliged to administer the 
Mandated Terntory in such a way as to promote to the 
utmost the material and moral well being of the inhabitants 
By working along these lines the government has fostered 
a spint of CO operation between the natives and the whites 
a policy which the care the natives have taken of wounded 
Allied soldiers has repaid handsomely 

Dutch New Guinea 

The development of Dutch New Guinea is not so far 
advanced as that of the rest of the island On the coast 
there are coco nut plantations and copra as yet forms the 
only important product The development of agriculture 
has been handicapped by the lack of volcamc soil found in 
the other parts of the East Indies and by the fact that the 
natives are too pnmitive to be employed on plantations 
The natural features of the interior make communication 
extremely difficult The mam mountain chain divides the 
north from the south while the deep gorges of the rivers 
make overland transport a matter of great difficulty apart 
altogether from the problems presented by* the dense jungle 
and the steamy chmate Since 1936 a considerable amount 
of exploration and expenmentation has been carried on b^ 
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the Netherlands Indies Government Large areas ha^een 

mapped by aenal survey, and experimental plantation' 

estabhshed to determine the suitability of such cropsas 

rubber, kapok, and coffee to the environment The search 

for minerals is also being pushed forward The Netherlands 

New Guinea Petroleum Company has obtained exclusive 

dnllmg rights for a large area on the Humboldt Bay and 

has been intensively explonng the area Also, the Mining 

Company of Netherlands New Guinea secured a concession 

in the southern part of the area, where it is hoping to exploit 

certain minerals particularly gold 
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PART III 

AUSTRALIA 

Introduction 

ONE result o£ Japan s challenge to the other Powers for 
the mastery of the Pacific has been to thrust Australia 

into a new and more important position both in the Paafic 
region and in world affairs For more than a century 
Australians have been concerned mainly in developing their 
continent with all the hardships of exploration and pioneer 
mg of discovering and using the resources of the country 
of providing the permanent equipment of settlement and of 
finding their place in the world economy by way of trade 
For a decade they have been forced to consider the problems 
of defence These problems took on great urgency after 
1940 when this island continent was for a time actually 
under blockade Its people were forced to rely upon their 
own resources until Britain and the United States had 
organized their own defence and were able to send assistance 

The reasons for the new strategic significance of Australia 
must be told mainly in terms of place and products The con 
tnbution Australia could make towards the defeat of Japan 
was in fact determined by both situation and resources but 
long before the war Austraha was playing an increasingly 
important part both as a producer and a consumer of com 
modifies that enter into world trade The strategic position 
of the continent is the effect of geography alone—of its 
situation m the Pacific with relation to other countnes and 
in particular to the islands of the East Indies and Melanesia. 
It IS the only land mass outside the arc of islands which 
became Japan s advanced screen and so it inevitably became 
the supply base for defence and the spnngboard for counter 
attack upon the Japanese system Its isolated position 

106 
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between the Indian and South Pacific Oceans—^formerly a 
weakness—^now became an advantage since it lay so far 
south of Japan that its m\estment called for long supply 
hnes even though for the greater part of their length they 
were protected by the island screen Australia immediateh 
assumed vital strategic importance to all the Powers whose 
dependencies had been overrun or menaced by Japan and 
its usefulness was increasingly pro\ed as the war in the 

Pacific developed 
A ‘second aspect of Australia s new sigmficance was its 

position as the home of the largest Enghsh speaking popu 
ktion in the southern Paafic The expansion of England 
had in fact thrust a spearhead of European civilization into 
the South Seas but immediately to the north and north west 
lay Asia and the islands with 11(X) millions of people Such 
a situation is at best precanous even more precarious than 
that of Great Britain in relation to Europe The Australian 
people find it hard ever to lose sight of this aspect of their 
situation They feel they are also exposed m other ways 
Economically they are still very dependent upon the people 
of other countnes For a century their main concern was 
pastoral agricultural and mining development m order to 
build up the productivity of the country Exports of wool 
metals wheat butter fruit timber and other products were 
needed to pay for imports of manufactures and to meet the 
interest on capital borrowed from Bntain But a time came 
when rural industry could no longer support all the people 
and factory industnes were needed to provide wider and 
more vaned employment opportunities Smce 1900 mdus- 
tnahzation has gone ahead at a rapid pace but Australians 
still need overseas markets for their surplus primary pro- 
ducts and they will be intensely interested m world economic 
conditions for as far ahead as they can see 
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Moreover progress in manufacturing has made Australia 
the mam industrial country of the south Pacific and her 
importance in this respect must grow rather than dimmish 
especially if it proves impossible to banish the threat of war 
from the world The resources of the continent the energy 
and technical skill of its people the mdustnes which can be 
converted to the production of munitions and equipment and 
the supplies of foodstuffs that are available all point towards 
new interests and functions m the world The Australian 
people now feel a new urgency to express their views about 
the future of the Pacific They wish to retain their con 
nection with Great Britain and the Empire but their position 
m the Pacific bnngs them new responsibilities They cannot 
contract out of Europe even if they wished but thev 
are anxious to strengthen their fnendships with the United 
States Canada the Dutch East Indies China Russia and 
indeed with any country which will pian for security and 
stabihty m the Pacific 

This will not be easy A peoples political system its 
social welfare and its international relations are in these days 
so closely tied up with its economic conditions and great 
changes are afoot Transport and communication by air has 
altered the whole scale of time distance and has accelerated 
both CO operation and competition of all kinds The old 
familiar natural products of the farm or the factory are 
threatened and so also are great estabhshed industries The 
sheep industry m Australia is based on the demand for wool 
the plantation industry of Malaya depends on the industrial 
need for rubber the silk industry of Japan and China relies 
upon a steady need from America and Europe the mining 
mdustnes everywhere produce for the great modem con 
sumption of metals But the chemist and physicist have set 
up nval mdustnes Rayon staple fibres synthetic rubber 
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plastics are already displacing the materials and metals that 
seemed so secure 

These are the changes we can see those that are already 
at work What of those we cannot foresee when the great 
war industries have to be converted to peace time uses ^ 
What secret weapons of peace will come into economic 
competition^ What is the future of the wheat farmer the 
wool grower the rubber planter and the miner ^ Countnes 
like Austraha and New Zealand realize that these changes 
will affect their way of life and their prosperity and know 
that they must adapt themselves their occupations and their 
policies m order to take a full share m world co operation 
but they harbour no illusions about the difficulties ahead 

Chapter XII 

PHYSICAL AND CLIMATIC 

I BUILD AND SURFACE Although the youngest of the continents in point of 
discovery and settlement by European races Austraha 

IS one of the oldest geologically The great movements of 
upheaval and the volcanic activity still evident in other parts 
of the earth s crust died out long ago in Austraha, Upon 
its vastly old rock masses the forces of wind and water have 
been at work so long that traces of youth have now vanished 
The general level is much lower than that of any of the other 
continents and this fact alone does much to determine the 
general conditions of life in Australia As everywhere 
surface is second only to climate m fixing the character and 
distribution of the plant and animal life It has therefore, 
much to do with the numbers of the people and where th^ 
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live The build of the continent is also the chief record of 

Its history 

If the South Polar continent is excluded Australia is the 

loneliest of the world s great land areas Contact with any 

Fig 45 THE BUILD OF AUSTRALIA 

of the large centres of population is possible only by long 

sea or air voyages that merely emphasize the geographic 

isolation of the great south land This isolation of course 

greatly retarded the discovery and settlement of Australia 

but it IS nevertheless a big compact mass about 2 400 miles 

item east tp west and a httle less than 2 000 miles in greats 

fem north to south This gives a total area of 
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approximately three million square miles or about the same 

as that of the United States or Canada 

The surface falls into three well defined areas (i) the 

Western Plateau composed for the most part of immensely 

old rocks and extendmg over nearly half the total area of 

the continent (n) the Eastern Highlands the remains of a 

great upward warping of the crust broken by much block 

faulting and now planed down and levelled by erosion and 

(m) an intermediate lowland area the surface of which is 

composed largely of the sediments resultmg from this erosion 

and deposited in an ancient sea bed Something more should 

be said about each of these divisions before the climate of 

the continent is discussed 

1 The Western Plateau 

This great area standing at an average height of a httle 

less than a thousand feet above sea level is composed of some 

of the most anaent rocks in the world It is as it were an 

old hard anvil against which the surrounding parts of the 

crust have been crushed and contorted As a result of tte 

extreme dryness of the dimate over most of the plateau wind 

erosion in particular has been very active and the loose 

soil has filled up the depressions and levelled the surface of 

the country The area is rather hke a huge flattened lemon 

squeezer with a veiy low nm and central bump and so most 

of the drainage is inland although the scanty tainfaU and 

high evaporation is against the formation of nvers The 

plateau is fringed on the coastwise edges by a narrow plain 

formed by the alluvium earned down by the nvers drainiiig 

the seaward slope or as m the north west by the loess blown 

seaward by the prevaiimg winds Even the coastal nvers 

however are ummpressive smee m the dry season they 

become mere chains of water holes or even dry channels for 
months at a time. 
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2 The Eastern Highlands 

Running at var}ing distances from the east and south east 

coasts is a second highland area of a very different land 

In Australia there are no high mountain systems the Alpine 

Storm which produced the great mountain ranges such as 

the European Alps the Himalayas and the Rockies Andes 

fold passed Australia by Many millions of years ago 

Australia was a huge fiat peneplain with great bosses or caps 

which had resisted erosion better than the softer rocks and 

formed a watershed nearer the eastern coast than the 

present height of land Later a thrust from the east pushed 

up the crust m a broad warp which broke into complex 

fault blocks Since then through erosion the highlands 

have become a senes of dissected plateaus with worn down 

summits—^the mere stumps of their former greatness The 

greatest heights of the present cordillera are in the south east 

comer but they are more of the nature of humps on the 

surface of a plateau 

Farther to the north the plateau presents towards the 

Pacific that steep scarp like face that proved such a barrier 

to the earlier settlers confining them as it did to the narrow 

coastal stnp until Blaxland Cunningham and others dis 

covered the routes to the mtenor Over this escarpment the 

plateau proved to have an even surface dissected by the 

gorges of the streams but sloping back gently to the central 

plains The gaps in the plateau edge have become the ma*n 

gateways leadmg from the Pacific coast to the hinterland 

These are from the north—^the Cassilis Gap behind New 

castle the Lake George gateway near Canberra the saddle 

on which Cooma stands the pass through the Australian 

Alps by Omeo and the Kilmore Gap due north of Melbourne 

Still farther north in Queensland the highland region is 

rolled out as it were and is generally lower than the southern 
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half of the cordillera except where it fronts the coastal edge 
m the Atherton Plateau and the ranges behind Maryborough 
The whole seaboard in its drowned valley harbours and 
barner reefs bears the marks of a great sinking mo\ement 
in which probably Tasmania was cut off from the mainland 

3 The Central Lowlands 

The central depression between the eastern and western 
highlands is one of the largest expanses of true plain country 
m the world It compnses a series of shallow drainage basins 
stretching from the Gulf of Carpentaria to the Southern 
Ocean and from the Darling Downs to the west of Lake 
Eyre—^a great expanse co\enng almost a third of the con 
tinent The plains north of Lake E} re are built of sediments 
deposited in an ancient sea which mav once have completely 
divided the continent Part of the area drams north into the 
shallow basin known as the Gulf of Carpentana but the 
major portion belongs to the inland drainage system of Lake 
Eyre. The Great Artesian Basin so called from the presence 
of subterranean water upon which the region is dependent 
occurs in the north eastern part of the Central Basin A 
second basin lies in the south eastern elbow of the Great 
Divide and drains away through the wide plain of the 
Murray and Darling Ri\ers and an old raised sea bed which 
lies between the confluence and the sea Hence it is known 
as the Murray Darhng Basin 

A. minor highland system that is nevertheless of much 
economic importance lies to the west of the Murray Darling 
Basin and is separated from the south east comer of the 
Western Plateau by the Great Rift Valley of South Australia 
in which he Spencer Gulf and L^ke Torrens This system 
is knowm as the South Austrahan Highlands which ends to 
the north in the Flinders Range and to the south in Kangaroo 
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Island Still another basin is scooped out of the southern edge 
of the Western Plateau and forms the weird monotonous 
Nullarbor Plain across which the transcontinental railway 
runs north of the Great Australian Bight 

II THE CLIMATE OF AUSTRALIA 

In a country ranging through nearly 2 000 miles of latitude 
a great variety of climate would be expected The Tropic 
of Capricorn marks about the central axis of the continent 
and speaking generally the climate for such a great area is 
remarkably uniform Its island nature and the lack of any 
great heights are other factors which help to regulate the 
climate of Australia This may be descnbed as warm to hot 
but m general it is cooler than other regions in corresponding 
labtudes Only in the south east and south west and in the 
highlands is the cold season at all well marked By way of 
contrast it is only on the coastal lowlands within the tropics 
that physical discomfort is a barrier to white settlement 

Because it is an island with greatest width east and west 
and because it is a relabvely small conbnent only a com 
paratively small portion of the whole area is more than 500 
miles from the nearest ocean and the moderating influence 
of the ocean is earned far inland except in the north west 
On the eastern side warmer conditions are earned as fai 
south as Tasmama by the East Austrahan branch of the 
Equatonal Current The greater part of the southern coast 
comes under the influence of the cold westward drift The 
relabvely low mountains furthermore are not such pro 
nounced obstruebons to air circulation as the great heights 
along the western edge of the Americas 

The most powerful influences therefore are the tropical 
trade wind circulabon m the north and the westerly wind 
system in the south The conneebon between these and the 
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saving of the whole system north and south with the sun 

have been discussed in chapter IV Viewed broadly the 

result is that in the warm season i e from November to 

April the equatorial air currents are drawn down over 

northern Australia and at the same time the westerlies are 

pushed far to the south of the continent In the cool season 

1 e from May to October the equatorial system swings away 

over Asia and the westerlies are dragged north over the 

southern half of Australia These great swings bring about 

the characteristic seasonal changes and determine the way 

m which rainfall is distributed over the continent and 

throughout the year 

Over northern Australia the inflowing winds in the hot 

season bring the heavy monsoonal rainfall which is such a 

contrast to the rainless months of the cooler season with its 

off shore winds The coastal areas fronting the highlands 

m Queensland thus receive the heaviest rainfall in Australia 

but except for the Queensland coast the alternation of ram 

and drought is a very real handicap to development On the 

other hand the moderate rainfall of the south is associated 

with the low pressures of the westerly dnft mainly in 

winter and spnng while more or less prolonged drought 

tends to be normal in summer 

Generally speaking the wmds on the Pacific coast are 

on shore for most of the year and represent the play of the 

trade winds as the whole system swings north and south 

The presence of the warm current flowing to the south along 

the edge of the continent has some significance because the 

winds bnng ashore the warm saturated air which passes over 

the coastal highlands of the Great Divide Hence the east 

coast receives an adequate rainfall fairly evenly distributed 

throughout the year On the contrary the southern and 

western shores of the western half of Australia are subject 
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to winds flowing over cold currents before they reach the 
land The air temperature is raised as it passes overland 
and consequently these winds tend to absorb rather than 
to deposit moisture The contrast is pointed by the rainfall 
figures e g Eucla with 10 inches annually is to be contrasted 
with Sydney in about the same latitude but with an annual 

fall of about 50 inches 
A feature of the chmate of southern Australia is the 

association of the rainfall with storms known to metero 
logists as Lows or Cyclones because of the low barometnc 
pressure and the generally circular movement of the winds 
in the systems These Lows are huge eddies carried along 
in the air stream not unlike whirlpools in a fast current 
each whirlpool revolving round its own vortex and at the 
same time being carried along with the stream They develop 
in the stream of the Westerlies and the fronts associated 
with them bring rain and storms They move m an easterly 
direction at varying speeds but the track followed is by no 
means constant for dilBFerent Lows nor regular for any one 
Low In an effort to fill the Low air from all directions 

flows into the area of low pressure in a clock wise spiral 
In a longer or shorter time the Low moves on and is 
succeeded by a high pressure system It follows that a place 
in southern Austraha will experience northerly winds as the 
Low approaches followed by squally Westerlies and then 

cool Southerlies after the centre has passed 
These disturbances affect the southern half of the con 

tinent with remarkable reg^ularity sometimes crossing farther 
to the north and drawing the cold southerly influences far 
inland sometimes passing farther to the south and leaving 
the interior and southern areas open to tropical influences 
As the Lows pass eastward they are followed by southerly 
winds with cold rams and frequently snow in the highlands 
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The high pressure then gradually asserts its control and 
brings clear settled weather accompanied in the winter by 
frosts The margin of a Low ma} de\elop between two 
Highs as a trough or tongue stretching to* north or south 
In the warm months monsoonal conditions are thus 
occasionally drawn as far south as Tasmania 

Chapter XIII 

PLANT LIFE 

These are the broad climatic controls which go\ern the 
distribution of plant and animal hfe in Australia 

Rainfall or rather the lack of it imposes far more stringent 
limits on the distnbution of the various plant t>pes than are 
imposed by temperature However geographers have long 
realized that mean annual rainfall is not a sufficient guide to 
the capacity of an area to support vegetation The distribution 
of rainfall throughout the year the degree to which the 
rainfall is likely to vary from year to year and the amount 
which IS evaporated and therefore made unavailable to 
plants have all to be taken into consideration 

All the possibilities of using land depend on plant growrth 
and this in turn depends on the extent to which moisture 
can be retained in the soil The balance between rainfall 
and evaporation as well as the nature of the soil determine 
the retention of moisture and the extent to which moisture 
IS available for plant hfe is termed effective rainfall There 
may of course be too httle or too much moisture for the 
best development of any particular form of plant life such 
as trees or crops 

For most plants that are useful to man effective rainfall 
IS necessary for a penod of at least five successive months 
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Using as a test the ratio of precipitation to evaporation i e 
income in relation to outgo of moisture the point below 
which the soil is too dry for the growth of plants is found 
Under Australian conditions precipitation must be greater 
than one third of evaporation 

Fig 50 RAINFALL VARIABILITY 
The figures shown on the map are the standard deviation from 
the mean annual ramfall shown as a percentage of that mean 

The higher the percentage, the less reliable is the rainfall 

The continent can thus be marked oflf into zones according 
to the efifective rainfall i e for the number of months m 
which precipitation is greater or less than one third of 
evaporation The result is shown in the table and map on 
page 121 The large area (34 per cent ) in which no month 
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has suffiaent moisture for plant growth gives the best test 
of what IS desert country since within this area the vegetation 
must be specially adapted for making the best use of the bnef 

Fig si THE LENGTH OF THE GROWING PERIOD 
The map divides Australia into zones according to the number of 

months of the year in which plants will grow 

periods after rain when the soil moisture is sufficient and to 
withstand the intervenmg penods of drought The zone with 
1-+ months growing period (42 per cent) is suitable for 
pastoral purposes only S-8 months growmg penod (15 per 
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cent) IS the zone for seasonal agriculture and 9-12 months 

growing period (9 per cent ) the zone for continuous agncul 

ture But certain areas within these last two zones notably 

in southern Queensland have no months sufficiently wet to 

allow the active growth of a crop they are therefore pastoral 

rather than agricultural country 

The reader should be cautioned that these divisions refer 

only to the limits of climate rocky uplands poor soil or 

other circumstances will considerably reduce the usable area 

within each of the zones where moisture is sufficient for plant 

life 

1 Native Vegetation 

The zomng of Australian natural vegetation is more 

marked from the coast inland than from north to south 

The tapenng of the rainfall from coast to mtenor exerts a 

dominant influence o\er the natural vegetation and in 

general the density and size of plant growth decreases in 

proportion to the distance from the sea The chief exception 

is of course due to the presence of highlands with their 

normally heavier rainfall It will be useless to look for the 

great diversity of plant types that is found m other lands 

extending like Austraha from tropical to cool temperate 

conditions The contrast between the evergreens of the 

tropics and the deaduous trees of the temperate zone is not 

found here The plant life belongs mainly to one large family 

and the species merely represent t3rpes that have become 

adapted to diJflenng chmatic conditions 

Nor is the reason for this far to seek The continent has 

been isolated from such early times that those types of plant 

and animal hfe which have disappeared in the other continents 

before the competition of higher types have here been 

sheltered and enabled to survive In fauna and flora 

Austraha displays a succession of strange and pnmitive 



Fig 52 STEEPLE JACK OF THE FOREST 

Attacking one of the giant trees of the eucalypt 
forests in the mountain valleys of Victoria These 
gum trees vie with the sequoias of California for 

the title of the world s tallest timbers 

eucalypts or gums Here we have a great variety within 

a sameness that embraces the whole continent The bark^ 
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leat and flower systems of the great vegetation types are 
\ery similar from Cape York to southern Tasmania The 
eucal^pt family ranges from the giant swamp gum of the 
lov lands to the stunted snow gum of the plateaux from 
the great gnarled specimens of the inland nver valleys to 
the slender dwarf mallee from the tall hard karri of the 
south west to the softer species of the mountains every 
where the gums in endless variety but in apparent sameness 
form and adorn the bowery Australian bush In density the 
forests of the continent vary greatly but they reach their 
best development m the well watered regions of the south 
east and south west Another large family the acacias or 
wattles is also peculiarly adapted to withstand the and 

conditions of the desert margins and ranges from the mulga 
of the west to the beautiful golden wattle of the south east 
and the twisted bngalow of the north Still farther inland 
even the acacia gives place to such drought resisting plants 
as the saltbush and spimfex 

It will be seen that for plant life conditions are much the 
same over the whole continent for everywhere except along 
the east coast there is a long dry season to be endured In 
the far north however still upon a basis of eucalypts the 
true tropical forest or vine scrub as it is called in Queens 
land occurs wherever rainfall is heavy and reliable enough 
Dense thick tree growth interlaced with a great wealth of 
creeper and decorated with ferns and parasites occurs on the 
rainy seaward slopes Beyond the coastal region the drier 
conditions cause a change from tropical forest to the more 
open savannah m which the trees get fewer and smaller as 
the true desert is approached This tapenng rainfall is well 
brought out m figures showing the annual rainfall in inches 
from Darwin inland to Ahce Springs 

The problem of settlement is largely that of converting 
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bush land into farms IMuch of the tree destruction ma\ 
be useless since it is often found after clearing that the area 
IS fitted to produce trees and nothing else This is particularly 
the case in, the hill sections of the eastern highlands where 
uncontrolled deforestation has had far reaching effects 
especially upon the flow of streams The undergrovvth and 
debns of the forest floor acts as a sponge to retain moisture 
as a mat to retard evaporation and as a protectn e pad against 
erosion Forests act as regulators strainers and punfiers 
of the surface \\ater and allow the water to drain slowly 
into the channels WTien the forest is removed rainfall runs 
off the surface immediately taking with it the top soil by 
sheet erosion The creeks and nvers run bankers but the 
channels become choked with the rubbish swept down from 
the higher levels Worst of all the summer winter balance 
of the river flow is destroyed and the streams tend to 
become dry in the summer 

Wood in some form or other is for man a prime necessity 
and the further he advances the greater becomes his 
dependence upon the forests Timber in the wide range of 
constructional work pulp m paper making or cellulose for 
the manufacture of rayon are every year making heavier and 
heavier demands upon the forest resources In the light of 
these urgent needs Australia cannot be regarded as a well 
forested countr} A modern commimity should de\ote about 
5 per cent of its area to forests Australia s percentage is 
less than half of the proportion necessary The influence of 
selfish commercial interests and the apathv concerning forest 
problems such as the dreadful waste every y ear through bush 
fires IS reducing even this proportion h^ hundreds of 
thousands of acres each year The ruin and waste of the 
past defy descnption and the damage in many places can 
never be repaired Forestry in Australia is yet in its infancy 
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but more serious attention is already being devoted to its 
urgent problems The best forests have gone beyond recall 
but it is still possible to save much from the wreck by a 
sustained reafforestation policy 

The serious deficiency of Australian forests is in soft 
woods and an essential part of forest policy in the Common 
wealth consists in the planting of trees 3aelding such timber 
Tasmania probably offers the best opportunities for extensive 
planting with such trees as the Douglas fir and the Baltic 
pine Timber of such vaneties as these was formerly 
imported every year into Australia to the value of £A4 
millions while the exports of hardwoods and hardwood 
products amount to something over £A1 million a deficiency 
on the national account of over £A3 millions without 
considering another £A7^ millions paid for paper imports 

2 Introduced Plant Life 

Exotic plants have been introduced and form the basis 
of frmt culture from pine apples to pears and from grapes 
to walnuts The smaller berry shrubs form another 
important branch of the fruit growing industry in southern 
Australia Fruit growing has now become one of the chief 
rural industnes of the Commonwealth and falls into four 
main groups (i) the stone and pip fruits of the deciduous 
cool temperate t3rpes eg apple peach pear plum (ii) the 
fruits of Mediterranean types especially the atrus fruits and 
the olive (m) the vme which is so important that it must 
be considered separately and (iv) the tropical fruits such 
as bananas and pine apples 

The industry as a whole is of comparatively recent develop 
ment because of the difficulties of picking and transporting 
the fnut without damage Only by improvement in methods 
and by the use of cold storage have these difficulties been 
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o\ercome The special incentue to fruit growing in Australia 
IS the fact that by means ot cold storage it is possible for 
Australia to get fresh ripe autumn fruit to Europe at the 
end of the northern winter Climate and soil factors m 
Tasmania and in the hill regions ot the south east and south 

Fig 53 A pineapple plantation in the Northern Rivers district 
of New South Wales 

west of the mainland are favourable to the apple the hardiest 
of frmts while the less hardy stone fruits find suitable 
conditions where freedom from frost is usual 

Growers of atrus fruits such as the orange find favourable 
conditions in the warm Murray Valley and adjacent areas 
The largest atrus area is found on the inland slopes of 
New South Wales but the citrus belt continues along the 
Murray \ alley into South Austraha The \ine too as 
would be expected is largely cultivated in New South Wales 
northern Victona and South Australia for wine making 
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and also in the Murray Valley as the basis of the important 
dned fruit industry The tropical fruit districts are found in 
northern New South Wales and coastal Queensland 

All the cereals grown in Australia like the fruits are 
introduced types Wheat is easily the most important gram 

Fig 54 SEEDING IN THE WIMMERA 
The SIX eight and twelve horse teams for long a feature of the 
Wimmera wheat growing areas are bemg ousted by the tractor 

crop embraang as it does about 60 per cent of the area 
under cultivation The area annually sown with wheat 
(average 14 milhon acres for the decade 1931-40) is still 
less than 1 per cent of the continent Wheat production is 
concentrated m the south east and south west since it is 
there that the chmatic conditions most suitable for its growth 
are found In parts wheat is grown with a mean annual 
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rainfall as high as 40 inches and in others Mith a fall as io^\ 
as 10 inches but in general the main area of wheat production 
IS found between the 12 and 2:) mean annual isoh\ets For 
the 10 >ears 1931 40 the average annual production of wheat 
in Australia was nearly 178 million bushels 

The wheat belt stretches in a great crescent crossing 
the south west of the western plateau passes (after a break 
north of the Bight) across South Australia and contmues 
along the inner side of the Eastern Highlands Thus the 
industry is confined to a great plain area that on its inner 
margin approaches aridity The struggle in Canada to 
utihze every day of sunshine for the growing of wheat is 
paralleled here by the attempt to conserve e\er> drop of 
moisture by keeping the surface soil loose and broken A 
new method of wheat growing i e dry farming with summer 
fallowing has m fact been evolved to fit these conditions 
Sheep are pastured on the fallow land and to provide water 
for stock and domestic purposes in Victona a system of 
open channels has been laid down which carnes the water 
by gravitation for 250 miles into the Mallee country 

The shortage of labour during the heyday of gold digging 
and the uniformity of surface and climate in the wheat belt 
led to the invention of machinery for harvestmg the crops 
The development from reaper and binder to stnpper or 
header and so to the har\ ester which cuts threshes and bags 
the wheat is largel} an Australian contribution As m other 
lands where labour has to be spread thinly over vast areas 
the machine has saved the situation and has enabled Australia 
to become one of the world s granaries Although the 
production of wheat in Australia is about 3 per cent of the 
world s total the quantity exported represents about 20 per 
cent of the total exported from all countries As an exporting 
country Austraha has made the greatest relative advance 
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Since 1913 Exports from the Commonwealth including 
exports as flour averaged 107 million bushels a year for the 
period 1935 39 

The methods of cultivation in Australia and Canada differ 
and the reason is to be found in the differing rainfall con 

Fig 55 HARVESTING WHEAT 

T)rpical wheat country m south western Australia showing 
harvesters stripping the gram for bulk delivery 

ditions In Australia immediately after the first autumn rams 
(April or May) the seed is sown and the months of winter 
rain form the cntical growing penod Thus for the south 
east the rams of August and September that is the spring 
rains practically determine the yield A steady increase in 
the yield per acre is following the spread of better farming 
practice and the use of superphosphate The average yield 
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per acre in Australia is about 12j; bushels compared with 
10 in Canada and 15 in the Argentine The relation between 
Australian and Canadian wheats in the European markets is 
of interest The British miller combines the Canadian red 
wheat which has relatively high gluten content with the 
softer Australian white wheat Other countries producing 
similar white wheat are the Argentine Cahforma and India 

The production of oats has been for many years the mam 
stay of farmers in certain distncts Eleven twelfths of the 
crop is used for hors6 feed The soil requirements of this 
crop are not unlike those of wheat Oats however can stand 
nearly as much heat and will thnve in wetter and colder 
conditions Therefore this gram fits nicely into the climatic 
conditions of the higher and colder parts of the south east 
and especially of Tasmania Another vanation of the 
production of oats is cropping for hay This is not confined 
to oats for wheat and lucerne are growm for the same 
purpose The greatest area under cultivation excluding 
wheat IS that used for hay and a close connection wuth the 
dairying industry is to be noted The storage of green feed 
ensilage is now a well recognized part of Australian farm 
practice 

Another crop of some importance is barley which has a 
remarkable chmatic range flourishing equally well in cool 
wet Tasmania or on the warmer dner mainland In the 
drier areas the feed t3rpes are grown while in the moister 
regions especially nearer the coast the malting tjpes are 
found The total exports of malting barley are usually about 
2 milhon bushel^ while the local market takes 2^ million 
bushels for malting also The best districts for malting 
barley are in Yorke Peninsula m South Australia but good 
locahties are found also m Victona Tasmania and Western 
Australia 
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Similar effects of climatic control are to be noted in 
Australia as iri the Umted States where moving from cool 
to hot conditions the zones of cultivation succeed each other 
in this order—^wheat maize tobacco cotton sugar So too 
in Australia there are many places north, of the wheat belt 
with a suitable climate for maize and tobacco Australia 
despite the fact that the cilltn ation of both plants is of many 
years standing produces too little of either for home require 
ments For the greater part maize is grown for fodder rather 
than for the gram which is absorbed mainly by such industries 
as starch manufacture Tobacco culture is m a somewhat 
similar position Infenor varieties unsuitable soils fungus 
pest and wrong methods of cultivation have doubtless proved 
adverse factors in development but good progress is now 
being made 

The cultivation of cotton is confined to the state of 
Queensland Llany attempts were made to establish the 
industry but it was not until after the Great War of 1914 18 
that with Government assistance the industry gained a foot 
hold The area under cultivation is now about SS 000 acres 
producing about 20 million lbs of ungmned cotton per annum 
Many difficulties have been encountered including labour 
problems and soil troubles 

The hot moist condition of the coastal area of Queensland 
IS also particularly suited to the cultivation of sugar cane 

Apart from the cereals and forage sugar is the most 
important crop grown in Australia and it is the most 
important single industry in Queensland Nowadays most 
of the cane is grown on relatively small holdings worked by 
white labour and highly intensive methods are in vogue 
The cane fields are to be found on pockets of suitable soil 
m the nver valleys along the coast of Queensland and 
northern New South Whales An annual average of 340 000 
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acres is under cultivation with an a\erage production o£ 
about 700000 tons The introduction of a home pnce for 
sugar has enabled the payment of a bount} on sugar exports 
At present approximately half the sugar crop is exported 
but further expansion of production is limited hy a system 
of land assignments A senes of experimental stations is 
performing excellent service in the development of the 
industry by demonstrating better methods of culti\ation 
coping with the problems ot indi\idual growers and 
distributing improved varieties of cane 

Chapter XIV 

ANIMAL LIFE 

1 Native Anmial Life The nature of the trees plants and grasses determines 
to some extent at least the character of the native animals 

and also the t3^e of ammal which man can introduce with 
advantage The distnbution of the animals introduced into 
Australia by the settlers will be considered presently in 
relation to climate and plant hfe The native animals have 
of course an e\en closer dependence upon the original 
\egetation and they include types unknown in other lands 
They represent even more strikingly than do the native 
plants the survival of pnmitive forms which were protected 
by the isolation of the continent from competition against 
animals of a higher order Scientists and especially biologists 
find in their structure and habits important phases in the 
evolution of ammal life 

The native animals peculiar to Austraha fall into two main 
groups (i) the Egg la3ung Mammals or Monotremes the 
most pnmitive of all animals represented by the duck billed 
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platypus and the spiny ant eater (ii) the Marsupials or 
pouched animals represented by types that have adapted 
themselves to such widely differing habits of life as those of 
the kangaroo the phalanger or opossum the wombat and 
the bandicoot All these are commonly found throughout the 
continent with local variations of size and colour So peculiar 
IS the animal life that much speculation has arisen concerning 
the origin of the dmgo or wild dog an isolated case of an 
ammal belonging to a higher order which almost certainly 

came to the continent with the abonginal 
The bird life of Australia is also quite distinctive if not 

unique Parrots and shnkes are found everywhere but are 
paralleled by similar types in other countnes The king 
fisher or laughing jackass and the magpie are common and 
charactenstic Others deserving mention are the emu a 
flightless bird about the size of an ostnch the cassowary 
a somewhat similar type found m the north and the black 
swan Mention must also be made of the mutton bird a 
cunous migratory petrel whose habit of returning year after 
year to the same islands of the south east has led to the 
pecuhar industry of preserving the birds in brine chiefly 
for the Maoris of New Zealand who consider them a great 
delicacy 

2 Flocks and Herds 

As settlement extended native life tended to disappear 
before the competition of imported ammals The first 
European settlers found Stone age Man actually living as 
he must have lived thousands of years before in Europe. 
Saentists have for years been studying the life and customs 
of the Australian aborigines ere they disappear before 
western avilization as did the abongines of Tasmania The 
stone age men of Arnhem Land and New Guinea have 
become accustomed durmg the war to the sight of aeroplanes 
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and other advanced machines to all the savagery of civihza 
tion m fact and the effects upon native life cannot but be 
most disturbing 

All native life even the fish seems to be in danger of 
extinction by other ammals or by man himself Several 
exotic animals have become pests The rabbit (or Belgian 
hare) was introduced by sportsmen but became so prolific 
and widespread that both the kangaroo and the sheep had to 
retire in many areas Optimistic but fruitless efforts have 
been made to confine its ravages by countless miles of wire 
netting Howe\er the rabbit has become an asset as the 
basis of a big felt and fur industry and during the war was 
an important item of food The starling which came to 
combat orchard pests remained to prey on the fruit The 
blackberry introduced by garden enthusiasts now threatens 
the farms and fern gullies of the south east The alien 
prickly pear cactus was claiming half a million acres of land 
per year until the caterpillar of the moth Cactoblastis 

cactorum effectively destroyed it and restored 6 000000 
acres to use Even the camel introduced for transport service 
in the dry lands the donkey and the Indian buffalo taken 
to the north as a farm animal have run wild 

Australia is in general far more dependent upon its flocks 
and herds than upon its vegetable crops The gross value of 
all pastoral production in 1939-40 was £A94 millions and 
the average value of pastoral exports for* the years 1936-40 
was £A67 millions Sheep breeding for the production of 
wool is the greatest rural industry although dairy farming 
and cattle raising are also of considerable importance Here 
again the main control is that of rainfall As the rainfall 
gradually diminishes towards the interior agnculture and 
mixed farming give way to the sheep The 10 inch rainfall 
line marks the approximate boundary of the pastoral areas 
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in the great interior plains North of that except on the 

Barkly Tableland the sheep disappear and are replaced by 

cattle which thrive in the hotter moister conditions and on 
the harsher grasses of the north 

Fig 56 MUSTERING SHEEP 

A dusty thirsty job mustering sheep for shearmg at a station m 
New South Wales Shearing begins about August in Queensland 
but IS later in the southern States Teams of shearers move from 
station to station, and the homestead becomes a scene of great 
activity until the wool is shorn classed baled and sent off to 

auction 

Life on an Australian sheep station or cattle run is a lonely 

business Since vegetation is sparse each animal requires 

several acres and vast areas are necessary for the sheep that 

are pastured The prized fine wool is largely a result of the 

efforts the sheep must make to survive In Australia the 
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total number of sheep earned is about 120 million repre 
senting one sixth of the world s flocks The population 
engaged in sheep and cattle raising is widely scattered 
Although about one third of Australia s sheep are earned on 
wheat farms most of the remainder are to be found on the 
large runs of the mtenor The boundary nder must cover 

hundreds of square miles in the performance of his duty 
and under the difficult conditions of an and climate he 
requires great skill and patience to keep the stock in good 
condition Droughts mean enormous losses to the station 
owners of Austraha and affect the general prospenty of the 
country very deeply 

Australian wool is mainly of the fine merino type and 
buyers gather from all over the world to bid for the clip of 
which about 90 per cent is exported Wool sales are con 
ducted in the season at the capital cities and also at Geelong 
and Launceston The chief buyers before the war repre 
sented Great Bntain France Japan Belgium and Germany 
An increasing proportion of the clip is being used in local 
textile manufacture 

The sheep industry also provides mutton and lamb for 
home consumption and export In 1939 Austraha supplied 
lamb and mutton to the value of £A6 million to the United 
Kingdom This was 30 per cent of the Bntish import 

Although the cattle industry is not as important as that 
of sheep raismg there are over 13 millions of cattle in 
Australia which are the basis of the dairying and beef indus 
tries In the hotter and wetter conditions of the north and 
in the areas with more than 20 inches of ram roam the 
cattle that are the basis of the beef trade The development 
of the export trade in butter led to a great expansion of 
dairy herds and these are found mainly in a well watered 
temperate belt 100 to 200 miles wide along the east and 
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south east coast In 1939 40 butter to the value of £A17 
millions and beef to the \alue of £A2 5 millions was ex 
ported mostly to Great Britain 

Conditions O'ver large areas are suitable for horse raising 

Fig 57 DROVING C\TTLE NORTHERN AUSTRALIA 

Overland routes are determined by supplies of water Cattle at a 

waterhole on the way to the coast 

but it has declined somewhat from its former great import 
ance owing to the competition of motor traction It is 
estimated that nearly two million horses are maintained but 
owing to the mechamzation of the modern army the export 
of horses for military purposes has greatly declined Closely 
connected with the development of dairying is the industry 
of pig raising About one million animals are maintained 
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3 Water Supply 

The dependence of the pastoral industry in central Aus 
tralia upon supplies of water is so dose that the securing of 
water supplies is the first need for expansion This water 
may be subterranean or on the surface and reference has 
already been made to the storing and distribution of water 
in the dry parts of the south east A more remarlcable 
system is that of the central plain and of other small basins 
where bormg for subterranean water is earned on These 
artesian bores will be examined more closely m a later 
section. 

Irngation is confined almost entirely to the south east or 
even more stnctly still to the Murray Darling Basin which 
IS almost the only area with sufficient surface water for 
irngation purposes The earlier schemes for usmg the 
Murray waters were small and restneted in their scope but 
the nghts of people hvmg farther down the \ alley were 
threatened by later schemes for stormg the waters of the 
Murray and its tnbutanes Moreover the nver forms a 
highway and the issue of Irrigation or Navigation had to 
be faced Ultimately a compromise was effected by which 
the States concerned controlled the water in the general 
interest through the IMurray River Commission The locks 
were made navigable for river craft as far as Echuca. 

The two great difficulties to be o\ ercome were the irregular 
nature of the stream flow and the deltaic character of the 
nver with its many side channels In general the supply of 
water is defiaent for the demands likely to be made on it 
but against that has to be placed the undoubted fertility of 
the soil which has been proved in irrigation colomes at 
Mildura Renmark and other places Another large imga 
tion scheme has been estabhshed on the Murrumbidgee In 
the Leeton Gnffith area enough rice is grown to supply 
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the Commonwealth as well as citrus fruits The Murray 
irrigation areas grow citrus and other fruits and are also 
the home of the dried fruit industry in Australia 

The other method of increasing water supplies is by boring 
in artesians basins of which the Great Artesian Basin 

Eli 
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Fig 58 Artesian Bore Western Queensland 

stretching from the Gulf country to the Murrumbidgee is the 
largest known anywhere This vast area receives in general 
less than 10 inches of ram a year and the sinking of bores to 
tap the subterranean waters has become an important part 
of development Large variations occur both in the quality^ 
and quantity of the flow from these bores Much of the 
water is so salt that it is useless for irngation because of 
the alkaline deposits left on the surface by evaporation 

The artesian water supplies of the Great Basin have 
become of prime importance to the sheep and cattle lands of 
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Queensland where nearly 7 000 artesian and sub artesian 
bores supply 250 million gallons of water daily In other 
artesian basins another 1 000 bores have been sunk but with 
\arying success One important result of artesian supplies 
has been to increase the carrying capacity of the land and to 
make small holdings possible Present methods of exploiting 
the subterranean reservoirs are however -very wasteful and 
action is now bemg taken to limit the flow to actual require 
ments because of the alarming decrease in the volume 

Chapter XV 

POPULATIO\ AND SETTLEMENT 

IT has now been shown how rainfall—^its amount distn 
bution throughout the }ear and the variability in fall 

from year to >ear—determines the distnbution of the primary 
industries In the areas of high and reliable rainfall we find 
the forests and such mdustnes as sugar cane growmg and 
dairying Further inland there are the mixed farming and 
wheat belts while m the interior we ha\e the large sheep 
stations with the population gradually thinmng out as the 
desert is approached In the north the grazing of beef 
cattle is carried out on huge runs sometimes stretching for 
hundreds of miles 

If the map shownng distribution of population is examined 
it will be seen that the pattern of settlement has hkewise been 
decided by the control exercised by the climate on \ egetation 
growth The history of settlement shows further that as 
development proceeds population tends to cluster rather 
than to spread In Gnflith Taylors words the millions of 
the future will be settled precisely in the regions where the 

F 
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millions of to-day are found The only exceptions to the 
rigid limitation of settlement by rainfall are provided by the 
artesian areas m which no great density can ever be expected 
and in the mimng areas such as Broken Hill and Ivalgoorlie 
where the presence of rich mineral deposits has attracted 
settlements of a temporary nature The achievements in 
water supply and other amenities in these deseit settlements 
are truly remarkable especially so at Broken Hill 

Two other aspects of Australian population may be men 
tioned viz concentration and composition E\en if the 
existing population were scattered evenly over the surface 
if that were possible it would be spread very thinly since 
each inhabitant would have about half a square mile of 
country Although it has been shown that Australian pros 
perity is largely dependent upon rural industries only about 
one third of the people live in the country proper The 
actual figures are these In capital cities 47 per cent in 
provincial towns 17 per cent in country areas excluding 
towns 36 per cent Efforts have been made to settle greater 
numbers in the wheat fruit and dairying areas but the 
greatest single problem of settlement is presented by the 
empty north In 1935 for over a million square miles of 
tropical Australia there were 193 000 people and 96 per cent 
of these hved m tropical Queensland mainly along the coast 
There is then a great stretch of territory in northern 
Australia m which settlement is extremely sparse The 
reasons for this are both physical and economic The climate 
presents handicaps to agriculture and along the coast to 
human comfort the soils are patchy and the isolation of the 
area from the more densely settled parts of the continent 
hinders the transport of goods and persons Not justly 
can the failure to develop the empty spaces of the north 
and centre be attributed to a lack of enterprise on the part 
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as extremely difficult for permanent agriculture except in 
limited areas 

The second aspect composition bears to some extent on 
settlement The people of Australia have decided that the 
mixture of different races religions and cultures presents 
problems that are better avoided and permanent immi 
gration is therefore limited to white races Excluding the 
abongmals 99 per cent of the population belongs to the 
white race while over 90 per cent is of British descent 

Chapter XVI 

ECONOMIC SURVEY OF THE NORTH 

AND EAST 

AS settlement proceeded in Australia the continent was 
- divided into colonies (since called States) bx oureh 

arbitrary lines that in no way coinade with the boundaries 
of the natural regions Such artificial divisions now hindei 
any attempt to get an accurate view of the facts of primary 
and secondary industry For our purpose therefore the 
boundanes between the States will be disregarded The great 
natural regions into which Australia falls have been dis 
cussed and the remamder of our study will be an extension 
along the lines already laid down We may conveniently 
distinguish the following areas (1) North and Central 
Austraha (2) the Great Artesian Basin (3) Coastal 
Queensland (4) the Northern Rivers Darling Downs 
Region (5) the South east (6) Tasmania (7) the Mur 
ray Darlmg Basin (8) the South Austrahan Highlands and 
Rift Valley (9) the West and South west 
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1 North Australia and Central Australia 

145 

These areas compnse the Northern Terntory and the 
northern section of the State of Western Australia That 
part of northern Australia ^\hlch is part of Queensland is 

Fig 60 North North west and Central Australia 

discussed later In contrast to Queensland more particularly 
coastal Queensland The Terntory as it is called is \ery 
sparsely populated Its development forms one of the most 
difficult problems facmg the Austrahan people since they 
have decided that settlement in the continent must be under 
taken by members of the -white race only Climatically it is 
an extremely difficult region for Europeans but a distinction 
must be dra-wn between the low l3ang mangrove frmged 
coastal areas which offer the maximum of discomfort and 
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the higher back country North Australia is not a region 
of steaming forest lands like much of Malaysia. Less than 
20 per cent l>ing near the coast is of this type while the 

higher interior for the greater part of the year has a healthier 

Fig 61 Pandanus forest W Idman River Northern Territory 

climate Thus the areas more suited to human health and 
comfort are inland but there unfortunately the rainfall is 
inadequate for agriculture 

The following description of the climate of the region may 

give a more vivid idea of the problem it presents to settlers 

The different changes of the seasons are so uniform and regular 
that they may he predicted almost to a day S gns of the approach 
of the wet season appear in September when the strong E S E 
monsoon—wh ch has been blowing continually throughout the dry 
season—ceases and s succeeded by calms and light var able w ids 
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thd weather becomes intensely hot and small thunder douds gather 
over the land increasmg in size and density day by day until they 
burst into terrific thunderstorms accompanied by hurricane squalls 
of wind and ram These squalls increase until the end of \o\ ember 
when they occur almost daily They come up m a dense black bank^ 
and travel so very rapidly that they are generally out of sight on 
the western horizon within 40 minutes 

During December the N W monsoon gradually gams the ascend 
ancy The thunderstorms disappear the sky becomes overcast and 
clouded and the atmosphere gets thoroughly saturated with moisture 
—so much so that leather work becomes green with mildew if not 
constantly attended to the binding of books becomes soft and sugar 
or salt if exposed in an open vessel v\ill soon liquef> Even this is 
felt to be an agreeable change after the intensely hot weather during 
the change of the monsoon in October and November 

The N \\ monsoon is accompanied by ram almost daily and 
increases in force until the latter end of January or beginning of 
February and penetrates with its copious and fertilizing showers into 
the very centre of Australia The maximum temperature in the shade 
during the day m this weather is 96 and the mmimum during the 
night is 65 

On the approach of the autumn equmox the NW monsoon 
gradually dies away and is succeeded by calms variable winds 
thunderstorms and oppressive weather until the end of April when 
cooler weather is felt the S E monsoon sets in, and the dry season 
may be said to have fairl> commenced The wind is characterized 
by a clear sky enjoyable weather heavy dews and cold mornings 
and nights—so cold that blankets can be used. It blows off the coast 
without intermission and with great force, almost throughout the 
season bemg m full heat between June and July ^ 

This seasonal distribution of rainfall results m a true 
pastoral region compnsing great stretches of savannah 
country Sheep except in the cooler Barklj Tableland are 
unable to thrive in the monsoonal conditions but the Tern 
tory has become the mam cattle region of the Common 
wealth Further over the greater part of the area the soils 

1 Ad pted f can descrpt q ed by G ffith T yl 
ment 

Th 4 t I E vt on 
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are poor but patches of higher ferthty exist and on these 
successful expenments have been made in growing nee 
cotton peanuts millet tomatoes and other crops 

Other great drawbacks to the development of tropical 
agriculture are the lack of labour and transport Native 

Fig 62 A Station HomesteaH rr u i 
aSS,!" ' 

labour with the aaaatance of wheh other tropical lands have 
been developed cannot be depended on m Australia The 
abonsines rf whom there are estimated to be about 30000 
m the north and noij west are nomadic tubes maoly 

en^ in hunting ^ Imow nothing of agriculture 

fltemselves to 
any settM occupauon A comparative few however are 
employed in connection with the cattle industry under white 
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supervision With education care and proper understanding 
the aborigine could doubtless be gnen a much better place 
in the development of the north than he now occupies 

The comparative absence of tropical diseases of the 
malarial type is one hopeful aspect for settlement The 

Fig 63 BEEF CATTLE NORTHERN AUSTRALLA 
Beef cattle grazing is the great industry of the tropical grasslands 

m, Northern Austraha 

population of the Northern Territory before the war was 
estimated to be about 6000 most of whom are engaged in 
the cattle industry or in government services The pearl 
fishing industry centred on Broome was suffering a dechne 
in recent >ears but there has been an increase in the pro 

duction of minerals of vanous types 
Darwin is the administrative centre for the Northern 

Terntory but its progress as a port has been slow owing 
to the undeveloped hinterland and the infrequent steamer 
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services It is the point of connection between the overland 
telegraph the rail the road and the cable and in recent 
3/ears has been developed as an airport As a lesult of war 
time de\elopments Darwin is destined to fill a far more 
important role than it played in the past Wyndham farther 
west IS more favourably situated with regard to the pastoral 
industiy of the north west Meatworks were built there 
but for various reasons the industry failed to thrive and these 
ard now closed Alice Springs in central Australia marks 
the noithern tei minus of the railway from Adelaide and the 
beginning of the road to Darwin 

2 The Great Artesian Basin 

This region vanes ^^reatly in both rainfall and fertility 
The eastern half with the better rainfall carries that 
alternating grass and bush land that marks the ideal cattle 
country This savannah vegetation shades off in the south 
west towards Lake Eyre where conditions are so dry as to 
support only comparatively few cattle This great basin is 
one of the most extensive areas of inland drainage m the 
world Lake Eyre nearly 40 feet below sea level is a vast 
salt enciusted flat holding a few inches of water only after 
heavy rams Neighbouring Lake Torrens stretching for 
150 miles to the south is a similar area The brigalow a 
species of acacia is the chief shrub for large stretches of the 
inland plains Gums occur most thickly along the Eastern 
Divide and in the water courses An outlier of the western 
plateau—'Barkly Tableland—^lies to the south of the Gulf of 
Carpentaria and is the most promising area for pastoral 
development in the region North of this the land slopes 
away gradually to the mangrove swamps fringing the shallow 
Gulf One of the problems of the region is the difficulty of 
access from the north only one port—Normanton—^piesent 
mg any possibilities at all 
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Much of what has been said concerning the Northern 
Territory applies also to this region \llo^Mng for the 
tapenng of the rainfall towards the interior seasonal changes 
are \ery similar but the range of temperature is greater 

Fig 64 ARID BEAUTY TODD RIVER 
Eucalypts (Red Gums) along a dry water course m South 
Australia The strength of the current m the wet season is 
indicated by the quantities of sand deposited in the bed of the 

stream 

inland Only the presence of the artesian water makes it 
possible for the cattle stations to carry their stock through 

the long dry season 
Communications ha\e developed by means of spur line 

railwa}s from the eastern ports to the pastoral interior The 
most northerly of these runs from Townsville across the 
ranges to Hughenden an important pastoral centre The 



Fig 65 NORTH EASTERN AUSTRALIA 
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line continues thence to Cloncurry a copper mining area on 
the edge of the Barkly Tableland Other hnes run back from 
Rockhampton to Longreach and from Bnsbam through 
the Darling Downs to Qnilpie almost on the edge ot the 
Lake Eyre Basin An important project is to link up the 
eastern States to Darwin by a line from Bourke m ISiew 
South Wales via Camooweal The great inland areas in this 
region receiving 15 inches or more of ram a year contribute 
largely to the prospenty of Queensland 

3 Coasted Queeyislmtd 

The mam feature of this region is the narrow stnp of 
country between the highlands and the Paafic The highest 
land of this section of the Di\ade rises almost abruptly from 
the sea This is the Bellenden Ker range the coastal battle 
ment of the Atherton plateau m which the highest peak 
Moimt Bartle Frere rises onl> to 5 500 feet Smee this 
upland opposes the prevailing on shore winds it is not 
surpnsing to find that the highest ramfall m Australia occurs 
hereabouts A very large area receives over 50 inches of ram 
a year while some localities receive o\er 160 inches This 
led Gnffith Taylor to regard it as the most fa\ourabIe region 
for close white settlement in northern Australia a prophecy 
which has been fulfilled m a remarkable manner If efficient 
rotation of crops and soil conservation were practised more 
widely the fulfilment would be e\ en more striking 

The height of land m general hes much, farther back from 
the coast than this however and the divide behind Rock 
hampton is 300 miles from the sea The highland region is 
a broad belt of range country which narrows to the north 
and south but makes communication between the seaboard 
and the interior a matter of some difficulty 

In the wetter uplands dairying has become an important 



Fig 66 A SUGAR TOWN COASTAL QUEENSLAND 

Sugar growing is the mam industry in the valleys of Queensland s 
east coast Queensland can show the success of the greatest 

experiment n white settlement in the Tropics 

ji 
^ River Sotith Queensland 
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industr} although some parts are little more than 1000 
miles south of the equator The great staple of the region 
IS sugar and as rainfall is sufficient or can be supplemented 
b> irrigation almost ever} where along this coastal nbbon 
each ri\er \alle} has become a cane growing area \ feature 
of de\eIopment before the war was the influx of Italian 
settlers to the more tropical far north between Macka\ and 
Cm?ns Sugar growing and dairying together with cotton 
growing and mining are the mam support of the 300 000 
whites who li\e in the coastal belt north of the Tropics Tbs 
constitutes the most successful attempt at tropical settlement 
by the white race in the world In addition to sugar growing 
the cultuation of bananas has become an industry of some 
importance Alackay is the chief centre for sugar refining 
and export but Bimdabeig and Maryborough are also of 
consequence in this industry The broad Fitzro\ \ alley a 
splendid grazing area opens out to Rockhampton on the 
coast the chief port and commercial city of central Queens 
land Many minor irrigation schemes for sugar growing have 
been introduced along the coast but the most important is 
near Ayt in the Dawson valley 

The highland region has alwavs been noted for its rich 
mineral deposits although its production of gold and copper 
is no longer as great as in former years The glory of 
Mt Morgan has departed but nch fields exist elsewhere 
Bebnd Ccnrns is the Chillagoe field noted for its tin and 
copper Townsmlle is the outlet for the gold mining area 
around Charters Totters while Maryborough is the port for 
other mining areas around Gym pic Coal of good quality is 
worked at Ipswich Bo i en and in the Dawson MacKenzie 
coalfield Total output is however only about one sixth of 
that of the Isorthern Distnct coal mines of New South Wales 
This mountain region is also important for the possibihties 
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it offers for the production of hydro electric power from the 
vigorous rivers all along the seaboard 

4 Darling Do ms Northern Rivers Region 

This area is in many respects a southern continuation of 
the two divisions just described The mam divide curves 
towards the ocean from the Buckland Tableland 300 miles 
inland from Maryborough to within 20 miles of the coast in 
the New England plateau enclosing in this sweep the Darling 
Downs The New England plateau is the largest mountain 
block in Australia and although it is not the highest it rises 
to 5 000 feet in Ben Lomond As in north Queensland 
where the highlands stand dlose to the ocean heavy coastal 
rainfall is the rule Nearly the whole region receives more 
than 10 inches of ram and the coastal portion receives from 
40 to 60 inches The well watered uplands are notable for 
extensive forests of gums and softwoods which thin out 
towards the plains The drier conditions to the west are 
responsible for the concentration on sheep raising as the 
mam industry Between the plains and the plateau however 
is a considerable piedmont area devoted to mixed farming 
The coastal stnp passes from the sugar belt which ends about 
Grafton into the splendid dairy farming country l5rmg m the 
valley of the Northern Rivers as they are called 

Though not usually included in this group of rivers the 
Bnsbane is the most important since it has become the 
southern gateway of Queensland and the entrance to the 
metropolis of the State Brisbane (300000) the State 
capital hes a little inland from the coast and the nver 
fairway is maintained by dredging By its situation the city 
commands the route to Ipsv ich a coal mining area and to 
the products e Darling Downs district The chief inland 
centre is Toowoomba the capital of the Downs country with 
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o\er 26000 people South of Brisbane the Tweed Rich 
mond Clarence and Madeay Rners have scooped from the 
plateau the valleys that form the chief areas of production 
Sugarcane growing has largel} given place to dairying 
although Grafton still owes its importance largely to sugai 
Bananas have also become an important commercial crop in 
this district Ltsmofe is another thnving commercial centre 
on the coastal belt It is worth noticing that the mam railway 
to the north climbs to the plateau nearly 3 000 feet above the 
sea to pass through Tamvorth Aimidale Tetderfield and 
Warwick farming centres of 5 000 to 7 000 people Tenter 
field which was formerlv an important tin mining centre 
has given way to Tingha and Emmcmlle centres for 4^e 
production of a small volume of this mineral 

At the extreme south of this region occurs a wide feitile 
valley carved out from the sui rounding highlands bv the 
Hunter River Behind the valley is the pass which forms one 
of the most important gateways to the Pacific the Cassilis 
Gate opening on the great pastoral aieas of the interioi 
The valley itself is the seat of many successful pnmary 
industries from dairy farming to vine growing and from 
saw milling to lucerne growing all of which depend upon the 
rich soils lesulting from basalt flows of past ages 

The Hunter Valley has however become of the gieatest 
economic importance for other reasons than these About 
200 million years ago great forests grew in this area they 
were later submerged and buned under masses of silt carried 
down to the sea bed and became in time the highly impoitant 
coal measures of the distnct These occur in thiee gieat 
senes the Upper or Newcastle the Middle or East Maitland 
and the Lower or Greta measures Of these the last is now 
extremely important since Greta or Maitland coal is the 
best for gas making or fuel Sixty per cent of the 
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immediately workable reserves of Australian coal he in this 
valley and from these mines coal for gas railways and 
domestic purposes is shipped to all the southern states 
0\erseas export which was preMousl} important has greatly 
declined m recent }ears heu castle at the seaward end of 
the \alle} has become not only a \ery bus} coal port but 
also the great centre in Australia for the hea\y industries 
dependent on coal such as the making of steel gahanized 
iron and wire shipbuilding and engineenng and the making 
of cement Other dense centres of mining population occui 
up the valley including Cessnock on the South Maitland field 

Chapter XVII 

ECONOMIC SURVEY OF THE SOUTHEAST 
AND SOUTH WEST 

1 The South East This region compnses the highland masses of the eastern 
system and the coastal area of varying width between 

them and the sea This mountain section is in general 
narrower than it becomes farther to the north and it falls 
into a senes of massi\e blocks of which the Blue ^Mountains 
and the Kosausko Plateau are the most notable These 
masses are separated by depressions that form the gateways 
from the coast to the intenor The Blue Mountain Plateau 
a great hard sandstone block falls away sharply on the 
seaward face and is dissected by the coastal rivers into a 
series of remarkable canyons and gorges that are features of 
the rugged scenery in this region Between this block and 
the complex south eastern knot and at an ele\ation of 
2000 feet occurs the important Lake George Gap through 
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which the mam route to the south west taken by the Sydney 

Melbourne railway passes 

South of this gateway are three blocks separated by deep 

gorges and culmmatinj, in summits that are the highest in 

Fi<3 69 The Blue Mountams New South Wales 

Australia viz Kosciusko (over 7 000 feet) Bogong 

Feathertop and Hotham (all over 6000 feet) Connecting 

the gorges of the Tambo and Mitta Rivers is the Omeo Gap 

lymg at an elevation of 3 000 feet This region of humps 
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IS known as the Australian Alps yet they are not truly Alpine 
m character despite the occurrence of snow fields and bare 
rock faces Although the ravages of fire and axe are rapidly 
diminishing their extent some of the finest forest areas 
occur in this comer Westward of the Alps the cordillera 
diminishes in mass and fails away to the Kilmore Gap north 
of Melbourne the mam gateway from the south l3ang at an 
elevation of 1 200 feet Further west the summits of the 
Grampians nse to well over 3 000 feet Towards Cape Otway 
and Wilson s Promontory there are other high regions that 
mark the southern edge of the east west \alley of Victoria 
which IS bisected by the sunldand of Port Phillip 

The distnct between the Blue Mountains and the sea is 
somewhat barren because of the control exerased bv the 
prevailing sandstone Beneath this area lies the saucer hke 
formation of the coal measures reaching the surtace in a 
wide sweep from Newcastle m the north to Lithgow in the 
west and Bulk in the south Farther to the south better 
soils and good rainfall are the factors responsible for the 
mam industry of dairying The great valley of Victona 
consists of the district of Gippsland varying widely in 
fertility and the Western District which has been rendered 
extremely fertile by the soils resulting from great basalt 
flows m anaent times Both east and west of Port Phillip 
the valley is the seat of important rural industries such as 
dairying sheep raising fnut growing and agriculture of 
many kinds from wheat to maize and from potatoes and 

onions to sugar beet 
Owing to the temperate chmate and the great productivity 

of the south east most of the population is concentrated 
in the coastal area Sydney the State capital and largest 
Australian metropohs is a city of well over one million 
people It is notable as the mam outlet for the produce 



Fig 70 AN AERIAL VIEW OF SYDNEY HARBOUR 

Sydney s magnificent harbour formed by the drowning of a river 
valley Note the great span of the bridge linking the north and 

south shores 

by the convergence of railway lines from north south and 
west on Port Jackson Almost the whole of Australia s 
trade m the Pacific is concentrated on Sydney and important 
connections are being developed with every country facing 
that ocean One of the largest and most massive single span 
bridges in the world crosses the harbour to connect the city 
with the north shore To the south the Port Kembla region 
IS rapidly developing as a centre for certain classes of heavy 
industry utilizing the excellent local coal Further south 

Goulhurn an important railway town on the plateau 
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and such small coastal towns as Bega and Eden are the chief 
centres of settlement until we cross into Victoria Here Sale 
and Bairnsdale are the two n\als of central and east Gipps 
land l}ing in rich agricultural distncts Most of Gippsland 
IS a recently raised portion of the sea bed comprising a belt 
about 40 miles wide o\er which allmial silt has been spread 
by the coastal ri\ers The present coast is a line of sand 
dunes behind which the old estuaries have been enclosed as 
a series of lakes or lagoons which are being slowlv filled with 
silt brought down bv the rner In contrast to the recentlv 

Fig 71 VICTORIA S MAIN POWER RESOURCE 

Mechanical mining of brown coal in the open cut at Yallourn 
Victoria This deposit is used to generate electrical current 
which IS transmitted for domestic and industrial light and power 
throughout the State Note also the briquetting plant m the back 
ground The estimated reserves of brown coal in these deposits 

are 37 thousand million tons 
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submerged coast of New South Wales to the north of the 
Cape Howe corner the Gippsland coast is deficient in 
harbours The lakes have become the seat of a fishing 
industry supplying the Melbourne market 

An industry of great importance to the State of Victoria 
has developed at Yallourn The most extensive lignite beds 
known to exist occur here and the brown coal is used for 
the generation of electncity which is transmitted all ovei 
the State Apart from its interest as a Government enterpnse 
with its own complete town it is remarkable as an attempt 
to supply power and light to a whole State from a central 
generating station In addition plant has been erected to 
produce briquettes for both industnal and domestic 

consumers 
Port Phillip is a drowned portion of the lower valley and 

flood plain of the Yarra and is notable as a sheltered seaway 
into the very heart of the great valley as far as the present 
Yarra estuary At its head stands Melbourne the State 
metropolis commandmg in a remarkable manner the converg 
mg routes east west along the valley north south through 
the Kilmore Gap and south west to the Western District 
It has thus by a natural development become the central 
port to the trade of the valley and of the fertile Murray 
basin across the highlands It has become also a great 
industnal centre containing over a milhon people 

West of Port Phillip hes the remainder of the great 
valley immense areas of which have been flooded by basalt 
in the past Many extinct volcanoes nse from the surface 
of this plain while the blocking of valleys and depressions 
by the lava sheet has resulted in the formation of many lakes 
In parts of the area eg Warrnambool and Mt Gamhier 
the decomposed basalt and volcanic ash have formed soils 
of wonderful fertihty while m others the erupted rock has 
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resulted in barren areas suitable only for grazing Geelong 

on a western arm of Port Phillip and Warmambool in the 
south west are the trading centres for this very productive 
area known locall> as the Western District Geelong is in 

Fig 72 TYPICAL SHEEP PASTURES VICTORIA 
SOUTH EASTERN AUSTRALIA 

This IS 25 30 inch rainfall country where mixed farming for 
wool meat (fat lambs) and wheat is possible 

addition a rapidly developing centre for the manufacture of 
textiles and motor vehicles Hamilton is the chief inland 
towm of the region The Otway Ranges are rugged well 
watered areas fronting the Southern Ocean and presenting 
great possibilities for afforestation 

The plateau region to the north of this valley became after 
1850 the scene of great gold mining activity and important 
mming centres such as Ballarat Bendigo and Castlemaine 
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developed With the decline of gold production these towns 
have had to turn to other industries connected with the 
agricultural and pastoral resources of the area 

2 Tasmania 

The Island State of the Commonwealth is leally a 
southern extension of the Eastern Highlands cut off by the 
sunk land of Bass Strait The consequent isolation like that 
of Australia has had the effect of preserving types of animal 
and plant life that lepresent even earlier forms than those 
of the mainland The most interesting of these were the 

Fig 73 A CORNER OF INDUSTRIAL MELBOURNE 

Yarraville is one of Victoria s greatest industrial concentrations 
The Yarra a short waterway is navigable for ocean steamers and 
provides industrial waterfronts for about five miles between 
Melbourne and Hobson s Bay The largest steamers berth at Port 
Melbourne on the Bay others at Victoria Docks off the Yarra 
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aborigines who form a most important link in the story of 
man s development They failed to survive the contact with 
the white man and the last of them died in 1877 unfortunately 
before adequate study had been made of their habits and 

customs 

Fig 74 TASMANIA 

The chief features of the islands structure are (i) the 
heavily forested peneplain area of the west and south west 
dissected bv the deep gorges of the rivers (ii) the Cenbal 
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Plateau of about 2000 feet average elevation consisting of 
old sedimentary rock capped by a great lava flow and studded 
with comparatively shallow lakes lying in depressions in the 
lava sheet (in) the smaller similar and higher North 

eastern Plateau rising to the 5 000 feet summit of Ben 
Lomond (i\) the East Coast Htghlands Lying between 
these massive blocks are the South Esk Macquarie Derwent 
and Huon River valleys which form the mam drainage 
systems The lowering of the whole area at the time when 
Bass Strait was formed led to the drowning of the estuaries 
and the formation of the inlets properly called rias such as 
the Tamar estuary Macquane Harbour the Derwent and 
Huon estuaries and D Entrecasteaux Channel which mark 
the whole coast line 

Climatically Tasmania forms a distinct region lying as 
It does so far to the south that it comes under the influence 

of the Westerlies for the greater part of the year Generali} 

speaking the climate is cooler but more uniform than that 

of south east Australia to which it bears a close resemblance 

in many ways The westerly direction of the prevailmg 

winds results in the characteristic wet and dry side effect 

the west coast receives upwards of 100 inches of rain a year 

while some areas in the lee of the central plateau and on the 

east coast receive an average of only 10 inches One notable 

result is the very definite control of forest growth exercised 

by the rainfall A feature of the vegetation of the island is the 

contrast between the dense beech and eucalypt forests of the 
areas within the 60 inch rainfall hne and the more open 
country of the east and centre 

Along the north side of the island extensive basalt flows 

have occurred and the decomposition of these has resulted 

in the nch chocolate soils of the north west and north east 
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which form the basis of the islands agriculture. Dairy 
farming and potato gro\Mng are the main industries in these 
aieas contrasting with the sheep raising of the drier mid 
lands and eastern districts The Derwent Huon Tamar and 
Mersey Valle>s are closely settled with fruit growing as 

Fig 75 ELECTROLYTIC ZINC WORKS HOBART 
TASMANIA 

These works depend upon hydro electric power generated at 
Waddamana from Great Lake on the Central Plateau 70 miles 
distant The roasted zmc oxides are brought by steamer from Port 
Pirie in South Australia which treats the ores won at Broken 
Hill New South Wales This plant produces 500 tons a day of 

zinc 99 97 per cent pure 

the mam industry The climate and soil conditions are 
most suitable for the cultivation of apples pears and 
apncots Export of fruit to Great Britain and the mainland 
IS important m normal times The Derwent Valley is notable 
for the pioduction of hops 
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The extensive foiests have long been the seat of important 
saw milling industries particularly in the Huon Valley where 
one of the finest eucalypt forests in the Commonwealth 
formerly existed This industry has revived in response to 
the growing need for forest products The manufacture of 
writing and kraft papers has been established at Burnie and 
of newsprint at Boyer on the upper Derwent 

The ancient rocks of the island are extremely rich in 
minerals Almost every known mineral occurs somewhere 
on the west side but the silver lead zinc of the Mount Read 
Rosebery district and the copper ores of Mount Lyell are 
the most important The tin deposits of Mount Bischoff are 
now almost exhausted but mining for this metal is earned 

on in the gramte country of the north east Coal is found in 
many places in the island but generally the seams are thin 

or the coal of poor quality 
The comparative poverty of the coal areas howevei has 

not proved a great deterrent to the island s industry because 
of the natural ad\antages it possesses for the geneiation of 
hydro electncity The lakes of the Central Plateau the 
drainage from which falls from 1 800 feet to sea level within 
50 miles of the plateau provide ideal conditions for powei 
plants The waters of the Great Lake are led by canal and 
pipe lines to Waddamana in the Ouse Valley and the energy 
there developed is transmitted to Hobart 60 miles away 
where the power is used in several important industries of 
which the electrolytic zinc works at Rtsdon are the most 
notable Anothei scheme at Tarraleah now utilizes the 
water of Lake St Clair and a third at Btitle/s Gorge is in 
construction Metal refining manufactunng industries in 
various parts of the State and the metallurgical industries 
at Queenstown oi^ the west coast receive then power from 
these plants 
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Hobart on the Derwent estuary commands a number of 
excellent water routes to the timber and fruit distncts of the 

Fig 76 Tasmania showing the concentration of settlement in the 
central valleys and along the north coast and the hydro-electric 

and railway networks 

south east and has become the chief oversea port for the 
State Industnes such as electrolytic zinc refining chocolate 
and newsprint manufacture all relying on hydro electric 
power have been estabhshed in recent years The east and 
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south east coasts are very rich in fish life and the fishing 
industry in this area should become more important in the 
future Launceston lying 40 miles inland at the head of the 
tidal waters of the Tamar is the chief port and commercial 
centre for the north relying chiefly on the rural industnes 
of the north of the island Natural climatic advantages for i 
woollen manufacture have led to the establishment of several 
mills Devonport is the outlet for the rich agricultural 
Mersey Valley and the chocolate soil country of the region 
Burme in addition to its pulp and paper mill has become 
the chief gateway to the west coast mining areas since the 
entrance to Strahan on Macquarie Harbour is rather difficult 
Scottsdale is the centre of the fertile north eastern agricul 
tural and dairy farmmg area New Norfolk is the nearest 
centre to the important newsprint industry now established 
at Boyer in the Derwent valley 

3 The Murray Darling Basin 

The great basin of the Murray and its tributaries hes 
mainly within the south eastern elbow of the Great Divide 
which forms the mam catchment for the streams of the 
system In many respects it constitutes one of the most 

important regions of Australia on account of the great 

agncultural and pastoral industries carried on in the area 

Generally speaking it falls into three divisions (i) the 

wheat belt lying nearest the highlands in Victoria and New 

South Wales which merges in the upper valleys into a 

mixed farming area where dairying and livestock fattening 

are of considerable importance The inner margin of the belt 

passes into the Mallee country where the greatest extension 

of wheat growing took place in the years after the war of 

1914-18 although the rainfall rarely exceeds 10 15 inches 



Fiff 77 The Lower Murray and the Flinders Horst and 
Ri£t Vadiley 

G 
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Modern methodb ol diy faiming and the use ot feitilizers 
have considerably enhanced the value of the Mallee areas 
which until quite lecent times were legaided as almost worth 

Fig 78 WOOL FROM THE WESTERN PLAINS 

Motor transport now carries the wool in bales of about 300 lbs 
each to the nearest auction sales in a fraction of the time 
formerly taken by the horse or ox drawn wago’on but the State 

owned railways suffer serious loss of revenue 

less However some of the land taken up for wheat cultiva 
tion was distinctly marginal and soil eiosion has set in 
Some areas occupied in the first burst of optimism have been 
converted to sheep pasture but they still remain a problem 
An extensive scheme of open channels by which water for 
stock IS brought from Lake Lonsdale for a distance of 250 
miles has been responsible for a considerable increase of 
sheep on the wheat farms in the area where they aie pastured 
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on the fallows (ii) The drier gracing area \\hich occupies 
the remainder of the basin oi; about half the area of NeW 
South Wales Considerable o\erlappmg of the sheep and 
wheat belts occurs towards the Eastern Highlands but 
nearly half of Australia s 120 millions of sheep are pastured 
in the basin which constitutes the w orld s most important 
area of fine wool production The highly fertile Rnerina 
district lying between the Murray and Murrumbidgee calls 
for particular mention in connection with both wool and 
wheat production The chiet centres for this area are 

Wagga Wagga and Hay (iii) The irrigation areas which 
have been de\ eloped in the basin especially along the lower 
Muiray and the tributary streams of the Muriumbidgee and 
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the Goulburn The main difticult} of irrigating the \alle> 
an es trom the fluctuation in the \olunie ot the water carried 
down b\ the n\er ot the system \ commission lepresenting 
the go\ernments ot the three States concerned and the 
Commonwealth has been tormed to co ordinate the de\elop 
ment of the AIur^a^ \ alle\ The first problem w as that of 
stonng the waters to proMde an adequate flow for both 
irngation and naMgation dunng the dr} summer The 
greatest project is the Hume Reber\oir which controls the 
waters ot the upper Murra\ b\ means ot an immense storage 
basin w ith a capacit\ ot 1 2d0 000 ac ft Another scheme 
of a different nature is a series of locks and weirs placed at 
intervals along the stream to regulate the flow to the lower 
!Murra\ and to pennit naMgation 

Apart from these major schemes under the control of the 
Rner Murray Commission each of the three states has 
completed important irrigation works The Murrumbidgee 
Irrigation Area is supplied from the Burrmjuck Dam 200 
miles farther upstream and has become one of the most 
important truit growing and dair} farming districts in New 
South ales in addition to grow mg sufficient rice to meet 
the needs of the Commonwealth There are se\eral irrigation 
schemes on the \ictonan side the most important of which 
apart from those on the Murra} is that of the Goulburn 
Valle} which has ncreased the productivity ot the legion 
enormously The waters of the Loddon are used in a 
similar wa\ but the scheme is not nearly so extensne 
At Mildura in \ictona smaller areas are irrigated on a more 
concentrated plan for the production of citrus and vine 
fruits the basis of the dned fruit industry 

The South Australian portion of the Alurray is a fine 
waterway for o\er 300 miles and great use of the nver is 
made for irrigation purposes Large pumpmg plants have 
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been installed and between Morgan and the \ ictonan border 
a number ot important truit growing areas ha\e been estab 
lished of which the most out landing are Renmarh Bern 
and Ba}u e?a Still tardier down the n\er the wamp's flood 
plain has been drained and dairs farming has become an 

estabhshed mdustn 
These are mereh the mam irrigation areas and mam 

others are operating along the Alurra'v and its tnbutanes 
on a smaller scale The extension of fruit growing in these 
districts now depends not upon water supph but upon the 
securing of adequate markets for the increasing output 

\n unsatisfactor'v feature of the region is the character 
of the mouth of the Murray The n\er discharges into the 
Lake Alexandnna a great lagoon and the waters reach the 
ocean through a break in the dune coast line For na\ igation 
purposes the entrance is useless and this is a serious handicap 
to the economic de\ elopment of the low er Murraj \ alle^ 
To o\ercome it would entail \erv costl> construction ot a 
canal to a suitable part of the coast 

4 The South 4usUalian Highlands and Rift J alley 

The highland system which causes the Murra> to make 
an abrupt bend to the southward after crossing the South 
ALUStralian border extends awa^ to the north for 300 miles 
as the Mount Lott> and Flinders Ranges These highlands 
nse tow ards the north w here peaks of o\ er 3 000 feet are 
situated but in general the ranges rarely rise to 2 000 teet 
This IS sufficient howe\er to give the hills a higher rainfall 
than the adjacent plains The hill slopes are consequently 
areas of cultivation and fruit growing (grapes apples 
almonds oh-ves) is a staple industry An important sub¬ 
sidiary industry is wine makmg and the greater part of the 
Australian vintage comes from this region 
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In the earU da\s this area was noted for its copper 
production and tamous mines existed at Burra Kapunda 
and Moonta The industr> has declined of late years and 
the mines are mosth idle 

Between the South Australian Inghlands on the east and 
the south western corner of the Great Western Plateau lies 
a \ast north south depression known as the Rift Valle^ 
parth drowned b> the Spencer and St Vincent Gulfs 
This plain country forms the most productive part of the 
state of South Austraha In the south where the rainfall 
is abo\e 10 inches the plains form part of the wheat belt 
which merges to the north into the pastoral belt Adelaide 
a city of 330 000 people stands on this plain at the foot 
of the Mount Loft> Ranges and at a distance of about six 
miles from the Gulf of St Vincent It is favourably situated 
as a centre for collecting the products of both the valley and 
the highlands The disadvantages of the long and extensive 
haul o\er the Loft> Ranges and the dearth of a good harbour 
hav e been successfulh ov ercome and many important 
manufactures ha\e developed chiefly at Port Adelaide on a 
navigable arm of the Gulf and at Salisbury Wallaroo 
occupies a somewliat similar position on Spencer Gulf Once 
assoaated with the copper mdustry it has now become a 
wheat port Port Pine farther to the north is a busy indus 
trial centre dependent upon the mines of Broken Hill The 
products of the silver lead zinc smelting and the wheat and 
wool from the northern plains are the chief export commodi 
ties Across the Gulf lies Whycdla The iron ores from Iron 
Knob are sent from here to the steel works at Newcastle 
In 1938 blast furnaces were established using the coal sent 
from \ewcastle as backloading and this towm is now 
rapidly developmg as a centre of the steel and shipbuilding 
industries Water is brought 300 miles by pipe line from 
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the Murray Ri\er Port Augusta has an important situation 
at the head of Spencer Cult where the Transcontinental 
raih\ay rounds the inlet The building of this line enhanced 
its importance as an outlet for the northern end ot the bat 

Fig 80 MINING IN THE ARID CENTRE 

Broken Hill one of the worlds mineral wonders The vast siher 
lead zinc deposits hate yielded metal to the value of i2000(K)000 
since 1883 In the near future the coimnunity will be supplied 
with water by pipe line from the Darling River 300 miles distant 

The ores are sent to Port Pine S A. for treatment 

An industry of some importance is the recovery of salt from 
the shallow salt pans of the area 

5 Western Australia 

The settled portion of the great western State consists 
merely of the south western, corner of the Great Plateau a 
fertile region that enjoys very reliable rainfall The greater 
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portion ot the State approximateh one third ot the area ot 
“\ustraha i thui* comparatueh uninhabited The tropical 
north ot the State ha alread\ been discussed undei the 
section on \orth \u tral a 

4 \er\ dehnite thinning out ot the \egetation due to 
diminishing rainia 1 a\\a\ trom the coast is the main teature 
ot the area Thus in passing trom the southwest comer 
towards the centre ot the plateau the zones of \egetation are 
as toliows n) the wettest south west corner with splendid 
karn tore ts (ii) the jarrah torests shading off into (in; 
the drought resisting eucaljpts of the mallee ttpe (i\) the 
still dner region characterized b\ mulga scrub—a species of 
acacia (\) the salt bush ot the semi desert and finall} (m) 
the desert proper 

The economic development of the region consequently falls 
into zones that are quite as definite as the 'vegetation belts 
with which mdeed the\ largeh correspond In the true 
Mediterranean r^ion of the south west truit growing 
dair\ farming and timber cutting are the mam industries 
The timbers from this area karri and jarrah are of the 
greatest \alue on account of their durability and mahogany 
like colour Behind this area lies a belt where wheat growing 
has been greatly developed in recent years The industry 
has been handicapped by the great variability of the soils 
Satisfactory famiing techniques ha\ e been e\ oi\ ed and better 
vaneties of wheat produced so that greater stability m the 
industry can be expected Large areas are now being recon 
structed as pasture Between the wheat belt and the desert 
proper lies an extensive pastoral area under sheep Here 
the chief difficulties are the lack of domestic water and of 
fodder dunng drought seasons 

The forests of the State are splendidly managed Indus 
tnes dependent upon the forests are found throughout the 
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karri belt Saw milling on an extensne scale is earned on 
a tanning extract is obtained from one ot the eucaKpt species 
and extensn e planting of sott \\ oods is being earned out 
Manjmuip is the chief centre while ll agin Kaiamung anl 
\ arrogin are the chiet towms of the Great Southern Further 

north A orthani and i ork are agricultural and pastoral 
centres Geraldton is the chief port of the area l3ing north 
of Perth Bnnbury is an earl} settlement which has become 
a secondar} port to Fremantle for the south west 

Peril on the Swan Rner (210000 people) is the capital 
and largest tow n of estern \ustraha and nearh all the 
factories of the State are here or at Fremantle the port 12 
miles awav on the coast Fremantle has become an important 
naval base and in normal times it is the first port of call 
for east bound steamers In the south Alhan\ on King 
Georges Sound stands on a splendid harbour LMug be 
tween Perth and Albany behind the coastal scarp is the 
wheat and sheep belt threaded by the Great Southern rail 
way This is the most producti\e area of the State Between 
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the coast rangeb and the sea is a fertile strip of irrigated 
countr\ \\here dairving has been de\ eloped \ ines citrus 
fruits apples tobacco and other crops are grown m the 
reliable rainfall areas ot the south west 

The southern edge ot the plateau is remarkable for other 
reasons than that of agncultural or pastoral de\elopment 
Here the rainfall is scant\ and unrehable but the presence of 
gold beanng reets led after 1890 to a gold rush that 
resulted m the establishment of big mining centres such as 
Coolgardie Southern Cross znd Kalgoof he But the Golden 

Mile and similar areas are now almost deserted Kalgoorlie 
the last of the giants which still precanousl} maintains the 
mdustn has two features worthy of notice \iz the great 
pipe line 32d miles m length which bnngs the water supplv 
from the coastal belt and the change o\er or break of gauge 

between the Western Australian and Trans contmental rail 

waN stems The great desolate area of the Nullarbor Plain 

with its charactenstic salt bush \egetation lies to the east 

To the north west is a great area where cattle raising 

especialK in the Kimberley distnct is the mam occupation 

Between Jl yndhani and Gerddton and back from the coast 

IS a region of sheep country—always difficult and often almost 
waterless 

Australia has only two known deposits of iron ore of 

suffiaent extent and qualitv to sustam a large scale iron and 

steel industry The first is near Whyalla m South Australia 

and it IS the basis of the B H P mills at Vewcastle (NS ) 

The second is at 1 ampi Sound m the north west of Australia 

about 200 miles north east of Broome Extremely nch 

deposits exist on three islands in the Sound but it is 

unfortunate that there is no corresponding deposit of coking 
coal on this side of the continent 
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Tlie alkaline deposits of the salt lakes are now engaging 

the attention of scientists Alumina is being recovered 

from Lake Campion, hut the industry is still in the expen 

mental stage 
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PART IV 

i\E\\ ZEALAND 

Chapter \\ III 

PmSICAL \\D CLRUTIC 

1 4 Biiej Historical Surve\ 

MLCH ot ^\hat said about Australia s position in 

the Pacific applies also to \e\\ Zealand It Australia 

IS iboiated \e\\ Zealand is more so Australia faces both 
the Indian and Pacific Oceans \ew Zealand is thrust far 
out into the Pacific and to a tar greater extent maritime 
conditions control her outlook and development Her native 
people—^the Maons—^are an offshoot of the Pol}nesian race 
and came from their distant homeland in the \ery heart 
of the Pacific Her white race inhabitants are sprung from 
another island people m remote Britain In a very direct 

wav the ad-venturous navigator strain of the Pol}aiesian 
mingles with the explorer pioneer strain of the British stock 
The salt water is in the blood of both 

It would be surprising if the mingling of Pol}nesians who 
came half way across the Pacific with Europeans who came 
half wa> across the world to occupy this last considerable 
land projection into the greatest of the oceans did not pro¬ 
duce a people who were enterpnsmg and self rehant And 
what a nch and attractive land is that to which they earned 
From volcanic cones and ge}sers of the \orth Island with 
its euphon} of Maori place names—^Waimangu Wanganui 

Tonganro Maunganui—^to the alpine South Island where 
the ring of the names seems to change with the character of 
the land itself—^Wakatipu Moana Te Anau Oamaru—^is 
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Figs 82 and 83 MOL\T-M\ CONTRASTS 
These two \ie\\s indicate the magnificence of New Zealand s 
scenery Lpper—Lake Hajes near Wakatipu, South Island 

Lotxcr—Mt Egmont North Island an extinct \olcano 
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%*anet\ unexcelled The British settlers ha\e largely pre 

served natne names \Mth appreciation and pride for they 
reflect the unusual beaut\ and dignit> of the land itself 

This was the land that -Vbel Tasman discovered in 1642 

Thus earl} the frontiers ot European imperialism were 

stretching out into the East Indies and beyond into the South 

Seas The restless search for treasure islands and new tern 

tones could not be halted But it was not till Captain James 

Cook re disco\ered and explored the coasts m 1769 that the 

policies of far aw a} Europe reall} touched this remote Poly 
nesian colons In later \ ears the wai e of European migration 

broke o\er and almost submerged the most developed Stone 
4ge ci\ilization the world had seen 

The land was a fitting stage lor one of the great dramas 

of the Pacific Ocean The imasioii ot the European and the 
occupation of the countr^ began the tioubled history of the 

nineteenth centurv A.tter a gallant struggle for homeland 
and independence against the mtruders and a clash that was 
reaih not a war between different races so much as a war 

between different cnilizations agreement was reached and 
Maori nghts m the land recognized b} the Treaty of Wai 

tangi (1840) Although hostilities persisted for another 40 
years Maon and Bnton finally settled down to a system of 

co-operation based on a recognition of natne rights and of 
the Maons as British subjects 

The later histor> of ^ew Zealand is full of interest and 

deserves to be better known The development of the 
country made great stndes marked by ups and downs of 

most colonies dependent upon prmiary industries In 1907 

New Zealand gained the status of a Donnnion and later 

^yed a fuU and distinguished part in the development and 

defence of the Empire The difficult depression years after 
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1930 were largel> responsible for much social legislation that 

has placed the Dominion high among the ad\anced countnes 

ot the world 

2 Stntcfiae and Siujat 

Whether we regard it from the aspect ot structure 

position plant and animal lite or human t\pes the Pacific 

Basin contains no more interesting group than the islands 

comprising the Dominion of \ew Zealand Its isolation to 

the south of the great ocean appears to be complete and e\ en 

an examination of the ocean floor re\eals no \er\ intimate 

connection with an\ of the continental land masses To the 

west a vast basin—^the Thompson Trough 700 miles wide 

and 1:) 000 feet deep—separates the group trom \ustraiia 

while on the east the land drops ste€pl> to another deep 

depression Ocean soundmgs ha\e howe^er repealed the 

presence of tw o long submarine ridges stretching out like the 

prongs of a foik and continuing the mam lines of the surtace 

features far to the north One of these runs clear from the 

mountain chain of the South Island through tlie ranges to 

the east of the North Island and aw a} under the sea to 

reappear m the peaks of Kermadec Tonga Fiji and Samoa 

For the greater part of its length this ridge is less than o 000 

feet below the surface and on its east side it falls sheer into 

the immense ab}ss of the A^ldrich Deep where the soundings 

of 30000 feet ha\e onh been exceeded in the famous 

Tuscarora Deep to the east of Japan and in the Philippine 

Trench The second ridge maintains roughly the direction 

of the Auckland Peninsula and runs in parallel lines as far 

to the north as New Caledonia The three mam islands are 

thus merely an unsubmerged fragment of a great system of 

folds that nses steeply from the ocean floor and is broken 

by Cook and Foveaux Straits 

The length of the New Zealand group in all about 1 200 

miles as compared with the average breadth of about 120 
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miles IS thus accounted for Also since the main direction 

IS north east and south west between the parallels of 35^ 

and 48 south latitude the shape and position of the islands 

IS the controlling factor m determining the \ariations of 

climate the t\pes of nati\e and introduced 'vegetation that 

flounsh the consequent animal life of the region and the 

nature of the communications It is not too much to sa} that 

no better example of the effect of climate on human develop 

ment is to be found an3rwhere m the world and we 

shall see the features that ha'v e just been sketched are e\ er\ 

where the dominating influence o\er hfe in the Domimon 

The second strong influence is the character of the surface 

throughout the islands Extending throughout the whole 

length of the South Island but in general much closer to the 

west coast than to the east runs the great system of parallel 

folds known as the Southern Alps Fronting the Southern 

Ocean as a high rampart dipping steeply to the sea on the 

west side the system is drawn out on the eastern side into 

many side spurs and ranges that gradually flatten out towards 

the extensive plains of Otago and Canterburv The great 

glaciers form the chief geographical feature of this true alpine 

region Owing to the heavy preapitation and the steep 

slopes these glaciers assume majestic proportions in the 

naghbourhood of Mount Cook the fine peak rising to o\er 

12 000 feet which was known to the Maons as Aorangi or 

Qoud Piercer Of the glaaers the Tasman is the most 

notable being nearly 20 miles long and about miles wide 

but others such as the Hooker Mueller Fox and Franz 

Josef are all over 8 miles in length Owing to the heaw 

glaciation m past ages which left great moraines piled up 

across the lower ends of many of the deep \’ai!e>s many 

large and extremeh beautiful lakes occur in the southern 

area Long narrow and enclosed b\ sheer walls of rock 

they lie in the \er\ heart of the alpine ranges The chief 
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examples of these glacial lakes are Te Anau Wakatipu and 

Manapoun The Kaikouras in the north east and the Otago 

Fig 85 \OR\\GI OR CLOUD PIERCER 

Mt Cook dominates the cold majesty of the Southern Alps 

Mountains m the south are detached systems m general 

lower than the main range and seldom reaching more than 

6000 feet m ele\ation The extreme south of the South 

Island and Ste^^vart Island are a knotted area whose highest 

point Tutoko nses to 9 000 feet Of this region Professor 

Marshall has finely wntten 

Sublime in their stark and stalwart forms sombre m their vesture 

of forest the standing rampart of the land to the wet winds of the 

west, these forbiddmg ranges are yet untouched save by the foot of 

the hardiest explorers The mighty precipices of these mountams 

their leaping waterfalls and embosomed lakes are doubtless due to 

glacial erosion Stewart Island is no more than a partly drowned 

southern extension of this mountam mass 
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There are thus three mam t\pes of surface to be met with 

m the South Island (i) the true alpine s\stem already 

described at the northern and southern ends ot which the 

valleys ha\e been drowned to form the majestic fiords to 

the north of West Cape and the less rugged sounds ot the 

coast facing Cook Strait (ii) the foot lulls or Downs as 

they are called a strip of ^ar>ing width seldom rising more 

than 2 000 feet and onginall} co\ ered with dense bush and 

(ill) the Plains which are really e\tensi\e gra\el deposits 

formed by the action of rivers and glaciers in past ages 

Fig 86 An unusual view of the famous Milford Sound- 
Note the U shaped vallev 

In the North Island the mam mountain system lies nearer 

to the east coast and is more flattened out as it were so that 
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the chief summits scarcely reach 6 000 feet The area ho\\ 

e\er has been carved into deep gorges b> the Manawatu and 

other streams so that it has become a series of rugged blocks 

clothed for the greater part ■with forest The Tararua 

Ruahme Kaimanawa and Raukumara Ranges preserve 

from Wellington to East Cape the mam direction of the 

southern system On the -west side of the mountain mass 

there is a stretch of broken countrv clear across to the west 

coast and a narrow belt of foot hills is found on the eastern 

side The plains of the North Island are relatively small in 

extent and are confined to the coastal areas on the east and 

south There are downs to the west of the •\okanic plateau 

described below 

Lying to the north west of the mountain region in tlie 

North Island is a remarkable ^ olcanic plateau about 50 miles 

in width stretching from Lake Taupo to the Ba} of Plenty 

This IS an area where \ olcanic acti\it> is still prominent 

although It IS probabh in the dechning stage and as a 

consequence the surtace is m the mam a great barren 

pumice-co\ered plain Rising from this plain are isolated 

\olcamc peaks still more or less acti\e The highest of 

these Ruapehu nses from the centre of the island to 9000 

feet while Ngaurulioe and Tonganro surpass 6 000 feet 

Tarawera whose destructne outburst of 1886 is still remem 

bered wnth dread and the beautiful lonely peak of Egmont 

are now apparentl} extinct 

The Thermal Region as the northern part of the volcanic 

area is usually called exhibits the geysers hot spnngs and 

other activities which are usually associated with the dechne 

of the eruptive stage The lakes of the volcanic region too 

offer a strong contrast to those of the South Island For the 

most part shallow and circular they occupy basins in the 

plateau although a few have been formed by lava dams 
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thro^\n across the valle^s m times of extensne eruption 

Taupo Rotoniahana and Rotorua are the largest and best 

knowTi of these lakes The remainder of the island to the 

north is much lower and its chief feature is the wide stretches 

of sand dunes between the higher portions 

Fig 87 \GAURUHOE I\ ERLPTION 

The volcano is always active but penodically has outbursts of 
greater violence Note the symmetry of the cone 

After this general descnption something more must be said 

of the downs and plains since these have such an important 

influence over man s activities in both islands The downs 

of the North Island are really part of an elevated old sea bed 

now much eroded and too rugged m general for farming 

but forming excellent pastures The same ma\ be said of 

the Auckland Peninsula and the foothills of the South Island 

which are pastoral and more amenable to cultivation although 

they shade off m the south and west to wild districts still 
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comparativelv uninhabited The plains proper although a 

relati\el> small part of the surface form the chief farm lands 

of the Dominion The most important by far are the fertile 

Canterbury Plains an area approximately one hundred miles 

long by twent} miles wide forming the agricultural heart of 

Fig 88 HARVESTI\G W HE4T IN THE CANTERBURY 
PLAINS 

The Canterbury Plains, source of the noted Canterbury Iamb 
are amongst the most fertile regions in New Zealand 

New Zealand An area of increasing importance in the 

North Island is that of the Waikato Valley still largely 

undeveloped but rapidly coming under cultivation Another 

notable district vaiymg m its character and production from 

the Canterbury Plains known as the Southland Plams 

extends behind Invercargill Smaller but still important 

plain areas occur near Nelson (Waimea and Motueka) Wei 

Imgton (Wairarapa) Napier (Heretaunga) and the Bay of 

Plenty 
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As would be expected from the he of the land the nvers 

on the west of the South Island and the east of the North 

Island are short rapid mountain streams Onl} in the plain 

country have matured n\er S} stems been de\ eloped but few 

of them are of much use for transport on account of their 

shallow depth a bad habit of changing their courses or 

because of the sand bars that obstruct their mouths The 

rugged gorges through which most of them break at some 

point on their race to the sea are a striking feature of the 

landscape m both islands 

A word must be said concerning the coast line which 

while rich in inlets is deficient in safe harbours at suitable 

points for shipping The west coast is exposed to the buffet 

mg of the prevailing westerlies and the great rollers of the 

Southern Ocean while the east coast is dominated hy the 

south west current which piles banks of sand and shingle 

across most of the entrances IMany fine harbours exist 

however where the coast line runs across the grain of the 

country The harbours of Auckland and Wellington are 

deservedly noted among the worlds best anchorages 

3 Chmate 

Considerable vanation m climate will be expected in a 

country that extends through 12 degrees of latitude and in 

which the gram of the country is m general opposed to the 

direction of the prevailing winds Actually the two mam 

islands are influenced by such different chmatic controls that 

they must be treated separately Because of its position in 

relation to the wmd systems of the southern hemisphere the 

North Islsind has the closest affinity with the Mediterranean 

type of climate while the South Island must be placed in the 

same climatic group as Tasmania and Bntish Columbia i e 

the group m about 40® latitude dominated bv prevailing 



Fig 89 \e% Zealand—Rainfall and Januar> isotherms 
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webteil} winds It must be borne in mind however that 

\eu Zealand by virtue of its insular position escapes 

extremes of tempeiature and that its climate is m general 

ot the maritime t}pe 

This IS borne out b} records which show that the difference 

between mean summer and mean winter temperature is only 

about 15 F for both Auckland and Dunedm and that the 

difference between the highest and lowest recorded tern 

peratures for the whole Dominion is less than 50 F Inland 

the annual ranges of climate is greater and the frequency of 

frost increases in proportion to the distance from the coast 

Despite the equable climate the difference between the 

a\erage summer and winter temperatures is marked enough 

to gi\e that stimulus of changing seasons which is necessary 

for the white man The advance made b} the Maons be\ond 

otlier Polynesian races is ascribed to the influence of a climate 

that called forth their energy and made them plan for a 

barren winter season 

The chief climatic distinction between the mam islands or 

more preaseh between those parts of the Dominion lying 

approximately north and south of a Ime joming \\ anganui 

and Napier is due to the different systems which control 

the atmospheric pressure over these areas The southern 

section comes more under the influence of the low pressures 

connected wnth the westerly wind belt which also affects 

Tasmania The northern area is affected b\ less frequent 

depressions generated in the equatonai belt and moving from 

the northwest These depressions as thev merge into the 

stronger eastward dnft affecting the southern area set up 

violent storms which result in low temperatures and bring 

much rain to the eastern side of the North Island 

The ram shadow effect resulting m a pronounced wet and 

dry side which has alread\ been noticed in Tasmania is 
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repeated m \e\\ Zealand, and the west side of the South 

Island receues rainfall abo\e 100 inches a year, while the 

east coast recenes on the a\erage only 30 to 40 inches Part 

of Otago indeed recenes only half of even this relatively low 

rainfall Although, on the whole, the rainfall is better dis 

tnbuted in the North Island there are vanations from well 

above 100 inches on Alount Egmont to an average of about 40 

inches in parts to the east As protracted droughts are com 

parativelv rare, however, this rainfall is everywhere sufficient 

for agriculture, and in most parts is ample for forests 

F“ 

Fig 90 TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL FOR 
SELECTED LOCALITIES NZ 

Note the heavj rainfall of Holatika on the wnndward side of 
the Southern Alps and the lighter rainfall of Christchurch 

on the leeward side 



Chapter XIX 

ECONOMIC SURVEY 

1 Vegetation 

AS would be expected there is a verj close relation 

. between rainfall and \egetation which results in a 

remarkable vanet} of plant types From the dense e\ ergreen 

forests of the wetter valleys and lower mountain slopes to 

the grass plains of the uplands and from the sub tropical 

forms of the north to the sub arctic types ot the southern 

highlands almost every t}^e of plant life is represented New 

Zealand is particularly well endowed with hardwoods and 

softwoods but the forests are rapidly receding before settle 

ments and already some of the indigenous trees are becoming 

exhausted The most valuable of these is the kaun a mag 

nificent softwood attaining great dimensions slow in 

growth and Imiited to the northern peninsula The chief 

timber now obtained from the forests is the rimu another 

softwood which is largely exported to Australia In the 

south various species of beech are the predominant t\pes 

Apart from the timber of the temperate forests the chief 

native plant of economic value is the New Zealand flax 

(Phormum tenax) from the long blade like lea\es of which 

a strong fibre is obtained 

Probably one third of the whole surface of the islands is 

covered with bush of some sort but the stands of good 

timber trees do not exceed fi\e million acres Realizing the 

very gra\e dangers of deforestation the go\ernment has now 

taken control of forest lands and in addition much planting 

of European pines has been undertaken by pnvate enterpnse 
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on the pumice lands of the Korth Island The chief feature 

ot settlement in the Dominion has been the replacement of 

forest b\ giasslands Both soil and climate fa\our the pro 

duction of grass which m fact constitutes the chief crop in 

\ew Zealand 

The proportions of the Dominion that are de\oted at 

present to forest pasture and farm are rather difficult to 

estimate but probabh 60 per cent of the whole surface is 

capable of some use either as grassland or farm But only 

about two million acres are cultivated for crops of which 

wheat oats and turnips are by far the most important The 

Canterbury Plains form a great granary which produces 

four fifths of the wheat crop of the Dominion The remainder 

comes mainl} from the Southland Plains where an adjust 

ment determined mainh by climate and soil has led the 

farmers to specialize more m the producbon of oats turmps 

and potatoes Oats however are also grown on the Canter 

bur> Plains and to some extent in the North Island The 

average Meld per acre for ten seasons was 31 bushels for 

wheat and 47 bushles for oats both very high Melds com 

pared with 12 bushels for both wheat and oats in Australia 

The better rainfall more fertile soils and more mtensue 

methods of the New Zealand farmer account for this result 

The total crop of wheat averaging about eight milhon 

bushels is not always suffiaent to supply the Dominions 

needs and in some \ears considerable amounts ha\e been 

imported 

One industry which is playmg a large part in the export 

trade as the production of fruit particularh apples which 

are well suited by the climatic conditions around Cook Strait 

They find their ideal environment in the -v alleys of the Nelson 

Province w here hops are also grown In 1939 nearly 22 (XX) 

acres were m beanng m both islands 
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2 Animal Life 

\ew Zealand was onginallv \ery poor in native animal 

life—the onh mammals represented vere a dog a rat and 

two bats The dog or rather his ancestors probably came 

with the Maons in the same manner as the dingo is supposed 

to ha\e reached Australia A peculiar distinction in the 

fauna was the number of flightless or nearly flightless birds 

ranging from the great moa now extinct to the kiwi and 

including also forms of the parrot and the duck These 

nati\e iypts are dying out before the advance of the white 

man and the birds and animals introduced by him The 

sparrow starhng and rabbit to mention only a few are 

examples of introduced types that are proving serious pests 

More useful and attractive immigrants are the deer now 

numerous throughout the Domimon and the trout which are 

now thoroughly acclimatized in all streams Anglers find 

good sport both in these streams and among the islands off 

the coast Fish are abundant everywhere and the intro 

ductiou of the Alaskan salmon to the glacial streams of the 

south west is an interesting expenment that promises to be 

successful Seals abound on parts of the coast and whales 

ha\e been the basis of an industry for many \ears in 

Antarctic waters The r€\nval m whaling which has recently 

taken place is due to a change m method whereby a large 

mother ship takeb the place of a shore station Control is 

almost entirely in the hands of Scandinavians but in recent 

years Japanese and German interests ha\e been strongly 

represented 0> ster beds espeaallv around Stewart Island 

supply another important item of production 

Smce the area under crops m the Dominion is merely two 

million acres while the area sown with grass—^apart from 

the rougher uplands that are natural pastures—^amounts to 
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beventeen million acres it is easil} realized that the grass 

lands of \e\v Zealand form it greate t economic asset An 

interesting specialization has taken place in the pastoral in 

dustr} as a result of which the \orth I land has de\eloped 

cattle pastures more e pecialh tor dairying in addition to 

sheep raising on the plains On the other hand the pas 

toralists of the South Island ha\e given almost all their 

attention and energy to raising sheep particular!} fat lambs 

for export to the United Kingdom The numbers of sheep 

and cattle in New Zealand have been steadil} increasing with 

the progress of settlement but the ad\ance particularly m 

cattle numbers has been very marked in the last decade In 

1939 there were m the Domimon about 32 million sheep 

4i million cattle 600 000 pigs and in addition 262 000 

horses 
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3 Population 

Few lands are so interesting m the human aspect as 'New 

Zealand The explorers whalers and settlers of the earl} 

da} s found here a sturd\ and capable race w hich had alread\ 

advanced tar in the arts? and cratts of cnilization The 

Fig 93 \ t>pical sheep station, Hawkes Bay NZ Frozen 
mutton and lamb are second only to butter as Iview Zealand s 

\'aluable exports 

legends of the first tentati\ e explorations leading about A D 

1300 to the migration of the Great Fleet to Ao Tea Roa 

or Long White Cloud as the ^Maoris called the land is a 

record of skill and seamanship unexcelled in the history of 

any race But e\en more remarkable was the adaptation 

and adjustment b\ which this Pol}Tiesian people accustomed 

to the warmer Hawaiki away to the north developed a 
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system of bfe that was far in advance of that of any other 

Polynesian race Clothing weapons dwellings and agn 

culture all show the influence of a colder environment m 

developing energy and stamina 

Fig 96 Distribution of Population N Z 

Exclusive of cit> populations each dot represents 100 people 

After the fierce clashes of the first contact between the 

natives and the newcomers had died down Maori and 

European both realized that their common destiny needed 

co-operation rather than destructive competition and the 

following years have been a wonderful demonstration of the 

ability of Polynesian and European to hve m peace and 

mutual helpfulness The Maoris numbering about 88000 

(1939) are steadily increasmg The white population an 
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unusualh high sample ot European stocks and mainly 

British numbered slight!} less than H million at their 1936 

censub but is now lighth abo\e that total 

4 Comnumicattons 

The roads and railway routes of the Dominion are deter 

mined b} the disposition of the highland masses Onh at one 

place 1 e between Chnstchurch and Gre\Tnouth on the west 

coast and then b\ means of a long and expens!\e tunnel 

does a railwa\ break across the barrier of the Southern \lps 

while the mam trunk line for the South Island runs clear 

through the plains of Canterbuiy and Otago with many spur 

lines rumiing back into the \alle\s cut bv the streams In 

the North Island the transport problem on land is somewhat 

easier although difficult grades occur on the mam line 

from Wellington to Auckland which runs along the west 

side of the highlandb A second line from \ew Ph mouth 

in the extreme west to \apier on the east cuts across the 

mam trunk Napier is also connected via Wairarapa Valley 

to Wellington Branch lines to North Auckland and to 

the Thermal Distnct complete the s}stem at present and a 

short detached line runs back inland from Gisborne The 

sea routes as for all islands are more important than the 

land routes m respect to freight (^med and the chief lines 

of communication are the two trans Pacific routes via 

Auckland and W^ellington the routes from Auckland 

Wellington and the Bluff to Australian ports the ferry 

services between Welhngton and South Island ports espea 

ally Lyttelton and the routes connecting the outlving ports 

5 Industry andJTrade 

The pnnapal manufactures of the Dominion are connected 

with the processing of food and raw matenals eg flour 

milling tanning and soap making or with the preparation 
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of weanng apparel or the assembling of machinery although 

some textile and hardware factories of a more ambitious 

tj’pe exist These manufactures and others of a local type 

are centred in the tour mam aties 

Fig 97 Uni\ersit\ College, Auckland 

Auckland (221 500) is the largest city situated on the 

very beautiful Waitemata Harbour Its position m relation 

to the trans Paafic routes and its railwa} connection with 

Wellmgton the political capital gi\e Auckland a cross 

roads position that has been responsible for its commercial 

status As the centre of a dairying fruit and timber 

producing distnct Auckland has a steady flow of trade 

It IS also the collecting centre for the cunous gum digging 
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industry of North A.uckland based on tossil gum from 
ancient kauri forests which is much valued lor \amishes 
Gold production is still important but declining 

Wellington (1^8000) the second manufacturing citv and 
seat of the Go\ernment is situated at the extreme south 
of the North Island on the magmficent land locked harbour 
of Port Nicholson \ great deal of the importance ot the 
city is due to its central position and to its command of 
routes in all directions by both land and sea including the 
sea route to Christchurch which forms the chief connecting 
link between the two mam islands 

Christchurch (136 000) m an extremely beautiful situation 
on the Ri\er \\on is the natural capital of the nch 
Canterbury distnct It exports through Port Lyttelton the 
meat wool wheat and other products of the region. Its 
connection by coastal rail with the towms of Oamaru Ttmaru 
and Ashburton and with the two big centres in the southern 
provinces is a factor in its importance. 

Dunedin (83 000) is the commeraal and education centre 
for the southern end of the South Island and the central 
point of a prosperous agncultural and pastoral distnct It is 
connected by rail wnth Bluff the port of Invercargill 
(26 500) the most southerly town the first point of call for 
steamers from the west using the southern route 

Other important centres m the Dominion are Napter 
(19000) the mam port for the sheep farming district hing 
around Hawke s Bay Hastings about 20 miles farther south 
IS an inland pastoral centre New Plyfnouth (19000) is the 
chief port of the rich agncultural and dairying distnct of 
Taranaki and an important rail head Palmerston North 
(25 000) Fielding and Wanganui (23 500) are other collect 
mg points for a great pastoral region which is also noted for 
the production of flax Hamilton (18000) has become an 
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important tarming centre Rotorua is the chief tovin of the 

Thermal Region dependent largely on its attractions as a 

tourist resort and spa \elson (12000) is the natural head 

Fig 98 Picton and Sounds South Island, N Z 

of the chief fruit growing distnct of the Dominion at the 

north of the South Island while Blenheim is the port for 

the Marlborough pastoral distnct 

On the west coast of the South Island the small towns of 

Westport and Gre\moufk owe their importance to the 

2000000 tons of excellent coal raised annually m the fields 

of the distnct Deficiency m coal throughout the Domimon 

IS compensated by the ample waterpower available for 

generation of hydrcnelectnaty The largest generating 

stations are at Lake Colendge near Chnstchurch at Arapum 

Rapids on the Waikato River which is one of a hnked senes 

of stations to supply power to the whole of the North Island 
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at Lake W aikaremoana and at Mangahao the chief source 
of po\\ er for W elhngton and distnct 

The industries that bulk largest m the figures tor the 
o\ersea trade of the Dominion are of course those that are 
dependent upon the pastures mz dair\ing and sheep raibing 
More than 90 per cent ot the total exports is made up ot 
the products of the grasslands On the a\erage \alues ot 
exports for the fi\e }ears 1936-40 the percentages tor the 
chief export items were butter 26 8 frozen and chilled 

Fig The important Arapuni hydro electric works in the 
North Island of New Zealand 

meats 25 1 wool 23 5 cheese 9 8 The direction of 
exports and the sources of the bulk of imports are shown 
in the following table 
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m\ ZEALAND EXPORTS AND IMPORTS BY COUNTRIES 

Exforts Imports 

Great Britain 84 6 per cent 49 4 per cent 
InitcdStates 43 „ „ 12 8, , 
Australia 3 5 „ „ 113 „ „ 
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P4RT V 

THE PACIFIC ISL4\DS 

Chapter XX 

THE CO\TI\E\TAL ISL4NDS MEL4\ESIA 

IT IS almost an impossibility in such a short account to 
gi\e an adequate treatment of the great number and 

vanet} of islands scattered over the face of the Paafic In 
the early chapters of this book there is much of a general 
nature that need not be repeated but even so the task of 
including some description of the more important groups and 

of islands that range from the great areas hke New Caledonia 
to tiny atolls is quite formidable All that can be done is to 
select and descnbe t}pical areas It may be said that the 

islands to be found in the Paafic fall into three classes 
(i) the large continental islands or groups such as New 
Caledonia and the New Hebndes In this class onH those 
islands that are not more easily treated with continental 
regions have been chosen (n) the \olcanic groups such 

as Fiji and Hawaii and (iii) the innumerable atolls of 
Pol3niesia and Micronesia 

Even with such a vanetv of soil and structure as is found 
throughout the islands there are resemblances m wzy of 
hfe occupations cultnafaon and even physical charactenstics 
which spring very largely from similanty of climate over 
this wide area The economic plants coco nut banana taro 
sugar cane pineapple to name only a few that find m these 
islands suitable conditions for their growth ha^e such an 
effect upon hfe and scenery in the South Seas that great 

similarity is inevitable 
On all the islands where volcanic action has been prominent 
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something of a sequence of surface may be regularly observed 
and this of course does not refer solel> to the mid Pacific 
groups but applies 'VMth equal truth to continental islands 
like Ja\a and \ew Caledonia The sequence runs somewhat 
in this wa\ \t the sea le\el are seen the beaches and sand 

Fig 100 Kew Guinea and Continental Islands 
Highlands shown black 

dunes or the coral flats that are the result of the raising of 
a reef These raised reefs gradually acquire a coating of 

and in time some vegetation notably coco nut palms 
Behind the beach line are the coastal plains and alluvial areas 
built up by the streams descending from the intenor slopes 
Abutting on these lowland areas may be the steep ends of 
the la\'a flows now presenting a sheer wall of cliff or more 
sloping flow surfaces where the la\a has flattened out on its 
wav to the sea Behind these again may be a high treeless 
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Ia\a plain that representa recent flo\\ le\el The summits 
ha\e otten been carved a%\a\ into the narrow ridg\ divides 
that make the irregular sk\lines ot main \olcanic i lands 
The accidents of geolog> and the work ot era'll on ha\e 
combined to gne to each island some character ot its own 

Something can be said also about the uses to which man 
puts these different areas The beach zone is of little use 
except for growing coconut palms but the alluMal areas 
l}ing at the back are often the most fertile belts m the island 
Here rice taro sugar cane and bananas are found almost 
im^nabh Abo\e these the pineapple finds a situation that 
suits it but the steepest slopes are unculti\ated In these 
two belts a great \anet} of other truits ma} be found from 
the paw paw on the flats to the gua\a and coffee on the 
higher le\ els The uplands may be used for pasture but the 
mam hfe will be found between sea level and 2 000 feet 
abo\e it 

1 New Caledonia 

One of the parallel submarine ndges which extend between 
New Guinea and the Auckland Pemnsula emerges at about 
20 south latitude to form the long island known as New 
Caledonia This single area 250 miles in length and 30-40 
miles in breadth is after New Zealand the largest of the 
truly Pacific islands In structure character of the plants 
and animals and natne inhabitants it is \ery closely con 
nected wnth New Guinea Both the eastern and western 
shores are fronted by continuous reefs that on the western 
side is one long stretch for 400 miles and is onl} second in 
length to the Great Earner Reef A confused mass of 
ranges rising to 5 000 feet runs the length of the island and 
the numerous short n\ers have gouged channels that make 

the surface very rugged 
New Caledonia offers a remarkable contrast to some of 



Fig 101 E4ST COAST JvEW CALEDONIA 

A typical view along the east coast of 3Sew Caledonia Here m 
contrast to the west coast the moimtains drop almost straight to 
the sea. Note the narrow coconut palm fr nged beach and the 
fringing reef (shown by the Ime of surf) confrontmg the Coral 

Sea. 

parts of the island are watered and many parts of the 
interior are almost desert like A feature of the landscape 
IS the serrated appearance of the mountam ranges which 
because of erosion by the vigorous streams appear to have 
no defimte system In contrast to most of the islands in the 
sub-tropical ar^s New Caledonia is not heavily forested 
Although great kaun forests do occur much of the surface 
IS grassland or covered with a light scrubby growth 
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The a\erage temperature ib about 72 tor the hot season 
(December March) and 6o for the cool months (June 
October) The extreme range is trom 98 to oO and frosts 
are unknown The climate is far less humid than that of 
most islands similarl} situated an effect ot the arrangement 
of the mountains that has been mentioned Ramtall \anes 
greatly as between locahties Noumea on the west side of 
the island has a fall of about 40 inches a }ear but 70 per 
cent of this is concentrated in the hot months In this 
season too storms of a c} clonic character—^the dreaded 
hurricanes of the planters—^frequentl} de\eIop and occasion 
all> they mo\ e right across to the interior of Queensland 

The dark skins trizzv hair and deaded features of the 
natives of New Caledonia indicate a \en close connection 
racially with the nati\es of New Guinea and a clear dis 
tmction from the inhabitants of the islands of Pohmesia and 
New Zealand The declme m their numbers after the contact 
with the white man is most tragically marked The French 
found a population estimated at 70 000 when they took over 
the territory m 1853 but the onset of European diseases 
and changed wa>s of hfe have dimimshed the numbers to 
about 25 000 Few of the natives of Pacific islands take 
kmdly to the ngid hours of work dunng the day favoured 
by the white man The nati\es own way of workmg in the 
cool of the mormng and evemng or> more often when he 
feels inclined and his preference for leisured ease dunng the 
heat scarcely fits the continuous programme of a plantation 
The lack of mclmation for such work on the part of the 

native has led m New Caledoma as elsewhere to the intro 
duction of Asiatic labour The French ha\e imported num 
bers of Javanese and Tonkmese mainly for work m the 
plantations and mines This mixture of peoples bnngs with 
It many troubles in admimstration and introduces also soaal 



Fig 102. Native Chiefs Hut, New Caledonia. 
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problems ot a \erv difhcult nature The island was onginalH 
a French penal settlement and although transportation ceased 
about 19(X) man\ ot the present white population came as 
exiles The white population numbers about 17000 

\ew Caledonia is notable tor the extent ot its mineral 
wealth This mountainous territory has pro\ed depo its ot 

Fig 103 THE BE\CH AT NOLMEA ^*EW C\LEDONI\ 
Note the reel in the foreground and the characteristic trade wind 

clouds 

chrome cobalt antimon} mercur} siher lead copper and 
man} other minerals JSTickel however is the chief item in 
the catalogue More than half the surface is too rugged for 
cultivation but it is m these areas that the known and 
possible mineral resources exist The valleys are very fertile 
but owing to the lack of suitable labour are undeveloped 
for the greatei part The land of the island is divided into 
three domains state lands the penal settlements and the 
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native reser\es but ^ery little of the natne portion is reason 
abh productive The chief products for export are copra 
coffee cotton minerals and maize Others are hides trochus 
shell beche de mer sandalwood and tropical fruit such as 
bananas The beche de mer or trepang is a sea slug about 
10 inches long which is dned and exported to China Sandal 
wood IS esteemed because of its peculiar aroma and finds a 
market also in China 

A oiimca is the chief port and seat of government with a 
population of about 9 000 people It is placed on an excellent 
harbour well protected from storms Imports come mainly 
from France and Australia while exports are predominant!} 
to France and to a lesser degree to U S A A wireless 
station has been erected at Noumea and a cable connects 
Temidte with Bundaberg m Queensland 

2 The New Hebrides Islands 
Ljmg to the north of New Caledonia is the group known 

as the New Hebrides These islands are of interest from 
many points of view The origin and customs of the natives 
and their relation to the other peoples of the Piaafic the 
peculiar nature of the government of the group and the 
geological history are all unusual in some respects Another 
matter of interest is their connection wnth Australian history 
De Quiros m 1606 discovered the most northerly island of 
the group and the word Australia was used for the first 
time m the name—Terra Austrialia del Esptritu Santo 
(Southern Land of the Holy Spirit)—^which he gave to the 
land that he mistakenly thought was the great southern con 
tinent Captain Cook on his first long voyage of disco\ery 
m the Paafic was the next visitor He explored the group 
and gave it its present name The most important islands 
are Santo Maldoak Aurora Pentecost and Efate tapenng 
from blocks of considerable size such as Santo in the north 
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7:> miles b> about 40 wide to small but \er} productne 
islands like Aneityum with a circumference ot less than 
40 miles The whole group is \erv mountainous but the 
ele\ations ot nearly 6000 feet in the north fall awji^ to less 
than 3 000 in the south Largely volcanic m formation the 
islands carry soils of great fertility and most of them sustain 
hea^^ forests In parts the volcanic rocks are o\erlain with 
raised coral terraces 

The chmate is more nearly typical of the region than that 
of New Caledonia both for temperature and rainfall Great 
vanations m rainfall occur but nothing hke the aridity of 
parts of New Caledonia is found The prevaihng wind 
direction however results in a pronounced difference be 
tween the vegetation of the east and south where the 
Trades ha\e their maximum rain beanng effect and result in 
luxunant \egetation and that of the west and north where 
heavy growth is notably absent 

Just as the New Hebndes form a group m which the 
geological characters of the continental islands merge into 
those of Polynesia so it forms a transitional area in the 
matter of population A very interesting mixture of peoples 
and languages combines the charactenstics of both the 
Melanesian and Polynesian peoples In colour there is e\ery 
\"anation from the sooty black woolly haired n^nto type 
resembling the Papuan to the taller lighter coloured Poly 
nesian It is claimed that at least twenty different languages 
are spoken by the SO 000 nati\es scattered through these 

islands 
The saddest page m the history of the Paafic turns on the 

visits of traders and whalers after 1800 To their outrageous 
treatment of the natives was added the horror of the sla\e 
trade knowm as blackbirding The natives called generally 
kanakas were recruited by shameful methods for work on 
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plantations particularly on the sugar plantations of Queens 
land Added to this injury i\ere the diseases introduced by 
the ■v\hites It is not surprising that a great decline took 
place m the numbers of the natives and that suspicion and 
distrust of the white man and his works became deepl} rooted 
m the minds of the people 

The go\emment of the group presents an unusual and not 
particularly happy experiment By means of an agreement 
knoT^vn as the Condominium Pact between the British Gov 
emment whose nationals first occupied the land and the 
French Government who claimed the island as a result of 
the proclamation of 1871 but had few settlers there it was 
arranged to govern the islands jointly The Pact reads 
The group of the New Hebrides shall form a region of joint 

influence m which the subjects and citizens of the two Sig 
natory Powers shall enjoy equal rights of residence personal 
protection and trade each of the two Powers retaining 
junsdiction o\er its subject or citizens and neither exercis 
ing a separate control over the group The Joint Court 
which IS the chief instrument of the Condominium is the 
place for the arbitration of the claims between French and 
British but the interests of the natives tend to be lost sight 
of in the process of settling disputes between the whites And 
there is no area which calls for single minded admimstration 
in the interests of the native more than does that which is 
imder the control of the Condominium 

Efate one of the smaller southern islands has two excel 
lent harbours in Vila and Hcwamiah and largely because of 
this the seat of the dual Government is situated at Vila As 
the headquarters of both the British and French officials and 
the commercial centre for the southern part of the group it 
has become the most important settlement The correspond 
ing hub for the northern section is at Segond Channel on 
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Santo jMalekula is the second largest island with a large 
number of important plantations and some good harbours 
the lack of which definitely hinders the de\ elopment ot some 
of its neighbours such as An? 07a The interior ot both the 
large islands is largely unknown terntor> inhabited b} wild 
tribes Malo and Aoba are both \er} producti\e smaller 
islands while Taniia and 4mbrym are noted for possessing 
\er\ active volcanoes Parts of this coast ha\e risen 60 feet 
since the MSit of Captain Cook Afteifyum an exceedingly 
productive spot now has a population of a few hundreds in 
place of the 12 000 of fifty years ago 

3 The Solonwn Islmids 

Structurally connected with the New Guinea mountain 
system and generally volcanic in formation the Solomon 
Group lies 10 nearer the equator than the New Hebndes 
The group compnses very many islands of \arynng size 
but with an a\erage area much larger than those of the 
New Hebrides The two groups are alike in being arranged 
m double rows of summits belonging to partly submerged 
ranges The chief members of the group are Bougainville— 
the largest about 140 miles long by 3o wide—ChoiseuI 

Ysabel Malaita Guadalcanal New Georgia and San Cnsto 

zal No other group has been so intimately connected with 
the exploration of the Paafic as the Solomons The Spanish 
navigators Mendana De Quiros and Torres the French 
explorers Carteret Bougainville La Perouse dUrville and 
D Entrecasteaux, and many Enghsh sailors from Shortland 
to Hunter have had a share in the disco\enes of these 
islands The Bntish Government declared a protectorate 

o\er the southern part of the group in 1893 and with the 
exception of Bougainville and Buka the group became entirely 
Bntish when Germany handed them over by treaty m 1900 
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The total area ot the group as calculated to be 15 000 square 
mi^es spread o\er about 50000 square miles of ocean 
Ele\’ations are intermediate between those of New Guinea 
and the lower heights ot the New Hebrides and peaks of 
7 000 8 000 feet are known 

Fig 104 GUADALCANAL 

The reef bound coast of Guadalcanal m the Solomon Islands 

Its situation within 10 of the equator bnngs the group 
into the belt of equatonal calms m the hot season (November 
to March) and the climate m general is nearer the equatorial 
than the mid Paafic type The change of season occurs 
from April when the south east Trades move northward 
with the sun The mean monthly temperature is monotonously 
high being always m the neighbourhood of 80 F This 
together with the high humidity emphasizes the equatonal 
character of the climate and the region is not nearly so 
favourable for white settl^ent as the more southerly 
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islands Malana and d3?sent€ry to name only the major 
troubles are very prevalent and the nati\es seem particularly 
susceptible to their ravages The rainfall \ aries ^ er} greatly 
both m time and in amoimt but the more settled parts are 
known to receive between 80 and 100 mches m the }ear 

Planting on a large scale has been a feature ot the de\ elop 
ment since certain large soap manufacturing firms deaded 
that the Solomons were suited to copra production under 
the plantation system and since 1905 very large areas have 
been developed The coco nut palm comes into bearing six 
or seven years after planting The nut is split and the white 
kernel when dned becomes the highly odorous copra o£ 
commerce, A native labourer will collect and spht 300-400 
pounds of green copra m a day This is then dned in 
kilns and the weight is reduced by about half The main 
difficulty has been the provision of suitable labour but for 
the last decade over 20 000 tons of copra have been exported 

each year 
Like the people of the New Hebndes the Solomon 

Islanders show signs of considerable racial mixture although 
the Polynesian traits are only pronounced in the coastal 
distncts By nature fierce and suspiaous the native temper 
has not been improved by expenence of western methods 
of approach and the group presents one of the most difficult 
problems of administration in the Paafic The difficulty is 
intensified by the bewildering jumble of languages and 
dialects No less than forty different modes of speech have 
been traced in the group The numbers of the native popula 
tion are not known with any exactness and the figures 
quoted from time to tune are nothmg more than skilful 
guesswork Some islands are densely populated Maimia 

for instance has at least 50000 inhabitants and may well 
have twice that number while some of the other islands are 
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equaih populous Only about o 000 natives are working on 
the plantations Depopulation is just as great a traged} as 
m some of the other groups Settlements that fift> >ears 
ago could number five thousand inhabitants each could not 
muster so manv hundreds now Vanikoro in the Santa Cruz 
group has less than 100 people in place ot its former 
population of 3 000 

Tulagi in a central position on a small island midway 
between Malaita and Guadalcanal is the chief port and 
centre of government for the Solomontj Other ports mainl> 
for the collection ot copra are Gibo Faist Aola Makira and 
Malaita Almost the whole of the copra production is 
exported to S}dne> although there is a growing trade 
connection with the Lnited States 

Chapter XXI 

THE \ OLCANIC GRODPS OF THE MID PACIFIC 
POLYXESIA 

AS the economic geography of these islands depends so 
. directlv upon their structure a brief descnption of 

their formation will be in order Typically these islands 
have been 
built up b> flow after flow of basaltic lava These flows thin out 
as they leave the centre of eruption until a gigantic dome is built 
up above the sea. The diameter of such a dome ma3 be ten to thirty 
miles at sea level and its height from a few thousand to over 
13 000 feet As a final stage of vulcanism several subsidiary volcanoes 
ma> break out on the slopes of the great dome and cinder cones 
be left as a result Consequent streams radiatmg out in all directions 
from the dome would begin to dissect it as soon as it arose above 
the sea. Corals may add their mite to the extension of the 
island and the reefs may be elevated to form land. (Otis Freeman ) 

This descnption of Hawau holds good for most of these 
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\oIcanic groups although the\ \ar\ %er> much m age and 
consequently in the degree to which the weather has affected 
them The basalt weathers \er> easih but where the flows 
are of recent origin as in the case of Haleakala and Mauna 
Loa the original dome like profile is still preserved 'Where 

erosion has gone further and particularly in the case of ash 
cones the old crater walls are broken dowm and serrated 
mto most unusual shapes and outlines The upstanding peaks 
and kmfe like ndges of these regions form one of the wonders 
of the Pacific from Hawaii to Tahiti Where the elevation 
has reached 30005 OCX) feet in the trade wind belt the 
mountains enter the zone of maximum ram and very heavy 
annual falls are usual Some importance attaches to this in 
consequence of the effects upon distnbution of rainMl and 
upon stream flow m the islands 
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1 The Fi]i Islands 

The Fiji Group as we have already seen from the study 
of New Zealand represents an unsubmerged portion of a 
mountain fold stretching under the sea for thousands of miles 
in a north south direction The structure of the islands is 
highly volcamc although no activity is apparent in the group 
at the present time There are about 150 islands m the group 
all very mountainous nearh all nmmed with reefs of which 
about 90 are inhabited The two mam islands Viti Leva 

(Great Fiji) and Vantia Le^n (Great Land) make up six 
sevenths of the surface area and support three quarters of 
the population 

In nearly the same latitude as Fiji he four other groups 
of \er} similar formation and production These are Tonga 

(or Fnendly Is) and Samoa (or Na\igators Is) about 
400 miles to the «outh east and north west of Fiji respecti\ely 
Another 8CX) miles to the eastward are the relatively less 
important groups with smaller and more scattered islands 
known as the Cook Is and Society Is Nearly all are volcanic 
cones more or less broken down by weathenng and ringed 
by coral reefs are situated in the same climatic region and 
peopled by similar stocks Occupations and production 
are of a very similar nature throughout Historically they 
are of great interest since the great Paafic explorers De 
Quiros Tasman and Cook made many contacts and Cook 
m particular has a very mtimate connection with most of 
them as he has with Hawau far to the north 

The chief features of the islands are the sharp and jagged 
outhnes of the anaent crater walls and volcamc ndges the 
dense vivid green vegetation stretching right from the 
water hne almost to the highest summits and the abundance 
of vigorous streams The seaward current of fresh water 
mamtained by these nvers prevents the growrth of reefs 
opposite their mouths and consequently these breaks form 
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the chief entrances for shipping while the reefs pro\ide a 
natural breakwater 

The Fiji Islands are in the trade wind belt of the south 
Paafic and as usual in such situations they ha\e a pro 
nounced wet side The climate is strictly of die mid Paafic 
type with the small annual range of temperature which is 
the result of insularity The absolute minimum is about 
63 F and the absolute maximum only about 90 F the 
mean daily temperature being about 78 F Ram occurs 
throughout the year but October to June are the months 
of heaviest fall The amount vanes considerably from place 
to place owing to the influence of the highland and m any 
one year the amount and time of occurrence may vary a 
great deal from the normal At Suva the annual ramfali 
averages about 110 mches but on the lee side of the mountains 
the total may be less than 60 inches Another feature of the 
area is the occurrence of violent local storms of the hurricane 
type which while not frequent are exceedingly destructive 

The population of the group is now estimated to be about 
206000 composed pnncipally of Fijians (100000) Indians 
(over 83 000) Europeans (over 4 000) and Chinese (2 000) 
Although not a true Polynesian—^in fact he is very different 
in many characteristics—^the native Fijian is distmgmshed 
by splendid physique great intelligence and marked indepen 
dence and is mtent on preserving the anaent customs and 
pnvileges of his race The British Government allows the 
control of native affairs to be vested in the Fijians themselves 
as far as possible Many of the Paafic groups have difficult 
problems because of the mixture of raaal stocks that is 
taking place in some cases with great rapidity Fiji is one 
of such groups The presence of the large Indian colony 
which will doubtless soon outnumber the Fijians is due to 
the need for labour upon the sugar plantations and m the 
mills of the island a form of work for which the Fijian 
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displaced no liking Political difficulties are appearing the 
administration has been in the hands of the \\hite settlers 
but the Indians no\\ tar superior numericall} are demanding 
active participation in the go\ernment The Chinese group 
is formed ot traders and merchants mainl} interested in copra 
production 

The chief industrx is of course agriculture of \anous 
kinds Fiji has tor man> jears been noted for the quality 
and size ot its fruit particular!} bananas Indeed banana 
cultnation right through the mid Pacific must be noted Its 
\alue as a food plant is enormous and one acre is calculated 
to produce o\er 30000 pounds of fnut under favourable 
conditions a far greater >ield than is possible from an} other 
crop The growing of sugar cane on a large scale and of 
pine apples coco nut rubber kapok nee and even tea 
and cocoa will afford some idea ot the great vanety of 
production and the list is by no means complete The 
refimng of sugar close to the great plantations is the chief 
manufacture earned on in a large w ay Gold mining assumed 
considerable importance after 1930 Suva on a beautiful 
harbour is the capital and chief commercial centre forming 
a port of call on one of the mam trans Paafic routes with 
sugar bananas and copra as the chief trade items On the 
Rewa Ri\er 12 miles away a large sugar mill is established 
Levuka on the island of Ozalau is the chief collecting and 
export centre for the copra while at Lautoka situated in 
the chief sugar distnct of the group on Vth Levu is another 
large sugar refinery 

2 The Samoa or Navigator Islands 

This group IS politK^lly divided Western Samoa consist 
mg of Savaii and Upolu with other islands is admmistered 
by New Zealand under mandate from the L^gue of Nations 
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while other islands to the east of which Tutmla and Mmma 

are the chief belong to the Lnited States The climate of 
the group is mild and equable with little \anation in the 
temperature from month to month the mean being about 
78 F The pre\ailing winds are the south east Trades which 
in this region have a more marked easterly direction These 
operate through the dner season from Apnl to October 
From October to April the area comes more under the 
influence of the equatonal calms bringing \anable winds 
..nd periods of calm and storms with heavy rain 4s in 
Fiji the presence of higher land affects the distnbution of 
ram and since the prevailing winds are easterl> the west 
coast receives less ram than the east 

Cultivation is carried on both under the plantation svstem 
and bv the natives on their smaller holdings Coco nut for 
copra is the staple of the group but most of the tropical 
fruits are grown The native agriculture is particularly 
connected with the growing of yams and taro and bread 
fruit as in most of the islands is prominent The taro 
furmshes the chief food and ments some further notice 
on account of its importance in native diet The plant with 
large leaves like those of a lily grows mainly in nch mud 
and develops a large tuberous root In these islands it is 
pulled the top cut and replanted and the root cooked and 
used like a vegetable In Hawaii and Fiji it becomes the 
basis of a starch food called pov 

The population of Western Samoa numbers SSCXX) of 
whom 54 000 are native Samoans and 400 are whites engaged 
in planting administration or trade The Samoans are 
noted for their good looks splendid physical development 
and pleasant manners They are true Polynesians very 
closely allied to the Hawaiians in the north and the Maoris 
m the south and many wnters regard Samoa as the half 
way house of the great migration from Hawaii to New 
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Zealand B\ others it is regarded as the onginal home of 
the race and Sa\"an disputes with Hawaii the honour ot 
being the traditional Hawaiki -whence the ancestors of 
the Maons of \ew Zealand migrated to the great southern 
Islands Both names—Sa\aii and Hawaii—^would be pro 
nounced Hawaiki b\ a Maon but the \\ord may have only 
a general meamng like the ^^ord home m English The 
native pronunciation ot Ha^^all it is worth noticing is as 
near to Hawaiki as the English can render it the k becoming 
a peculiar guttural click for which we have no symbol 

Upohi the chief island is so very beautiful m its alt^ma 
tion of mountain and smihng valley forest and plam that it 
IS deservedly called the Paradise of the Pacific and Robert 
Louis Stevenson the Tusitala or Teller of Tales to the 
Samoans is immortally assoaated wnth the island Apia 

the OLpital of estern Samoa is the chief settlement on the 
island and is beautitully situated on a reef protected bay 
The whole island is about 500 square miles in extent and 
\pia is the port for the copra which is the chief source of 
wealth Sa ait the largest island nsing to summits of 4 000 
feet has an area of about 750 square miles Its volcanic 
structure is of such recent ongin however that it is far 
less fertile than its smaller neighbour 

Eastern or Amencan Samoa has a total population of 
about 12000 The island of Tututia about 24 miles long 
and 6 miles at its widest is the most important of the group 
It is a rugged mountain ndge wnth little level land and that 
around the coast only The Government is situated at 
Pago Pago (usually pronounced Pango Pango) remarkable 
as the intenor of a partially submerged crater breached by 
the sea About a mile from the harbour mouth it turns 
sharply to the westward giving the harbour the appearance 
of the foot of a stocking wnth the United States naval station 
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situated in the instep facing north and entirely sheltered 
from the sea^^ard The sea cannot be seen from ships at 
anchor inside the harbour and ships he quietly in smooth 
water dunng the heaMest gales 

As in Western Samoa there is little annual \anation in 
temperature and the pressure and wind systems resemble 
those already descnbed The raimest season extends from 
December to March and Pago Pago receives an annual 
fall of nearly 200 inches but there is a wide yearly -variation 
between 130 inches (1905) and 284 inches (1908) Average 
monthly temperatures range from 79 F to 82 F Produc 
tion IS along the usual lines and almost the only item of 
export is copra 

3 The Tonga or Friendly Islands 

This IS a group of about a hundred islands \arying greatly 
in size and structure and scattered over a wide expanse 
The high islands to the south are the reraams of old -volcanic 
peaks and as the ridge runs northward the peak^ are more 
and more submerged until they become low coral platforms 
almost at sea level the low islands The three mam sub 
groups are known as Tongatabu Haapai and Va^au after 
the largest islands Politically the group is very interesting 
as it IS an independent monarchy imder the protection of 
Great Britam The population is about 33000 of whom 
some 300 are whites mainly engaged m copra planting or 
trading Copra is the mam export but the trade has been 
declming due to competition from other islands such as the 
Solomons Until better drying arrangements are made 
Tongan copra vnU contmue to be regarded as of mfenor 
quality The other important export crop is bananas 

The capital Nukualofa is situated on the low l>ing island 
of Tongatabu The entrance is marked h\ the intricate 
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Hidings of the coral reef b> the foam of the surf and in 
P S \llen s %\ords b\ the brilliant \anegation of colour m 
the shoal water the unusual contour of the low l>mg coral 
islands with their beaches of mellow sand or fringe of dashing 

breakers and b} the no\el character of the vegetation 
indicated in the distance b> the feathery heads of coco 
nut palms silhouetted against the sk> all \ery charactenstic 
of the larger Pacific islands 

\mong Its comparatneh few native plants is one of extra 
ordmarv interest the sensitive mimosa It is a pest in its 
extent but has delicate foliage and fluffy pink flowers 
Brush Its leaves ever so lightly and thev shrivel up as with a 

blight and if >ou walk where it forms a turf your footsteps 

are marked b\ the shnnKage of its foliage Its apparent 
blight however lasts onh for a few minutes and then it 
slowly expands and nses again 

Ei(a to the south is a volcanic peak 1 000 teet high while 
the Haapat group gams some interest from its connection 
with the mutiny of the Bounty in 1798 After leaving this 

group the crew set their commander Bligh adrift and he 
made a marv ellous passage in an open boat to Batavia Bligh 
afterwards became Governor of New South Wales and 

became the central figure of a rebellion in the colony which 

resulted m his recall Pazau is the most northerly of the 
mam islands and being of volcanic ongm and mountamous 
differs from the other two mam groups Tongatabu and 

Haapai which are low l>ing and of coral formation 

4 The Cook Islands 

These form a widely scattered group of small islands 
mostl> volcanic m formation of which the most fertile is 

Rarotonga They are pohtK^ll} a dependency of New 
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Zealand Raratonga is a much broken down \olcanic peak 
rising abrupth to o\er 2000 feet and ringed b\ a coa^^ital 
plain extending back into the mtenor in beautitul and lertile 
\alle\s The circumterence of the island is onh about thirty 
miles and the settled portion is a mere nng ot cultnation 
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Fig 106 Cook Society and Tuamotti Islands 

round the coast The island has gamed some importance as a 
port of call for mail steamers on the Auckland San Francisco 
route but there is no real harbour and with the exception 
of small trading \essels which are able to pass the reet the 
ships he out m the offing Perhaps 8 000 people are engaged 
here mostly m growing bananas coco nuts and oranges 

Mmigma is a larger but less fertile island with a remark 
able raised reef hke the nm of a hat about a mile w ide along 
which the chief cultivation takes place Taro swamps are 
the support of the small villages but population has dechned 
greatly Atm Aitniaki and man} others are all fertile spots 
but the whole group is undeveloped It is specially well 
suited for the production of tropical frmts At present the 
chief exports are oranges tomatoes and bananas 
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D The Society Islands 

This duster of deven islands is in some respects better 
known than many of the other more extensile groups doubt 
less owing to their position on the outer fringe of the volcamc 
area The name that the group bears is another relic of the 
first great ^0}age of Captam Cook It was to these islands 
that the saenhfic expedition sent out under his command by 
the Ro^al Soaety came to obser\e the transit of the planet 
Venus across the lace of the sun in 1769 The old \olcamc 
masses of which the islands are composed ha\e been broken 
down by weathenng into most unusual outlines even for 
islands of this formation Moorca Island has razor back 
ndges and needle peaks that outdo any alpme range for 
abruptness and for tantastic skyhnes The nch soil that is 
a cause of the vivid and iuxunant vegetation in the islands 
IS formed by the weathering of these ndges 

The largest island of the group 2 aInU has a shore hne 
about 120 miles m length behind which the land rises to a 
central block fnnged hke a tiara and known as the Diadem 
Into this central mass deep valleys have been tom by the 
descending streams and here is found in profusion almost 
every plant known m the sub tropical Paafic No other 
group has a more pleasant or more equable climate and 
Cook s own appreaation of the land may be quoted 

Perhaps there is scarcely a spot m the tmiverse that affords a 
more luxuriant prospect than the south-east part of Otaheite The 
hills are high and steep and in many places craggy but they are 
covered to the very summit with trees and shrubs in such a manner 
that the spectator can scarcely help thinkmg that the very rocks 
possess the property of producing and supportmg their verdant 
clothing and that no place on earth can outdo this m the strength 
and beauty of vegetaticm. 

The other islands are neither so large nor so suited for 
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settlement but the} are ne\erthele s all \er\ lertiie The 
chief of them are Mehetia Moorea Hiiahme Rmatea and 
Borahofa but all \Mth the exception ot Huahine lack good 
harbours The ^^hole group is admini tered as a French 
dependenc} Tahiti itselt has a mixed population ot <ibout 
20 000 people Perhaps no Pacific islanders show the effects 
ot the impact of a\ihzation so badl} as the people ot this 
group Onginally a splendidl} developed and capable race 
they have deteriorated greatl} through the effects of diseases 
introduced by the newcomers Their reco\er} has not been 
assisted by the introduction of Chinese who now through 
their hold on the trade of the islands largel} control the 
fortunes of the nati\es 

Pape tie beautifull} placed upon a reel protected harbour 
IS the chief port and centre of admimstration \s the first 
island of any importance on the route from San Francisco 
to Australia it is a regular place of call for mail steamers 
Since the occupations of the people are wholl> agncultural— 
coco nuts taro oranges sugar vanilla beans are all pro 
duced in some quantit}—\ery httle systematic planting has 
taken place The chief industries are the production of 
copra sugar and rum and the chief exports are copra and 

phosphates 

6 The Hauaitan Islands 

Almost midway between Asia and Amenca along the 

Tropic of Cancer and extendmg in a curve from north west 

to south east there is an elongated submanne platform 

nearly 2000 miles long presumably built up by submanne 

lava flows Parts of this plateau however nse above the 

ocean surface At the northern end a few scattered peaks 

of which Midway Island is one rise from the water and a 

similar group occurs at about the centre For the greater 
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part these are uninhabited and useless but at the southeni 
end the platform has been hea\ed above the water m a 
series of great la^a domes that now form the Hawaiian 
Islands Volcanic acti\nty is still prominent in Hajuaii the 
largest highest and most southerly island of the group 
which consists of eight large islands and a number of smaller 
rocky peaks The average elevation of the group is o\er a 
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thousand feet while Mauna Loa on the island of Hawaii 
nses to a summit nearh 14000 feet abo\e the sea The 
eight inhabited isl^ds co\€r o%er 6 000 square miles and 
form a terntor\ under the go\ernment of the United States 
Oahu towards the centre of the group with half the popu 
lation of the islands is economicallv the most important 
island 

Like Fiji Hawau is m the trade wmd belt and enjoys a 
very similar climate Average temperature throughout the 
year is between 70 and 72 and there is only a difference 
of 5 8 between the averages of the warmest and the coolest 
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months The chief \ariation m temperature m the islands is 
due to ele\ation and both Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea are 
snow capped at times The constant winds irom the north 
east ha\e a high moisture content and as the main trend 
of the islands is at nght angles to the wind direction both 
islands ha\e pronounced wet and drv sides The rainfall 
maps for Oahu and Maui bnng this out particularh well 
On almost any day the trade wind moisture can be seen 
on the windward side of Oahu condensing as it is forced 
upwards o\er the sheer cliff called the Pali and wreathing 
the mountain top in constant cloud as it drenches the cliff 
walls Some moisture earned o\er to the dr} side falls 
intermittently as the lightest of misty rams—the liquid sun 
shine of Honolulu Although the destructue hurricanes 
which occasional!} molest the islands to the south do not 
blow m the Hawaiian Islands strong c}clonic storms known 
as konas sometimes reverse the usual order of things and 
bnng ram to the southern slopes In general the ram tends 
to fall more m the cooler than m the hotter months 

A marked effect of the lop-sided rainfall is the control 
which It exerts upon agnculture As a rule the northerly 
slopes are too wet for cultivation and most of the agriculture 
IS earned out on the southerly slopes To enable the culti 
vation of the dry side however most of the lowland crops 
have to be irngated The underl}ing basalt la}ers in these 
islands are fortunately as porous as a sponge and they store 
great quantities of water that become available by bonng and 
pumping Vei*} expensive schemes for tapping this artesian 
water and for bnnging water from the west side through 
the hills by flumes pipes and tunnels have been earned 
out 

The chief mdustnes depend on the cultivation of sugar 
cane and pineapples The lowland plains covered for miles 
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in e\er} direction with an unbroken expanse of green canes 
and the regular lines of the pineapple plantations on the 
higher slopes m the background are the most striking 
features of the landscape in the agricultural areas The 

Fig 108 Rainfall—Oahu and Mam 
(after Freeman) 

cultivation of these two plants is the basis of the Hawaiian 
economy as they also gi\e nse to the chief secondary in 
dustnes—^the canning of pineapples and the manufacture 
of canned pineapple juice the refining of sugar and the 
manufacture of insulating board from the fibre Plantation 
methods have been \ery highl\ de\ eloped and the efficiency 
of the two mam industnes from the raising of the best 
sugar-cane and pineapple t}pes through the methods of culti 
vation and fighting of diseases and pests to the cutting 
handling transporting and the final stages of refining or 
canning has set a standard for the world Nearly a million 
tons of sugar are exported e\er} year mainly to the United 
States and this crop is almost wholly produced on four 
islands viz Haumi Oahu Mam and Kauai Most? of the 
plantations haie their own crushing and refining mills 
altogether in the islands there are about fifty plantations and 
over forty sugar mills 
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Sugar planting on a large scale i iim ted b} the a\ailable 
water A single large plantation will drink a hundred million 
gallons ot water in a da\ or more than the a\erage summer 
da} consumption ot a cit\ like Melbourne or S\dre\ E\er\ 
ton ot sugar produced requires the pro\ision ot not le than 
4000 tons ot water Pineapples on the other hand labour 
the drier slopes and 20 to 30 inches of ram will suffice for 
their growth The cuIti\ation of the pineapple is theretore 
the natural means of utihzmg the steeper and rougher hill 
sides that are difficult to irngate and harvest The smaller 
islands where the surface is verv irregular can also be used 
in this way 

Fig 109 Pineapple Planting- m Hawaii 

Dunng the last decade the pineapple industry over 
shadowed the sugar mdustrv and the export of canned pine 
apples in different forms amounted to well over $50 000 000 
a year As with the famous pigs of Chicago there is nothing 
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left to go to waste after the pineapples have passed through 
the tactor> e\en the pnckly rmd becomes cattle food A 
new use has been found for the waste from the crushed 
sugar cane formerh it w as used as a fuel or as a rough 
paper to spread betw een the rows to discourage weeds Now 
it IS being used increasingly by a new industry the manu 
facture of fibre insulating board 

Other crops ot importance but coming a long way behind 
sugar cane and pineapples are nee and taro^ grown on the 
swamp flats and bananas and coffee from the better drained 
slopes and a host of other cultivated plants such as paw paw 
coco nuts sisal tobacco and citrus fruits 

The Hawaiians are a true Polynesian type very closely 
allied to the Maon and Samoan All three display the same 
characteristics such as splendid physique and skill as fighters 
and sailors generosity and love of music and pleasure The 
nati\es of Hawaii ha\e adopted western ideas as success 
fully as the Maons have and are usually well educated and 
excellent talkers and singers Such a number of racial 
strains ha-ve however been introduced into Hawaii in con 
nection with the agricultural activities that Japanese Chinese 
Koreans Filipinos Samoans negroes and Portuguese and 
other white stocks mmgle inextncably m the business and 
soaal life of the island 

Honolulu as the most completely equipped port in the 
mid Paafic has become the cross roads sd to speak where 
the routes from Asia to Amenca and from Australia and 
New Zealand to Canada meet It is in addition heavily 
fortified and eight miles away is the splendid natural basin 
of Pearl Harbour the great Umted States naval base in the 
north Paafic the bombing ot which by the Japanese on 
December 7th 1941 brought the full fury of world war into 
the Paafic As the centre of the sugar and pmeapple indus 
tnes Honolulu has developed an important trade and in 
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addition it has acquired a reputation as a holiday resort that 
attracts numbers ot tourists The cit\ is the home of the 
territorial go\ernment and se\eral important institutions 
ha-ve been established here tor pennanent stud\ ot the prob 
lems ot the Pacific H to the port of the island ot Ha%\aii 
and second in order ot trade has no natural harbour \n 
expense e breakA\ater protects shipping Hiio is the gate^\a^ 
to the \olcanic region and Kilauea the worlds greatest 
actne \olcano is thirt\ miles a\\a\ The last portion of the 
road crosses the old lava floor of the mam crater and passes 
b3r the edge of a great lake of molten la\a where an observa 
tion station is maintained by the Go\ emment for the purpose 
of studying the varving phases of -solcanic actnit\ Haleakaia 
on the island of Maui presents a contrast since it is extinct 
\\ ith a crater ot 20 miles across and 2 500 feet down to the 
mam floor with its mjnad cinder cones 600-800 feet in 
height and with the crater nm 10000 feet abo\e the le\el 
of the ocean it is a giant among \olcanoes Kahaulm is the 
chief port of the island of Mam like all the other ports 
except Pearl Harbour it is mamH artifiaal 

7 The Pele^jL and Carolme Islands 

L}ing about 700 miles to the north and roughly parallel 

to the New Guinea Solomons line is a chain of island clusters 

about 1 600 miles in extreme length from east to west For 

the greater part \olcamc the} become smaller and more 

coralline in character towards the eastern end Most of 

the islands are densely wooded Politicalh these islands 

together with the Marshall group form one unit Before 

1914 they were all German possessions but after the war 

they were administered by Japan under a League of Nations 

mandate Each of the groups deser\es bnef indiMdual notice 
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(i) The Pele^ Islands This is the most westerly group 
and comprises about 200 islands of which Palau Island is the 
largest and most productive A neighbouring island Angaur 
has important phosphate deposits and the chief exports other 
than this are copra turtle shell and beche de mer The 
t3pical trade wind climate enables tropical fruits to be grown 
extensuel} The population is about one tenth of the former 
total of 50 000 

(ii) The Carolines This group of 400 islands is arranged 
in clusters like the bunches of a vine The Yap Ponape 
Moitlock and Kusaze sub groups are the most important 
Very little need be said since the life and occupations in these 
islands follow \ery closely along the Imes already sketched 
for other groups But Ponape and Leie have more than 
usual interest on account of the ruined aties left by a former 
civihzation That on the island of Ponape because of its 
situation with the sea ebbing and flowing in its deserted 
streets has been called the Vemce of the Pacific The 
massive stone foundations that still stand like long sea walls 
show clearlj the plan of this mystery city of the North 
Pacific, 

Somethmg further should be said of the rocky but pro 
ductive island of \ap which lies about 300 miles to the 
north east The islands of this sub group ha\ e proved won 
derfully productive and here too are found the relics of a 
highly developed people in the shape of buildings and roads 
upon the ongin of which research has so far thrown very 
httle hght Ktisaie is a mountainous and fertile island of 
which the chief port is Lcle a splendid harbour and notable 
for its colossal remains of ancient buildmgs 

8 The Marianne Islands 

The transition from the volcanic to the coralline formations 
IS shown very clearh in this group which extends along the 
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edge ot the volcanic belt Arranged m a north to south 

festoon rather than in a cluster the score of islands com 

pnsing the group taper in 'size from Gumn the most southerly 

member The} are all nnged with reefs and ome of the 

northerh islands are merely the summits of activ e \ olcanoes 

The basalt soil is being earned down on to the reefs 'o that 

the cultivated parts of the; islands are a mere la>er of clav 

on top of coral hmestone 

The people exhibit a considerable mixture of native 

Chinese and Japanese strains and the natives themselves 

seem to be part Filipino and part Spanish Estimates of the 

population made in 1670 placed the number at about 100 000 

but so senous did the contact with other races prove that 

within fifty }ears under 1000 remained There are now 

between 4000 and 5000 natives in the islands The chef 

products are copra coco nut oil and sugar mamlv exported 

through Apra the port of Guam which is a dependenev of 

the United States 

9 T/ii, Marquesas Islands 

This group lies to the north east of Tahiti and to the 

north of the Tuamotu Islands Xoloimc and rugged the 

peaks nse to more than 3000 feet The islands form an 

exception in that coral reefs are rare They constitute a 

French possession and the tragedy of depopulation has 

reached its chmax here A beautiful and fertile homeland 

that half a century ago supported a magnificent race of 

50 000 people now shelters less than a tenth of that number 

Nukahi a and Hiva oa are the chief islands the ports of 

which are Atuona and Tm o hae respectivelv 



Chapter XXII 

\TOLLS ^\D OTHER ISLANDS MICRONESIA 

Nothing about the Pacific captures the imagination 
of \outh and age so readily as the desert island of 

fiction—^the atoll in actual fact And equally nothing is 
more disappointing in the reality of closer acquaintance No 

more monotonous life or restricted outlook can be imagined 
than that on those sand} shehes perched just above the level 

of the surf Ai element of excitement which is not so 
attractne on the spot is added by the chance of being swept 

into the deep b} tidal wave or hurricane at any time The 
origin and general formation of the atoll has already been 
sketched but there is perhaps need for more colour in the 
picture 4tolis consist usually of 

coral belts frequently not more than a mile wide or even less of a 
arcular o\al or e\en triangular form enclosing in the majority of 
cases a central lagoon with an entrance on the side opposite to the 
direction of the prevailing trade wmd. These passages are m some 
instances navigable for 'vessels of large tonnage m others they 
consist of a mere depression m the surface of the reef sufficient to 
enable the natives to paddle their fishing canoes m and out of the 
lagoon at high tide The lagoons themselves are generally shallow 
though m some places they exhibit vast hollows with an apparent 
depth of 50 or more fathoms Their appearance is most extra 
ordinary and beautiful the water from the absence of the debns of 
streams or any kmd of alluvium exhibits so surpnsing a transparency 
that an object of the size of a mans hand may m calm weather be 
distinctly seen at a depth of 60 fathoms The aspect of the bottom 
IS that of a wilderness of marine vegetation of the most wonderful 
forms and gotigeous colours seeming m some places to be spread 
over the surface of the slopmg hills m others to be growing out 
from the sides of tall pillars or towers pierced with vast caves m 
which the refracted beams of the sunshine cause the water to glow 
with the colours of the opal and the innumerable species of zoophsrtes 
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to glisten like gems while between the huge caverned masses are 
wide spaces floored with sand perfectly level and white as snow 
upon which the great green mounds cohered with coral trees throw 
fantastic shadows so that in leanmg o\er the side of the canoe one 
cannot escape being reminded of the fabled grove of Aladdin 

And in and out up and down the waterways of the submarine 
landscape thus painted b> Ste\enson ho\er and swim and 
dart the fantastic shapes and indescribable colours of the 
finny inhabitants 

But not for us the en\ironment of the mermaid The life 
on the sandy stretches above this fairyland concerns us more 
nearl} As R L Stevenson descnbes in In tfie South Seas 

the atoll IS a discomfortable home There are some and these 
probably ancient, where a deep soil has formed and the most valuable 
fruit trees prosper I ha\e walked m one, with equal admiration and 
surprise through a forest of huge breadfruits eatmg bananas and 
stumbling among taro as I went This was in the atoll of Namorik 

m the Marshall group and stands alone in my experience To give 
the opposite extreme, which is jet far more near the average I will 
describe the soil and productions ot Fakara a The surface of that 
narrow strip is for the more part oi broken coral limestone like 
\olcanic clinkers and excruaating to the naked foot Here and 
there you come upon a bank of sand exceeding fine and white and 
these parts are the least productive The plants (such as they are) 
sprmg from and love the broken coral whence they grow with that 
wonderful \erdance that makes the beauty of the atoll from the sea. 
The coco palm m iiarticular luxuriates in that stem soimn striking 
dowm his roots to the brackish, percolated water and bearing his 
green head m the wind wnth every evidence of health and pleasure 
The pandanus comes next m importance bemg also a food tree and 
he, too does bravely A green bush called rmki runs every 
where the whole number of plants on an atoll such as Fakarava 
Will scarce exceed, even if it reaches to one score Not a blade of 
grass appears not a gram of humus save when a sack or two has 
been imported to make the semblance of a garden The land crab 
may be seen scuttling to his hole, and at mght the rats besiege the 
hous^ and the artificial gardens The crab is good eatmg possibly 
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so IS the rat I ha\e not tried Pandanus irnit is made in the 
Gilberts into an agreeable sweet meat, such as a man nia> trifle with 
at the end ot a long dinner for a substantial meal I hate no use for 
it The rest ot the lood supply in a destitute atoll such as Fakarava 
can be summed up m the ta\ounte jest ot the Archipelago—coconut 
beetsteak Coconut green coconut ripe, coconut germinated coconut 

Fig 111 OUTER SIDE OF CORAL ISLAND 

Rough rock> beach littered with fragments of coral tossed up 
by the stui 

to eat and coconut to drmk coconut raw and cooked coconut hot 
and cold—such is the bill of fare 

The picture may be disappointing but Stevenson has painted 
the sober truth of the monotony of life on the coral isle e\en 
m these da}s of infinite \anety in the preparation of tinned 
foods for the ship with supplies to spare ma> not happen to 
visit it once in a term of years 
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1 The Marshall Islafids 

Arranged in a double row between 5 and 15 north of 
the equator stretches this group of about thirty islands none 
of which IS much more than ten feet above the level of the 
ocean Scattered o\er these coral nngs are 10000 natives 
of a Poi3mesian type with a distinct Asiatic admixture These 
are occupied mainly in growing coco nuts pandanus and 
breadfrmt Here the atoll formation is found in perfection 
K^mtelene a wreath of islets a hundred miles across prob 
ably preser\es the outline of some giant crater and is the 
largest atoll existing Many of the smaller atolls are a 
perfect unbroken nng with an outlet from the enclosed 
lagoon so that the tide nses and falls through the under 
lying coral foundation Of the pandanus or screw palm a 
word may be said because of its importance in the scheme of 
life upon the atolls It is almost as useful a tree as the 
coco nut palm and it fills almost every need of the islander 
The frmt provides him with food the wood with timber the 
leaves with thatch for his hut or wicker for his basket and 
the root a d>e for the primitive clothes he or rather she 
wears 

2 The Gilbert and Ellice Islands 
The Gilberts sit right on the equator and are composed 

of very small atolls of hard coral and scanty limestone soil 
which nevertheless support about 26000 people The Elitee 
Islands 400 miles to the south are a similar group which 
however support only some 4000 mhabitants The tern 
perature vanes very little from month to month and the 
normal rainfall amounts to anything from 150 to 180 inches 
but drought years in which an extremely low rainfall is 
received are not uncommon Together with Ocean Island 
Christmas Island Fanning Island and Washington Island 
these islands form a Bntish colony admimstered from Lon 
don The Phoenix group was added to the colony in 1927 



Fig 112 \BEM\MA GILBERT ISL^KDS 

A. tv’pical atoll showing white collar of reef and islets on 
far side 

Fig 113 N\URU AN ELEVATED CORAL ISLAND 

Nauru is 2i to 3^ miles across and is one of the world s main 
sources of phosi^atic rock Australian soils are deficient m 
phosphates Notice the air strip on the site of old phosphate 

diggmgs 
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The Bntish Phosphate Commission works the deposits on 

Ocean Island and also those on \auru which was adminis 

tered b> the British Empire under mandate from the League 

of Nations 

Fig 114 WTIVE MEETING HOUSE 

This maneaba or communal centre is m the Gilbert Islands and 
measures 150 by 80 feet Gx:onut and pandanus logs and thatch 
are the materials of construction Mats are laid o\er the coral 

floor 

3 The Tuamotii Group 

Often wrongly called the Paumotu Islands this great 

group of nearly a hundred islands scattered over more than 

a thousand miles of the central Pacific is the greatest col 

lection of atoHs m the Pacific Because of the treacherous 

currents which sweep through the group currents which 
change and swerve m a most bewildenng fashion it has 

deservedly gamed the name of the Dangerous Archipelago 
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and an alternative that needs no explanation is the name of 
Low Archipelago A.s P S A.llen de cnbes them 

They are all of similar character and exhibit \er> great sameness 
m their features When they are seen at a distance which cannot 
be great on account of their lowness the aspect is one ot surpassing 
beauty if the dr> part of the island or belt be sulhcientlj co\ered with 
trees but much of this beauty is dispelled on a nearer approach as 
the vegetation is usually found to be scanty and wiry 

The islands rarely exceed 30 feet above the sea and the 
chief plants of importance as on all atolls are the coco nut 

and pandanus 

Fig 115 SECTIO"^ OF CORAL REEF AND BE\CH 
Coral islet (shown black) coral fragment® (broken) reef 
(light) surf breaking on reef (white) and deep water (black) 

The chief industry is that of fishing for pearls and pearl 
shell but owing to the danger of exhausting the banks the 
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take IS carefully controlled This legislation does not pre 

\ent a considerable amount of illiat fishing Many of the 

shell beds were o\er exploited and are now exhausted The 

total export of mother of pearl shell from French Oceania 

before 1940 amounted to some 300 tons annuallj 

The Tuamotus are a French dependency goiemed from 

Tahiti Makatea a great bench of coral thrust 350 feet out 

of the ocean has a notable phosphate deposit A southerly 

group the Gambier Islands is unusual in this locality for 

its structure which is that of exposed portions of a sub 

manne ndge rising to sharp reef encircled peaks Mangareva 

IS the chief of the group while Fakaraza is the largest island 

in the Tuamotu section 
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Chapter X\III 

THE PHILIPPINE ISLWDS 

This big group occupies such an important po ition in 
the north Pacific that it calls for more special treat 

ment Situated bet\\een 5 and 22 north of the equator it 
comprises a rich and unde\ eloped area capable of producing 
e\er\ tropical commodity and for this reason is of speaal 
importance to the Lnited States under -which it has been 
go\erned since the \\ar with Spam in 1899 Secondh it is 
an under populated area containing about lo 000000 people 
lying close to Japan China and India containing about 
850000000 Again its position with respect to Japan 
China and Australia gives it a high strategic importance 
The racial and religious mixture which is found m the group 
makes it one of the areas of ferment in the Pacific Lastly 
the growth of Filipino nationalism has gi\en nse to demands 
for complete self go\ernment and for these and other 
reasons the Philippines had become a highH important 
region long before they became a focal area of the war in 
the Pacific 

The Philippines ha\e considerable mineral wealth Gold 
mimng is actively carried on m Luzon and IMasbate 
chromite silver lead iron ore sulphur mercuiy and coal 
deposits are known and copper is -widely distnbuted These 
deposits are unde\ eloped because transport facilities are still 
lacking 

The 7 000 islands and islets of the group co\er a total area 
of about 114000 square miles a little less than the area of 
the British Isles larger than Arizona and smaller than Cah 
forma Only about one third of these islands however are 
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Fig 116 The Philippine Islands 
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habitable the re t being mere rock peaks a^ording no foot 
hold tor settlement \ dozen oi the islands of which the 
chiet are Ln^on and ^Iindanao hold o\er 90 per cent ot the 
population of the group 

The Philippines are part ot the \siatic land mass detached 
b} the great subsidence which was mentioned in an earlier 
chapter This sinkmg was accompanied b\ intense \olcanic 
actnit\ which is still \2g0r0us and most of the soils derne 
from broken down la^^a Manj volcanoes are still acti\ e and 
m some cases are close to settled areas while man) ha^e 
broken into Molent eruption in the last fift) >ears Naturally 
the whole group is subject to se\ere earthquakes The trend 
of the mountain s\ stem is mainl} north south and although 
the surlace is extremel} rugged few of the peaks exceed 
8000 feet The larger islands ha\e important a few 
of which are o\er 300 miles m length and useful as water 
wa^s The allu%’ial \ alley floors are \ery fertile and this 
largel) explains the distnbution of people through the group 

Chmatic regions are not nearlj so definite as on the 
mainland or m the neighbounng large islands The chief 
influences are the southerly monsoon which operates roughly 
from June to December and the north east trade winds 
which blow for most of the remaining months The a\ erage 
monthly temperature \anes \ery little throughout the group 
and ranges from about 78 to 84 F Three rainfall regions 
can be broadl} marked and these are reflected m forest 
pastoral and agricultural conditions (1) The eastern side of 
the group which receives ram throughout the \ear in sum 
mer from the southerly monsoon and in wnnter from the 
trade winds There is a marked wnnter maximum since this 
side of the islands is fully exposed to the north east trades 
(11) The western side in which the wet and dr) seasons are 
sharply distinguished the wet lasting from Jime to Novem 
ber during the penod of the modified south west monsoon 
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The remaining months are dry because the trades are oft 

hore (in) The middle regions between these two areas 

being of the oierlap of both but in general receiving a 

Fig 117 THE MIRACLE OF THE TERRACES 

Rice fields in Ifugao a Philippine mountain province The effort 
to conserve the soil which has gone on for hundreds of years puts 
relatively small precautions like contour ploughing into the shade 

lower rainfall than either In addition and blurring the 

clear cut divisions here made violent c>clomc storms are 

likely to cause heavy falls an}n;\here at almost any time of the 
year 

The various types of agnculture practised in the islands 

follow these rainfall regions \ery closely but of the total 

area only about one tenth is farmed although three times 
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that area is capable ot intensne de\elopment More than 
halt the surface is still co\ered with forest some 2o per 
cent IS grass land and about 13 per cent is cultnated 

Fig 118 GROWING ROPES 
MINDANAO PHILIPPINES 

Abaca the plant from which Philip¬ 
pines mamla hemp is obtained 

Rice IS grown widelj but is hea\il} concentrated in 
those regions ha\ing pronounced wet and dry seasons In 
some regions wnth tlie aid of irngation and in others where 
the rainfall is more e\enly distributed two crops a \ear are 
taken off the land Despite this the Philippines have been 
importers of nee for many years Of recent }ears imports 
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have declined partly because of an expansion of domestic 
nee production and partly because to some extent the 
Filipinos are turning to other foods E'v en so the area under 

Fig 119 HEMP DRYING 

Racks for drying the hemp fibre against a background of coconut 
palms and abaca plantation. The worlds best ropes are made 

from manila hemp 

rice could still be greatly extended and the government 
has sponsored settlement schemes for this purpose Rice is 
the most important crop but maize is also largely grown 
espeaally in the smaller central islands such as Cebu 

Abaca the Filipino name for a species of banana native 
to the Philippines finds the most favourable conditions m the 
south and east Its leaf 3nelds a fibre Manila hemp 
espeaally valuable for rope makmg on accotmt of its duia 
bihty and strength The plant is grown both under plantation 
conditions and m the gardens of the Filipino cultivators 
and IS exported normally to the value of £2 500000 a year 
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If all Its products are counted m the total the coco nut 
forms the most important export crop It is the natural crop 
for the narroi?v coastal plains of the south and east and the 
growing modem demand caused b> the various uses from 
butter substitute to cattle food maintains a stead\ market 
\ ery large plantations haA e been established and the Philip 
pines are the leading region ot copra production in the world 
Recently great strides have been made m impro\mg methods 
of production The same applies to the sugar cane iiidustrv 

Fig 120 COCO NLT RAFTS PHILIPPINES 

The world s insatiable demand for \egetab!e oils is the explanation 
of this curious method of assembling and transporting the coco nuts 

Formerly the methods of refinmg were m sharp contrast to 
the more up to date methods employed m Hawaii and other 
parts of the world In 1913 there was onl> one modern 
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central mill for refining while elsewhere the crushing was 
done by means of long wooden rollers moved by cattle and 
the refining in some districts was earned on in iron kettles 
in the open air There are now about fittj modem mills 
and the progress of the industry is reflected m the growth of 

Fig pi A mer valley near Manila on the island o£ Luzon 

the export trade The present production is over one million 
tons of sugar and about 50 000 gallons of molasses a year 

To the north of Luzon is a valley region where the silt 
deposits have built up a soil bed m a climate that is most 
suitable for the production of tobacco which has become a 
main crop m many of the smaller islands also The quality 
of the leaf has became famous all over the world and is 
particularly used in the manufacture of agars Most tropical 
products are grown somewhere in the islands but sugar 
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abaca copra (and coco nut oil) and tobacco are those of 
which the Philippines ha\e become most important m pro 
duction 

Fig 122 HL\I\N CARRIER 

Ilongot basket woman Campote Philip¬ 
pines Transport m hilh jungle countr> 
IS a problem in all the monsoon areas 
and portering is a well-established 

occupation 

Economicallj the mountain region is relatively unde\ eloped 

as jet The nch and extensne forests are the chief potential 
wealth but up to the present \erv httle has been done to 
develop them in a careful and saentific manner In certain 
mountain districts of Luzon howeier remarkable work has 
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been done b\ the natues in terracing the mountain slopes 
The stone walls holding the soil m place are estimated to 
be o\er 12 OOO miles in length and to ha\e taken a thousand 
\ears to construct B} means of these terraces every drop 
of the rainfall is used for e\en in the rainy season there is 
little run off To some extent the soil is held in place and is 

presented from washing down the water courses In care 
of soil beds and in water conservation this supposedly primi 
ti\e people has gi\en a remarkable lesson to farmers in every 
country around the Paafic Thev have arrested soil erosion 
the scourge of modem agriculture 

approximately half ot the fifteen milhons of people in the 
group live on the large northern island of Luzon For this 
its size and fertility are responsible The remaining in 
habitants are scattered over Mindanao (pronounced Meen 
da nay oh) and a few other of the larger islands Racially 

the people or rather peoples of the group present an extra 

ordinary mixture Although the majonty are of the same 

ongin and are termed broadly Filipinos many groups would 

refuse to accept that classification There are three distinct 

raaal stocks in the group viz Alalay Mongolian and 

ISegrito but m the last few hundred }ears there has also 

been a large infusion of Spanish and Chinese blood More 

than a score of different languages and dialects have been 

wntten and man> more are onh spoken as yet One 

authonty distinguishes eighty eight and the mam groups 

differ as widelv as do French and German Added to this 

confusion are the religious differences Of the total popu 

lation nine millions mainly m Luzon profess Chnstiamty 

and these mav be regarded in general as the Filipinos 

Another half million the Moros to the south are adherents 

of Mohammedanism while three quarters of a million are 



Fig 123 (upper and lower) ANCIENT HANDICRAFTS IN 
THE ORIENT 

Native girls of Benguet Philippines reeling and weaving cotton 
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Fig 124 RELIC OF FORMER CONQUEST 

One of the old Spanish churches still standing in Caloccan This 
phase of Fihpino history came to an end when Spam lost the war 

wnth the Lmted States in 1899 

classed as pagans or savages such as the former head 
hunters the Igorots The abongmal negntos are wild hill 
tribes closely allied to the Australian aborigine Add to 
these so 000 Chinese who are mainly traders 8 000 Japanese 
and se\eral thousand whites and the result is a medley with 
which few countries in the world can compare The Japanese 
element although comparatively small was growing rapidly 
before the war 

Manila the chief port and the histoncal capital is a 
modern aty of 350000 people With its two miles of 
breakwater steel piers and handling faahties it is the best 
harbour of the Orient More than 70 per cent of the trade 
of the group is earned on through the port 

Cebi* with a deep and well protected harbour is the chief 
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port of the centre of the group with a growing trade in the 
products of the region Legaspi is the chief port of the 
abaca produang area on the east side but the chief difficulty 
connected with its development as with that of the other 
outports IS the lack of transport faahties both by land and 
sea 

The composition of the pre war export trade of the 
Philippines is given m essence m the following figures for 
1937 The total exports from the group amounted in \alue 
to about £30000CXX) sterling Ot this coconut products 
made up 39 per cent and sugar molasses and s\rup 38 
per cent sugar was b\ far the most important single item 

Fig 125 THE -ASSEMBLY IN SESSION U\\1L\ 

This picture of the parliament ot the Philippines shows the road 
along which some Asiatic peoples were mo\ mg before the war 

Self government will be the aim of many more in the future 
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in the export trade abaca made up another 14 per cent The 
chief imports \vere cotton cloth and cotton goods and various 
tvpes of machinery 

For many years the question of granting the Philippines 
their independence; has been discussed in the Umted States 
and elsewhere Fmally in 1935 the Phihppmes were 
granted a large measure of independence the United States 
retaining control over foreign affairs currency coinage 
import and export and immigration poliaes with full inde 
pendence promised m 1946 The association of the United 
States and the Phihppmes in the war against Japan may 
ho\\e\er result m some new form of political association 
between the two countries 

Chapter XXIV 

THAILAND AND INDO CHINA 

OF all the lands faang the Pacific that great pemnsula 
between India and China termed Further India or 

Indo China is perhaps the least known And yet espcaa^ly 
from the aspect of human geography very few lands have a 
greater interest The position of the region at the south 
east corner of Asia has made it a passage way for many 
migrations and mvasions of the past Mongols from Chma 
Dravidians from India Malays from the smuth east pirates 
explorers soldiers missionanes and traders have entered 
and traversed the r^on from early time. Not once but 
nmny tunes the people m possession have been pushed aside 
by newcomers and avilizations have ansen and decayed 
leaving only a few relics overrun by the jungle The people 
who at present inhabit the country are thus a compound of 
the many elements left by these invasions 
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The country falls naturall} into three broad strips or 
zones determined maml} b\ the parallel north south arrange 
ment of the mountain s\steni Extending from the knotted 

mass of highland in South China many ranges stretch south 
ward like the fingers of a hand between the chain that runs 
down the west side through the entire length of the Malay 
Peninsula and e\en be\ond and the broader chain of the 
mountains of Annam which curves round dose to the east 

K 



Fig 128 GROUP OF MOIS 

These are native tnbes hving in the Indo Chinese mountains 
They are stnrdv and gentle people mainly living by agriculture 

although they can work iron and weave cotton and silk. 
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coast In these ranges man> peaks nse to heights of about 

8 000 feet and the arrangement oi the highlands has a 

powerful bearing upon the whole lite ot the region The 

shorter ranges fall awa\ to great basin termed b\ the flood 

plains of such n\ers as the Menam and the Mekong ard ot 

the innumerable smaller streams which teed them The plains 

themsehes gradualH merge into the deltas King around the 

mouths of the n\ers a swampy mangrove innged region to 

the north of the Gulf of Siam 

The foothills in the far north form a pnmitne jungle 

region inhabited mainly b\ wild hill tribes who are the 

pioneers of the country conducting a little rude cultivation 

around the small clearings thev carve trom the forest and 

waging incessant war against the jungle and its denizens 

Draining these hills are the countless s reams running 

through rugged gorges and emerging into broader and less 

forested areas where cultivation is more prominent In the 

southern part of this flood plain are the great areas of 

rich alluvial soil upon which the population of the countrv 

clusters This part of the plain is a vast nee farm between 

the mountains upon the east and west and across it the nvers 

wind sluggishh before depositing their main burden of silt 

m the deltas But not more than a tourth of the entire area 

is under cultivation although the provision of irngation and 

drainage schemes will undoubtedl> support far more people 

here m the near future Tear after year the plains are 

flooded after the rams and the great deposits of silt ar-^ 

slowly raising the level of the countrv and pushing the 

coast hne into the Gulf of Siam at the rate of about a foot a 

\ear 

To the east under the lee of the Annam Alountams is an 

area of poorer soil and thinner forest interspersed with huge 

useless swamps In this inhospitable land live nearly two 
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million people \\ resting from the reluctant soil crops barely 
sufficient to maintain an existence ^\hlch passed amidst 
damp and mud for one halt of the >ear and in a dry hot and 
dust laden atmosphere tor the other is one of the most 
miserable imaginable especiall} since the neighbourhood is 

Fig 129 ESTL \RY \E4R HLE ANWM 

The provinces of Indo-China from north to south include Tong 
Ring 4nnam Cambodia and Cochin China This estuary bears 
a name meamng River of Perfume and is typical of most of the 

Chma Coast 

peculiarh liable to epidemic diseases affecting both men and 
cattle (W A Graham) 

In sharp contrast to this are the gentler conditions of the 
south where with plenty to eat an equable climate and little 
or no disease the lot of the natives is far happier 

The three great rivers mark out roughly the three pohtical 
diMsions Burma wnth which we shall not deal lies to the 
west of tlie Salw en and the mam Kwraa Range Thailand hes 
between this boundary and the River Mekong with the 
exception of the lower basin of that n\er which with all 
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the remaining countr> to the ea t compn es French Indo 
China or Annam and Cambodia 

The climate of the \\hole region i ot he t ue mon oonal 
t>pe but the rotation ot hot \%eather—rai^ —cold t\eather 
IS regular onh in a broad sen^e 0\er the alluMa^ plains in 
the hot months from March to October the ou h w e t w mds 
bnng up the rains from the Gulf but after October the \MnJ 
blows from the north east Since the whole inland area is 
sheltered b\ the \nnam Mountains this season is dr% 0\er 
the greater part of the country the rainfall \anes from 40 to 
100 inches in the }ear but most ot this falls m from three to 
fi\e months This is sufhcient o\er most of the country for 
all forms of tropical agnculture but the mam occupation is 
rice growing The whole lite of the country turn upon the 
success or otherwise of the crops and no other industr\ 
except fishing takes such a large share m the actnities of 
the people 

Rice constitutes almost the sole food of e\erjone from the lowest 

to the highest horses cattle dogs cats and all o her domestic 

animals Ii\e on it it is used for making beer and spirits it enters 

largelj mto all ceremonial while religious and super titious obser\ 

ances m connection with its cultivation provide the people with their 

most frequent occasions for holidajs and festw'als The most 

generall recognized means of investing monev is buving or lendmg 

on rice fields the nobles are graded according to the grant of nee 

land that goes with their patent of nobilitj dealings m rice and 

the ownership of nee fields are the cause ot most of the cml 

litigation in the law courts and the result of the last or the prospects 

of the next crop provide the most absorbing topics of conversation 

and discussion at all times It is nee that forms the cargoes of 

thousands of boats ever passing up and down the rivers it is nee 

that feeds the mills of the metropolis and the husks feed the 

furnaces it is nee that is earned awaj in the ocean going steamers 

always to be seen loading in the ports it is nee from which the 

Government derives almost the whole of its revenue (Graham ) 
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This quotation from a writer on Thailand could refer to 
almost an’V countr} or island of southern or eastern Asia 

Since the methods of rice culti\ation are so similar 
throughout the Orient a bnef descnption of the most usual 

1 

Fig 130 RICE BARGE THAILAND 

The ailtmal plains of the River Menam and its tnbutaries are 
the real Thailand. These silt soils are the great nee fields which 

provide a large surplus for export 

processes involved will not be amiss On the lowlands or 
even upon the terraced hill sides fields in the shape of flat 
pans are formed by raising all round a low wall about a foot 
hi^ Baked hard m the diy season these fields rapidly 
abstH-b the water when the rams come and the fanner then 
sets to work to raise his seedlings in the prepared mud of a 
comer of one of the fields When the fields are wet enough 
tiiey are ploughed weeded flooded and worked up to a 
oon^ency of porridge Then the padi field is planted 
inen and women standing knee-deep in mud and water 
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The young plants are put into the mud in bunches of four 
or five and then left until the ripening period approaches 
when the chief anxiety is the attacks of birds As at planting 
so at reaping every one turns out and with km\es and 
sickles the crop is gathered into shea\es on a prepared patch 
of ground where it is threshed by cattle treading out the 
gram It is then winnowed and sold on the spot or stored 
as the fanner deades 

Other important crops in this region are the coco nut 
(espeaally on the lowlands near the coast) rubber whtdi 
IS still in its infanc\ pepper tobacco sugar cotton and 
sesamum a plant alternated with nee and grown for the 
sake of the oil contained in the seed Many other plants 

Fig 131 SHANS NORTH THAILAND 

The Shans are Thai highlanders and are less Mongohan m 
feature than the Chinese. They are skilled in arts aiS crafts 
and are mcMre like Europeans m cc»nplexion than any ofiier 

Asiatic race. 
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such as beans betel nut cardamom maize and hemp are 
cultivated to some extent all o\er the country 

As only one fourth of the surface is cultivated the great 

Fig 1o2 MALE BALLET THAILAND 

The ornate costume striking head dress and stately poses subtly 
express the tradition^ of the dance 

forests especially m the hilly intenor represent a compara 
tively untouched asset Timber getting with the aid of 
elephants is an important industry m parts and teak forms 
the pnncji^ item in this mdustry although many other 
tunbers are also becoming known and valued 

Fish IS the second great staple of diet right through the 
Onoit and in some form it figures on every menu Sea 
fi^iu^ IS important all round the coast especially north of 
the Gulf and very cunous to Western eyes are the methods 
iised to the catch In addition the canals and lakes 
of the k>wlands teem with fish so that the mland areas also 
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have the benefit of the double larder of the land and the 
water 

Owing to the great extent of a countr^ that is either 
alluvial plain or jungle \ery little mining ib possible The 
mountain regions howe\er especially the two mam ranges 
are rich in minerals The great granite range that runs down 
to Singapore is the source of two-thirds of the worlds tin 
mined mainly m Malaya but the Thai section has been 
producing some 16000 tons per annum in recent years 
Copper IS also mined in Thailand while the TonJang area 
produces coal zinc and tin 

Fig 133 TEMPLE GUARDIANS AT BANGKOK 

A fearsome warrior and a bird man ward off evil spirits wh^h 
might disturb religKJUS exerases 

The chief centres of the region may now be bnefly 
noticed Bangkok 20 miles up the Menam estuary is a aty 

680 000 people built along the canals and nver channels 



Fig 134 WAT CHENG 
AT BANGKOK 

These pagodas sometimes 

temples sometimes exten 

sive religious centres are 

cooHiKHi throughout South 

east Asia, 

Fig 135 PAGODA AT 
LAMPHUN 

Buddhism is the prevailii^ 
religion m Thailand and 
there are over 16 000 
temples The word pago¬ 
da IS probably a cor 
ruption of the Persian but 
(idol) and Kodak (house) 

nsportaace. Puket on an island off the west coast has 

tm mines that are rqmted to be 2000 years old. The 

mem railway line runs from Sungm Golok on the bordm- 

ftf British Malaya north to Chiaig Mai and is practically 

only system m the country Further lines are planned 

memfy m. tte productree midlands The port of Satgom 



Fig 137 THE KLONGS BANGKOK 

Sujce the nvers ar« the roam trade rcmtes, warehoases bmh m 
piks caiW Klongs are established their banks. 
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IS the outlet for the lower basin of the Mekong although 
like most delta ports it is not actually situated on the mam 
stream and Pnom Penh is the chief town of Cambodia 
both are important trading stations for the French territory 
m the east Another lowland area occurs at the head of 
the Gulf of Tonking of which Haiphong is the chief port 
and Hanoi the commercial capital and the centre for French 
rule in Indo China As in ]!vlalaya and nght through the 
islands the commerce and much of the plantation country 
are in the hands of Chinese 

In 1939 the name Siam was formally changed to Thailand 
by proclamation The people of Thailand have always been 
known as Thai or The Free People and they preferred 
to call their country Muang Thai the country of the Free 
People rather than Siam 

Chapter XXV 

CHINA 

1 The Great Problem oj Agricultural China %n an 
Industrial World 

CHINA IS the great nddle of the Pacific and perhaps 
the greatest problem of the modem world China is 

immensely old judged by the raw youth of the Great 
Powers intensely conservative measured by the vast 
changes that have swept the Ocadent since 1800 and still 
for the great masses of the people mward looking and 
dominated by mhented custom and persistent insecunty 
Always cox^med with the battle for bread the Chinese 
suffer patiently under aggression and war and the other 

almost despair of fitting the Chmese into the modem 
iiithjstnal economy Four hundred and fifty milhcms of 
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people mostly settled into an ancient small fann system 
with pitifully small family incomes m a political system 
which IS e\olying painfully from feudalism to democracy 
can be adapted only with tremendous difficult} to a modem 
world system of which the strength is industrial power 
To take a full share in such a world s\stem China must 
develop manufactures and the change can onl> take place 
with exasperating slowness unless China can be helped to 
acquire the great instruments of modem life—railways 
roads ports factones and all the appliances of production 
and trade 

All this will mean the transfer of capital to China on a 
scale unsurpassed in the history of the world because 
China s ability to hold her place as a great power and her 
ability to shape a unified pohtical svstem will depend iiKunly 
upon success in raismg the purchasing power and the 
economic secunty of her teeming millions The other nations 
are slowly coming to the conclusion that there can be no 
sustained peace m the Paafic until this vast bewildering 
problem of Chinas future is understood and unless the 
nations agree to co-operate in the greatest programme of 
assistance the world has ever seen Here are problems 
which will keep the engineers the statesmen the economists 
the finanaers and the diplomats busy for a century and it 
IS urgently necessary that not only the peoples of the 
Paafic but all nations shall understand the geographic 
raaal and economic conditions which underlie this great 
problem 

The task is twofold—to help the Chinese to develop as 
quickly as possible thar own resources on the one hand 
and to find some means by which the resources of other 
countnes can be brot^ht to their assistance This is little 
kss than a great application of the pnnaple of lend lease 
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of the use of world resources for the great aim of world 
peace and common welfare Little more can be done in these 
few pages than to sketch the basis of Chinese life and work 
and to descnbe in the most inadequate way the physical 
framework m which that life and work must go on 

2 The Build of the Country 

The contrast between an island homeland and the conditions 
of life m a continent is most forably presented by the great 
land mass of China That the contrast is a very vmd one 
in many ways will become clear as that great eastern division 
of Asia IS studied The chief difference which will be noticed 
IS in regard to human life While he gains much m culture 
and industry by haiing to live closer to other races tnan 
loses m such a continental homeland much of the freedom 
that island life confers and he is more open to influences 
for good or ill from neighbouring peoples This has already 
been noticed in the case of Siam but the effects are much 
plainer and more stubborn in the case of China 

The massiveness of the Chinese homeland makes the 
greatest impression on the mmd China proper is a compact 
unit and with the provinces of Mongoha Turkestan Tibet 
and Manchuria it has an area of half as large agam as that 
of Austraha and greater than that of the United States and 
Alaska ti^ether Although one third the size of the British 
Empire It contains more people It lies hke a half opened 
fan, betwrni great mountain nbs nearly 2000 miles m 
length stretdung from the Pamir Plateau to Manchuria 
in rnie direction and to the Gulf of Tonking in the other 

Most of tiK surface is very mountainous and only along 
tfie lower valleys of the great nvers is there any considerable 
area of low lyn^ plain A glance at any physical map df 
Obna will show bow very brdcen is the surf^e away frora 
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the rner \aUe>s The great barriers of the Kuen Liin and 
allied chains on the north and the Himala\ab and Tunnan 
Mountains to the south make passage in or out almost 
impossible except hy air or along the \er\ difficult nver 
gorges and this has served both to isolate and to defend 

the Chinese people 

Fig 138, The Butld of China, 

Viewing the land broadly the major divisions into which 
it falls should be noted but within each is a very great 
vanety of surface which cannot be discussed in detail These 
divisions are (i) the two wide plains m the north east which 
are perhaps the most important area in China if production 
and trade only are o^nsidered (ii) the tumbled mass of 
mountain and plateau to the centre and west (iii) the 
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comparatively small and isolated but very important pemn 
sula of Shantung and (iv) Manchuria The most northerly 
of these two plains is a stretch of about 300 miles in width 
sloping gently to the Pacific between the latitude of Peiping 
on the north and Hangchow on the south The second 
plain area is that composed by the lower valle}s of the 
Yang tse ruer and its tnbutary the Han The rest of the 
country is a rugged highland bisected by the Yang tse and 
nsmg by high steps to the topmost plateau of Tibet The 
northern and southern hahes of this great highland region 
differ Yen largeh m their power to support plant and 
animal life In northern China cultiiation is possible up to 
8000 feet above the sea owing to the peculiar soil conditions 
discussed later whereas m the south the steep slopes and 
poorer soils confine agnculture to levels below 2 000 feet 

One other region must be noticed in this broad sketch 
that of the fertile middle area of the Yang tse known as the 
Szechwan or Red Basin Here hmestones and red sand 
stones have given nse to a fertile soil which has been care 
fully terraced and with the aid of irrigation turned into a 
highly productive region Apart from the nver valleys 
and plains and the Red Basin China is a wild and intncate 
r^on scantily populated 

3 Climate 

The climate of China is governed by the monsoonal 
uKiraught to the continental Low Pressure Area in summer 
and by the outflow from the continental High m winter 
Thus the winds m summer are from the south and east 
while in winter they come from northerly directions How 
ever the very definite effects in the coastal areas fade away 
luiand and to the north The enormous extent and tte 
vaned surface of the country produce many lands of dimate 
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from the hot summers and bitter \Mnters of Manchuna 

to the monotonous heat and humidit) of \unnan The 

Yang tse \ alley expenences extremes ot temperature the 

winter temperatures are particularh low because of the 

cold winds which sweep out from the intenor the Tanuarv 

temperature at Hankow for instance is 37 F Actualh 

some of the basins further inland are sheltered from these 

cold winter winds and experience higher temperatures than 

the coastal areas The vanations in temperature rainfall 

and wind direction for tvpical localities m the more populous 

areas are well worth close stud^ and the main facts are 

given in the following table 

CLIMATIC DATA FOR SHWGHAI AND ICHANG 

Mcmih 

Shanghai Ichang 

Tamp F® 
Wind 

DireciKm Inches Temp F" 
Ram 

Inches 

January 57 NW 2 16 30 0 38 
February 30 NW 2 20 41 I 23 
March 46 NE 3 2 56 4 13 

April 56 SE 3 6 62 3 21 

lilay 64 SE 3 6 74 3 6 

June 76 SE 6 7 76 5 48 

lulv 80 SE 5 1 78 8 14 
80 SE 6 9 82 6 03 

September 72 NE i 4 7 74 6 65 

October 63 NE 3 3 64 0 67 

November 62 NW 1 9 56 0 84 

December 42 NW 1 ^ 46 0 62 

Total 43 6 Total 30 8 

A striking weather feature m the coastal areas is the 

occurrence about a dozen times a year of typhoons storms 

of the hurncane tvpe that are charactenstic of sub-tropical 
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east coasts These winds develop somewhere in the neigh 

bourhood ot the Carolines and mo>e westward causing 

great ha\oc especially to shipping 

4 J egeiable and 4ntiml Life 

The \egetation of China must at one time ha\e been 

extraordinary m its \ariet\ and luxunance Even now 

after centunes of devastation by man almost every temperate 

and sub tropical tree including both hard and soft woods 

every fruit and every cereal is known and grown Dense 

settlement has interfered greatly with the natural vegetation 

and deforestation in particular is one of the great tragedies 

of China Apart from the cultivated plants little natural 

vegetation now remains over very wide areas and rich 

distncts have been reduced to deserts Even the grasses are 

pulled roots and all to serve as fuel in many distncts 

and the soil thus unprotected is swept as useless rubble 

down the watercourses The bamboo is the typical plant 

of the monsoon regions and means much to the inhabitants 

of south east Asia, 

With It they build houses and erect temporary shelters it is used 

for all scaffoldinjg^ purposes and for the transport of all goods by 

human agency from the smallest market produce to the grand piano 

m a foreign settlement when full grown it supplies the vast water 

peculation with masts and from it are made chopsticks pipes 

tsnlK^las, tables stools and musical instruments When young it 

IS tised as food 

Between forty and sixty varieties are knowm and its uses 

mast number thousands 

But the great wealth of plant speaes cannot be realized 

Beautiful and useful trees such as the camphor ebony teak, 

plane and malK^any flowenng plants which we have appro- 

piated for our gardens such as camellias azaleas asters. 
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and chrysanthemums and a whole range of food plants 
from tea to millet comprise some of the varied resources 
of this marvellous country 

Despite this "wealth and the fact that 80 per cent of 
China s people are engaged in agriculture food stuffs are 
not produced in suffiaent quantit> to supph home needs 

The great pressure of population has developed n^thods of 
agriculture that amaze the world The careful intensive 
€idt|vation of the Chinese has for centunes included many 
devicses for producmg the most from the sod that have only 
been raployed in Europe m the last century and a haK 
But more than half of the holdings average less than H 
acres and much even of this is useless because of the desire 
to maintain untouched the innumerable graves of ancestors. 

The destruction of the plant life has also meant the 
disappearance m large measure of the wonderfully varied 
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animal life I\o other continent was originally so rich m 
ammals and birds as Asia and China was a favoured region 
of the continent Even now the numbers of animals m the 
mountain regions must be very great and no other country 
supports more animal hfe of the domestic type from the 
pig to the camel than China But land that can be cultivated 
IS too precious to be used for grazing especially in southern 
China. Fish are more than usually important in the scheme 
of things The diet of the millions in the plains and along 
the coast consists largely of rice and fish The great wealth 
of fish life m the nvers and lakes is carefully supplemented 
by the reanng of fish in pools all over the country The 
continental shelf of China is also particularly nch m fish 
hfe and the fishing industry is relatively as important here 
as it is on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland or round the 
Dogger Bank in the North Sea 

5 Tlie Ruers 

The real China however the Chma of the vast crowded 
masses is the land of the great river valleys The Hoang ho 
in the north the \ang tse in the centre and the Si kiang 
m the south are the three threads on which hangs the life 
of the Chinese people 

North China is for practical purposes the valley of the 
Hoang ho If we take as a dividmg line the watershed be¬ 
tween this nver and the Yang tse the provmces to the north 
are distinct m every particular—dimate crops character and 
customs of people—from those of the south Our line in 
fact marks the boundary of the true monsoon r^on and 
the iKjrtl^m lunit of the nee and the bamboo To the north 
tfa^ are largely rq>Iaced by wheat millet and forests, 
aiid b«>th people and scenery are influenced by the chaige- 
Even the dcsnestic ammals are different the ox and tte 
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camel taking up the role played b> the buffalo farther south 
Nature gi\es more grudgingl> life demands more effort and 
this niggardliness of the homeland is reflected m the sturdier 
minds and bodies of the northern people 

The second factor m the human geograph\ of north China 
IS represented by loess This is the name of the dust blown 
for centunes from the highlands of Asia down the valley of 
i\ e Hoang ho When the wind blow s from the north the 
air IS filled with a yellow fog so dense that e\en shipping 
off the coast is interrupted Loess has piled up thousands 
of feet devo co\enng hke a >ellow air alluvium all but the 
higher parts and forming a loamy soil of wonderful fertility 
Into this fnable deposit the streams have cut deeph and the 
burden oi yellow silt gives its name to the great Yellow 
River (Hoang ho) and later to the "iellow Sea where it used 
to discharge Roads too ha%e been worn down through 
the soil in canyons 30 to 50 feet deep Along these roads 
and out of their vertical wralls the inhabitants have excavated 
their dwellings—onginally simple caves m the loess now 
developed into houses of two and three storeys with wooden 
doors window frames and staircases houses warm m winter 
and cool in summer and marvellously free from damp The 
lower levels of the loess plain of northern China may be a 
vast inland sea m flood time endless miles of growing crop 
m the summer or a monotony of bare browm soil in the 
winter 

Middle China is merely Kiang The River as the Yang tse 
IS called by the miBions who dwell on its fertile banks or on 
its broad surface The masses of people are crowded into 
Its valley because the nver valley is the great granary as well 
as the mam hne of trade and commumcation nght into the 
heart of Asia The merchandise passing through Shanghai 
alone represented over 40 per cent of the total foreign trade 
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of the country Added to this is the importance given by its 
consistent climate and regular crops The typical products 
of the region nee silk tea and cotton are the staples of 
commerce. In spite of poor coal supplies these products are 
the basis of great industries and the spinning of silk and 
cotton the preparation of tea the making of porcelain and 
steel and the production of oil afford occupation for millions 
The area of the basin is about 600000 square miles and 
supports 200 millions of people For pressure of population 
this is n\ ailed only by the Ganges Valley The gateways to 
the prQ\ances of the basin are the great ports of the country 
such as Shanghai Chtnkiang Wvhu Hankow Changsha 

Nanking and Ichang 
In the mountain region the stream is of httle use for 

transport since it falls at one place nearly 7 000 feet m 150 
miles In contrast to this it drops only 500 feet in the last 
1000 miles of its course and this portion is the main 
highway of the country The melting of the snows m Tibet 
causes great floods when the river sometimes nses 100 feet 
m its middle course The average volume of water is 
tremendous and by its aid the mountains of Asia are being 
slowly but steadily moved a thousand miles east and spread 
over the plains as silt or dropped into the Pacific The 
amount of silt earned out to sea each year is said to be 
suffiaent to build a new island one mile square and 100 f^ 
deep and that after an equal amount has been spread over 
the nce~fields of the basm The Si kiang although small 
compared to the Yang tse is a nver comparable m size to tl^ 
Murray and navigable for nearly a thousand miles 

In the coastal plain area the Qunese have constructed a 
great system of canals There are about 200000 miles of 
camis in the wlKile of China the bulk of which are m the 

tse plain and m the Si kiang basin These waterways 
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provide slow but cheap transport In the 390 CXX) square 
miles of the Si kiang basin Ine 60 millions of people This 
represents a density of about ISO people per square mile 
compared with 160 on the Hoang ho and 420 on the \ang tse 
basins Although the region has a sub tropical climate the 
soils are poor and the pressure of population has forced the 
people to emigrate The Cantonese have been called the 
Anglo Saxons of China and m search of trade or employ 
ment they have penetrated to every comer of the Pacific 
from Tasmania to Bntish Columbia. 

The outer provinces of Mongolia and Tibet are great 
plateau r^ons which are at the moment of little economic 
importance The difficulties of transport the harsh climate 
the nomadic character of the people especially in Mongolia 
and the small range of production are the chief features to 
note Nevertheless it is probable that Mcmgoha in particular 
1$ very much under-developed and both China and the 
USSR, will be interested in its future If thc^ provinces 
am taken into account China must be r^rded as being 
self-contained in a very high d^tee especially if the great 
mineral wealth of the mountain areas is taken into account 

The Shan tung Peninsula largely because of its position 
with relation to Japan and Manchuna is an exceedingly 
important area Compnsing 56000 square miles of country 
mainly mountainous it is the home of 31000000 people 
and in respect to cultivation railways communications m 

idKistnes and mines it forms one of the highly developed 
r^Kms of China, It has very important coal mines which 
provide power for the various industries the silk industry 
has readied its fullest devdopment m the valleys and alocg 
the lower slopes of this area 

A Significant aspect of Chinas development in the last 
decade has been the progress of industrialization Shanghai 
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remained the chief industrial centre but there was an 
increasing decentrahzation of factory production The cotton 
industry was still the most important but the heavy mdus 

Fig 140 CHINESE LETTER WRITER 

So few people are educated and so difikult are the characters or 
ideographs that professional letter writers are universal through 

out the Onent 

tnes and sundry smaller mdustnes such as the manufacture 
of dectncal appliances and paper made great progress Since 
Qunese secondary industry was concentrated along the coast 
m the region of Japanese attack many of the factones were 
dismantled and transferred to provinces further mland After 
tte present war a more widely distnbuted and greatly 
expanded secondary production can be expected 

importance of Chinese aties is here mainly measured 
hf their trade but with regard to population and historic 
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importance this is often an unfortunate test The chief 
routes are of course determined b} the relief of the countr> 
and position near the gatewa>s or along the mam route to 
one of them is of the highest importance for trade Peiping 
(1 550000) the ancient capital of the lowland coast route 
between Manchuria and the south is the largest o\erland 
trading centre and was the capital until recentl> and 
Tientsin the chief port of the region represents the northern 
gatewray Tsing tao wnth its port of Kwu chau are the main 
outlets for Shantung Shanghai (3 500000) the New 
York of the Orient is the collecting and distnbutmg point 
for central Cbna and the sea gate for the \er} productive 

Yang tse valley Ongmally a concession of swamp on the 
banks of the Whangpoo an arm of the Yang tse it has been 
made one of the gr^test ports of the Paafic mainly by tte 
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energy of British merchants The nver ports Hankow 
(780,000), the trade capital and largest town, Hanking' 
(1,000,000), which became the centre of government in 

1928, Ckinkmg (200,000), and Icimg (108,000) are all 

important trading centres i\ith tea and silk as staples 

Foochow (323,OW), Amy, and Swatow are coast ports. 

Canton (861,000), most progressive and most restless aty 

in China, is the southern gate^\a\ Hong Kong (641,000), 

a Bntish possession, is on a small island eleven miles long 

and about three \^ide which was onginally a bare rock nsa^ 

to about 2,000 feet abo\e sea level The splendid harbour 

has been made the finest port of China and the chief gateway 

for foreign trade It is also an important distnbutmg centre 

for the Pacific islands of the west Paafic Since the Japanese 

attadc on China in 1937, Chungking in the Szechwan Basin 

has become the seat of government 



Chapter XXVI 

MANCHURIA MONGOLIA TIBET SIBERIA 

1 Manchuna 

PHYSICALLY this region may be descnbed as an exten 
sive uneven plain sloping generally towards the Yellow 

Sea or its northern gulfs and enclosed by high mountain 

ranges on the east and west It is a region of great 
importance because of its position on the frontiers of China 
Russia and Japan This political situation has served to 
retard rather than to advance development although since 
the construction of railways across the region progress has 
been more rapid The soils in general are good and the 
dimate although deadedly seasonal and c<mtinental is not 
more ngorous than that of the Canadian Praine The 
winters are kmg and bitterly cold with minimum tempera¬ 
tures far below freezing The day and night average for 
January at Harb%n is 0*^ F and at Mukden 11® F The 
summers are short and hot the day and night average for 
July at Harbin being 72 F and at Mukden 75 F while 
temperatures of 95 F are frequently expenenced Dunng 
winter the snowfall is light and the spnng is usually 
characterized by drought most of the rain occurring dunng 
the summer months Fortunately altlKiugh the rainfall is 
Eimted it occurs at the nght season for growth and crc^ 
failures through drought are uncommon except m the drier 
west The other great handicap to ^nculture is frost the 
northern portion of the Manchunan plain having no more 
than 125 frost free days m the year which makes the 
growing season very short 

The chief crops are kaoliang so3ra beans millet and m 
the north wheat Kaoliang is the staple food of the people 

295 
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and SO} a beans are the great cash crop The soya bean is 
valuable both as a food because of its high protein content 
and for its oil which is used in making a great variety of 

Fro 142 Chinese Buddhist 

products ranging from paints and explosives to soap and 
butter substitutes^ Formerly large amounts were exported 
to Europe and the United States but since the establishment 
of Japanese rule exports have been increasingly concentrated 
on Japan Japan as part of her expectations from the 
conquest of Manchuna hoped to gain food supplies but 
&ese hopes have not been fulfilled and of recent years the 
shapm^ts of foodstuffs from Jzpscn to Manchuna tetve 
increased It was also thought that emigration from Japan 

I The uses f the soy bea mer bl as those f he bamboo I 
ts se h m or mmsl food b is Iso becom ng he b is f exteasiw 
M factwi^ Sauce < ey} table veget bJe So J for h udred purposes 
co^tag light g and 1 brica mg t the w er^oofi g f 1 h b er coffee- vd 

te soap and cosmetics U these do ot exha t he I f rt des to 
meh ^ Gooftr^tes the cbaef agredient 
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to the new colony would lessen the population pressure at 
home but surprisingly few Japanese farmers ha\e taken up 
land m spite of government assistance The Chinese from 
the famine areas in north China and Koreans who flocked 
there are prepared to work for a lower return than the 
Japanese will accept 

The Japanese ha^e been rapidly developing the mineral 
resources of the r^on and establishing centres of heavy 
industry Mukden (772000) an important railway and 
mdustnal centre is the largest city Harbm (467 000) at 
the jimction of the South Manchunan and Trans Sibenan 

Fig 143 Part of the Great Wall of China* 

railways is the market for the great agncultural area* 
Dmren (formerly Dalny) the port for southern Manctmna* 
has a good harbour and is ice free all the year 

Noi€—^In 1931 the Japanese army occtipied Manchtma, and kder 
imckr pressure from Japan, this area was proclaimed the mdependeet 
state of Manchukiso 
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2 Mongolia 

This IS a mountainous region best described as a high 
level plateau of no great fertility A large part of the 
surface which covers more than a million square miles is 
taken up by the cold desert of Gobi which constitutes an 

Fig 144 Caravan on the way to Mongolia from Peiping 

effective bamer between China and Russia The northern 
frontier runs through a very rugged and desolate region 
Because of rainfall defiaency the area is a vast natural 
pasture land and the human and animal life is a direct 
response to these conditions The natives are nomads living 
m tents and moving north and south with the s^tsons The 
harsh continental climate of these uplands demands great 
hardiness from the people and at the same time prevents any 
agricultural development About two and a half milhon 
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people are estimated to inhabit this terntor} of whom o\er 
two million are in Inner Mongolia 

It IS a \ery interesting region for another reason It is 
believed that this is the area which was the original home of 
the Mongolian race and that fertile districts were trans 
formed to deserts b\ climatic changes their cities over 
whelmed by moving sand and their peoples dmen to 
emigrate The invasions of earl> times and the Mongolian 
migrations of the south and across to Amenca are attributed 
by some waters to these changes of climate m prehistoric 
times 

In 1937 the Japanese set up a new autonomous govern 
ment over part of Inner Mongolia with its seat at Kaigan 
The remainder is under Chinese control Outer Mongolia 
IS ruled by the Mongolian Peoples Revolutionary Govern 
ment modelled on the Soviet pattern which was established 
after the Mongolian Revolution of 1924 Urga is the chief 
eefitre* 

3 Tibet 

This 1$ the largest highest and most inaccessibie piafean 
m the world and it is isolated every side by great 
mountain nms that make transport almost an impossibility 
The least difficult approach is from the Chinese side along 
the nver gorges and it was in this manner that Tibet became 
a Qunese province by conquest in very anaent times The 
surface of the r^on is extremely brokm the dunate is one 
of great seventy and agnculture is almost impossible except 
in small ar^is of the shdtered valleys As a consequenc® 
df chmate and isolation the people are exceedingly backward^ 
and very hc^tiie to change The chief feature of the life of 
the country is the hold obtained over the people by the large 
numbers of Buddhist monks who throng the monastenes of 
t!^ plateau The chief of the religious body is also the 
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political head and is known as the Dalai (or Grand) Llama 
His seat is the walled fortress of Lftasa important as a 
junction of cara’van routes 

4 Siberia 

The immense area known as Sibena drams mainly towards 
the Arctic but because of the impossibility of transport 
moving towards the ice bound ocean Siberia turns largely to 
the Paafic m the economic sense This movement has been 
more obvious since the construction of the trans-continental 
railway which traverses the whole width of Sibena from 
east to west The political disturbances m Russian life the 
difficult nature of the country and the reputation acquired 
by the region when it was the chief penal settlement under 
the Tsars has hindered development Sibena constitutes 
however one of the great unsettled pioneer belts of the 
world an area of high fertility large tracts of which are 
suitable for occupation and intensive development Under 
the Soviet settlement schemes have been earned out m 
western and central Sibena The cold regions of the north 
east are gradually being assessed and already some effort 
has been made to develop the resources and to export 
minerals timber and furs 

Allowing for the plateau character of much of the moun 
tain country along the east coast the country falls into 
broad divisions largely upon the basis of chmate The whole 
of the region to the southern mountainous edge is exposed 
to the cold Polar circulation and Ijnng as it does across the 
l<Higest side of the world s greatest land mass its rhmaiy 
shows great extremes The highest summer temperatures 
and tte lowest wmter temperatures are recorded for the 
aortfr-^st Verkhoyansk in the Lena Valley is reputed to be 
the coldest place m the world and a temperature of -90^ F 



Fja 146. Typical transport m Onna and prcmnoes. Pigs on 
my to asarket 

li 
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has been recorded Rainfall is mainly in summer The 

winter snow hes on the ground until the returning warmth 

of summer thaws the land The chief control of vegetation 

IS the intense cold of the long winter The r^ons to be 

distinguished are (i) The tundra or northern plains con 

verted by the warmth of summer from an iron hard frost 

bound waste to a swamp region with flooded streams (ii) 

The tonga or pine forest belt This stretches across the 

country to the south of the tundra mto which it gradually 

merges It is very lowlying also and in parts almost swamp 

The inhabitants are not at all numerous and lead a very 

primitive hfe as dwellers on the forest edge (iii) Tl« 

praine great open plains to the south of the forest where 

the soil IS excellent and the climate quite suitable for agn 

culture It resembles very dosely the similar r^ion of 

fanarla (iv) The Steppe country which lies in general still 

farther south and constitutes a great natural pasture (v) 

The better valley regions of the south where the conditions 

favour dairy farming as the mam mdustry (vi) The vei^ 

mountainous south which has great undeveloped mineral 

resources 
The chief route of the region is the trans Sibenan railway 

which terminates at Vladivostok the Pacific gate of eastern 

Siberia Unfortunatdy the harbour while suitable in affl 

other respects is blocked by ice for some months dunng the 

winter The trans-omtinental Ime bnngs to this port ^ 

wheat butter and amnral products of the southern area 

&bena. It actually enteia the Paafic Basin when it crossesi 

fibe YaUcHKH Mountains at a height of 3 000 feet above ^ 

sea. 



Chapter XXVII 

JAPAN 

1 Structure and Rebej 

The Japanese Islands extend m two great arcs or looj:^ 
from Formosa to Sakhalin and number o\ er a 

thousand The six large islands are Sakhalin of which only 
the part south of 50 belongs to Japan Hokkaido Honshu 
Kyushu Shikoku and Taiwan (Formosa) Of the total 
area of 148 000 square miles Honshu alone compnses 89000 
or 60 per cent and Taiwan about 9 per cent Japan proper 
is a line of folding thrust up along the margin of the Asiatic 
block This fold is a line of weakness in the crust and for 
this reason the whole area is highly volcamc Ranges nse 
to 8000 feet with isolated peaks nsing above them of which 
Fuji (12000 feet) is the highest As Japan is merely the 
unsubmerged top of this great fold hne the area of com¬ 
paratively level kmd m the islands is veiy small and anminls 
to only erne-quarter of the surfaoe surea. Three lowfand araa^ 
are of martel importance viz, the Kwanto Vhsm uqpofi 
which Tokyo and Yokohama st^id the Kanat Pbin winch 
holds the laige industrial populations of the Kyc^o-Osaka 
district and the NoIh Plain of which Ns^joya is the ce*mre 

On account of the unstable nature of die m this 
region earthquakes are remarkably frequent and ^boat i 500 
^mdks are recorded every year The Paafic ade of the 
mam islands is more suscqitible to these di^urbances than 
the inner hne The mc^ ^stnictive shoc^ m the worids 
histcuy cxcusrred tm tibs sde in Seftonber 1923 wlrai 91JQOO 
people k>st thetr lives enormous damage to propeitf 
occurred At least fifty active volcanoes are known to exist 
m the islands imt many more are merely dommnt Hot 
springs are found everywhere 

383 
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Fig 147 Japan, showing railway network. 

2 ChnuUe 

The winds operating over Japan are afforted bj the 
sndrat^^ to the continental low pressure area in summer 
smd tlie outflow from tbe continental in winter 
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The westerly winds of winter are \ery much strongjSjOlmn 
the easterly winds of summer As a result of this s\st^^o£ 
air circulation there are two distmct climatic regions owing 
to the relief of the country the front (Pacific) and the 
back (Japan Sea) coastal regions are affected \ery dif 

ferently The north west winds blowing across the Japan 

JFMAMJJASOND 
Fio 148. Japai]h---Tefi^rati:ax: and Ra]iila!l for selected statsoos. 
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Sea bring much ram and snow to the back region dunng the 
cold months from October to March However although 
the west coast is exposed to the full force of the cold winds 
from the Asiatic mainland m winter it is warmer than the 
east coast This is due to the nature of the ocean currents 
operating along the shores of Japan dunng these months A 
branch of the warm Kuro Siwo hugs the west coast while 
the east coast is washed by the cold Okhotsk current coming 
from the north The south east winds begin to blow about 
May reach their height in August and die away in Sep¬ 
tember and October These bnng rain to the east coast 
therefore during the summer months Thus the wet seasons 
of the two coasts alternate A. curious feature of the rainfall 
of the eastern coast is that there are two maxima one 
occumng m June the other m September This can be seen 
m the rainfall figures for Tokyo shown in the graph A fair 
mdication of the shift in wind direction can be seen in the 
following directions of prevailing winds at Hakodate for the 
twelve months viz W WWW SE SE SE ESE 
E N W W Japan is however much subject to cyclonic 
disturbances both from the northern and tropical areas and 
typhoons often cause senous damage from July to October 

Mention has already been made of the mfluence of ocean 
currents on the chmate of Japan A branch of the warm 
Kuro Siwo Current flows along the west coast into the 
Japan Sea another branch runs along the east coast but 
m winter may be displaced as far south as 37 by the cold 
OlAot^ Current which washes the northern shores of Japan 

3 Vegetahon 

Veg^tiOT and agncufture are closely controlled by 
Anatic mfluoices Tl^ forest areas m particular show the 

vanatzmi frcra north to south In the southern aim 
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conditions exist that are almost tropical in certain months 
and the vegetation t\pified bj the bamboo shows this \ery 
clearly In the central region sub tropical conditions induce 
the growth of characteristic etergreens such as the camphor 

Fic. 149 Japanese farmtng area on Honshu, main island oi Japan. 

tree. In the cold temperate conditicms farther north, and m 
the mountain sections the conifeins are most prcHninent and 

forests are extremely impor^t to A tree of 
very great importance in coniKction with the silk mdustry 
IS the white mulberry which finds in Japan very om^^emal 
conditions 
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So mountainous is Japan that only one eighth of the whole 
surface is cultivated but the volcanic soils especially those 
of the old craters such as Asama are exceedingly productive 
The pressure of population on the farm lands is heavy 76 
per cent of all cultivated land is under foodstuffs Rice 
growing IS the chief form of cultivation and more than half 
the agricultural area of the country is planted with this 
grain Other food crops are wheat bark} oats vegetables 
beans potatoes and fruit The chief use of the land other 
than this is for industnal crops such as mulberry trees for 
silk worms and tea 

4 Minerals 

Japan is comparatively poor m minerals and affords a 
great contrast to the countnes on the American side of the 
Pacific The mineral resources of the islands are suffiaent 
to provide Japan with her requirements for industry in only 
one instance that of copper Coal iron and petroleum are 
notably deficient In addition the deposits of both coal and 
ron are not of the best quality This poverty m minerals 
tes an exceedingly important effect upon Japans develop¬ 
ment and goes a long way towards explaimng her interest 
m the Asiatic mainland and particularly in Manchuna and 
Shantung where these two minerals are abundant Coal is 
found chiefly in Kyushu northern Honshu and Hokkaido 

5 Poptdaiton 

Japan Proper was estimated to have a popukticm of about 
73 millions m 1939 and the density of population on the 
lowiaiids IS about 2 SOO to the square mile This means an 
intensity of cultivatioa that is scarcely credible in European 
cjOititoes. The average size of the Japanese farm which 
has to ^ipport a lyptcal family of six or seven is 2^ acres. 
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Every available foot of land has been brought under cultiva 
tion and no effort is spared to bnng the land to its utmost 
production In about fift> \ears the population of Japan 
has doubled and the }ield of nee has been doubled also 
But the limit has now been reached and Japan has to send 
population abroad or build up great industries to support 
them at home as Great Bntam has done A considerable 
amount of emigration has taken place in the past to all 
parts of the Pacific but particularly to the Philippines 
Hawaii and Manchuria The great pressure of human 
beings on the land m Japan accounts for the very small 
numbers of live stock Animals are too expensive to keep 
except for the necessary farm and transport services 

A considerable proportion of the people of Japan are 
cultivating the sea either as fishermen or m the large 

pre war fleet of Japanese merchantmen Fishing is ofie of 
the most develoj^ industries in the Japanese islands as 
It is right thre^^gh the Onent and fish kigdy takes tibe 
place of meat in the diet of the people. The J^miese 
Government has made great efforts to Emulate 
espeaally in the South Pacific The Japanese fleet 
was second only to that of Norway before the war Whale 
meat is an important item of food supply in Japan. The 
meat substitute however is m many cases the wotKkrfid 

bean which is to the Asiatic all that the coco-ntit is 

to die Polynesmn 
Japans greatest single industry is the cc^ton nriustry 

Ehirmg the last decade the silk indu^ry which had formerly 
held this position dedmed in bc^ absolute and rdative 
importance At the same time IIk new branches <rf the 
texhfe industry cottem woollen and ray<»i were expandii^ 
rapidly Unlike sHk these newer textile industncs have 
to import thar raw material However the most astcmiduz^ 
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feature of Japans recent mdustnal development has been 

the expansion of the metal machinery and chemical trades 

This group IS now as important as the textiles Then there 

Fig 150 A Japanese Tea Garden 

are the traditional industries such as the manufacture of 

^ass pottery porcelain and lacquer work some of which 

show exquisite craftsmanship 

The pnnapal cities of modem Japan are all in the 

manufactunng r^ons The chief of these regions is tte 

district at the head of the Inland Sea where in particular 

the great textile industnes are situated Osaka (3 500 000) 

IS the Manchester of Japan Here the textile trade has 

Its headquarters and cotton is the chief speaality Oth^ 

important industnes have been estabhshed here Kyof0 

(I477OOO) in the same region is a modem aty with 

tatfle, chemical and porcelam manufactures As the former 

the aty has much histone importance The port for 

region is Kobe (912000) which is now the seexmd 
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port of Japan The second great manufacturing area hes 
around Tokyo (6581000) the capital and a large mdustnai 
centre Since the great earthquake Tolryo has been lai^y 
remodelled and takes its place as one of the pnnapal aties 
m the Pacific Basin m point of population and importance 
of industry Its port is I okohama (866 000) which also 
suffered se\erely in 1923 but is now a fine modem port 
protected by extensive breakwaters and equipped with 
modem cargo handling devices It is the chief port for 
the silk trade most of which is with the United States 
Nagoya (1^49000) an important railway centre and chirf 
town of a silk producing area and Hiroshima (310000) a 

Fig. 151 Mixture of Oneotal aud Ocodefitad ardi^ectiare m a 
Japanese street 

port on thse Inland Sea are other cities of Ac sxmAu 
H&kodaie (208000) is the dnef aly and pmrt of the ishnd 
of H<&kaido Na^mkt {2l2fX!0) is an inqportai^ sted- 
making and shipbuikiii^ centre m Kjmslm As the 
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for the coal of the region and because of its situation the 
port has become the chief naval base of Japan 

KOREA AND FORMOSA 

1 Korea (or Qhosen) 

This mountainous peninsula is not extremely fertile but 
It IS inhabited by a very advanced branch of the Mongolian 
race Agriculture is at a very high level but other develop 
ments hardly correspond Korea has been since 1904 a 
province of Japan whose tremendous and successful efforts 
to modernize the industry and transport of the country are 
far from being appreaated by the Koreans 

The population numbers about 23 million and is mainly 
engaged in nee growing and other branches of agnculture 
There is a surplus of food stuffs mainly nee and soya beans 
and this together with the raw cotton produced here moves 
through Fmm the railway terminus at the southern end of 
the peninsula The ancient capital is Seoul (Say ool) on 
the western side of the penmsula 

2 Formosa (or Taiwan) 

This is an island of two distinct regions off the coast of 
Qnna, to which it formerly belonged The eastern and 
analkr section is exceedingly mountainous and thickty 
forested It is inhabited by wild aboriginal tnbes which 

tte Japanese government considerable trouble but the 
exxmmm importance of the r^ion is very small 

The western half is a plain area well watered and largely 
eosi^osed of sediments washed down from the volcanic 
mcmntain areas Tl^ chief products are nee tea sugar 

pc^atoes ramie jute and camphor Exports of nee 
f nut md camfdior to Japan have been greatly increased 
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in recent years The Japanese hope to expand sugar produc 

tion to such an extent as to make the Empire self suffiaent 

in that commodit} 
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PART VII 

NORTH AMERICA 

Chapter XXVIII 

GENERAL SURVEY OF THE PACIFIC COAST 

Any study of the section of North or South Amenca 
. washed by the Pacific must be first and foremost a 

study of the great plateau region which lies immediately 
behind the coast for the whole length of both continents. 
To describe this vast upland region as a series of parallel 
ranges or as an alpine block would still leave the factors of 
height and extent unappreaated and the descnption of 
the great up thrust of the surface through the length of the 
Rockies and Andes as a plateau region is more m accordance 
With the facts In North Amenca two mam fold lines cross 
over from Asia one a continuation across the narrow 
Benng Strait of the heights of north-east Asia and the other 
the much more defimte line through the unstable volcanic 
Aleutian Islands As the Alaska Mountams this Aleutian 
fold hugs the curve of the Gulf of Alaska and then breaks 
off into two lines That nearer the coast is lower iess| 
dearly marked and much breached by the sea but it can be"! 
distinguished through the fringe of islands along the coast 3 
asid lengthwise m the island of Vancouver whence it am 1 
tones as a low mantime ndge along the shore line and ngMl 
down the length of the Peninsula of Lower California 
seamd line into which the Aleutian fold breaks becomes 
bold alpine senes known in succession from the north as IfeW 
Coast Range tte Cascade Range and the Sierras die ImfeJ 

shorty which fom^ the western nm of the plateau area. M 
Tlie other mam fold hue whidi can be traced from 

3!4 
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lies still farther inland and becoming much higher south of 
latitude 60 it swings gradually eastward to form the inside 
nm of the broad plateau which attains a width of 800 miles 
behind San Franasco This tableland is in general tilted 
towards the Pacific and on their way to the sea the streams 
have had to break through the western wall and in some 
cases through the mantime ndge also 

The chief lowlands along the Pacific coast belong to an 
almost continuous north south valley which lies between the 
mantime ndge and the western wall of the plateau from 
Vancouver to the Gulf of California The three major sec 
tions of this depression are the Fraser Columbia WiUamctte 
I'alleys in the north the Sacramento San Joaquin valleys in 
the centre and the head of the valley now mostly drowned, 
known as the Gulf of California Econcanically this last 
lowland area is of httle importance on account of its excessive 
dryness bat the <Aher two valley regions ccnrtain most of 
the agncultural area, ami oaoseqnent^ most of ^ foofio 
of the Pacific side of North Ametxa. 

Certam features irf the great uxmataia region mad 
endosed lowfamds may now be broadly treated. To die aortSi 
is fibe wide dqwessioti between the two mam foid-lmes down 
idncli the Yolum makes its way to the Bering Sea. Armral 
the lower course of the Ytdcoo and aloi^ almost die ndnie 
Alaskan coasthne frcmting Asm, is a low4jmg coastal fihm 
wfadi resembles the northern {waines on die Arctic ooBSl. 
From the Almittan comer r^^ down to Puget Soimd, die 
entire coast of Absia and Brdish CoftasiMa is a lonig 
siiq#i»d where the deep a^nne vaB^s hare bees drowned^ 

fincil on m. evm grander scale than dwse of fibe 
Ihland of Hew Zealand or Norway The Cili- 

fommi coast os the other hand is mainly a msed regioa 
indeed m certam areas die upward movemart is shO m 
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piG 152. Lmnber sbde m British Gilumbia, tyjHcal of meiiods 
ffOT Alaska to Pi^et Soi^ 
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progress The coast line here is vastl> different in character 
and outline from that farther to the north 

The chief rivers of the west haie gouged deep canyons in 
the plateau For the greater part of their courses owing 
to the general trend of the ranges these nvers ha\e a 
northerly or a southerly direction which usually changes 
abruptly where they break through the western wall in a 
senes of gorges On the Pacific edge of North Amenca to 
a greater degree perhaps than anywhere else in the world 
the pohtical boundanes run counter to the natural frontiers 
In every case between Canada and Alaska between Canada 
and the United States or between the United States and 
Mexico they must be entirely disregarded in treating the 
geographical regions 

The presence of this great plateau means more than can be 
understood to the life of North Amencans* In the first 
place these high devations have for iong ages aded as trafis 
for the moisture ocHmng from the Ftofic* It i^ks alipie 
the snow line to mek m smtimar wbm the dry dF 
Calrfmnia most need the water fmr imgatioo or to feral 
huge glaaers which feed continuously tte Paafic ovws 
farther north Secondly the constant ram&Il along the sea 
ward slopes north of 40 has made possible the nch fmesis 
upon which so large a section of the pec^les of the Pacific 
Basm are dependent m so many ways. Again the force of 
these streams m their rapid descent to the sea is a power 
that man is gradually harnessing for his use by chai^ng dbe 
force of falhng water to dectnoty Engineers calculate that 
in the Paafic north west of the United States alone there 
are imdeveloped sites capabfe of ger^ratii^ upwards of SO 
million horse power The possilniities for the indtttoes of 
tte future are tremendous, especially in the applicatioii rf 
dus power to saw-miUs pti^HUg plants and the eKtr^dhon 
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of ores This bnngs tis to the fourth great endowment of 

the region the nch store of mineral wealth m the rocks of 

the plateau which is at present almost untouched 

In sober feet very few regions of the earth s surface are so 

favoured in respect to chmate producton power or scenery 

From the nchly productve fisheries of the northern fiords 

to the wide Mediterranean fruit lands of Cahfomia and 

from the gold of the mountains to the grain of the valleys, 

there is a range of products of which few lands can boast 

The saddening feature will be impressed at every turn that 

man has not used this preaous endowment wisely For many 

years he was engaged m slamming the cream of a continent, 

as Russell Shiith has put it for his own large profit to the 

complete disregard of the people of the future and the rights 

of the matter The planning of resource utihzation and the 

conservation of natural resources has now become a con 

tinuing programme of the Admimstration of the Urated 

States In other cases, such as salmon preservation interna 

tional CO operation between Cfenada and U S A is gradually 

developing Early in the present century Congress began to 

set aside large areas of forests in all parts of the country 

in which lumbenng was to be earned on systematically and 

saentific forestry practised But the mere prevention of 

■waste IS not suffiaent it is necessary to plan the develc^ 

ineot of resources Many such agencies have been establisted 

m tiie United States of which the Pacific Northwest R^onail 

Pfeanii^ Commission is representative 
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ALASKA AND THE NORTH CO\ST 

Alaska is vast and \aned It is equal in area to four 
. Swedens fi\e New Zealands or six Lnited Kingdoms 

Within an area nearly the size of the state of Queensland it 
embraces a great vanety of surface and vegetation—loft\ 
Alps deep fiords enormous forests large expanses of upland 
grazing nch ^ncultural valleys coastal waters teeming with 
fish vigorous nvers pouring down water power—all as yet 
comparatively undeveloped Its fur beanng animals have 
attracted the trapper for 200 years or more while deports 
of gold antimony lead chrome manganese nickel and many 
other minerals await the miner s enterpnse 

The hardships suffered by the unseasoned diggers in the 
gold rush to the Yukon m the mneties have do^ much In 
defame a climate as good as Norway s near the coast, and m 
worse than Russia s in the intencu* Before die war 
people of Aladca numbered about 70000 and the mcmm 
was slow owing to the retarding effect of poor comiriiniica 
tions upon development Five years of war have done more 
than fifty years of desultory devekipinmt to reveal the pom* 
bihties of the terntory Alaska becaim a great ^rtn^boand 
for the attack upon Japan. Unlimited men money and 
machines have changed Alaska Itom an empty ^lowbonnd 
region to a pioneer country with modem cotnmimicaboiis— 
roads aerodromes td^iaph and radm sarvices A great new 
natimal highway 1600 miles and costuig £40/)OOjDOO^ 
has been constructed and this may be the first of a sems 
of tran^Kirt projects whKh wiB link U.S A. and the U.S 
Now with sfoMs&r settiement a great po^ war fHotilem, 

Aii^fca IS on the map m a way 
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With some maccuracy Alaska may be broadly treated as 
falling into four divisions (i) the Arctic lowlands (ii) the 
Yukon Valley (iii) the mountain areas and (iv) the Pacific 

Coast 
1 The Arctic Lowlands 

These are really a small part of that vast tundra region 
stretching across the whole of northern Asia and North 
Amenca and what has been said of the Asiatic side also 
apphes fully to the lowlands of Alaska Shghtly more 
favourable chmatic conditions however here support a 
considerable amount of animal life of various types but 
especially of the deer family The canbou the musk ox 
and many fur beanng ammals have attracted trappers and 
hunters since the land was discovered The nomadic Eskuno 
tnbes Imng in the region have proved that it is possible for 
man to live and to live comparatively well in these Arctic 
lands and explorers such as Stefansson have taken up the 
defence of what is commonly considered to be an extra 
ordinarily desolate country The Government of the Umted 
States of which Alaska is a dependent territory has given 
a considerable amount of attention in recent years to the 
possibflities of pasturmg reindeer and of developing a systan 
of agnculture suited to the short hot summers and cold 
winters The road bmlding and aerodrome development of 
war projects have done much to open the country and to 
or^mze mfonnab<Hi services The chief settlements consist 
of far trading stations of which die chief is Nome and of 
Eskimo cGomnunities along the coast 

2 The Yukon Valley 

TI« lovrer part tins valley is a broad flood pkun 5 000 
sK^tre nules in extait Init its grave chmatic misfortune k 

it «q>ens on dm cold Arctic seas rather than cm ^ 
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warmer northern Paafic from which it is shut off by the 
high wall of the Alaska Mountains The valle> itself is 
mainly forest covered but the trees become thinner and 
disappear towards the tundra areas and the higher slopes 
The rainfall or rather snowfall is comparatnely light and 
great climatic extremes are expenenced The lowest recorded 
temperature reached 54 below zero and the highest 100 
above The valley has been called the Finland of America 
and attempts are bemg made to establish cultivation based 
upon hardy crops such as barley and potatoes Despite 
careful saentific expenments the land remains largely un 
populated and is likely to be so for many generatuxis to 
come Russian expenments m crossmg wheat and rye may 
do much for this area 

3 The MotaUattt Areas 

These are extremely nigged regions of almost everia^i^ 
snows and great glaaens Transport oadar ordnraijr 
conditions would be very diiliailt and even raolwi^ 
be of little use m this vast iqilaQd. Air tian^Nxrt tmy tdli- 
mately do much to assist deveio{xnent here. Much naoerad 
wealth IS undoubtedly lyir^ here tudoudied and the g*Al 
production of the pahny days of Kkmdike and other fieldbi 
may yet be repeated 

4 The Pacific Coast 

For convenience this section of the cmst is taken to 
as far south as Vancouver Island, ahhot^ there arc oon 
siderable climatic and other differences between the northern 
and southern sections This area is realfy a great smdc hmd 
whadi runs fnran Bering Sea. to Pi^et Scmnd. The heavier 
p:ec3iutaticn: oS past ages eroded deqi vaSeys m ffie joaag 
Aipme mountains winch in^ this coast and when ffie 
stdisidenoe took piace, these rraleys were i^pwned, IcHrmaag 
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the fretwork of innumerable fiords that now constitute the 
shore line Some of these fiords are more than 2 500 feet 
deep and run between their rock walls for 200 miles into the 

heart of the Coast Range 

Fig 153 A fleet of sa mon fishing boats in tow typical 
of the industry in Alaska and British Columbia 

Extending from the north west comer of the continent is 
^ 500 miles of the rocky Alaska Peninsula from whidi as 

a peg hangs the festoon of the Aleutian Islands The 
islands are volcanic and contain some of the largest active^ 
craters in the Paafic r^on Off their shores the cold Arctio 
current^ mt€± with the warmer Paafic arculaticm and 
pves nse to fogs for almost the whole year round. ^ 

Piled up on Ae lofty ranges behind the coast are the gweatf 
tted fill the ^jper vaSeys and m some caS^ 
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the north reach right down to the sea The fronts o£ these 
glaciers are constantly breaking up into lumps that float off 
as icebergs to the serious danger of navigation in this part 
of the world The whole seaward slope is comparatively 
steep but exposed as it is to the wet winds from the Paafic 
it IS covered with a forest composed mainly of pine m the 
south and of spruce at the northern end 

The natives of this area are a people intermediate between 
the Eskimoes and the Amencan Indian of the Great Plants. 
All three are Mongolian in origin and probably came to 

Fbs. 1S4 SEA HARVEST 

Scow load of freshly ca^l^ salmon ready to be nnloaM ^ to 
farmery Soeena River Bnl^ Cottanfem. The chief ^ 
io easme tot to catch is mU excessive, smA to govenwMts of 

and USJi. have passed laws to tos. Fassmg 
l^iscmetoig is amotor 
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North Amenca by way of the Aleutian bridge before the 
great subsidence. In many ways such as hardiness adapt 
ability to a cold environment methods of community life 
and character of houses wearing and carving the Indians 
of this coast resemble the ^Maoris of New Zealand 

Fig 155 FISH FACTORY 

The Inverness Cannery Skeena River British Cc^timbia A most 
eiicient factory for reducing fish to tinned food for export all 
over liie world. Note the steep and densely timbered hillsides in 

the background 

The occupations of the coast regions are mainly three 
fishing forestry and mining Of these fishing is easily the 

important fisheries depend upon the worlds 
needs for food and fur and so the salmon and the seal are 
as OTportant here as wheat crops are to the people of tibe 
piaines. The salmon m particular has becxune the ba^ 
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of a great industry The salmon is a deep sea fish which 
returns in \ast numbers to breed in the glacial nvers where 

it was born As the shoals swarm up the western n\ers 
during spnng or summer thej are netted and trapped in 

countless thousands and canned for export to almost e^ery 
country m the world So great has been the havoc wrought 

by the fishenes that there has ban a danger of extermination 
of these fish and the run and catch vary very much from 

\ear to year In 1937 the Canadian and United States 

governments established an agreement to prevent o\er fishing 
in these waters The fur seals, on the other hand are 

found year after year in large numbers on the islands along 

the coast Here again the unsaentific method of killing 
threatened the industry with extinction but an agreement 

between the governments of Russia Japan and Canada teis 
made regulations for the sealing industry that have apparendy 
checked the misduef 

Minmg as an occupaboo in das anea is not very |wo&- 

perous, probably own^ to the easia coiKhtiaDs df tlie otiier 

great mining fidds of the Rodaes West of Mount St KSay 
deposits of cqiper gold and coal are known to exist but so 
far they are scarcely touched 

The chief settlements along the coast are Skagmy and 
Juneau in Alaskan territory and Prmce Rupert the ter 

minus of a trans-continental hne near the mouth of the Skeena 
River and the most northerly town m Bntish Colambia 
Prmce Rupert (at present a anall town) may some day be 
the gram port for the imrthem wheat lands of Canada. 
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THE PUGET SOUND WILLAMETTE V\LLEY 

1 Relief and Climate 

Lying between the Cascade Mountains and the mantime 
^ ndge IS the most northerly section of the long coastal 

depression In length about 450 miles this depression com 
mences in the south as the Willamette Valley takes in the 
middle part of the Columbia Basin and disappears under 
water to the north as Puget Sound The lower valley of the 
Fraser also belongs to this depression The comparatively 
low mantime ndge here known as the Coast Range shelters 
the valley from the excessive rainfall of the coastal stnp 

whilst the high wall of the Cascades conserves the rainfall 
in the form of snow and feeds the nvers through the 
summer 

Generally speaking the climate of this region is very 
similar to that of western Europe from Bntam to the Baltc 
and the tvpical mild winters and cool summers of all west 
wind climates are the rule According to the degree m which 
the lowlands are sheltered from or exposed to this westerly 

circulation climatic conditions vary very widely The offiaal 

meteorolc^st of Bntish Columbia said of his province In 

some distncts between the mountain ranges the rainfall is so 

li^it that imgation is necessary and maximum summer 

ten^ratur^ range from 90 to 100 while on the west 

coast of Vancouver Island at Henderson Lake which is 

Sittiated immediately w^tward of a mountam the preapi 

m 1926 was 284 indies which may make it the wcttot 
|lace m North America. 

^ oountnes bmmg a dinmte of this type are heavd[|i 
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Fig 156 THE PACIFIC NORTH WEST 
Majc«* feattares of the bmid of the 

fore^ they compose, in fm±, the great temperate solt 
wood fotest r^ons of the work! For 1^00 imks, on tins 
coast, hundreds of OTer valleys and dKmsands <rf hiB slopes 
have been the nursery of great scrftwood forests. From the 
I>Di^bs fir of the south to the Sitka spruce dE Hie north 
tiwe IS a pTKeless treasury of timber here that has taken 
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centuries to grow Settlement involves the removal of this 
forest or at leaSt parts of it The problem is the same for 
British Columbia as for Tasmania the same grave disad 
vantages are apparent since settlement means usually the 

Fia 157 HAULING RED CEDAR LOGS BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 

Tractors haul the giant tree trunks to the skidway which takes 
^3/em on the first stage of their journey to the mill See Fig 152. 

reckless despoilit^ of regions that are natural forests and 
m most cases can be nothing else The tendenqr after 
deformation is for the soil to be washed away from the 
slopes especially m the more hilly country The problems 

mtkment increase in the wetter regions to the north. 
Tbe whole valley r^ion however is a good mixed farming 
mm, and the damate is very suitable for dairying Tte 
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crops too are the usual temperate climate grams from the 
hardy barley and oats m the north to the \iheat of the 
southern valleys and this is combined with much stock 
raising 

After timber it is as orchard country that the area makes 
its chief claim The absence of frosts at budding time owing 
to the diffusion of mild oceanic conditions far inland and 
the shelter from heavy winds m valley situations provide 

Fia 158. PULP AND PAPER MILL, VANCOUVER 

The rafts of logs amve at the nti!l Note the coovcfuatt 
of the null logs are Soafed down, and sea cm call for 

the tadier 

ti^ ideal situation for sqqiles pears ptoas and t^her 
In addition the small fruits of the berry family are aU well 
smted here aiwi the cultivation is extensive. So it is a very 
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natural development that all the valleys opemng on the Puget 
Sound just as the eastern and northern valleys of Tasmama 
and of the North Island of New Zealand have become great 
fruit produang areas Similarly the chief factory industries 
are jam making fruit preserving canning and pulping and 

the preparation of frmt juices 
The greatest industnes of this region however are 

connected with the forest In these days saw milhng has 
to be compared with steel making because the raw matenal 
is so massive and such huge mechanical appliances are 
needed to deal with it So we find that the modem develop¬ 
ment IS to place the great mills on the water front where 
the logs can be floated down and where the deep sea ships 
can come for the timber Running back into the forest 
from lake nver or the mill itself are the tramways down 
which the giant logs come m sections—a tree to a tram—to 
be tom and sawn and shaped for the timber markets of the 
world or pulped to make the newspapers of six continents 
The newest industry to commence another onslaught on the 
forests of the world is that of rayon or artifiaal siBs 
manufacture This depends upon cellulose and the raw 
material is again wood pulp The chief consolation is that 
there will be less waste smce what the timber man do@ 
iHrt use may become pulp for either paper or rayon But 
even the mighty forests of the Pacific coast cannot meet 
these demands for many years at the present rate and the 
day most rame soon when the world will have to ration its 

sc^vood siqqdira 
From die mdustnal point of view the chief advantage of 

die regKm is the immense power available m the streams 
b€ every valley along this coast Or^on Washmgton and 

Gduidna lave all turned this force to account irf 
0Si/deipmg eiectnc power for mills and great 
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are constantly being planned So far its use is confined 
mainly to the industnes connected 'with timber and paper 
and to driving machinery in local works such as jam 
factones canning works flour mills and engineenng shc^ 
Because of her great water power British Columbia mav 

Fm^ 159 Eight million feet of Doiiglas Fir Imziber ready for the 
export trade. 

yet become the dbief area of the North 
Pacific as New 2^ealcu:id may for the South- 

The mam gatew^s of this regimi have acquired a double 
mqxrtance as collectit^ and distiibntii^ centres for Ihe 
trade connected with the intancr and as nnaiiiifactiirnig 
emtres since the great devetopment oi die age in connection 
with Img perts $3 the tendency lor mannfacttires to migrate 
to the 3^ board. Fancom^er (300000) is ^tnabed on 
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Burrard Inlet a splendid landlocked harbour near the 
mouth of the Fraser It is the largest Canadian port on the 
Pacific coast and being ice free for the -ft hole vear is the 
chief port of Canada for certain months As a growing 

Fig 160 HARBOUR DOCKS VANCOUVER 

Two great routes trans Pacific and trans Canadian meet here 

inthistml centre it denves its flower from several sources 
but chiefly from Stave River and Lake Buntzen 42 and 16 
nuks away respectively Another big plan to derive power 
from Bridge River and other schemes will give the area 
7fX)000 horse-power for industnal purposes As the 
krmiBiis of the most important Canadian tians-contmental 
hlies^ Vancouver become the chief Paafic gram port 

lor the piaines. 
d 
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New IVestmnsier (18,000) is an important sain milling 

and wood pulping centre on the lower Fraser, and a gram 

port 

Victoria (65,000) on a harbour at the southern end of 

Vancouver Island, is the capital and admimstratne centre 

of Bntish Columbia It depends mainl\ on industries 

connected with timber and on the agriculture and darning 

of the eastern side of thf island 

Seattle (370,000), the capital and mam port of the state 

of Washington, is situated on the wonderful waterway of 

Puget Sound, 150 miles from the open s© It is the 

terminus of two trans contmental hnes and regularly ranks 

third (in tonnage) among the Paafic ports of the United 

States An important ship canal has been constructed 

between the harbour and Lake Washington 

Portland (310,000), on the Willamette 12 miles from its 

junction with the Columbia River, is a port of a different 

type It IS the outlet for the two valleys and the chief rival 

of Seattle for the trade of the north wesi a»st of U SA 

Tacom (100,000) at the head of Sound i$ saotiber 

important outlet, and is also the chief lumber manufactamf 

aty of western Umted States 
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THE FRASER COLUMBIA VALLEY 

1 Rehej and Cli'inate 

A SECOND valley region lies between the Coast and 

Cascade ranges on the west and the Rockies proper 
(Selkirks) on the east It embraces the upper and middle 

valleys of the Fraser and Columbia rivers Most of the area 
IS a plateau region dissected by the deep gorges of the two 
rivers and their tnbutanes The Fraser Valley lies wholly 

within Canada and its area of cultivable land is considerably 
less than that of the Columbia Basin 

The whole area presents one of the surpnses of the 
Paafic coast and this is due to the arrangement of mountain 
and valley m relation to the wind arculation a situation 

which has already been discussed The ram bearing winds 

must cross the mantime ndge m Vancouver Island and the 
higher Coast and Cascade ranges before they reach the 
valleys and consequently the valleys espeaally on their 
western side tend to dryness Look at these rainfall figure 
for Henderson Lake on the west side of Vancouver Island 

and Lytton in the middle Fraser Valley 

MONTHLY RAINFALL IN INCHES 1926 (APPROX ) 

Total / \f M A j M j 7 B 5 0 N JO 

Lake 284 14 13; 21 4 14 B B m m 66 

Lyttoa 12 5 ! 2 8 0 2: 1 6 0 3 0 1 0 7 n i 1 4 ■ 
It wiH be seal that there are almost desert conditions m 
parts <rf valley and in general the eastern sides are 

334 
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better watered than the west slopes m the lee of the ranges 
Kamloops sometimes gets less than 5 inches dunng the \ ear 
The ram falls chiefly dunng the colder months and is 
assoaated with the cyciomc storms which sweep m from 
the Paafic dunng this season 

Something must be said here about irrigation and water 
power The whole of the coastal region from \laska to 
Oregon is marked by areas of high preapitation m the 
form of ram or snow and m many places the engineer has 
harnessed the run off for the generation of electnaty for 
irngation or for both This mountain region has all the 
conditions which favour generation of water power—^abrupt 
changes m height of land abundant rainfall natural reser 
voirs such as lakes glaciers or snowfields which maintain 
a steady flow in the streams and favourable dam sites in 
narrow valleys The hydro-electnc power is used for a 
vanety of gi^t mdustnes—saw miDs paper pulp makn^ 
box making furniture industries rayon manufactmie, and 
many otters The states of the Pacific have Ite 
greatest reserve of water power of any region in U S-A. 
(about 40 per cent of the total) whilst the proportioa of 
developed water power is about 20 per cent of the national 
total The total area of Washington Oregon and Idaho is 
about 157000000 acres of which about 3000000 acres can 
rxow be irrigated The Columbia River sy^em is of tte 
greatest importance for imgaticm as well as for all other uses 

Tte great forest wealth of Douglas fir ponderosa |Mne 
femilodc spruce and other speaes m combinaticm with this 
great h3?dro^ectnc power provides the basis for mdustnes 
which employ 120000 people m the Pacific stales ol nofth- 
west U SJ^ aior^ and the total vali^ of tte forest products 
from timber to rayon in these states was aliout $310000/100 

in 1937 
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The distribution of the rainfall over the region determines 

a definite arrangement of orchard farm and pastoral 

country The dryness is not entirely a drawback however 

as the fertihty is not washed out of the soils and where 

Fig 161 IRRIGATION IN A BIG WAY 

View of the Grand Coulee dam under construction. Notice the 
barren country which made irrigation necessary the modem town 
ccwistructed for the engineers and workmen and their families 
and water rushing through the spillways The dam is now the 
worlds greatest single source of electrical energy and will ulti 
mately reclaim 1^50000 acres of and and abandoned holdmgs 

irrigation is possible the land is very productive The rolling 

hilis of much of the Columbia Basin are m great contrast 

to the Tocisj Alpine areas of the Fraser and this is chiefly 

a result of glaaal action m ages in both cases The 

aiKient glaaers scoured out the Fraser very cleanly but 

m tlie CoJumbia Basm much glaaal rubbish was left behnid 
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and now forms good hill farm countn The W alia Walla 
Plateau on the east of the Columbia region has great 
stretches of unproductne upland The middle part of the 
basin IS sufficiently far south to experience a fairh long hot 
summer and m addition the la\a flovts of past eruptive 
periods have here weathered into comparatneh nch soils 
Thus soil and climate are both adapted for growing wheat 
and the Columbian wheat lands yield an a\erage of about 
20 bushels to the acre compared with the 15 16 bushels of 
the praines The largest area of wheat country lies round 
Spokane (104000) a railway centre which has become the 
trading and distnbuting headquarters for the whole upper 
Columbia Valley The agnculture stock raising and timber 
cutting industnes are its main support 

Washington State has become m recent years a great 
apple growing area That part of the Columbia Basin ^ 
the foot of the Cascade Ranges has been developed with tibe 
aid of imgation into the orchard areas of the CHcamgan 
Wenatchee and Yaloma Valleys The neighbotmi^ Hood 
River Valley is a similar orcharding district. Most of the 
remainder of the Columbia Basin is natural grasskiKL In 
both the Fraser and Columlna areas the ranges are devote! 
to cattle and sheep raising The chief diOkulty m the way 
of agncultural development in the Fraser Valley is the awn- 
l^ratively small area of level land and m this respect it tntKh 
resambles Norway Tte dq>th at which the Columbia flows 
acrc^ most of the upper basin is the chief drawback tl^se. 
Water for imgating the fertile uplands is there but the 
e3q>ense of raisir^ it is the chief proUem 

Kamioops (6000) is the chief settionent in the upper 
Fraser Valley The chief cn^ of the lower part of die va&y 
IS apples grown chiefly around Lake Okanagan, a facial 
lake some 40 miles in length 
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CALIFORNIA 

1 Relief and Clanate The dominant influence of the plateau region is mam 
tamed through the 750 miles of California The mam 

range really a high plateau 75 miles wide is here known as 
the Sierra Nevada Its highest ndge is generally about 
10 000 feet above sea level but Mount Whitney towards the 
south nses to nearly 15 000 feet and is the highest peak m 
the United States In contrast to the Selkirks the slope 
toward the ocean is more gradual Here too there are a 
number of valleys which lead to anaent deltas which now 
form nch plains near the coast such as the plain on which 
Los Angeles stands The mantime ndge here known as the 

Coast Ranges is about 50-60 miles nearer the coast and 
much lower than the Sierra Between the two highland areas 
IS the long narrow valley of California a great depression 
once part of the Paafic but now filled with the sediments 
wash^ down from the enclosing mountains 

The position of this valley with relation to the wind 

systems is of importance In summer a high pressure area 
lies off the coast giving on shore wmds which might be 
expected to brmg ram however these winds are cooled in 
crossing the Califorman Current and on becoming warmer 
when they blow over the land tend to absorb moisture rather 
than deposit it After September when the wind syston 
has swung south with the sun the high pressure area off 
the coast tends to move further south or to disappear 
ategeff^ altowing the lows of the westerly wind belt to 
move cm-diore and brmg ram. Most of. the ram therefoie, 
iaBs between October and May the remainmg months 
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a season of summer drought much like that experienced in 
the Mediterranean region or m southern \ustralia The 
highest rainfall in places as much as 200 inches is trapped 

Fig. IdZ. SoiUfa-western Umted States. 

oc tiie Sierra Nevada m the form of soov aiHidier for 
tuiBctie cuxumstanoe for tihe valley smoe the nm-off frana 
the melting snows fiSs the streams for the wanner seasoa of 
mammum growtii. But this run-off vanes m a lemaifeaHe 
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manner and pro\ision has had to be made for stonng and 
regulating the water flow m a large portion of the region 
The valley itself is a dry area tapering from 25 inches of 
rainfall in the north to 5 inches and less in the near desert to 

Fig 163 GIANT REDWOODS CALIFORNIA 

These trees were growing when the Pyramids were bemg hmlt, 
three thousand years ago They are sequoias but are usually 
known as redwoods They and the eucalypts of south eastern 

Austraha, have produced the tallest trees m the world. 

the south As a consequence irngation means as much to 
CsJifomia as it does to Egypt One other advantage from 
the presence of the plateau lies in the possibility of utihzmg 
tl^ water power available in the ranges 

The Sierra protects the Great Valley from the cold inland 
winds of wmter and the soDrching winds of summer and the 

IS thus sheltered in a way that determmes its chid 
use as a frmt growing area. Rising from the valley floor 
four zones of v^etation may be distinguished (i) the 
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grasslands of the foot hills up to about 1 500 feet 'svhere 
rainfall is hardly suffiaent for trees (ii) the zone of 
drought resistant vegetation up to approximately 3 000 feet 
especially charactenzed by the yellow pine (in) the zone of 
heavy rainfall and big forest trees especially the sequoias 
(pron se kwoy-a) which shades off towards (iv) the sum 
mit areas where cold becomes too great for plant growth 
except of a stunted kmd in sheltered situations It is evident 
from this bnef survey that the Sierra spells water power 
and timber for the mhabitants of the valley and it would be 
no exaggeration to say that but for the Sierra California 
would be largely desert 

2 Productton and Setilement 

California is m many ways very similar to great tracts of 
southern Australia and espeaally resembles the Murray 
River Basin The San Joaquin (pron San 
Valley might cOTipare with the Murray VaB^ m a mam 
fully developed stage. Further CaMoruia and AiiStimSa 
have gone through sumlar stages of scttfenaeiit. In boili 
there were the first stages of pa^oral estates with pcpiilatioo 
spread very thinly m the valleys the frimtier stage as it has 
been called Then after 1849 came for eadi, the period of 
the gold discovenes which did so much to stinnilate mtonest 
in the new lands and to provnfe capita! for its development 
in c^foer ways In both countries mmmg is imw a (tedmo^ 
industry But here comes a great difference in the histoty 
of the two regions the discovery of mineral oil in Cahfomm 
has had no parallei m Australia This has led to Ihe develop¬ 
ment of great industries m the Californian Valley and has 
given it an added importance in ffie cotmncroe smd tmdt 
of the Pacific. We may notice other fikenesses between 
the Australian and Cahfbrman areas ffie d^iendeiicse upon 
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irrigation and upon artesian water the character of the 
vegetation—z likeness that has been intensified since the 
wholesale introduction of the eucalypts and other Australian 

Fig 164 NATURES WATER STORAGE 
CALIFORNIA 

From the five glaciers and countless snow slopes of Mt Shasta 
conies water to irrigate two thirds of California s agricultural 
land Two storages and 3^ miles of canals will mamtam 
1,500000 acres of vmes and fruit trees, cotton, gram and vege¬ 
tables Flood and erosion control and hydro-electric power make 

Shasta dam a three purpose scheme 

—and the outdoor hfe of the people which is of course 
a dmiatic effect A further result of the sinulanty is the 
fact that California and Australia are very often competing 
m the same markets as sellers of similar products 

Sopthem California does not properly belong to the Great 
hut IS a r^on lying between the plateau and the sea, 

in general a somewhat hotter dner climate than 
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that o£ the Great VaUej A marked feature of the southern 
area has been the adoption of Spanish and Italian models 
in architecture These types of building are particularly 
suited to the country and Russell Smith has called the 
development a nKe recogmtion of geographic influence 

California is for the most part the Great \ alley Lea\mg 
Los Angeles the main northern railway runs through barren 
canyons on the edge of the Mojave (pron Mo ha vay) 
Desert and zigzags to the top of Tehachapi Pass From Iwa-e 
the Ime drops sharply for 3 OCX) feet to the floor of the Great 

Fig. m. WATER IN A THIRSTY LAND CAUFOENIA. 
¥iae smd atnis piaixtatioas made hf irriigatioEi m a 

^ watale^ Hilsides m 

VaBey and runs m an almost staught hue StodktDa. 
Rtmrnng bade into the heart of &e Sttrra are the val^grs 
carved oot fay the rmrs ndneh jom the San Joaqom, the 
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mam stream of the south valley These spur valleys and 
the floor of the mam valley are the areas irrigated by the 
run off from the Sierras Every 50 or 60 miles along the 
line the canning and packing sheds of a large town tell the 

Fig 166 CITRUS GROWING IN CALIFORNIA 

The semi-dwarf orange trees have been bred and pruned to this 
standard shape. Taller trees surround the orange grove to act as 

a protection against cold winds 

^ry of the valley even if 300 miles of irrigated orchards 
and vineyards have not already done so Fresno (55 000) 
IS the centre of the grape country and the headquarters of 
the important raisin industry Merced and Modesto are the 
centres for fruit drying and canning Every now and then 
cdmig the line a great fruit express with a train of cars a imle 
in ieiigth passes on its way to San Francisco or Los Angeles 
The longer laiger Sacramoito River drains the north valley 
Fmn Stockton northwards to Sacramento the ndi 



Fm. 167 MILES OF LETTUCES, CALIFORNIA 

TitK^ ^st3rmmg m Mootercy CcmnJy Cahfcn^a- Mass 
of m this maiioer is a i^espoDse lo the of 
coQsoo^ peo^e IfVHig in die great east-side oties” as lar awiQF 

as Pfcladd|jtei and New Yc^k* 

Sm> Hosay) the chief aty has beoa^ such an mqMKtant 
centre of the frmt-canning industry that it lays cfaim to 
beii^ the greats m the world. 



Fig PUMPING PETROLEUM CALIFORNIA 

Oa -well demcks on the beach near Los Angeles California, This 
IS not typical of rflaent modem methods of oil recovery 
shows bow thcwoi^y petroleum is sought The oil is here 
pms^ed frean positions under the sea half a mile from the beach, 
in 1944 crude cal totalling’ 16GN1 millKHi barrels was pumped m 

U.S^ ^03^ 
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Careful measures have to be taken to protect the vine 
areas from late frosts despite the generally mild climate 
The lowest parts of the Great \ alle> like the similar regicms 
of the Murray have been reclaimed by levees partly natural 

Fia 169 GOUOm GATE BRIDGE, SAH FRAHOSCD 

The bixsine^ section of San Frai^osco seen alK^ve, smd U S Mmff 
amtsexs ^tenng the hsxbom bskm the great Goiden 
snspeaisaoii hr^lge. Omxgar^ this widi the bodge mer 

Harbour on die odi^ side ol the 

and on the^ areas ckiryit^ is estaMidied. Sice is also odti- 
vated very siKxessftiily under irr^aticaL One great diSkuUy 
IS common to b<^ the irrigation areas Aostralm and 
California viz timt of sahn^ The imgatioti water teings 
up salts in soluti<m from some depth, and dns colieds near 
the surface when water has evaporated. After a time fte 
sod becomes too salt for i^ant Me This ptobletn is iemg 
aedved by various methods. 
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San Francisco (690 000) is the mam gateway of the Great 
Valley Situated on a magnificent landlocked harbour it is 
the largest port on the Paafic coast with great industries 
dependent upon the production of the back country and with 
much through trade to the eastern states from all countries 
of the Pacific 

Los Angeles (1 510 000) the southern capital and uni 
versity town is also rapidly developing as an industrial and 
commercial centre It is the centre of the film and other 
industries Its port is at the artificial harbour of Port Wil 
mington Water is brought 250 miles from the Sierra 

Sacramento (100000) is the metropolis of the fruit and 
wheat region in the northern valley 

Chapter XXXIII 

THE DRY LANDS 

Between the Sierra and the wide sweep of the 
Rockies towards the east stretches a great and plateau 

region stepping down from (i) the High Lands of Wyoming 
and Colorado to (ii) the lower levels of New Mexico and 
nsing again to (iii) the Mexican tableland These are the 
three mam divisions that approach nearest to the trade wind 
deserts of other continents and are most and in the Mojave 
Desert and the Bad Lands of Anzona 

1 The Utah Plateau 

Ljnng in the ram shadow of the mountains this plateau 
because of its general elevation receives suffiaent rainfall to 
mamtam grasses and sage brush and the area is thus a great 
natural pasture with scattered patches of forest It com 
puses a r^on of inland drainage concentrated m the Great 
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Salt Lake the only out flowing stream of any size being the 
Snake River at the north western comer Sheep and cattle 
raising with cultivation m the irngated oases and copper 
lead and silver mimng in the ranges compose the main 
occupations of the region The lakes are the shrunken relic 
of one anaent lake and are remarkable for their salinity 
Many of them are often merely salt encrusted mud flats like 
those of Central Australia The climate is much more con 
tmental in character and despite the high day temperatures 
frosts are expenenced nght through the year in parts of tte 
plateau 

The nch soils of the basins make for great fertility where 
imgation can be practised and Salt Lake Ctty (15SOOO) is 
like Mildura entirely dependent upon irngation Big storage 
basins support other agricultural and pastoral centres stK* 
as Ogden and Carson Ctty The Snake River area is an 
old lava plateau that has been dissected by the streams wbdh 
have carved out deep canyons. Here there is nch soil mA 
water but the water is such a de|^ below the lefd d flbc 
plateau that little cultivation is pos^le. 

2 The Great Amencm Desert 

The dnest parts of these areas are also the lowlands sodi 
as the Mojave Desert Colorado Desert Bad Lands of 
Anzona Sonoran Desert and Lower CaMorma. The ram 
falls mostly along the enclosing motmtain mm. There is a 
remarkable range of cmnparatively usdess vegdaticm over 
the whole desert and tte plants of the cactus family are very 
prominent Ram storms are responsible for the temailcalile 
erosion tlmt is so pronoumed over most of area. Bat 
this regicm is by no means devoid of natural resonnses m 

human activity S3.ys a Government buHetm. It contams 
prosperous cities fertile agncultura! dislricts» 
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Bcmkier Dam, which with Parker Dam, another structure 150 
males downstream, diverts water for the domestic use of Los 
Angeles 300 miles away and 13 other cities in, western California, 
it also makes possible the Gila imgatKm sch^e, which provides 
wato* for over ^ OQO acres m An2ona, and the Impenal Valley 
and Coachella Valley schemes m soudiem Cahfomia. Besides aH 

this It checks floods and erosion. 
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mountains a large aggregate number of watenng places 
some nch mines and an unknown wealth of mineral deposits 
But the localities that have water supplies are widely 
separated oases m ^ vast expanse of silent changeless un 
productive desert whose most impressive feature is its great 
distances and whose chief evidences of human occupation 
are the long roads that lead from one watenng place to 
another The irngation areas that exist depend on giant 
storages such as the Roosevelt Dam A remarkable feature 
of the whole region is presented by the tremendously deqi 
and long canyons which have been gouged out by the mam 
streams and these lend themselves to the purposes of the 
engmeer m the storage of water 

The Colorado is the Nile of the Amencan Desert thrmigh 
which it flows for 1 500 miles draimng 200 000 square miles 
of basin Its erosive power is so great that it is gradua% 
filhng the h^d of the Gulf of California. Tlie old head 
the inlet is represented by Salt<ui Sea, and die aOmial 
between this and the sea has been redanned and 
and IS now tte productive Imperial VaBey Ymm is llic 
centre of another imgation area in the lower Colorado valfcf 

3 The Me^m Plaiem and Cm$i 

Mexico IS m the mam a great trmigle ol tableiaiKl 760 000 
sq miles m extent lymg about 6000 feet above sea fevd, 
widi chmatic conditions which vary from tropical to warm 
temperate m type. Its soils are m general, hard and fcnty 
and the and cxmdteons the pteau resemble tfiose of 
Spain Towards the sc^A-central m narrower end of the 
j^teau where ramfeB is greater most of the agnodtee 
and most of the pcqailatioa about 15 imlbofis is oonca^ 
trated in this area wheat, maine, beans, bai4^ cdnis btxM 
and vmes are grown m the valleys and dsaiyu^ is earned 
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on extensively Sugar cotton and tobacco are also produced 
on an increasing scale In the northern section vegetable 
and gram crops are grown along the valley of the Rio Grande 
The chief occupation on the dry uplands is cattle raising 

Fig 171 DISTRIBUTING THE WATER 
The distributing end of the irrigation scheme. Diversion, canals 
startmg the water on an 80 mile journey from the dam m the 
background to transform cactus and sagebrush country mto the 

plantations and gardens of Imperial Valley 

The economy of the country is mainly agricultural and 
pastoral with relatively few factory industries 

The plateau contams rich and varied mineral resources and 
a large mining industry flounshes The silver lead deposits 
are most important Mexico is the leading producer of silver 
and ranks third (after USA and Australia) in the pro¬ 
duction of lead Antimony gold copper platinum mercury 
sulphur coal and iron are contmuously mined Petroleum is 
also produced 44 imlhon barrels (each 42 gallons) in 1941 
oanpared with 1 404 million in U S A and 238 imlhon m 
USSR. The exploilaticm^of the mineral deposits by foreign 
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capital has for long been a thorny question in Mexican 
pohtics 

Because of geography and tradition Mexico turns towards 
the Atlantic rather than to the Pacific and despite its 
economic and pohtical significance little more need be said 
here The population falls into two main groups that of 
aboriginal Indian descent contaimng four fifths of the people 
and the smaller property-owning or mans^enal group whose 
members claim Spanish ancestry Although Mexico is csie of 
the leading Latm American republics it is still socially bade 
ward and more than half the people are still uneducated even 
to the most elementary stage More advanced poliaes are 
however bemg pursued but the low living standards of the 
masses make progress rather difficult 

Mexico Ctty with about one million people is the capital 
and also the principal trading and finanaai centre Its port 
is Vera Cruz on the Gulf about 200 miles distant. The 
picturesque situation and mexiem plan C3f tlie inetnopohs 
notable and it has become a fzmmred tourist neoort* 

Chapter XXXIV 

THE PACIFIC COAST OF CENTRAL AMERICA The high backbone of mountain Central Amenta 
runs very dose to the sea on its western si^. As a 

ocmsequeiKe the Mexicsui ami Central American taMehm^ 
are con^l^ely cut ofiE from the Pacific by a coutmiiDiis 

wall aiKl there IS scaincdy a break of any faad 
akmg the whole coast hne from Lower Cahfonna to Panama, 
in aiMition, these lands are m die ar^ afifedbed by die trade- 
wmd system winch brings moistiire &om the Atlaiilic» so 
tihat the we^ coast is in the lee of the and beccames 
m effect sm extension to the southward of the dry region oi 
Artxona and Colorado. Phjsicaily and oooiiomicaliy Mexico 
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and the Central American countnes turn therefore towards 
the Atlantic and the Paafic coast contains very few people 
and no mdustnes of any importance 

The coast south of Mexico is if possible even more 
monotonous and and than it is to the north Along the 
beach runs a stnp where the coco nut palm grows naturally 
in its wild state Farther back is a strip of grassland which 
supports a few cattle In favoured situations above 3 000 
feet appear the scattered patches of forest mainly in the 
short deep upper valleys Some of the lower valleys have 
been irngated and sugar cane and other tropical crops form 
the basis of a scattered agriculture A few small ports 
carry on an mtermittait trade in copra and hides and ev^ 
a little mineral ore from the highlands but good harbours 
are kckii^ The best port on the Mexican coast is Acapulco 
(5 000) Th^ Pacific coast of Honduis^ has the best harbour 
fer the whole m the small Gulf of Fonseca on which stands 
Ae port of Amcdpa mainly important because it is leased 

tte Umted States as a naval station 
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The lowest part of the Sierras of Central Amenca occurs 
at Panama which is also the narrowest part of the isthmus 
Panama naturally became the chief pass therefore between 
the Atlantic and the Paafic and the mule route was later 
iollowed by the railway The chief barner however is the 
unhealthy climate which caused the disastrous failure of 
De Lesseps attempt to cut a canal In 1914 the Government 
of the Umted States completed the abandoned work at a 
cost of £100000000 The canal was cut from Colon on the 
Atlantic to Panama on the Paafic a distance of about thirty 
miles Like the Suez Canal it runs for part of the distance 
through an artificial lake and also it is a bottle neck through 
which the ships of the world now pass Unlike Suez tt is 
not a sea level canal but first nses and then descends by a 
senes of locks or water steps 

The completion of the Panama Canal has been one of the 
most important pohtical and economio events m the Inslnry 
of the Paafic The dnef effect has been to Asp 
or Austraha closer to Europe, hut to brag Ae Bacific: enasi 
of both North and S<mth Amenta into dmer toudi wA aH 
North Atlantic regions and in particular witb tbe Alhuibe 
coast of North America. It has already had a very marfeod 
mfiuoice m stunulating the trade of CaMonna, and tn f ororg 
<m the devetopment of the Paafic side of South Amenca. 
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PART VIII 

SOUTH AMERICA 

Chapter XXXV 

GENERAL SURVEY OF THE PACIFIC COAST 

1 Relief 

The lofty western mountain system of South America is 

the longest and most continuous fold line on the earth s 
surface Runnmg m an unbroken ndge from Tnnidad to 
Tierra del Fuego it wholly determines the character of the 

Pacific coast region This however is a very general and 
also very inaccurate description of the great Andean system 

More truly it may be said to take the form of a vast elongated 
plateau nearly everywhere more than 10 000 feet above the 
level of the ocean and having an eastern and a western nm 
which nse another 8000 12 (XX) feet above the floor of the 
plateau In Bolivia and Southern Peru where the plateau 
IS highest it also opens out to its greatest width and behind 
the great inward bend of the coast line to Anca it reaches 
a maximum -width of about 200 miles Occupying a de 
pression in the floor of this plateau is the remarkable Lake 
Titicaca a long sheet of fresh water over 10 (XX) feet above 
sea level The Pacific nm of this plateau has been associated 
with strong volcanic activity which has piled up lofty cones 
throughout its whole length Tronador and Aconcagua El 

Mish in Peru, and Chimborazo and Cotopaxi in Ecuador are 
^n^Iy (^tstanding examples of the hundreds of volcanoes 
active quiescent or extmct that overlook the Paafic from 
the heights of the W^estem Andes South of the Bolivian 

gateau tfie cordillera Mis away Ixat, with distance from tibe 

the glacial action of the past becomes more narked, 

356 
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and the mountain wall is broken m several places by trans 
verse valleys 

Every aspect of South Amenca on its Pacific side must 
be studied with reference to the general control exerased by 
the Andean system The chief feature from the human and 

Fig. 17a THE ANDES 

like surf of a mighty sea, dje Andes bres^ m giaut waves. 
The Andes near Aconcagua, tgdsen at an aildmle of 3^09(1 ieet. 

economic sade however is so satich the height of buri 
known as the Western Cordilkra winch rms paiafld to the 
coast and about 100 miles inland but the coastal rai^ whidi 
develops in southern Peru foonts the ocean stepty fmr 1,500 
miles along the coa^ of Chile, amd beooines submeiged and 
detached as the ra^ed cham of islands farther scKdhu As a 
consequence of this arrangOTient of fmraile! folds, coaslal 
l^ms are eititer very narrow or entirely absent the 

Paafic slope. 



Fig. 174 Tlie Staines of South America 
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The moister conditions associated with the plateau or 
rather with the Eastern and Western Cordilleia nms have 
developed erosion on the plateau more than on the Paafic 
slope The floor of the plateau of Bolivia and southern Peru 
m particular is occupied by great quantities of alluvial 
material washed down from the cordilleras and this alluvial 
soil forms the basis of the great upland pastures and of the 
cultivation which irrigation makes possible there Loess 
formations similar to those of north Qnna are also ccanmon 
The Western Cordillera descends so sharply to the Pacific 
m the northern half of the continent and climatic conditions 
are so and over such a great part of its w^em sk3|>e, that 
the coastal nvers are merely seasonal streams and 
often he in ravines carved in barren hiU sides than m 
valleys In strong contrast the foot hills on the landward 
side of the Eastern Cordillera known as the Fumg&s ane 
the forested upper slopes of the great eastward ftsmng 
nvers To the iK>rth, in western Cotendna aiid 
the whole system flattens out and tmeate off dtiorgeid 
chams 

Z Cimnt# 

The chmahc of South America aie naamly 
ddretmmed the refetion of the As^leam to tim 
^eai Every vanetj of chmate is Id be tmmd 
m tte nmmtam area, or on the fowler levds cf die pteean 
or coastal valleys and often the change from equatorial to 
arctic dmiate is posable witfmi a hundred miles owiug to 
differ^ices m devation. Neverdieie^ a hrond rfassific^mn 
into r^ons is conqiarativ^ easy For that part of the 
continent east of the Andes and to &e norSi of the eqpsiter 
the north-east trades brmg tarn m summer lad: wi^ar m m 
^ason of drou^ OTfcoe ffie pwaaS^g wtete» Ae southeast 
toecbs, have crossed the Gunuaa BBghfan^ On the Ptofic 
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coastal strip however owing to the deflection of both the 
south east and the north east trades on shore ram is received 
throughout the year Thus the lower slopes are densely 
forested with tropical types while plants and trees of 

Fkx 175, South Amencar—Topography and Mean Annual Rainfall 

temperate climate Imbit are found at higher levels the slopes 
and valleys are used largely for the growing of cacao 
feuftanas and sumlar tropical crops, 

Tlie Pacific coast xtgicm south of about S degrees to abotd: 
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30 degrees 'varies from and to semi and This is the result 
of the trade wmd arculation coming from the east these 
air currents lose their moisture on the Atlantic side of the 
continent and the western coast which is here the lee side 
tends to be dry This is intensified by the action of the cold 
Humboldt Current which runs north along this coast On 
shore winds are cooled as they pass over this cold ocean 
surface and when they reach land and become warmed they 
tend to absorb surface moisture These two factors explain 
the north south extension of the and region which reaches 
its climax in the desert of Atacama 

In the broad plateau area of Bohvia and southern Peru 
the climatic regions form a pattern of parallel stnps runnit^ 
north and south These may be broadly sketched as (i) The 
eastern slopes warm to hot with rainfall up to 40 inches per 
annum but somewhat unreliable Where the rainfall has been 
supplemented by irngation agnculture is earned on (u) The 
cordillera region a bare sub-aictic area whrfi is onfy 
populated where the great minerai wealth is suSioHeiiily 
accessible to make the hardships worth while. (3i) The 
plateau proper dmractenzed dear cdld wes^ber witfi 
little rainfall Here agriculture depends tipon irngsto3aat, 
but only hardy temperate plants such as ^ potato and harfcgr 
can be grown There is never sufficient h^ to npm crops 
such as maize or wheat The dud occupations are therefore 
pastoral, and the natives rear sheep and the tyfrad antmafe 
of the r^on the Hama and the dpaca. (iv) The Facife: 

warm and dry with posdWhties for valley agnoitewe 

inder imgata<»j 
After an mtamediate r^on m Ae latitii«fe of &e 

Atacama Desert, the directicm erf Ihe wind ccrntrol is reversed 
and fexther south the nKHintamous west coast is opposed ^ 
the Westerlies This produces aiong the coast of 
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Fig 176 South America—Pressure and Wmds, January and July 

Chile the true Mediterranean winter ram conditions and 
for south Chile the abundant rainfall which produces 
tenperate forest but is excessive for agriculture in this 
bhttrfe. The dry belt is now found on the eastern side and 
the conditions are stnctiy comparable to those m Tasmania 
aiMi die South Island of New Zealand The upper levels 

form a gr^t glacial fidd which merges lower down 
1^10 swampy vaH^ or water legged plateau and the region 

tmintebited Even on the dner east side 
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conditions of life are very difBcult and only in the warmer 
ituations does pastunng of sheep become possible 

3 People and Industries 

South America has not proved an easy country for 
development As barriers to settlement the tropical climate 
and luxuriant vegetation of the eastern lowlands are equalled 
by the lofty and inaccessible mountain plateaux of the west 
and by the desert which m great part separates them from 
the sea Nor has the development of the country been 
assisted by the presence of numerous and vigorous native 
peoples The Indians of South Amenca a people racially 
allied to the Reds of the northern continent are m contrast 
a primitive and spintless people composing three-quarters of 
the population of the Paafic regions of South Amenca They 
beloi^ to two mam branches viz the backward Aymaras 
(prtm Eye-mah-ias) and the livelier Quechuas (Kesh-wahs) 
ofr lower levels^ Acmtomed to servile obedieooe firoea 
the el fhe Ii3ca% tlie of Old ttesr 
expenences tinder Spanish rtiie^ and hiiear under ihsd el Ihe 
republics have dcme nothing to advance the or wd&re 
of these folk The A3mai:as existence, says a wnter %ms 
been a continuous struggle against the mmtmmese^ of the 
Heak and inhospitable plateau against tooger cJtrfd and €he 
iadc of oxygen and {he might have addol) s^amst 
governments Living in an unfunushed stone- or 
weanng the poorest of woollen ckithmg and crude sandals 
when he is not barefoot and exishi^ on a diet of p<^atoes or 
roi^ barley imead be is the labmim* of the Kbgh Flam^ fhe 
porter of the small towns and villages, and the drover of 
mul^ or alpacas on the padk routes between the imnes and 
vilfages, living alm<^ the life of the anunate m Ins charge. 
The Quechuas are the most munerotis dement m the cnmtsy 
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by far They are the agncultural labourers the miners the 
serfs or peons of the ranches and plantations sold with the 
land esteemed very little higher than the stock they tend 
and owning almost no political or social privileges In the 
Andean zone proper there are probably some ten milhons 
of Indians who form a body of serfs incapable of owmng 
land without ambition and restless to the point of becoming 
a danger to estabhshed government at any time In addition 
to the Indians there is a very large half caste element of 
mixed Spamsh and Indian blood known as mestizos These 
are in general more intelhgent and progressive if more 
mercurial and unrehable The land ownmg and govemmg 

IS composed of the descendants of the Spaniards who 
came to these lands after 1500 m search of gold The man 
of this rtass is sometimes a progressive pastoralist or careful 
farmer but is more often an absentee landlord favounng the 
tradition of the grandee hving m the towns on the income 
from his estates There is a considerable difference however 
between the active and mteUigent desire for progress m Chile 
and southern Peru and the chaotic and often anarchic 
conditions m some of the other republics The mestizo is 
the chief hope of the future smce he combines mtelhgence to 
appreaate new methods with a physique adapted to the 

ngours of the chmate in the highlands 
Unstable government is the chief curse and greatest banner 

to progress in all the Paafic republics with the exception of 
Chile But the extension of railways and the control exer 
ased through foreign capital invested m nunes railways 
and plantations might m time have a steadying influence 
For any advance in methods of production too great a 
proportion of the population has still to be used as mere 
earners owing to fee nature of fee country and the difficult 
nxHintain routes This had an isolating effect that made 
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Bolivia in particular almost the Tibet of South Amenca 
and parts of Peru were very little better and this condition 
will only disappear with the provision of roads and railways 
and the development of air services 

Fig, 177 Smelters typical of the cordillera from Mexico to Fcm. 

4 Mmmds 

The wealth and extait of the mineral deposits were the 
real cause of the Spanish invaaon of South An^ca. The 
vast quantities of gold and silver exported ^nce 
Spanish occupation have not insulted m any ben^t to the 
countnes produang them but have rather teswkd to keep 
the plateau regions m a state Ixmiermg on savagery 
Modem mining devdiopm^it has given more attentioii to the 
deports of minerals other than thc^ of gcid ami and 

B^d for labour has forced attention to the coodition o£ 

tfe labourers. 
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The chief difficulties in these days are connected with 
smelting of the ore and transport to the coast Vast amount 
of copper tin and mercuiy had been taken from the plateau 
regions even before the advent of the railway but the 
import of capital the extension of railways and the develop 
ment of the ore bodies by large scale methods is having an 
enormous effect from one end of the Andes to the other 
Gold mming is now comparatively unimportant and silver 
IS important only through its assoaation with other minerals 
m Peru with copper in Bohvia with tin The chief produc 
tion for the whole region is now that of copper from a nch 
zone runmng right through the Bohvia Peru plateau Large 
smeltmg works in central positions now draw the ore supplies 
from the mines by rail in fact the railway is the k&y to 
mmmg as it is to farming development throughout the 
contment 

Other nch zones occur m Bohvia where tin silver 
bismuth and tungsten are mined The Andes are also the 
worlds leading source of vanadium and second only to 
China m the production of antimony For some time the 
nver gravels m western Colombia were the leadmg source 
of platmum but exports are now dwindhng It is estimated 
that Chile alone has enough sulphur in the craters of the 
mountam section and borax in the scdars or salt flats to 
supply the world with those commodities for centunes to 
come. The imneral areas are chiefly m four sections (i) the 

served by the Central Railway in Peru (u) the 
Eastern Cordiliera in B<^iv‘a (m) the Cauca Valley and 
tte Pacific dope m Colombia and (iv) the Andean 
area of northern Chile. Dr E, Vr Shanahan said 

no eosz^aral)^ rqpoii m the world have Such quantities and 
a vOTety of igneoiis rocfcs be^ fore^ through the crustal 

swh mmimkss bo& m the of the ranges 
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and at their summits nowhere else have the minerals brought up to 
the surface been so well preserved from the action of denudmg 
forces as in the Central Andes but m no other highly mineralized 
region do most of the ores lie at such high altitudes or m such 
bare and wild mountain country as they do from Ecuador to southern 
Chile Even withm the tropics many of the richer deposits are 
situated quite near the snow Ime sometimes as in Bolivia, on rugged 
spurs between the glaciers 

Chapter XXXVI 

COLOMBIA AND ECUADOR 

1 Structure cmd Relief TO the north and south of the mountain knot in southern 
Colombia the character of the Andes is very different 

On the north they fall away to the Paafic or to tihe Atlantic 
in a senes of diverging ranges to the south they assume 
the broad plateau formation of Peru and Bolivia. The 
Western Cordillera is broken by comparatively low passes 
in Colombia but in Ecuador it offers such a barner to 
transport from the Paafic that the railway from Guayaquil 
has to climb nearly 11000 feet to readi tte plateau In 
Colombia two great ranges swing away from the Pacific 
towards the north east (Of these the West Indies are a 
partly submerged extension) Valleys thus opoi out whidi 
allow the incoming ocean influaices access fer into tte 
mtenor a great contrast to the conditions farther souffi 
The Central Amencan chain which forms the Panama 
bndge is a low range structurally qmte distinct frcan the 
Andes 

The mountain fold dose to the Pacific kmwn as the 
Coastal Range is here much higher than it is farther south 
and diverts the streams to the northward. This arrangement 
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of the highlands breaks the drainage into three systems viz 
the Pacific Caribbean and Atlantic nvers On the western 
slope the Daule S Juan and Atrato nvers have eroded 
considerable valleys before breaking through the Coastal 
Range to the sea In contrast to the raised coasts of Peru 
and Chile the Paafic coast of Colombia and Ecuador has 
sunk and drowned the lower valleys of these nvers forming 
the only estuanes on the western side of the continent 

To the west and north of the mantime ranges lies a 
distinct region the coastal lowlands varying from a mere 
stnp 15 30 miles wide to the much more extensive swamps 
around the estuanes where mangroves predominate Farther 
back the slopes and upper valleys compnse the main agncul 
tural areas This well watered but empty coastal distnct 
offers a sinking contrast to the and Peruvian coast where 
every foot of imgable land has been occupied 

On the other side of the plateau are the foot hills dropping 
away to the upper basin of the Amazon and drained by many 
large tnbutary streams This region known as the moniana 
has every arcumstance of elevation and climate in its favour 
but Its great distance from the Atlantic has maintained a 
condition of undeveloped isolation even more marked than 
that upon the enclosed tablelands of the Andes The montana 
of Peru and Bohvia is comparatively easy of access along 
the main and tnbutary streams of the Amazon but the rapids 
along the rivers keep it isolated The intenor of the north 
w^tem section of the continent is m fact faced by a rather 
tragic dilemma Transport must take either the shorter but 
very difficult route through the Andes to the Pacific or the 
lc«iger way across the swampy lowlands to the Atlantia 
Further many of the longer nvers which would offer the 
natural route are broken by gorges and rapids to such an 
extent that the people m the upper valleys turn to the 
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Pacific of necessity in all matters of transport and trade 
Economically these become Pacific regions The upper 
Cauca valley of Colombia in particular is accessible from 
the Paafic port of Bonaventura through a comparatively 
low pass SCXX) feet above the sea which therefore becomes 
the outlet for a, rich agricultural and mimng region on the 
opposite side of the ranges The new pan Amencan high 
way built to foster trade and soaal intercourse between the 
North and South Amencan continents and the development 
of airways will prove of the utmost importance in linking 
the countries faang the Paafic in South Amenca with their 
northern and southern neighbours 

2 Climate and VegetoHon 

Almost the whole of the northern coast of the continent 
is a summer rainfall region rather monsoonal in character 
But the arrangement of the mountains and the continuous 
mdraught from the ocean to the land caused by the presence 
of such a great land-mass so near the equator affects the 
rainfall and m consequence the winter drought is not 
dearly marked This applies to the Paafic coastal area 
particularly The average temperature over the coastal low 
lands IS high averaging 75 85"=* for the year This rain 
and heat bnngs the forest belt nght down to the shore hne 
Such a dimate is most imhealthy for Europeans and the 
dense jungle growth is a senous barner to the development 
of the country It is not surpnsmg therefore that settle 
ment is confined to the higher levds where ramfaJl is less 
ihe forest thinner and the land better drained than it is 
nearer the coast 

The luxunant growth of the tropical forest is however 
confined roagWy to the coastal ar«is and to the lower valleys 
and ^opes At levels exceeding 5 000 feet this danges to 
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the type of forest usual in temperate climates and it is 
everywhere less dense than in the lowlands The plateau 
areas at 8 000 1 000 feet are grasslands with very little tree 
growth The whole Paafic slope in Colombia and Ecuador 
It should be noted is a forest region and distinct in every 
particular from the slope farther south 

3 Production 

Such conquest of these tropical shore lands as has 
been effected by man writes Dr Shanahan has been at 
great cost of hfe and has been singularly incomplete 
Conquest of tropical conditions has not been earned to the 
lengths attained in Malaya or West Africa and the reason 
is not far to seek Almost everywhere m lowlands and 
uplands the forest makes settlement dependent upon great 
effort But life is easy where foods hke the banana the 
coco nut and mandioca are so abundant and m such a 
climate it is difficult for white and coloured people to be 
energetic 

But the tropical lowlands of South Amenca on the 
Pacific slope have shared m the greater attention that the 
world has been pa3mig in recent years to its equatorial 
regions The exploitation of the nch mineral deposits which 
were the main attraction of the intenor for Europ^ns made 
some survey of the coastal area a necessity and so a 
desultory sort of settlement followed Later Europe s need 
of sugar forced on the cultivation of some distncts but that 
is about the full extent of settlement at the present time. 
The lessons of jungle warfare may accelerate development 
after the war 

The inland slopes faang the incoming ram bearing wmds 
have a better record Here are found the best amdihons 
for many kinds of tropical agnculture and the climate is 
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more tolerable for both whites and Indians In particulai 
it IS ideal for the cultivation of cacao This plant because 
of its heavy pods must be sheltered from strong winds and 
it also needs abundant ram umformly high temperature and 
fertile soil It also reqmres shade and this is obtained by 
growing it alternately with bananas Ecuador and Colombia 
contam the largest area of land oflEenng such conditions but 
since the cultivation and preparation of cacao demand such 
an amount of careful labour the premiership m this industry 
has passed to West Afnca The go-as you please attitude 
of parts of South America is in fact responsible for the loss 
of one industry after another Production of all kinds from 
rubber to sugar and from cinchona to mtrates is passing 
more and more to areas not so well fitted by nature 

With coffee produced at 3 000 6 000 feet there has been 
more insistence on mamtammg quality and this product has 
succeeded in retaining its hold on the world s markets Some 
cotton IS grown in Colombia and recently more attention has 
been paid to it in Ecuador Mandioca the staple food of the 
people IS produced from cassava a root native to the 
r^on From it a flour farina and the tapioca of commerce 
are prepared Conditions for nee are ideal in the lowlands 
but little IS grown Coco-nuts and bananas grow wild in 
great profusion but the production of copra is ummportant 
smee the West Indies are much nearer the frmt markets of 
Europe. Forest wealth is considerable but scarcely touched 
as yet Tagua nuts the source of vegetable ivory mangrove 
bark and other tanmng matenals rubber chicle (the gum 
of the zapote-tree the chief constituent of chewing gum) 
mahogany and other timbers are all natural products In 
the eastern foot hills coca l^ives and anchona bark are 
valtabie products 3aelding cocaine and quinme two most 
important drugs But the production of rubber and cinchcHia 
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IS declining m value owing to the production on the great 
plantations on the other side of the Paafic For years, 
perhaps, this great area must be regarded as a reserve for 
future development, at least till the more developed lands 
of Afnca and Indonesia begin to fall short of world demand 

The population of Colombia and Ecuador is scattered, and 
the greatest concentration occurs in the plateau and the 
coastal regions The plateau is everywhere an important 
stockraismg and agncultural region, but, owing to its 
isolation a certain independence of the outside world is 
noticeable Mimng especially for gold, was formerly a 
valuable industry, but is now dechmng The coastal popu 
lation is chiefly engaged in tropical agnculture or trade, and 
an oil field is worked in Ecuador Some ports, such as 
Guayaquil, serve a hmterland in Ecuador reaching right back 
to the plateau or even to the montana Others are the 
outlets for a very limited stretch of coast land Botmentura 
IS the only Paafic port on the Colombian coa^ The plateau 
towns, Quito and Riobmha in Ecuador, Bogota, MedelUn 
and others in Colombia, occur in a long line at elevations of 
about 10,000 feet and are supported by the pastoral and 

agncultural industnes of the area 
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PERU AND BOLIVIA 

1 Peru The republic of Peru compnses half a million square 
miles stretching from the steep Pacific slope right 

across to the valley of the Amazon There are thus three 
contrasted climatic regions within its boundanes viz (i) 
the semi desert belt along the Pacific front 1 400 miles in 
length and SO miles wide with the irngated valleys of the 
short coastal rivers situated like oases along the barren slope 
(ii) the plateau proper which has already been descnbed 
and (ill) the forested slopes of the Amazon Basm which 
make up half the surface area of the country Peru with 
the exception of this third area is practically a rainless 
region lying as it does in the lee of the cordillera sheltered 
from the ram beanng winds from the Atlantic Only by 
irrigation made possible by the melting snows on the 
cordillera can agnculture by earned on even m the valleys 

Peru has a peculiar and melancholy interest because of 
the ruthless destruction of the old Inca civilization found 
here by the Spanish adventurers in the sixteenth century 
The rums of the great stone bmldings and causeways are a 
majestic reminder of the levd reached by these people in the 
arts as the imgation channels and terraced mountain sides 
are still a tnbute to their skill in ^nculture Of the present 
population of over six million slightly over three milhon 
are white chiefly of Spamsh descent Nearly three million 
Indians 42000 Asiatics and 29000 n^oes descendants 
of staves imported in past times complete the population 
picture. The Europeans other than Spamsh bom in the 
emmixy hve mostly m the ports where th^ are engaged m 
trade or the administration of mines or plantations 

374 
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The productions of the country consist chiefly of the 
plantation crops of the irngated coastal areas the petroleum 
of the same area the mmerals and wool of the plateau and 
the timber and sub tropical products of the montana around 
the headwaters of the Amazon The cultivated valleys are 
a mere 1000 square miles m extent but they nevertheless 
produce 60 per cent of the country s agricultural output 
Irngation is the chief concern of the Government and such 
schemes as that involved in takmg a nver through the 
cordillera by a tunnel 18 miles in length to irrigate a further 
500 square miles of terntory suffiaently illustrate the difS 
culties of the country Cotton the chief crop is grown in 
irngated valleys along the coast The native vanety which 
was a staple in the days of the Incas is now consumed 

Fig 179 THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY 
H^h in the Andes there are many siich ^thrones” carved 

out of shme by Inca B^perors* 
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Fig 180 Mimng r^ons Peru and Bolivia. 

kjcafly wMe the Egyptian vanety is produced for export 
St^ siaa grown m irrigated valleys around Trujillo in the 
rjordi is the secraid arop Apart from sugar and cotton such 
cno|« as nee Mediterranean fruits bananas and cassava are 
proceed On the higher levds of the plateau most tem 
pe»aie fruits and grams are grown to some patent 
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Peru yields also a wide range of most important products 
uch as petroleum copper silver gold vanadium and guano 

and about enough coal for the railway and smelting needs of 
the country Since the decline in gold and silver production 
copper ranks first among the metals Venezuela and Colom 
bia both produce more petroleum than Peru but its output 
IS quite important totalhng about 2000 tons About half 
the world s supply of vanadium a metal used as an alloy m 
produang steel of hght weight and great strength used 
particularly for motor vehicles comes from Peru 

The cold Humboldt Current which is so largely responsible 
for the and condition of the western slopes compensates to 
some extent by bnnging northward a great wealth of sea hfe 
which in turn attracts vast numbers of sea birds These 
birds over long ages have bmlt up the great guano deposits 
which are now so important an element m fertilizers for the 
farming countnes of the world The long standing dispute 
between Chile and Peru concerning the possession of the 
northern mtrate area was settled by a treaty which giv^ 
Tacna to Chile in return for £1,200000 

Peru has no less than twelve towns of over 20000 people. 
The most important of these are (i) L%ma CaUac TrujiUo 
and Fpura in the coastal belt and (u) Cu^co Stcuam 
Arequ^pct and Cerro de Pasco on tl^ plateau Ltma 
(521000) an old city in the Spamsh style is both capital 
and c<Miimeraal metropohs It has many factones and 
handles most of the busmess of the country CaSao 
(75 000) eight miles to the west of Lima has the best 
harbour on the Peruvian coast and conducts 50 per cent 
of the country s trade A factor m its importance is the 
railway to the great copper producmg area of Cerro de 
Pasco MoUendo the second port is the terminus of the 
important route via Lake Titicaca, Transport over the 
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whole region is tremendously difficult and still depends 
largely upon trains of mules and llamas and this adds to the 

importance of the sea routes and terminal ports 

2 Bolivia 

Stnctly speaking Bolivia is not a country belonging to 
the Paafic Basin since the natural drainage is to the centre 

Fia 181 This monastery at Cuzco (P em^ ccHitams many stones 
cut m tl^ time of the Incas Notice the llamas m the foreground. 

of the plateau or towards the Amazon Valley Even the 
plateau area is barely 40 per cent of the country the other 
60 par cent falling along the nxintanas on the east here 
csShd yungas Yet smct three fourths of its people turn 
towards the Paafic m trade and communications we are 
jristified in taking this area mto our survey The companscm 
b^ween Bohvia and Tibet is particularly appropriate The 
difficult nature of the country m general and espeaally of 
flie oordilleias m. the eastern and western runs of the 
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plateau has produced an isolation that is broken only by 
the infrequent railway and the inadequate mule tram The 
plateau produces insufficient food for the inhabitants it is 
scourged by cold winds it suffers a long and bitter winter 
that prevents the cultivation of all but the most hardy crops 
and makes forest growth impossible and conditions generally 
are hostile to human progress 

The people are mainly occupied in pasturing their hardy 
flocks of sheep alpacas and llamas m the little and unsatis 
factory agriculture or in mimng If petroleum is ultimately 
found in commercial quantities this may help the country s 
development but always and eveiywhere the great bamer is 
the difficulty of transport The 1 300 miles of railway in the 
country are mostly on the plateau hnked to the ports of 
Mollendo Anca and Antofagasta through which 90 per 
cent of the trade moves 

The montana region has laige areas of grassland which 
pasture considerable numbers of wild cattle Maize, sugar 
coffee cotto;i and tobacco are cultivated and a cunous indus¬ 
try IS the gathenng of coca l^ves tte mam use of which by 
the natives is for chewing as a narcotic The mineral exports 
of Bohvia are in order of value tin tungsten antimony lead 
copper and zinc La Pas (200 000) lies m a sheltered posi 
tion m a deep valley 1 500 feet bdow the floor of the plateau 
It IS the commeraal metrt^lis and a modem oty with 
electric services of all kmds Its chief importance comes 

the neagjybouring tin mines Oruro (45000) is the 
cmtre for the tm and silver of Ihe central area and 

13 on the n^un plateau railway Poiost (36000) oiK:e the 
greatest silver producing area of all time is now of dechms]^ 
importance Cochabamba (53 000) is the seccmd city sxid the 
centre of one of the best agricultural areas Sucre (28000) 
the legal capital is also d^iendent on the surrounding agn 
culture and pasture 
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CHILE 

1 Structure and Rehef 

IN more senses than one Chile is China s opposite number 
In place of a compact block of country we have in Chile 

a long thin strip of terntory that is remarkable for the 
differences it presents Chile has been called a land of con 
trasts and the label fits the country exactly Its extreme 

length of nearly 3 000 miles i e about the width of Austraha 
contrasts with its narrowness of less than 100 miles or half 
the width of Tasmania The hot rainless! desert in the north 
contrasts with the cold rainy region o£ the south Again the 

mimng of the north which is the main occupation contrasts 
with the farming of the central regions in a remarkable way 

The whole character of the country is determined by the 
broad belt of the Andes which sweeps down the whole length 
of the country more as a defimte range than as the senes of 
broad plateaux it presents to the north falling gradually in 
elevation to the extreme south The mountain wall too is 
here more broken by passes although for vanous reasons the 
east-west trafBc is very small Farther to the west of the 
mam range the land fimshes as a very defimte nm known as 

the Coastal Range This nm nses to heights of 7 000 feet 
but to the south of Valdivia it dips to become a fnnge of 
islands or a fretwork of fiords very similar to the formation 
found in the south west comer of New Zealand This 

Coastal Range however exercises an influence on the country 
out of all proportion to its height 

By far the most important feature of the country at l^tst 
foKQ an economic point of view is the long narrow depression 
fymg between the Andes and the Coastal Range and known 

380 
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as the Vale of Chile This is a great terrace of alluvial 
material carried down from the Andes and held back by the 
coastal retaining wall This filling of sediments forms at 
once a great plain more or less level and a bed of fertile soils 
which IS the basis of the country s agnculture The coastal 

Fig 182 GLACIER, CHILE 

One of the many glaaers which wind their way downward 
from the peaks of the Andes 

nm has been gradually raised m the past but the rivers have 
been able to cut down faster than the land rose and so they 
run in all cases across the Vale of Chile and break through 
the Coastal Range by gorges Elevation in fact is stil! in 
progress and the raised beaches of the coasthne together with 
the frequency of earthquakes show what a young country tins 
is in a geological sense Earthquakes occur at the rate of two 
a day but only about two a year have proved very destructive. 
The central valley is by no means a continuous depression 
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Bisected into north and south sections by a hilly region north 
of Santiago it loses for some distance the character of a valley 
altogether In contrast to the Californian coast harbours 
have not been formed wheie the seawall has been breached 
because of the high level of the Vale of Chile The southern 
section of the Vale contracts here and there to mere defiles 
between the Andes and the Coastal Range 

2 Chmate 

Climatic regions m Chile are very clearly marked To the 
north IS that area which comes under the influence of the 
prevailing high pressures—^the true trade wind desert region 
where ram falls very seldom and never in any quantity 
Farther to the south this gives way to a zone affected during 
the cold months by the cyclonic influences of the west wind 
r^on and having a marked winter rainfall and summer 
drought That part of the Vale of Chile coming under tliese 
weather conditions has become the garden of Chile and is 
indeed very like California in most respects All the tvpical 
Mediterranean plants are to be found growmg in this area 
most of them of course having been introduced The natural 
v^etation is a senes of beeches laurels and cypresses 
Farther to the south the excessive rainfall 100 mches and 
more dunng the year results in a heavily forested region 
where Chilean pme mainly predominates 

In central Chile as in cihfomia and in the similar climatic 
r^ons of southern Australia settlement has proceeded along 
the nver valleys wherever imgation can be practised In 

Chile, on the other hand as in south west Tasmania 
and ^lew Zealand the excess of moisture has left the country 
laigdy umnhabited although other factors in the situation are 
Ae prevailing low tonperatures and the poor soils Anotha: 
<^inotis omtrast which should be noticed is that, ahhot^ 
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the settlements in the irngated 'valleys suffer from time to 
time through lack of water in their supporting streams and 
through failure in their average scanty rainfall their 'worst 
enemy is floods which either sweep away the inhabitants 

Fig 183 A MODERN MOTOR ROAD 

The Utah Highway to and through the Rockies is typical of 
others m Alaska and Central America and still later routes being 

ccn^tructed in Sooth Amenca. 

crops and belongmgs or still worse strew their fields 'with 
Ja^rs of pebble and debns brought down from the 

mountains above. Seventy per cent of the population of the 
country is supported on the three miUion acres of these 
irrigated lands m the Vale The ranges boast very httic plant 
hfe although considerable flocks are pastured in the gras^ 
uplands as well as m the belt between the desert region and 
the irrigated areas 
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3 Occupations 

Following the climatic zoning o£ Chile a similar division of 
mdustnes dependent upon the land is to be expected Mining 
pasture farming and forestry succeed each other from north 
to south of the country in that order Some vanation to the 
regular succession is caused by the rise in level towards the 
Andes and in general mimng for metals is confined to the 
mountains as it is in Peru and Bolivia Mining is the 
dominant industry of the country Chile has the world s 
largest deposits of nitrates and iodine and is the second 
source of supply for copper Coal and iron are also mined 
the latter being an important export 

Chile s chief export mtrate deserves a speaal note Nitrate 
of soda earned down for long ages in solution by the 
streams from the Andes has by evaporation in the dry 
desert chmate been deposited along the margins of the 
sak^s or salt basins In the great expansion of agnculture 
during the last century and the need for feeding large 
industrial populations the world found that these mtrate 
deposits were invaluable Phosphorus potassium and mtro 
gen are the three great foods demanded by plant life Con 
tmuous cultivation of the soil exhausts these constituents 
which have to be replaced in the form of fertilizers Con 
sequently most farming countries are concerned over the 
supply of fertilizers especially of mtrates Further since 
nitrogen is essential for the manufacture of explosives in 
the event of war the source of supply would be separated 
frcan Europe by a hazardous sea voyage A certain amount 
was prcduced as a by product from the coking of coal but 
tins too was f dt to te inad^uate in times of war Thus the 
diamsts of the world set to work to discover a means whereby 
the free mtregen in the air could be fixed and used both for 
fertihzers and explosives In this they succe^ed and for 
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last two decades the Chilean nitrate industry has been fighting 

a losing battle against competition from synthetc mtrates 
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